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The Use of the Jameson Cell to Improve Flotation Circuit Design
Rodrigo Araya
Glencore Technology Canada
Virginia Lawson
Glencore Technology Australia

Abstract
Mineral processing plants are facing an urgent need for more efficient technologies to produce saleable
concentrate as the ore bodies are becoming more complex. This complexity typically translates in
changes to the configuration of existing flotation circuits to be able to maintain productivity. The
Jameson Cell is a high performance flotation cell able to recover mineral particles in a wide range of
sizes due to a combination of small bubble size and intense mixing ideal for bubble-particle collisions.
This paper presents case studies where the Jameson Cell has been successfully retrofitted in brownfield
mineral processing plants transforming the existing flotation circuits into more efficient flowsheets.
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Introduction

The modern society is increasing its demands for metals to produce goods and infrastructure for an
always growing population. It has been reported that the extraction of the main commodities has
increased by a factor of 1.7, which accelerates the depletion of mineral resources (Calvo et al., 2016).
Consequently, new ore bodies around the world are at deeper depths, present lower head grades,
complex mineralogy and high variability often complemented with deleterious elements including
arsenic, fluorine, and mercury (Huynh et al., 2014). Complex mineralogy often requires fine and
ultrafine grinding to liberate valuable mineral particles. For example, Glencore’s McArthur River Mine
produces a concentrate at a P80 of 7 µm (Pease et al., 2010). Processing plants using conventional
flotation technologies and fine/ultrafine particle size typically struggle due to poor hydrodynamics to
recover fine liberated particles (Jameson, 2012). This paper proposes the Jameson Cell as a flotation
technology to overcome these challenges. Case studies of industrial installations are presented.
Background

Flotation is a process that separates hydrophilic particles from hydrophobic particles by means of air
bubbles that rise to the top of a flotation cell to produce a froth layer (Wills & Finch, 2016). Ideally,
hydrophilic particles remain in the pulp phase and hydrophobic particles adhere to air bubbles and exit
the flotation cell as concentrate; however, in practice there will always be water entrained as it is required
to build the froth phase (Ireland et al., 2007). The froth layer is a system in which gas cells are enclosed
by water (Weaire & Hutzler, 2001). The water that forms the froth layer is transported from the top of
the pulp phase; therefore, the water in the froth has the same composition as the pulp. This transport of
water from the pulp to the froth is the start of the transport of unwanted hydrophilic particles from the
froth to the concentrate launder (Johnson, 2005). The negative effects of water entrainment depends on
particle size. Relatively coarse hydrophilic particles settle more easily in the froth phase, whereas fine
fractions (<10 µm) do not settle and are transported much more successfully through the froth (Johnson,
2005). In most cases, relatively deep froths are enough to produce clean concentrates when coarse
hydrophilic gangue is present. The use of wash water is typically needed for fine hydrophilic gangue.
The Jameson Cell

The Jameson Cell is a high intensity flotation cell in which pulp and air are brought together in a cocurrent descending flow in a vertical tube called the downcomer. The pulp is introduced into the
downcomer through a slurry lens orifice to produce a high velocity jet that generates violent mixing and
fine bubble size. Due to these conditions, a dense foam is produced inside the downcomer where violent
collisions between bubbles and particles occur, therefore allowing the collection of hydrophobic mineral
particles (Evans et al., 1995). The pulp then discharges into a separation tank, which allows the air
bubbles carrying the hydrophobic particles to raise to the top of the cell to form a froth layer, which is
consequently collected in the concentrate launders. Figure 1 shows an illustration of the Jameson Cell.
The main advantages of the Jameson Cell includes the very rapid collection leading to compact size;
self-aspiration of air eliminating the need of a blower or compressor; froth washing to reduce
entrainment of unwanted hydrophilic mineral particles. Another great advantage is that the Jameson Cell
recirculates a portion of its tails so the volumetric flow rate to the downcomer is constant, therefore,
mixing, bubble size, air flow rate and metallurgical performance are constant.
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Figure 1 – Illustration of the Jameson Cell
Conventional Cell Cleaning Circuit

Cleaner circuits that use conventional mechanical cells are typically developed based on flotation tests
to define the number of cleaning stages required to achieve the desired concentrate grade (Wills & Finch,
2016). There are a number of conventional cleaning circuits that have installed the Jameson Cell at the
head of their cleaner circuits for several reasons including, increase cleaning capacity, removal of
deleterious elements, increase of final concentrate grade (Bennet et al., 2012; Seaman et al., 2012).
These installations serve as industrial demonstrations that the Jameson Cell is equivalent to three stages
of cleaning in conventional mechanical cells, therefore implying that more efficient cleaner circuits can
be designed with less machines, therefore less footprint and more power efficient.
Improved Cleaner Circuit Design

The proposed cleaner circuit design use the Jameson Cell in two separate duties: cleaner/scalper and
recleaner (see Figure 2). The cleaner/scalper Jameson Cell produces a high grade concentrate by
recovering the fast floating liberated mineral particles at the head of the cleaner circuit. The tails from
the cleaner/scalper proceeds to a bank of mechanical cells as cleaner/scavenger to maximize recovery
of a stream now with a lower degree of liberation. The concentrate of the cleaner/scavenger circuit feeds
a re-cleaner Jameson Cell that also produces final concentrate. In flowsheets that include regrinding, the
performance of the re-cleaner Jameson Cell can be used as a diagnostic tool to determine the grinding
power required to liberate the value particles and consequently increase concentrate grade and recovery.
Typically in base metals, the Jameson Cell when installed as cleaner/scalper is able to achieve final
concentrate grades at unit recoveries ranging from 50 to 70%.
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Figure 2 –Cleaner Circuit Design with Jameson Cell as Cleaner/Scalper and Recleaner
Case Study 1: Mount Isa Mines Copper Concentrator

Mount Isa Mines is one of the biggest mining operations in Australia that operates as a subsidiary of
Glencore PLC, located near Mount Isa, Queensland. Mount Isa Mines operates two separate mining and
processing streams: copper and silver-lead-zinc. The mining and smelting complex produces copper
anodes, crude lead bullion (containing silver), and zinc concentrate. The copper operation mine
chalcopyrite as the only significant copper mineral that occurs as a replacement deposit in a silicadolomite host rock. The sulphide gangue consists of pyrite, minor amounts of pyrrhotite and cobaltite.
The non-sulphide gangue (NSG) consists of dolomite, chlorite, quartz and talc.

The copper concentrator was built to process chalcopyrite ore and has throughout its history also
processed converter slag when mine output allowed, to produce copper concentrate. The concentrator
was commissioned in 1973 and by 2015 most of the flotation cells had reached their service life,
therefore it was decided to perform an online refurbishment which gave an opportunity to re-design the
cleaner circuit. Figure 3 shows the flowsheet before the refurbishment. The cleaner circuit consisted of
33 flotation cells: three 2.5m x 17m column cells, twelve 120 Agitair cleaners, eight 120 Agitair recleaners, eight 120 Agitair retreatment and two 100 m3 Wemco cleaner/scavengers (Lawson et al.,
2017).

Figure 4 shows the concentrator flowsheet after the cleaner circuit re-design where it can be seen a
dramatic reduction from 33 to 5 flotation cells. The new cleaner circuit consists of one B5400/18
cleaner/scalper Jameson Cell, one B5400/18 recleaner Jameson Cell and three cleaner/scavengers (one
B5400/18 Jameson Cell and the two 100 m3 Wemco). The cleaner/scalper Jameson Cell takes rougher
concentrate and produces final concentrate. The cleaner Jameson Cell receives the tails from the
cleaner/scalper and the cleaner/scavenger concentrate (Jameson Cell and mechanical cells) to produce
final concentrate. The cleaner/scavenger Jameson Cell takes the cleaner Jameson Cell tails plus the
reground rougher/scavenger concentrate.
The Jameson Cell units were sized based on the surface area required to remove 5 t/h/m2 and not
residence time as is the conventional approach. The Jameson Cell can also be simulated from laboratory
flotation tests. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the grade/recovery curve created with the laboratory
flotation test and the curve produce with the industrial Jameson Cell after commissioning at Mount Isa
Copper Concentrator.
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Figure 3 – Mount Isa Concentrator flowsheet before the refurbishment

Figure 4 – Mount Isa concentrator flowsheet after the installation of Jameson Cells
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Figure 5 – Comparison between dilution cleaning test and industrial Jameson Cells at Mount Isa
copper concentrator
Case Study 2: CSA Cobar

CSA Mine is an underground copper mine owned by Cobar Management Proprietary Limited (CMPL),
a wholly owned subsidiary of Glencore PLC. It is located 14 km north of Cobar in New South Wales.
The main copper species processed are chalcopyrite and cubanite. It is a high grade copper mine with
head grades varying from 5 to 8%. The large variations in feed grade often overwhelmed the flotation
process leading to the need to by-pass rougher concentrate directly to final concentrate. In addition to
this challenge, the last stage of cleaning that consisted of Denver cells installed in 1965 that needed to
be replaced. A plant upgrade project was requested with the ultimate goal of increasing the concentrate
grade from 28% Cu at 96% overall recovery to 30% without compromising the overall copper recovery.
The flotation circuit before the plant upgrade consisted of two banks of five 500 ft 3 Wemco Cells
roughers, two banks of ten 1.8 m3 Denver Cells as first cleaners, two banks of five 1.8 m3 as second
cleaners. The rougher and cleaner tails were sent to three 30 m3 Outotec Cells.

Figure 6 shows the flowsheet of the new flotation circuit. The cleaner circuit was re-designed to increase
the concentrate grade and to eliminate the need to by-pass the rougher concentrate to final concentrate,
therefore making it easier to operate. A cleaner/scalper E4232/10 Jameson Cell was added to produce
final concentrate. The second cleaners (ten 1.8 m3 Denver Cells) were replaced with only one E1732/4
Jameson Cell. Figure 7 shows the characteristic grade vs. recovery curves for the cleaner/scalper and recleaner Jameson Cell at CSA Mines. It can be seen that the cleaner/scalper is removing most of the mass
of copper as final concentrate with unit recoveries greater than 80%, due to collecting the fast-floatingliberated mineral particles. On the other hand, the more challenging grade/recovery curve of the recleaner Jameson Cell clearly indicates that it is recovering a greater number of composite particles
(Huynh et al., 2014). This new cleaner circuit was capable of producing the target grade and recovery,
30% Cu and 96%, respectively.
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Figure 6 – Flowsheet at CSA Mines with the New Cleaner Circuit Design

Figure 7 – Grade vs. Recovery Curve of the Two Jameson Cells at CSA Mines
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Conclusions
Depletion of world’s mineral resources is causing the need to process more complex ore bodies. This
challenge is forcing mineral processing plants to adopt more efficient flotation circuits and flotation
technologies. An improved cleaner circuit designed was proposed. This circuit is able to achieve ultimate
metallurgical targets, great stability in the face of feed variations, reduced plant footprint, and a more
robust operation. The Jameson Cell represents a key element in this improved cleaner circuit due to its
exceptional metallurgical performance. Case studies were presented in which conventional cleaner
circuits were re-designed to implement in industrial scale the improved cleaner circuit with exceptional
results. The Mount Isa Mines Copper Concentrator was upgraded resulting in a reduction from 33
flotation cells in the cleaner circuit to only 5 flotation cells without compromising overall concentrate
grades and recoveries (Lawson et al., 2017). CSA Mines was able to improve its already spectacular
targets from 28% Cu grade at 96% overall recovery to 30% Cu grade at 96% recovery (Huynh et al.,
2014).
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ABSTRACT
As mine head grades decline and orebodies become more complex, traditional mineral processing
techniques and flowsheets to achieve saleable concentrate become more difficult to design and construct.
Mines with lower quality concentrates or concentrates with penalty elements are particular under threat.
The economics of these operations are far more susceptible to metal price, concentrate treatment terms and
the availability of other, cleaner concentrates. Additional value may be realised for these orebodies through
improved recovery by producing a low grade middling concentrate for further processing, in conjunction
with a saleable concentrate.
The most cost effective way to reduce impurity levels is to do so as early as possible in the mining
value chain. Technologies such as fine grinding and fine particle flotation are well established as effective
methods for impurity rejection in mineral processing. What is normally overlooked is how a
hydrometallurgical process could also be integrated in the overall flowsheet to achieve higher overall
recovery at the mill. In the base metals environment, this is mainly because hydrometallurgical processes
are associated with production of metal or use of expensive and toxic precipitating agents once the
minerals of interest are solubilised. These processes can be very expensive, particularly with rising power
costs and poor economies of scale in capital costs associated with low production rates from middling
streams.
Glencore Technology (GT) has recent experience in the treatment of middling and low grade
concentrate streams as well as tailings streams to compliment a concentrator flowsheet in a refractory gold
and base metals setting. The value proposition is the isolation of a low grade middlings concentrate from
the primary circuit or the tailings stream for upgrading to an intermediate product with an equal or higher
grade than the primary concentrate to allow blending for sale. This allows plants to operate on a more
favourable part grade-recovery curve while avoiding the expense of metal production. For existing
operations this is particularly attractive since it can be added on with no process interruptions.
Two case studies are examined showing flowsheets and costings to arrive at the value proposition
of the GT low grade treatment flowsheet.
KEYWORDS
Albion, IsaMill, Jameson cell, Glencore
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INTRODUCTION
One significant challenge facing the gold and base metals mining industries is the globally
observed trend of reducing mined head grades. This challenge is faced with existing operating assets and
presents a significant hurdle in the justification for new projects. Figure 1 shows global trends in mined
head grade from the mid 1800’s to 2010 (CSIRO 2015).

Figure 1 – Mined head grades for base metals and gold.
New projects or orebodies within existing operations, where reasonably good head grades can be
maintained, tend to defy this globally observed trend through a corresponding increase in geological and
metallurgical complexity. This is important for miners because metal input can be maintained without
increasing milling rates however for a given flowsheet the quantity and quality of metal outputs will be
compromised. While throughput of high-grade, complex orebodies can maintain input metal units they
may not achieve target grade or recovery, and may even introduce penalty elements to the concentrate
(Munro 2015), effecting economic viability.
By way of example, challenges faced with complex ore treatment in a flotation concentrator
where the concentrate would be directed to a smelter include:
•
•
•

Inability to find an economic operating point on the grade recovery curve such that both grade or
recovery is not achieved for economic sale to a smelter
Sacrificing the final product concentrate grade by inclusion of a middling concentrate that serves
to increase overall recovery but negatively impacts grade and introducing penalty elements
Inability to separate the economic minerals in an orebody rendering the production of a bulk
concentrate with poor terms of sale to a smelter

Figure 2 illustrates the general trend of how grade versus recovery curves have become less
defined as recovery increases.
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Figure 2 – Less defined grade recovery curves lead to lower concentrate grade to achieve target recovery
In general, the gradient of the grade recovery curve has decreased resulting in a non-optimal
operating position on the curve. This is a reflection of the general increasing complexity of ore to maintain
mined head grade. The reason the ore complexity is reflected in Figure 2 is that minerals become more
difficult to separate from one another and are recovered together, (Young 1997).
Certain ore-types cannot be upgraded with mineral processing techniques to produce a concentrate
for downstream treatment in smelters. One example of these ores are the highly weathered or oxidised ores
that are treated via heap leaching or whole ore leaching for copper and cobalt recovery. This processing
method suits certain ore types and where sufficient infrastructure can be established at low cost. For
example, heap leachable ore, requires ore with minimum levels of competency and permeability when it is
stacked. The mineralisation must be such, that it is readily acid leached, with sufficiently low net acid
consumption to be economic. A separate plant is then required to recover the copper once leached into
solution, and then solvent extraction and electro-winning plants are required to produce saleable copper
cathode. This flowsheet is conditional on the availability of reliable and relatively cheap power.
Ore types that don’t fit neatly into conventional flotation or heap leaching flowsheets have
traditionally been relegated to waste. These ores are generally referred to as Complex Ores. Increasingly,
these ore types can no longer be viewed as waste due to the contained metal content and high costs of prestripping this material where it overlies more economic deposits. Often these pre-stripping costs can make
a project uneconomic unless metal can be recovered from this waste material.
Treatment of Complex Ores Through the Concentrator
During the mining boom of 2004 to 2009 the challenges of increasing metal prices coupled with
the increasingly long lead times to bring a project to production led to mining companies adopting a
strategy of a standard concentrator design (Combes 2011). The standard concentrator would allow
significant improvement in the design and procurement phases of a project, and allow projects to be
implemented faster to take advantage of rising metal prices. A common circuit used in a standard
concentrator design is reflected in a simplified flowsheet in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – Conceptual flotation plant
The standard concentrator is a valid concept where a number of concentrators are envisaged to be
built across projects with identical geological and metallurgical characteristics. The standard concentrator
is still an excellent concept where there will be some variation between projects where some slight
modification to the standard concentrator can be tolerated. When processing complex ores, however, where
a single deposit may have multiple complex metallurgical domains, it becomes very difficult to design a
single flowsheet that can treat all ore types while maximising economic performance.
Figure 2 shows that treatment of ore with increasing complexity in a set flowsheet will result in a
compromise between recovery and grade or contamination of the final concentrate with deleterious metals
and gangue. This can significantly impact the economics of a mining operation, (Munro 2015).
Modification of the Concentrator for Complex Ores
Modifications made from the conventional flowsheet for the treatment of complex ores generally
comprises two approaches. The first is increasing the extent of grinding. This is based on the premise that
when grade or recovery of an economic mineral is not obtained it is not liberated from gangue and does not
have exposed surfaces to float. While there is some focus on the primary grind, usually when ore
complexity increases, concentrate re-grinding, using a fine grinding mill such as the IsaMillTM is included
in the circuit (Burford 2007). This style of flowsheet is reflected in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 – Modification of the conventional flowsheet for fine grinding
The addition of concentrate regrinding to a flotation circuit as shown in Figure 4 is based entirely
on increasing liberation. Once the minerals are liberated they must then be floated which can create further
issues as finer particles have slower flotation kinetics compared to courser particles, and require more
residence time to achieve the same recovery.
The second modification to the standard flowsheet commonly used is an increase of residence
time through the installation of more flotation capacity or modification of the circuit configuration as
reflected in Figure 5.

Figure 5 – Modification of the conventional flowsheet for circuit configuration or longer residence time
For fine particle flotation, a properly designed circuit may have the benefits of reducing
recirculating loads, reducing reagent demand, as well as improved metallurgy. Examples such as McArthur
River Mines routinely produce average zinc concentrate less than 10um in size, (Pease 2004).
Alternatively, different flotation equipment can be added to the flowsheet such as the Jameson Cell which
is well documented in the literature and proven in the field for improved fine particle flotation compared to
a mechanical cell (Young 2006).
The basic modifications to the conventional flotation flowsheet are all validated when they result
in improvements in the grade and recovery of the valuable metals to economic levels. Some extremely
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complex ore types, however, will still not respond fully to such modifications and there is a need for a
more encompassing approach.
A further complication occurs when designing a new project or modifying an existing operation
for the treatment of a more complex ore, where the circuit design is based on the treatment of the most
complex metallurgical domain in the orebody. This leads to circuit complexity that is not needed for a large
percentage of the ore treated. Due to the mining sequence and certain ore types not stockpiling well, the
more complex ores will not be treated in discrete campaigns. The result can be the installation of excess
flotation and re-grinding capacity that is not utilised all of the time, resulting in an inefficient use of capital.
GT Process for Treatment of Complex Ores
Over the past 20 years there have been significant advances in technology and equipment in the
fields of mineral processing and hydrometallurgy in the mining industry. GT has been at the forefront of
these advances with the following technologies:
•
•
•

IsaMillTM – A high efficiency fine grinding technology in a horizontally stirred mill utilising inert
ceramic media
Jameson CellTM – A high intensity pneumatic flotation machine with no moving parts generating
fine bubbles
Albion ProcessTM – Fine grinding followed by atmospheric leaching technology for refractory and
base metals concentrates, including low cost recovery of base metals from solution to high grade
concentrates with low grade reagents

The Albion ProcessTM is a patented technology developed by Glencore in 1994. The Albion
Process consists of two key steps. The first step is ultrafine grinding of a sulphide concentrate, using
Glencore Technology’s IsaMillTM, to particle sizes in the range 80 % passing 10 – 15 microns. The second
step is an oxidative leach of the finely ground sulphides at atmospheric pressure to breakdown the sulphide
matrix and liberate base and precious metals prior to metal recovery. There are currently five Albion
ProcessTM plants operating globally in base and precious metals duties.
TM

As a response to the increasing ore complexity, GT proposes a flowsheet that is a combination of
these recent advances in mineral processing and hydrometallurgy processes. A conventional flotation
flowsheet is still adopted when designing for new projects or existing operations encountering increasing
ore complexity but with the addition of a hydrometallurgical processing step to deal with the low grade
concentrates bled from the flotation circuit to smooth our variations in plant operation. One version of the
concept is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6 – GT concept for complex ore treatment
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Figure 6 shows how the conventional flowsheet may be modified in an example where the
concentrate reporting to the cleaner circuit is treated through an IsaMill™ and then a Jameson Cell prior to
the Cleaner bank, obtaining grade, however the recovery is not at target levels meaning that further
cleaning must be employed to achieve recovery. The Cleaner and Cleaner Scavenger banks provide further
recovery, however the combined concentrate is below target, resulting in an overall dilution of the
concentrate grade. In the modified flowsheet, a Jameson cell treats the Cleaner Scav tailings to recover a
low grade concentrate. This low grade concentrate is bled from the circuit and processed in a dedicated
hydrometallurgical plant. Complex middling particles recovered in the Jameson cell are removed from the
circuit and are not recirculated through the flotation plant.
The fine grinding stage prior to the cleaning circuit allows for high pull rates from the Rougher
and Scavenger, improving primary circuit recovery. The use of the Jameson Cell allows for good quality
concentrate to be produced after fine grinding, with the wash water on the cell reducing the recovery of
non-gangue particles.
The operation of the Cleaner and the Cleaner Scav enables the operation to balance the grade and
recovery to be achieved from the circuit. Too high a recovery from this circuit recovers not only wanted
liberated valuable mineral, but also the locked and complex particles towards the end of the circuit,
unnecessarily diluting the concentrate. There is also the possibility of penalty elements that could be
recovered in the concentrate with too high recovery rates. Therefore recovery needs to be controlled to
prevent these particles from being recovered and left in the Cleaner Scav tails.
The Cleaner Scav tails are treated with a Jameson Cell, further increasing circuit recovery, but
targeting complex particles that cannot be collected to concentrate in their current state due to the low
concentration of valuable minerals.
The concentrate collected from the Jameson Cell doesn’t need to be high grade to be economically
treated through the Albion ProcessTM. Grades down to 5% copper in concentrate have found to be
economic. One issue with including the Albion ProcessTM in the flowsheet is how to recover the metals that
are leached into solution at low cost. This is achieved through a process developed by GT for zinc, copper,
nickel and cobalt where either lime or limestone is used to continuously precipitate the base metals at
controlled pH. A common problem with this type of precipitation process is the co-precipitation of
gypsum. GT has developed procedures to overcome this issue by carefully controlling the process
conditions such that the gypsum grows to particle sizes significantly coarser than the base metal oxides,
and can be separated by hydrocyclone, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7 – Integration of the Albion ProcessTM into the mineral processing flowsheet
When applied to a copper circuit, the feed material to the Albion ProcessTM would be a low grade
5% copper middling concentrate which is then leached to solution and precipitated as a 45% copper oxide
concentrate. This high grade intermediate can then be sold for use in a range of industries, or alternatively
blended with the final concentrate product for sale.
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CASE STUDIES FOR THE GT PROCESS
Two case studies are presented to illustrate the concept and high level information has been
provided on the incremental improvement that can be achieved by incorporating the Albion ProcessTM into
the concentrator flowsheet for processing a low grade middling stream.
Case 1 – Copper NW Queensland
Case 1 relates to an opportunity for brownfields expansion of mining and concentrator operations
at a mine in North Queensland. The ore complexity at the operation will increase for a short duration due to
the need to mine through mainly transitional/weathered ore zones with a variable base of oxidation,
resulting in some primary zones intermixed with the transitional ores. The variation in the contact zone
between the transitional and primary ores is such that the ores cannot be separated and must be treated
together. They are in a quantity such that the contained metal units from both transitional and primary ore
must be recovered to justify the overall project.
The main copper bearing minerals comprise native copper, chalcopyrite and chalcocite with minor
chrysocolla and malachite. The sulphide gangue comprises mainly pyrite with minor pyrrhotite, galena and
sphalerite.
The ore presented to the process typically grades 1 to 2% copper with varying mineralogy. Within
the feed some of the ore types can be recovered to a concentrate grading greater than 25% copper, however
for the pure transitional ores, the maximum copper concentrate grade is only 5% copper. The transitional
concentrates, however, contain predominantly leachable minerals, and lend themselves to be separated to a
middlings stream for separate hydrometallurgical processing. A simplified flowsheet is illustrated in Figure
8.
.

Figure 8 – Copper treatment flowsheet
The simplified flowsheet in Figure 8 indicates a pathway for liberated copper sulphide mineralogy
to report to a final cleaner concentrate to achieve on specification concentrate at +26% copper grade for
sale. The material that is not amenable to upgrading, diluted by both sulphide and non-sulphide gangue is
recovered in both the scavenger concentrate and the cleaner tailings as a 5% Cu middling concentrate that
is treated through the Albion ProcessTM. Even at low feed grades the hydrometallurgy treatment option is
economical since the final intermediate copper oxide produced grades approximately 50% copper and
overall circuit grade and recovery are maximised.
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The mineral processing and hydrometallurgy flowsheet adds between 4% to 30% copper recovery
at target grade depending on what material is treated. The project allows access to a further 6.0 Mt of high
grade primary ore. The treatment of the transitional cap alone has an IRR of approximately 25%.
Case 2 – Zinc NW Queensland
This application of the GT flowsheet to zinc processing is treatment of historical zinc tailings. It
was acknowledged that significant zinc was contained in the tailings but when the tailings were re-floated a
zinc grade of around 10% had to be accepted for any economic recovery levels due to both sulphide and
non-sulphide gangue. A number of hydrometallurgy flowsheet options were considered to treat the low
grade concentrate, however these options were marginal economically due to the high cost of installing
expensive processing equipment to recover the final zinc metal product. The GT approach overcame these
economic and technical limitations. A simplified flowsheet is illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9 – Zinc treatment flowsheet
The flotation tailings can be re-floated in a conventional flowsheet to produce a 10% zinc
concentrate at 90% recovery. The resulting concentrate is fed to an IsaMillTM for grinding to 80% passing
20 micron or below and then to the Albion ProcessTM oxidative leach for the extraction of zinc. The
oxidative leach achieves zinc recoveries of up to 99.5%. Glencore has installed two Albion ProcessTM
plants to recover zinc from a bulk concentrate, in Spain and Germany, and has experience in the design of
these plants (Hourn 2012).
Once in solution, rather than producing metal, the GT precipitation process was used with either
lime or limestone to produce a zinc oxide at a grade between 50 to 60% zinc. Strategically, since most zinc
roast-leach-electrowinning plants are limited at the roaster, such a zinc product can be treated by
conventional zinc refineries to maximise cellhouse capacity or operate during roaster downtime.
The plant was sized to produce 100ktpa contained zinc metal but could be easily scaled down if
required. The project IRR was 30%.
CONCLUSION
GT has developed novel flowsheet configurations for the treatment of complex ores through
minor modification to conventional flowsheets with minimal process disruption and integration with
hydrometallurgy unit operations. The flowsheets presented are just examples and many other variations are
possible.
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In the mining value chain, value can be most easily added when complexity in ores can be
overcome at the earliest part of the chain as practicable. This starts in the mine with grade control,
understanding metallurgical domain definition and optimising blast patterns. In the mineral processing
sphere this can start with screening and dense medium separation through to grind size and reagent use. In
extractive metallurgy this can mean blending with different feeds, additional plant and equipment through
to by-product waste disposal. The final product is sold in the market relative to the product quality of other
producers. The authors recognise that most value can be added through addressing complex ore treatment
as early as possible in the value chain and this paper focuses on blending hydrometallurgical techniques
with minerals processing to address ore complexity in the concentrator.
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ABSTRACT
Selectively recovering pentlandite from high levels of pyrrhotite presents a technical and
operational challenge. The liberation characteristics and also the chemical environment is critical to
performing a successful separation. Reviewing the mineralogy to understand the characteristics of the ore
and the plant flotation behavior is fundamental to designing a successful improvement program.
At Savannah Nickel the challenges presented by a falling nickel price required a rethink of the
flowsheet to improve the project economics through improving the concentrate grade and recoveries.
Glencore Technology reviewed the plant performance and proposed and tested solutions to improve the
grade performance of the concentrator with the support of the plant team. A pilot plant comprising a M20
IsamillTM followed by an L500/1 Jameson Cell was operated on various plant streams. In addition to the
pilot plant, flotation surveys and a plant based laboratory program was used to supplement the plant
understanding and within two weeks significant improvements were identified and demonstrated. The
combination of the pilot operation and the plant based laboratory program was able to quickly demonstrate
the improvements and test with equipment that is fully scaleable from pilot plant to full scale.

KEYWORDS
Pentlandite, Pyrrhotite, IsamillTM, Jameson Cell, Cu/Ni separation, Mineralogy
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INTRODUCTION
Panoramic Resources Limited is a Western Australian mining company formed in 2001 for the
purpose of developing the Savannah Nickel Project in the East Kimberley region of Western Australia.
Panoramic successfully commissioned the $65 million Savannah Project in late 2004. The process plant at
Savannah comprises a single stage crusher, SAG mill, flotation, thickening and filtering stages to produce a
bulk nickel, copper, cobalt concentrate. Metallurgical recoveries average 86-89% for nickel, 94-97% for
copper and 89-92% for cobalt. The plant was originally designed for a throughput of 750,000 tonnes per
annum, but has consistently outperformed the design specifications.
Due to low nickel prices the Savannah Nickel mine and processing plant were placed into care
and maintenance in May 2016. Prior to suspending production Glencore Technology was engaged to
investigate options to improve the concentrate grade. With the discovery of Savannah North in 2014 and
the Savannah North Scoping Study demonstrating LoM ~8 years and Mining Inventory of 6.07Mt @
1.26% Ni, 0.64% Cu and 0.09% Co significant future potential exists. By completing pilot plant studies
prior to shutting down, the plant engineering studies can be completed and the plant readied for restart by
the time the nickel price improves.
Background
The Savannah Nickel deposit is located in the Kimberley region of Western Australia south west
of Kununurra (Figure 1). The project operates as a fly-in fly-out operation with the majority of its
workforce sourced from Perth.

Figure 1 – Savannah Nickel Project
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Figure 2 – Savannah Nickel Processing Plant
The current processing plant is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The main features include the
flash flotation cell and the rougher 1 concentrate that are in open circuit while the rougher 2 concentrate
and scavenger concentrate are cleaned through a single stage rougher cleaner (RCC) and scavenger
cleaner(SCC). The plant produces a low grade Cu-Ni concentrate at high nickel recoveries.
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Scavengers
1
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Rougher
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Figure 3 – Savannah Nickel Flowsheet
Historical Data Review
To understand the requirements for improving the concentrate grade at Savannah Ni, an historical
review of plant data was undertaken by Glencore Technologies. This review included previous survey
work, daily and monthly balances and where available mineralogy of selected streams. The plant had been
successfully operating in a high recovery, low concentrate grade scenario. The incentive for the review
was to investigate whether the concentrate grade could be improved to improve project economics through
reduction in transportation and smelting costs at the historically low nickel prices.
The composition of the nickel concentrate was reviewed by size to determine the source and
composition of the diluents. These data are given in Figure 4. The valuable minerals are distributed across
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all sizes while the non sulphide gangue (NSG) is in the finest fractions and pyrrhotite (Po), the most
dominant diluent, is in the intermediate fractions although it is diluting the concentrate across all fractions.
The source of the pyrrhotite needed to be identified across the four streams that combine to make the final
concentrate.

Composition of Ni Conc (tph)
5.0

Mass (tph)

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
-C4

+C4
Pn

+C2
Cp

+38um
Po

+75um

+106um

NSG

Figure 4 – Composition of the concentrate
By reviewing the diluents by size and by stream (Figure 5) it was determined that the nonsulphide gangue dilution was distributed across the various concentrate streams with the rougher 1
concentrate and rougher 2 concentrate being the major sources. The pyrrhotite was also distributed across
all streams however the major source was the flash concentrate in the particle sizes greater than 38 micron.
The remaining pyrrhotite was in the floatable fractions between C4 (approximately 15 micron) and 38
micron mainly in the rougher 1 and 2 concentrates.
Limited liberation data existed for the individual concentrates however the point counting data
that was available indicated that the pentlandite (Pn) appeared to be adequately liberated as defined by
Johnson (1988) with values greater than 80% while the chalcopyrite (Cp), pyrrhotite and non-sulphide
gangue were only moderately liberated. The main association of chalcopyrite was with pyrrhotite while
the pyrrhotite was associated with pentlandite. The major association for the non-sulphide gangue in the
concentrate was with chalcopyrite.
These data when reviewed collectively suggested that to remove the diluents from the concentrate
would require a combination of a moderate regrind and improvements in flotation separation to improve
the concentrate grade. A proposal for an onsite pilot campaign using both an M20 IsamillTM in
combination with an L500/1 Jameson cell was provided. As the separation of pentlandite from pyrrhotite
is challenging and often requires an optimisation of chemistry, an accompanying laboratory campaign was
proposed to be conducted on the samples from both the plant and the pilot plant to confirm the correct
chemistry of separation.
EXPERIMENTAL
The pilot plants were shipped to site in April 2016. The onsite personnel arranged for set up and
connection to services. In addition a laboratory proposal had sourced the required chemicals and readied
all the required laboratory equipment in advance to make best use of the two week campaign. Planning
also included sourcing mine supply that would best represent the future operation as any flowsheet changes
would take time to implement and current ore sources were in decline. The installed pilot plants are shown
in Figure 6 near the flotation feed conditioning tank.
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Figure 5 – Diluent by size and stream

Figure 6 – Pilot plants on site
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The pilot plant consisted of an M20 IsamillTM and an L500/1 Jameson Cell. Both are highly
instrumented allowing for minimal operator intervention. This enabled a single operator to run both pilot
plants while a second was able to conduct flotation tests. A total of 120 pilot plant surveys and 57 flotation
tests were conducted on various streams over the two weeks on site. To complement the pilot plant work a
full plant survey was conducted and a series of mini circuit block surveys to allow a comparison between
the current operation and the proposed circuit changes.
Rougher 1 Concentrate
Initial testing was conducted on the rougher 1 concentrate while the remaining tie-ins were
completed for the flash concentrate stream. The rougher 1 concentrate was tested with and without regrind
in the pilot plant and through various pH and reagent conditions in the laboratory (Figure 7).
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Figure 7 – Pilot Plant performance rougher 1 concentrate
The combination of the pilot plant data the laboratory flotation tests indicated that regrind had a
small but significant effect on the grade recovery curve of copper with a less significant effect on nickel.
Variables such as collector addition rate were evaluated and its addition was significant on improving
recovery at the expense of grade in the regrind case. Diethylenediamine (DETA) and sodium sulphite (SS)
were also evaluated and determined to have a significant impact on grade although testing was only
conducted on the laboratory samples. Excess DETA additions resulted in almost compete depression of
pentlandite and indicated it may be useful if copper nickel separation is ever considered. Optimisation of
DETA dosage was conducted as the two weeks progressed to restore the recovery lost after its addition.
The recovery of pyrrhotite to the rougher 1 concentrate is very high and the easier targets for pyrrhotite
removal are the streams where regrinding is more effective for its removal. Neither pH nor DETA
resolved the high pyrrhotite flotation in the rougher 1 concentrate at the levels tested.
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Figure 8 – Laboratory flotation of rougher 1 concentrate
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Flash Concentrate
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The next stream to be tested was the flash concentrate. The sample was found to be very coarse
and the lines sanded on occasion. Due to this materials handling challenge, all the pilot tests were
conducted with regrinding while some laboratory tests were conducted without regrind. Analysis of the
laboratory tests determined that regrinding had a significant impact on the cleaner grade recovery curve of
the flash concentrate and the work continued with regrinding only tests in the pilot plant. Three stage
laboratory cleaning of the flash concentrate at low solids density (referred to as dilution cleaning) resulted
in no separation from pyrrhotite nor did modification of the pulp pH in the case with no regrind. Optimum
conditions for the flash concentrate were regrinding with the addition of DETA/SS at a pH of 9.5. It is
expected that regrinding with DETA/SS and Jameson Cell flotation will provide a superior grade recovery
curve. In all cases the grade of the flash concentrate could be significantly improved and as this stream
represents over a third of the final concentrate this will result in a significant shift in the grade recovery
curve for Savannah Nickel.
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Figure 9 – Laboratory and pilot plant testing on flash concentrate

Rougher 2 Concentrate
Laboratory tests on the rougher 2 concentrate with and without regrind clearly showed the
improved grade recovery curve position following regrind. For this reason this stream was tested with
regrind for all pilot tests. In conjunction with the pilot plant operation plant block surveys were conducted
to measure the performance of the existing plant cleaner.
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Figure 10 – Grade recovery curves for rougher 2 concentrate with and without Isamilling
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The demonstration in the pilot plant of the improvement in grade recovery position with regrind is
shown in Figure 10. The pilot plant produced a superior grade recovery curve for both copper and nickel
compared to the laboratory. The difference is likely the result of the superior cleaning efficiency of the
Jameson Cell compared to the laboratory single stage cleaner flotation. DETA/SS was able to achieve a
similar response to regrind alone however the regrinding in combination with the Jameson Cell without
DETA/SS produced the highest grade.
Scavenger Concentrate
The final stream tested was the scavenger concentrate. As the scavenger concentrate consisted of
the highest pyrrhotite content additional laboratory tests were conducted to try to understand the behaviour
of pyrrhotite. The pilot plant was only operated for one day on this stream and a single plant survey was
also conducted. The impact of various parameters investigated in the laboratory are given in Figure 11
and are compared to the performance of the pilot plant.
The laboratory testing showed that the grade of the scavenger concentrate could be improved by
regrinding. The best performance was indicated by the dilution cleaning test after regrinding suggesting
that the small number of pilot tests hadn’t achieved the optimum performance in the Jameson Cell that is
indicated by the laboratory simulation. A significant level of entrainment after regrinding for the
scavenger concentrate requires optimisation of wash water addition and air rates in the pilot tests.
Increases in concentrate grade by a factor of 2 are possible by IsamillTM regrinding and cleaning.
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Figure 11 – Grade recovery curves from testing of scavenger concentrate

To determine the impact of conditioning on the selectivity of pentlandite from pyrrhotite,
Isamilled scavenger concentrate was conditioned with nitrogen or air or combinations of the two. The
closed nature of the IsamillTM means that the discharge slurry is often devoid of oxygen when highly
reactive sulphides such as pyrrhotite are ground as any oxygen present in the pulp is consumed as new
surfaces are created. The Isamilled sample conditioned with nitrogen only remains at the low Eh level of 200 mV. The oxygen level was not measured but the rise in Eh is assumed to be associated with an
increase of oxygen in the pulp as the pulp is conditioned with air. As the air is introduced the recovery of
pyrrhotite decreases relative to the pentlandite improving the grade of the concentrate. This has
implications for plant and pilot plant practice suggesting that conditioning will be required after and
optimisation of air rates to achieve optimised concentrate grades.
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Figure 12 – Pentlandite-Pyrrhotite selectivity vs flotation Eh
ENGINEERING DESIGN
To enable engineering design on the preferred flowsheet a full plant survey was conducted in
order to be able to accurately predict the required mass flows for sizing the IsamillTM and Jameson Cells.
The full plant survey confirmed the distribution of masses from earlier work supporting the high mass from
the flash concentrate. Any improvements in concentrate grade or recovery would rely on being able to
shift the position of the flash concentrate grade recovery curve. The mass splits are provided in Table 1.
Table 1 – Full Plant Survey Balance
Stream

tph

%Solids

Ni

Cu

Co

Mass

Ni

Cu

Co

Flash
Ro 1 Conc
Ro 2 Conc
Scav Conc
Ro Clnr Conc
Scav Clnr Conc
Final Conc

5.6
4.9
8.8
9.8
6.5
2.5
19.6

33.4
44.5
34.1
27.5
37.4
31.8
28.0

12.0
11.4
6.45
1.57
8.1
4.3
9.5

5.3
7.4
3.31
0.52
4.3
2.0
5.1

0.7
0.6
0.31
0.07
0.4
0.2
0.5

4.0
3.5
6.3
7.0
4.7
1.8
14.0

30.8
25.9
26.2
7.1
24.6
4.9
86.3

29.1
35.9
28.7
5.0
27.6
5.0
97.6

35.1
29.0
25.4
6.1
24.1
5.3
93.5

Based on the results of the piloting a flowsheet was proposed to improve the grade and recovery
at Savannah Nickel. Using the mass splits from the full plant survey in conjunction with the laboratory
results a simulation of the expected plant benefit was completed. It is proposed that the installation of the
IsamillTM and Jameson Cell modified circuit will improve the concentrate grade to 10.5% Ni at the same
recovery. This represents a 1% grade improvement compared to the full plant survey and a 2% grade
improvement compared to the operating data for the remainder of the time on site.
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Figure 13 – Proposed Flowsheet
The proposed IsamillTM was based on the design throughput and an energy consumption
determined from both onsite testing and from an independent signature plot. The proposed IsamillTM was
an M1000 with 500 kW of power. Following regrinding the functions of grade and recovery are separated
by including a Jameson Cell in open circuit followed by a Jameson Cell and the existing cleaner circuit in
closed circuit. This cleaner flowsheet has been published previously by Huynh et al (2014). The benefit of
the flowsheet is the immediate removal of over half the final concentrate at high grade while the remainder
is floated to a discard tailings grade to reject liberated sulphide and non sulphide gangue. The final step is
also to achieve final concentrate grade in a second Jameson at moderate stage recovery in closed circuit.
This allows the separation of the grade and recovery to different flotation cells making the circuit easier to
operate. This circuit has been employed in several base metal concentrators with great success. The
Jameson Cells would be an E2532/6 and an E2514/3 cell representing rectangular cells of dimensions 2.5 x
3.2 m with 6 downcomers for the cleaner scalper and 2.5 x 1.4 m with 3 downcomers for the recleaner cell.
CONCLUSIONS
Pilot and laboratory plant testing in an intensive two week campaign enabled identification of
opportunities to increase the grade and recovery of the Savannah Nickel operation in Western Australia. In
combination with plant surveys a complete understanding of the behaviour of each stream when subjected
to regrinding and laboratory flotation cleaning was achieved. The flowsheet could then be redesigned with
the identified improvements. These improvements have been presented to develop a business case for the
flowsheet to position the plant for higher grades and recoveries when the nickel price improves.
Regrinding was able to significantly shift the grade recovery performance of the flash, rougher 2
concentrate and scavenger concentrate. The rougher 1 concentrate showed limited benefit from regrinding
however and pyrrhotite flotation levels were high in this stream. The addition of the Jameson Cell on the
IsamillTM discharge increased the grade compared to single stage laboratory cleaning demonstrating that
entrainment remained a factor in the recovery of pyrrhotite. The combination of Isamilling and Jameson
Cell flotation provided the best improvement and a flowsheet has been suggested that allows easy control
of grade and recovery. A concentrate grade of 10.5 % Ni at the same recovery can be achieved.
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Jameson Cell Project Evaluation in the Cleaner
Circuit at Codelco Andina
Eduardo Morin1 and Virginia Lawson2
1. Andina Division, Codelco Chile
2. Glencore Technology, Australia

ABSTRACT
The Process Engineering Superintendent, visualizing the opportunity for improvement in the
recovery of Molybdenum in the stage of column flotation carried out during 2015 an experimental
campaign on a pilot scale, using flotation technology Jameson Cell in the concentrator plant Division
Andina.
It has been experimentally found that the columns tend to deconcentrate molybdenite, so Mo
recoveries at this stage are <25%. This phenomenon occurs by high Mo recoveries in step Scavenger
(> 90%). However, this stage is not able to recover more Mo, so is lost in the final tailings plant.
The purpose of these tests was to confirm the advantages of the technology on Jameson technology
currently used in the final cleaning stage flotation circuit.
The results show that the Jameson cell is capable of producing concentrates quality similar to that
generated in columns cells in terms of copper (27-29%) and 60-90% recoveries, but a clear difference
was obtained between the recovery of molybdenum obtained in columns (10-25%) compared with
the recoveries obtained in the Jameson (40-80%) cell. Regarding the law of molybdenum concentrate
obtained cell column values 0.6-1.0% compared to the Jameson cell with laws 1.0-3.0%
The main difference between the two technologies is the bubble size and intensity of mixing of the
particles, allowing smaller particles may adhere to bubbles and be collected as concentrate, which
does not occur in cells columns, where mixing intensity is lower and larger diameter bubbles are
difficult collection molybdenum particles in the bubbles.
In the quest to be regarding national level in the production and recovery of molybdenum Division
Andina economically evaluate the option of including the Jameson cell in the process.
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INTRODUCTION
In the bulk copper molybdenum flotation plant at Codelco Andina Division it has been
experimentally found that the columns tend to "deconcentrate" molybdenite, so Mo recoveries at this
stage are <25%. This phenomenon is mitigated by some degree by high Mo recoveries in the
Scavenger (> 90%) however, this stage is not able to recover more Mo, so is lost in the final tailings
plant.

Figure 1 Plant flotation circuit layout

The flotation circuit at Andina Division is comprised of three lines of rougher flotation (lines A, B
and E). The rougher concentrate is sent to a regrinding step in vertical mills.
Subsequently reground concentrate is sent to 6 columns cells (1 stand by) producing the final
concentrate. Tailings from the column cells are sent to a scavenger stage. The scavenger concentrate
is sent to regrinding in vertical mills (in combination with the rougher concentrate) while the tailing
of scavenger stage is sent to final tailings thickeners, together with the tailings from the roughers (
lines A, B and E).
The superintendent of process engineering, visualizing the opportunity for improvement in the
recovery of Molybdenum in the final cleaner stage, contacted Glencore Technology (formerly Xstrata
Technology), to analyse whether its flotation technology, the Jameson Cell, could be a solution to
improve the recovery of molybdenum in the cleaning step as an alternative to the columns cells.
During 2013, Andina Division of Codelco, performed laboratory dilution tests (used to represent the
operation of the Jameson cell using conventional cells at laboratory scale), to determine whether the

2
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Jameson Cell flotation technology may obtain improvements in performance compared to the
columns cells.
The results of these tests showed that the Jameson Cell could consistently recover both copper and
molybdenum, up to 85%, which in the case of molybdenum, was a significant improvement over the
base case where the plant columns were only recovering 15% of molybdenum. These results led
Andina Division to consider conducting a pilot plant on site using the Jameson Cell during 2015, in
order to validate the laboratory dilution test results with a plant based pilot.
Currently the concentrator achieves the following overall plant performance:
Table 1 Overall plant performance
Cu (%)

Mo (%)

0,8

0,032

Final Concentrate

28,5

0,6-0,9

Recovery

88,5

71,5

Feed

As for column flotation cell, the stage recovery range corresponds to:
Table 2 Range of recovery of column cells

Recovery

Cu (%)

Mo (%)

50-80

10-25

METHODOLOGY
In order to carry out the test plan industrially, the Jameson Cell pilot model L500 / 1 was installed, as
shown in Figure 2. The L500 / 1 unit was mounted on the floor of the flotation section D. The tests
were performed using a bleed of the slurry feed flow to the column cells taken from the pump box
feeding the Andina Division columns via a bredel pump. Segregation at the feed sample point
resulted in a coarser feed to the Jameson cell. The location was later moved to enable a better sized
sample however the feed grade was lower.
The pilot tests were conducted at the Andina Division concentrator plant in two stages: the first
between May and July 2015 where a range of different operating conditions of the Jameson cell were
tested in order to determine the grade vs recovery curve (Cu and Mo) for different operating
conditions.
The second stage was conducted between August-November 2015, in order to validate the best
operating conditions obtained during the first phase of testing.
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Figure 2 Jameson Cell concentrator plant installation

During the pilot with the Jameson Cell the following operational variables of the cell were varied:
froth depth, wash water flow and air flow, so as to generate different recovery conditions vs grade,
and get as many conditions operational possible for the cell. This intentional variation of parameters
produces results over a range of conditions to enable analysis of cause and effect. The tests were
designed to operate along the grade recovery curve over different days and conditions.
To improve selectivity the following operating conditions was used:
•

Increased froth depth

•

With water wash (on)

•

Low airflow.

However, when operating conditions aimed at a greater recovery was explored the following were
used:
•

Low froth depth

•

No washwater (off)

•

High airflow

This demonstrates the great versatility of Jameson cell technology, which allows it to operate in a
wide range of operating points, depending on the requirements that exist from the process.
Table 1 Jameson Cell range of operating parameters
Parameter

Range

Air flow (m3/h)

9-16

Vacuum pressure (kPa)

7-16

Cell level (%)

60-90

Froth Depth (mm)

150-650

Washwater (m3/h)

0-1.7
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CURRENT PLANT CIRCUITS
The main results of this experimental campaign are presented, calculated based on the fresh feed for
the Jameson Cell:

Testing on Column Feed stream
Upon completion of plant testing the results confirm the benefit of the application of the Jameson cell
observed at laboratory scale (dilution test). These results show that the Jameson cell is capable of
producing concentrates similar to that generated in the plant columns cells in terms of copper (grade
and recovery), but show significant improvement in recoveries and grades of molybdenum
compared to what is currently achieved in columns cells. Figure 3 shows the copper grade and
recovery obtained for both the Jameson Cell and the plant column cells.

Figure 3 Cu Grade Recovery curve

5
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Figure 4 Molybdenum Grade Recovery curve

With respect to molybdenum a clear difference between the results obtained for molybdenum
recovery in the columns (10 to 25 %, with a single value around 37.8 %), compared with the recoveries
obtained in the Jameson Cell with up to 90% recoveries observed. The main difference between the
two technologies is the bubble size and the intensity of mixing for contact of the particles and bubbles.
In the column cells, where mixing intensity is much lower and with bubbles of significantly larger
diameter molybdenum particles are difficult to recover. Figure 4 shows the recovery comparison for
molybdenum (Jameson Cell and plant column cells). Both the grade and recovery are significantly
improved.
Figure 5 shows the selectivity curve of copper with molybdenum, for the plant columns cells and for
the Jameson Cell. This graph shows a significant difference in the behaviour of both technologies and
reinforces that the molybdenum can be floated by true flotation and not only by entrainment, as is
often accepted by operations and reported in the literature (Gonzalez, 2015).
The column cell demonstrates more selective flotation behaviour of copper compared to
molybdenum. Copper recoveries ranging from 50 to 80%, while for molybdenum ranging from less
than 10 % to 25 %. Even at the maximum value of 37.8 % molybdenum recovery (80 % copper) the
performance is two thirds that achieved in the Jameson Cell of 60 % molybdenum.

6
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Figure 5 Copper Molybdenum Selectivity curve

Testing on column tails
Exploratory tests were also conducted on the plant column tail to identify if this may be an ideal
location for the Jameson Cell. The results show the same behavior on the column tail as was observed
on the column feed i.e. copper recoveries of 60% and recoveries of 50% for molybdenum.
Molybdenum concentrate grades were excellent. This confirms the floatability of the molybdenum
that is lost in the column.
The copper grades on this stream are lower, below 20% copper. This indicated that the copper in the
column tails is not liberated and that the Jameson cell is successfully floating composite materials,
probably from the coarser fractions with lower grade. This indicates that liberation is limiting the
concentrate grade as the Jameson Cell recovers more coarse material.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the impact of a single variable, wash water, on the grade recovery
curve of copper and molybdenum. In the case of copper, some recovery is lost as particles with lower
hydrophobicity are removed and the concentrate grade is improved at a lower recovery. This
represents movement on the same grade recovery curve again confirming the presence of composite
particles. The molybdenum however shows that its grade is increased with very little change in
recovery demonstrating its recovery by true flotation and suggests that the froth stability in a
Jameson Cell with wash water is supporting its recovery.
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Figure 6 Effect of wash water on copper performance - column tails

Figure 7 Effect of wash water on molybdenum performance - column tails
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CONCLUSIONS
Pilot plant testing confirmed the results, and the benefit, of the application of the Jameson cell
observed at a laboratory scale (dilution test). These results show that the Jameson cell is capable of
producing concentrate grades similar to that generated in columns cells in terms of copper (grade
and recovery), but show significant improvement in recoveries and grades of molybdenum in
comparison to what is currently achieved in the plant columns. A summary of the results can be
observed the following table:
Table 2 Comparison of Column Cells and Jameson Cells
Column Cells

Jameson Cell

Recovery Cu %

50-80

60-90

Recovery Mo %

10-25

40-80

Maximum Grade Cu (%)

29.7

28

Maximum Grade Mo (%)

0.9

3.0

Due to the intense mixing and novel bubble generation in the Jameson Cell, it is possible to
simultaneously obtain good recoveries of both copper and molybdenum, compared to the columns
where copper is recovered in preference to the recovery of molybdenum. This shows that with the
Jameson Cell molybdenum is floated by true flotation and not as entrainment, as is often accepted by
operations and literature (Gonzalez, 2015).
These results confirm that the Jameson cell is a valid alternative to consider for replacing the column
flotation cells currently installed in the circuit, in order to improve the metallurgical performance of
the flotation cleaning circuit at Andina Division.

REFERENCES
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Enhancing the Performance of Cu-Mo Circuits Using
the Jameson Cell
Virginia Lawson
Glencore Technology, Australia

ABSTRACT
It has been argued that, molybdenite particles, due to their shape, may be more sensitive to
hydrodynamic effects than copper mineral particles. The platelet shaped molybdenite particles may
align along streamlines and thus have lower probability of collision with bubbles. Increasing
turbulence would increase collision frequency and efficiency, and therefore increase the rate of
particle collection.
In a Jameson Cell the high shear generated by the plunging jet, breaks the entrained air into a
multitude of very fine bubbles and provides increased bubble/particle collisions. The
hydrodynamic conditions for particle collection inside the downcomer and separation in the tank
are identical between laboratory, pilot plant and full scale Jameson Cells. Scale up is direct and
proven. This high intensity can provide the best conditions for improving the flotation of
molybdenite in bulk copper/molybdenite flotation.
Case study examples of pilot scale demonstration of improved molybdenite flotation in
copper/molybdenite flotation will be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Flotation has been described by Araya et al (2013) as a complex multifaceted process and as a
flotation triangle of ore, chemistry and machine characteristics. Each plant and mineral system will
have more or less influence by each of these factors. When separating floatable mineral from nonfloatable minerals the use of machines with froth washing is important to minimise entrainment.
When recovering floatable valuable minerals such as chalcopyrite/molybdenite or floatable
minerals where only one is valuable such as chalcopyrite/pyrite, separation may rely on the ore and
the design of the process to treat it, chemistry and in particular machine features.
The most important factor affecting flotation devices is their ability to make small bubbles as this
dictates both the flotation kinetics and the carrying capacity. Ensuring effective bubble particle
collisions and maximising froth recovery will ensure high recoveries and effective use of installed
capacity. The Jameson Cell provides an excellent device to achieve moderate recovery at high
carrying capacity and excellent separation from non-floatable gangue. Its use where valuable
minerals are to be floated such as in the bulk flotation of copper minerals and molybdenite takes
advantage of its excellent collection efficiency and froth stability. The inclusion of wash water
maximises concentrate grade by eliminating entrained gangue minerals. Examples of the excellent
performance of the Jameson Cell for copper-molybdenum flotation and the supporting reasons are
outlined with examples from laboratory and pilot plant operations and the application of these
results to plant scale Jameson Cells.

THE JAMESON CELL
The Jameson Cell technology was invented in the late 1980s to overcome the design and operating
deficiencies of column and conventional flotation cells. From its first commercial installation in 1989
it has been continuously improved to make it more robust and easy to use. Over 340 have been
installed throughout the world in various flotation duties. The latest cells combine the original
advantages of small bubble size and small footprint with new low maintenance and operatorfriendly designs. The Jameson Cell is a flotation device driven by fluid mechanics. The advantages
of this innovative machine are:
x

Consistent fine bubble generation with no external equipment or spargers.

x

Intense mixing with small bubbles achieving rapid flotation without mechanical
agitation.

x

High throughput in a small footprint.

x

Froth washing maximizes concentrate grade in a single flotation stage.

x

Fast response and easy control.

x

Steady operation and performance irrespective of changes in feed flow.

x

No moving parts, simple to install and maintain, excellent availability.

With conventional or column flotation technologies scale up factors are required when using
laboratory or pilot plant results for full scale design. These factors account for variations in cell
geometry, mixing patterns (short circuiting) and energy intensity between the different sized units.
Scale up factors may also change depending upon the duty, feed characteristics and flotation
kinetics.
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For Jameson Cell design no scale up factors are required. This is because the jet velocity, air
entrainment and hydrodynamic conditions for mixing are identical across different sized cells from
laboratory to full scale. The operating principle and process parameters of the downcomer are
exactly the same irrespective of cell size. For large cell sizes simply more downcomers are used.
Direct scale up has been proven across different applications including coal, base and precious
metals, solvent extraction and industrial minerals. Two examples of the scale up from pilot plant to
full scale for base metals are given in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Examples of pilot plant and full scale demonstrating scale up

Continuous onsite pilot plant testing can provide risk mitigation for projects and provide the
metallurgical data required to justify the capital cost of mineral processing circuit modification. It is
not however necessary as the Jameson Cell can be also scaled up from laboratory scale work. The
laboratory work can be in a pilot L150 Jameson Cell or by performing dilution cleaning tests onsite,
as designed by Glencore Technology. These tests have been described by Huynh et al (2014) and
were effective as justification for several Jameson Cell installations to date. An example of the lab
dilution testing and pilot scale results is shown in Figure 2. These laboratory tests can be conducted
by plant operators and over time can demonstrate feed variability to better predict expected
improvements through entrainment elimination on different plant streams. Wash water addition in
pilot and full scale Jameson Cells is fundamental to the rejection of entrained gangue.
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Figure 2 Comparison of pilot plant results and laboratory dilution flotation tests
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Collision Efficiency
The flotation process comprises the collision between air bubbles and mineral particles with
mineral particles adhering or attaching to the air bubbles and subsequently being transported to the
froth phase. This whole process is called collection and the efficiency of collection, E, may be
expressed as:
(1)

 ܧൌ ܿܧǤ ܽܧǤ ݏܧ

where Ec is the collision efficiency, Ea is the attachment or adhesion efficiency and Es is the stability
efficiency. In the Jameson Cell there is a high mixing velocity and a large interfacial area and thus
there is rapid contact and capture of the hydrophobic particles by the bubbles. In effect, with high
voidage fraction, pulp is a thin film surrounding air bubbles. This mechanism where the flotation
tank acts as a disengagement vessel where froth is discharged from the bottom of the downcomer
into a quiescent environment enables high stability efficiency.
Particle recovery by flotation is sensitive to both particle size and contact angle (Crawford and
Ralston, 1988). The traditional recovery by size curve demonstrates that fine particles (<10 μm) and
coarse particles (> 100 μm) float poorly. The reason for the poor flotation of these particles differ;
fine particles are more likely to follow streamlines in a flotation cell and thus collision efficiency is
reduced, while coarse particles are more likely to be detached from bubbles due to the turbulent or
disruptive forces in the flotation cell. Improved flotation should be seen when both turbulence
increases bubble particle collection and a quiescent zone is provided to decrease particle
detachment and the froth recovery is maximised. The Jameson Cell provides this environment.

Carrying Capacity
Finch and Dobby (1990) described a model developed by Espinosa-Gomez et al (1988) to represent
the carrying capacity in flotation; which has been widely used across flotation technologies and
applications. The model was based on the particle size dp and the particle density ߩp.
(2)

ܥ ൌ ݀ܭ ߩ

Pilot and full scale testwork determined a linear relationship for fine particles in pilot and small
industrial columns. Further work by Patwardhan and Honaker (2000) refined the model using data
from numerous laboratory, pilot and full scale operations of the Jameson Cell. The new model was
determined as;

In which

 ௗ
ܥ ൌ ݇݀ହ
ߪ

݊ ൌ

య ఘ
 ௗఱబ

య
ௗ್

ଶௗ್

మ ିௗ మ ሻ
ௗ್ ିටሺௗ್
ఱబ

ܬ

(3)

(4)

and
݀ ൌ ܾ ܬ
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where d50 is the mean particle size, σ is the size distribution modulus, a, b, c, d, and k are constants,
db is the bubble diameter and Jg the superficial gas velocity in cm/s. bc is a constant with three
different values for laboratory, pilot and full scale columns; due to observed decreases in carrying
capacity due to increases in column cross sectional area and were determined experimentally. For
additional information on the key parameters refer Patwardhan and Honaker (2000).
Jameson Cells are renowned for high carrying capacities and have been reported to be higher than
columns and conventional flotation cells. Based on the model above the reason is due to the small
bubble size, high contact efficiency and high froth recoveries due to a quiescent zone for froth
recovery and small tank volumes and residence time. From equation (3) bubble size is a key
determinant of carrying capacity that distinguishes Jameson Cells. Evidence of small bubbles are
given in the work of McGill University and are shown in Figure 3.
3.5
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Bubble Size (mm)

2.5
2.0

Column 1
Column 2
Mechanical Cell 1
Mechanical Cell 2
Mechanical Cell 3
Mechanical Cell 6
Mechanical Cell 5
Mechanical Cell 7
Jameson Cell

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Superficial Gas Velocity - Jg (cm/s)

Figure 3 Bubble size as a function of Jg for different flotation technologies

An example of demonstrated carrying capacity improvements can be seen in the example given in
copper flotation where the pilot Jameson Cell was operated on the column feed and achieved
significantly improved carrying capacities compared to the operating columns. Improvements up
to a factor of three were seen and are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Carrying capacity for a pilot Jameson Cell compared to the operating column

Froth Recovery
Zanin, Grano and Ametov (2010) performed surveys around a copper/molybdenum cleaning
column to determine the relative contributions of the collection zone and the froth phase. To do
this they collected metallurgical samples from different points including a sample just below the
pulp/froth interface and performed size-by-size analysis. The copper behaviour was typical of that
seen in copper columns with the intermediate 30 micron particles having higher recovery than the
finer and coarser particles. The molybdenum recovery was very low with less than 10 per cent
across all size ranges. Their analysis determined that molybdenum grade was depleted across the
froth phase while copper was enriched. This led the authors to conclude that the froth recovery of
molybdenum is much lower across the column than the copper recovery.
Seaman, Franzidis and Manlapig (2004) suggested that the selective rejection of particles in the
froth may be the result of one of the following three mechanisms;
1.

Detachment of less strongly attached particles as the aggregates arrive at the pulp/froth
interface. This would be caused by forces exerted on the aggregate as it rapidly changes
momentum on hitting the interface.

2.

Selective detachment of particles from bubble surfaces during coalescence events
occurring within the froth and bubbles bursting on the froth surface. This is unlikely to
occur, it is expected that this process is non-selective due to the sudden rupture of bubble
lamellae.

3.

Selective reattachment of particles that drop off bubbles during coalescence. This process
is not likely to occur in a highly loaded froth due to a lack of available sites for
reattachment.

Seaman, Franzidis and Manlapig (2006) propose that the froth recovery of attached particles in a
flotation cell is selective based on particle size, density and hydrophobicity. They showed the
selective transfer of attached particles across the froth phase. The pulp/froth interface was
responsible for a large degree of upgrading of the particles attached to bubble surfaces and also a
significant proportion of the recovery loss across the froth phase. Honaker and Ozsever (2003)
6
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studied the detachment process for systems where the conditions converged from kinetic limiting
conditions to carrying capacity limiting conditions under conditions where entrainment was largely
eliminated. They noted a significant enrichment across the froth zone under high solids loading
conditions and concluded that the detachment process is selective, with particles having the
weakest bond with the bubble surface are preferentially detached.
Further work by Honaker, Ozsever and Parekh (2006) established that conditions where carrying
capacity limitations applied, resulted in improved flotation selectivity due to the selective
detachment as a result of bubble surface reduction and the reflux process that occurs between the
collection and froth zones. Plant based measurements of Rahman, Ata and Jameson (2015) using
the device described in Rahman, Ata and Jameson (2013) investigated the effect of plant variables
on the froth recovery. Not unexpectedly the air rate was found to have a significant positive effect
on the recovery of particles; in both the collection and the froth zones, although the decrease in
concentrate grade resulted as lower grade particles were recovered. The froth depth was also
found to have a significant effect where froth recovery decreased significantly as drop back
increased resulting in significant upgrading of particles. The plant results indicated a froth
recovery in the order of 75 to 85 per cent could be achieved with an appropriate choice of operating
parameters as might be seen in a continuous concentrator. As Jameson Cells operate at shallower
froth depths than columns this may contribute to improved froth recovery.
When trying to selectively sulphide minerals large circulating loads can be used to increase the
competition for bubble space to remove the less hydrophobic particles as circuits are operated close
to carrying capacity limitations. This has been reported in the separation of copper from nickel and
in the flotation of pentlandite from pyrrhotite (Lawson et al 2014). This same effect in
copper/molybdenum flotation is unintentional and undesired. Welsby (2014) determined that
molybdenum required greater froth stability to reach maximum recovery, likely due to competition
in the froth between highly hydrophobic copper minerals and moderately hydrophobic
molybdenite for the limited bubble surface area. Operating at levels of four to seven times the
critical coalescence concentration for the frother was required for molybdenum; whereas two to
three was adequate for copper. This would infer that the positive results seen in Jameson Cells may
include the contribution of improved froth stability.

The Flotation of Molybdenite
Molybdenite consists of a molybdenum atom surrounded by six sulphur atoms arranged as a
hexagonal layer structure. Although there is also a trigonal system it is less common (Castro et al,
2016). Within the layers the S-Mo-S are strong covalent bonds while weak Van der Waals forces
exist between the adjacent S-S sheets. As suggested by Triffett et al (2008) these weakly bonded
layers are easily pulled apart in grinding circuits. This structure and the resultant product of the
comminution circuit results in particles that may have strongly hydrophobic faces and inert edges.
It is these factors that are likely to be the main drivers of individual particle hydrophobicity.
Molybdenite is characterised as a hydrophobic anisotropic mineral (Laskowski, 2012). This group
also includes talc and graphite.
Ametov et al (2008) argued that this shape factor associated with molybdenite particles could be the
reason for the lower flotation recoveries in flotation circuits compared to the performance of copper
minerals in the same circuit. In their supporting work the use of increased turbulence was used by
decreasing the solids density in the pulp in both laboratory and plant circuits was intended to
demonstrate the increased turbulence at lower solids density would have a positive impact on the
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bubble particle collision efficiency.
The results of their work showed that although copper
recovery was unaffected by changes in flotation feed density molybdenite recovery was affected
and resulted in increased recoveries at lower flotation feed densities. This effect was demonstrated
in both the operating plant through surveys and in laboratory tests of the flotation feed. Copper
and molybdenite grades were improved at the lower feed density.
The suggestion from the work by Ametov et al (2008) is that both particle morphology as well as
cell hydrodynamics may be important in the recovery of molybdenite. The molybdenite particles
due to their shape are more likely to align along streamlines which would reduce their likelihood of
colliding with bubbles. The improvement in recovery from their work was from a significant
improvement from the coarser particles. This improvement in the coarse particles was also
hypothesized to be because of the high face-to-edge ratio compared to fine particles that have a
higher edge contribution to their surface behaviour.
Other work conducted in operating copper/molybdenite plants includes that by Hernandez-Aguilar
and Basi (2009) at Highland Valley Copper mine. This study focussed on the molybdenum circuit
and in particular the final two columns of the cleaning circuit. A decreased bubble size resulted in
a 4-5 fold increase in production rate production rate and recovery of the columns and a minor
increase in grade when a large proportion of bubbles less than 1mm in size were generated.
In addition to differences in flotation performance as a result of changing hydrodynamic conditions
Triffett and Bradshaw (2008) identified correlations between ore types that likely resulted in a
decreased molybdenite recovery when the ore types were blended. This decrease in performance
was more significant for molybdenite than copper minerals. Subsequent laboratory testing of these
hypotheses by Zanin et al (2009) confirmed that molybdenite is more sensitive to the operating
environment than copper sulphide minerals. Higher concentrations of Ca, Mg, Fe and K were
measured on the slow floating molybdenite which correlated to the presence of skarn ores.
Molybdenum flotation is affected by ore type as well as by its anisotropic nature. The flotation
conditions that were suggested in plant trials to improve its flotation can be correlated to similar
improvements in its flotation in Jameson Cells. Although hydrodynamic factors are significant
there will likely be occasion when ore type drives performance.

CURRENT PLANT CIRCUITS
Flotation circuits in both North and South America are generally designed to include a circulating
load across the column cleaner stage to enable high circuit recovery in spite of the generally low
molybdenum stage recovery in columns. This design feature has been reported by Zanin, Grano
and Ametov (2010) and Bulatovic, Wyslouzil & Kant (1998). Zanin, Grano and Ametov (2010)
discussed the performance of a typical copper/molybdenum flowsheet using conventional flotation
cells and flotation columns. In the example given the unit recovery across the cleaner column was
56 per cent for copper and only 7 per cent recovery of molybdenum. The overall plant recovery of
67 per cent was only achieved by a very high circulating load returning molybdenite to the column
feed. Through measurements of the solids located just below the pulp/froth interface Zanin, Grano
and Ametov (2010) concluded that the copper was enriched across the froth phase while the
molybdenum is depleted.
Some plant data are provided to demonstrate this behaviour in Table 1 where four sites operating
primary columns have copper recoveries of 55 to 65 per cent with molybdenum recoveries of 7 to 23
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per cent. The cleaner scavenger circuits recover in excess of 95 per cent of the remaining copper
and molybdenum to generate high circulating loads to enable satisfactory overall circuit recoveries.
Rougher

FEED

FINAL TAIL

Regrinding

BULK CONC
Pri
Col

Cleaner
Scavenger

Figure 5 Typical bulk copper molybdenum flowsheet

Table 1 Plant stage recoveries
Cu

Mo

Cu

Mo

Cu:Mo

Recovery

Recovery

Upgrade

Upgrade

Selectivity

Primary Col

59

17

1.4

0.4

3.5

Scavenger Col

84

76

1.3

1.3

1.1

Cleaner

67

33

7.8

3.8

2.0

Cleaner Scavenger

94

92

1.1

2.8

1.0

Primary Col

65

15

3.9

0.9

4.3

Cleaner Scavenger

98

92

2.0

2.0

1.1

Primary Col

56

7

2.3

0.3

8.0

Cleaner Scavenger

99

99

NA

NA

1.0

55

23

NA

NA

2.4

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4*

Site 5
Primary Col

* from Zanin, Grano and Ametov (2010)
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JAMESON CELLS FOR PRIMARY CLEANING
From the discussion provided on molybdenum flotation and from the provided plant data
provided in Table 1, it can be seen that the recovery of molybdenum is low across the columns and
cleaner cells likely due to poor bubble size distribution, low collection efficiency, poor froth
recovery and potentially carrying capacity limitations. Given that these specific conditions are all
better in a Jameson Cell an improvement in performance would be expected.
Figure 6 compares laboratory and pilot L500 Jameson Cell results for four different operations. As
previously demonstrated the laboratory and pilot results agree indicating that laboratory data is
sufficient for demonstrating expected Jameson Cell performance. In two operations the existing
column circuits are also surveyed and a comparison is provided. In all cases the Cu:Mo selectivity
is improved in the Jameson Cell and high copper and molybdenum recoveries were possible at all
sites. The performance of each of the sites are slightly different and factors such as liberation,
chemistry and ore types are likely contributing factors.
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Figure 6 Jameson Cell performance for copper molybdenum primary cleaner
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CONCLUSIONS
Evidence from testing at operating plants shows Jameson Cells are able to be scaled up directly
from laboratory to full scale. This is because the jet velocity, air entrainment and hydrodynamic
conditions for mixing are identical across different sized cells from the laboratory L150 cell to full
scale. In addition to the L150, traditional laboratory tests have been developed that simulate their
performance and can be done easily on site to determine the benefits of a Jameson Cell over a wide
range of plant operating conditions. Examples of scale up from laboratory L150 cell and from
dilution cleaning tests to L500 pilot tests and to full scale operation have been demonstrated.
The flotation of molybdenum in copper molybdenum circuits has often been seen in plant practice
to suffer low recovery in the primary cleaning circuit. To ensure acceptable plant recoveries a bank
of conventional cells is generally used as a cleaner scavenger to recover the molybdenum and
generate a high circulating loads back to the cleaner. The poor recovery of molybdenum compared
to copper can be the result of low collision efficiency, poor froth recovery and selective drop back
from the froth phase and possibly as the carrying capacity is exceeded. The use of a Jameson Cell in
this duty has several hydrodynamic advantages that have been demonstrated in pilot plant trials.
The smaller bubbles, intensive mixing and shallow froth depths enabling high froth recovery,
enable in some cases 1:1 copper to molybdenum recovery.
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Abstract
Research and pilot plant trials over the last 5 years have shown that a range of premium quality coal fuels,
with ash contents as low as 1%, can be produced economically from a wide range of coals (including coal
tailings). This capability can improve both the economic and environmental performance of coal through
increased grade recovery, recovery of saleable coal from existing tailings emplacements, and new higher
value products such as a fuel oil replacement in boilers, enhanced coking blends, and for higher efficiency
power generation using the direct injection carbon engine (DICE). While a conventional coal preparation
plant can be used to produce suitable ultra-low ash coal for these fuels, changes to both the philosophy of
coal preparation and operating strategy are needed for achieving the best results. Further improvements
are possible via the application of the latest milling and dewatering technologies. These fuels also require
a rethink of the supply logistics. The paper discusses findings from both laboratory and pilot scale trials
in Australia, in the context of new export products for DICE and boiler fuels.
Key words: ultra-low ash coal, coal grain analysis, coal slurry fuel, advanced beneficiation, DICE, high
efficiency engine
INTRODUCTION
Producing very low ash coal products has for many years been a challenge for coal treatment specialists
and researchers. Much of the early work in the 1970s and 1980s used chemical cleaning processes
involving leaching with acidic or caustic solutions, most of which proved uneconomic when scaled up to
commercial application. The most successful of these include the AMAX 2-stage leach process developed
with US-DOE funds in the mid-1980s1 and the Australian UCC process2.

The use of physical cleaning to ultra-low ash levels, using more conventional coal processing
technologies, has proven more challenging. Old school thinking typically regards ash contents below
2-3%, as both technically and economically unviable. This is due to several factors/misnomers:
 The so-called “inherent ash” content of coal is usually regarded as the lowest ash possible

 Lower ash contents require finer grinding to increase liberation which is costly and produces a
product for which there are few markets

 Flotation of ultra-fine coal can be problematic, and requires high reagent consumption
1
2

Berggren, M. H., Chemical coal cleaning and cost refinement for coal-water slurry manufacture. Report
DOE/MC/20700-T1, February 1985.
http://www.yancoal.com.au/page/key-assets/technology/UCC
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 Fine coal products are inevitably high moisture ( > 35%) which means costly dewatering and/or
drying to produce saleable products
 Ultra low ash coal products are uneconomic to produce

All of these factors are incorrect, or at best very misleading, as recent research/pilot plant tests have
shown.
Fine coal cleaning is generally regarded as being the treatment of coal sized below 0.5mm (500µm) but
the challenges have tended to descend further down the size distribution to 0.1mm (100µm) and lower.
Most recently, with the widespread use of micro-flotation using the Jameson and Microcell technologies,
the elusive size fraction is now <0.05mm (50µm) and this is probably where the current research and
development focus lies. Such a size range usually means that coal particles are extensively liberated from
the mineral content and are recoverable, providing that the concentrate can be recovered and dewatered
to a commercially acceptable level.
Not surprisingly, much of the research and development that has occurred in ultra-fine coal cleaning has
taken place for higher value products, often metallurgical, and almost all techniques for both cleaning and
dewatering have undergone some form of improvement or development during the past decade in this
context. These improvements have been in all areas - optimised design, improved materials of

construction and improved wear resistance3, process control and monitoring, integrated automation and
sampling/analysis.
This paper describes recent work carried out at laboratory and pilot scale in Australia, that has successfully
produced coal concentrates with <2% ash content from a wide range of coals and tailings, using a
combination of fine grinding and froth flotation. The potential to achieve even lower ash levels is also
discussed. The main objective of this work has been to produce a stable, coal-slurry fuel (i.e. micronised
refined coal or MRC) for use in DICE, an application which demands the lowest possible ash content in
the slurry fuel (preferrably <1%) and very fine particle size distribution (typically d80 of 20-40µm). This
is much finer than the conventional coal water slurry fuel (CWSF) for boilers or gasifiers.
CHEMICALLY CLEANED COAL
Ultra-clean coal can be produced by chemically cleaning coal, and a 2- and 3-stage caustic leach process
has been successfully demonstrated in Australia by UCC Energy Pty Ltd. A significant feature of the
process is that the coal needs only to be coarsely milled (typically to -2mm) to provide sufficient
contacting: all other processes for producing ultra-low ash coals require a higher degree of milling. The
main process consumables are sulphuric acid, and lime; caustic soda is regenerated in the process. The
waste materials are environmentally benign (gypsum and calcium alumina silicates) and the final ultraclean coal product has 0.5-0.7% ash (with less than 0.2% possible for some coals). UCC Energy Pty Ltd
(a wholly owned subsidiary Yancoal Australia Pty Ltd) owns and has operated a pilot plant at Cessnock
in the Hunter Valley, New South Wales. The nominal 350kg/h facility (see Figure 1) was commissioned
in 20024. The main focus has been in the production of low ash coal fuels for gas turbines and DICE, as
well as for electrode carbon and other high value applications – several using briquettes.

Osborne, D. G.; 2012. Milestones in Fine Coal Development, Challenges in Fine Coal Processing, Dewatering
and Disposal, editors M.S. Klima, B. J. Arnold and P.J. Bethell, SME, TN816.C375 2012, pp3-32

3

4

http://www.uccenergy.com.au/the-process/
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Fig 1 Ultra-Clean Coal pilot-plant, Cessnock, NSW (courtesy UCC Energy Pty Ltd)

Fuel from this plant has been used for longer duration tests in an adapted diesel engine (ie DICE) at the
CSIRO, and scale up of the process is now under consideration by Yancoal and partners.
PHYSICAL CLEANING
Although chemical cleaning has been proven to produce very low ash coal products for the highest value
applications (e.g. electrode carbon and MRC for DICE – especially smaller engines), the process is more
costly than physical cleaning, is less tolerant of coal rank, and requires a coarser lower ash feed coal for
optimum results. Physical cleaning is therefore preferred for the production of coals with ash contents
<2% from a variety of coals and tailings, and is the focus of the present paper.
Liberation – removing the “inherent ash” constraint

Efficient analysis of the occurrence of mineral matter within the feed coal is key to economically
producing premium coal products by physical cleaning. CSIRO in Australia has developed an optical
reflected light microscopy system for assessing coal petrography samples. This system collects and
creates mosaic images so that quantitative information can be obtained on individual coal/mineral grains.
Size and compositional information (the amount of vitrinite, inertinite, liptinite and mineral type) is
obtained for each particle, and this information can then also be used to estimate the density and ash value
of each particle (both macerals and minerals) and that of the sample.
Although coal grain analysis (CGA) is generally conducted on a small representative sub-sample of 1 mm material, the technique has also been successfully used to characterise particles up to 4 mm in size
(a size which perhaps report to a middlings circuit), and for samples which have been micronised to give
particle size of less than 20 µm (e.g. for producing ultra-low ash concentrate by flotation).
For the ultra-fine material, CGA is particularly useful to assess the degree of liberation and therefore assist
in optimising the beneficiation process to produce the lowest possible ash products (for uses such as DICE,
or even direct carbon fuel cells5).

5
O'Brien G., Firth B., Adair B. The Application of the Coal Grain Analysis Method to Coal Liberation Studies,
2011, International Journal of Coal Preparation and Utilization 31: pp 96–111
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For advanced beneficiation, CGA enables liberation to be assessed and the expected yield at different
target ash levels to be estimated. As the CGA information also provides detail on the intrinsic and
entrained minerals in a sample, it benchmarks the lowest ash value which could be obtained if all entrained
minerals are removed from the sample at that top-size.
An example of its application in the production of MRC for DICE is given in Figure 2 below. The
characterised CGA images shown illustrate the extent of liberation for raw tailings (-250µm) and the
corresponding micronised concentrate with a d80 of 15µm. The results show that milling has enhanced
significantly the particle liberation, and has produced essentially single component grains. This indicates
that it is physically possible to reduce the intrinsic mineral being carried over to the product. This implies
that an appropriate circuit of grinding and flotation operations should be capable of producing a very low
ash product concentrate. In this case sufficient liberation has occurred to enable a product coal with less
than 1% ash to be obtained, provided entrainment within the froth can be eliminated. Although it is
anticipated that the fineness of the entrained mineral particles will make separation more difficult, there
are a number of process optimisations available to achieve this (e.g. use of reagents which enhance the
hydrophobicity of the coal and hence allow more aggressive application of wash water to be used,
optimisation of the pull between flotation stages). Both have been shown to be effective in practice at the
pilot scale.

Fig 2 Characterised images for raw coal tailings feed and final concentrate (courtesy QCAT-CSIRO)
The results obtained from several CGA studies with a pilot plant, and other minerals tracking studies by
the CSIRO with 9 Australian bituminous coals/tailings, have provided a valuable insight into the
separation and recovery performance of the current beneficiation work, by tracking the selective recovery
of individual grain types. In particular, this has enabled optimising the milling and flotation steps for
processing raw tailings samples.
Overall, CGA has proved a valuable method for applying research in a commercial environment.
Milling/flotation process approach

In order to achieve lower ash levels, a liberation step needs to be introduced by fine grinding. Typically
fine grinding for coal water slurry fuels is by ball mills; for example, ball mills are commonly used in
China where over 30Mt of slurry fuel is currently produced annually with ash levels below 4%. However,
to enable even lower ash contents and maximum liberation (and with a reduced energy consumption), the
present work has used bead mills (IsaMills) for both laboratory and pilot scale tests.
4
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Using this mill, a 3 tonne/day pilot-plant, see Figure 3, owned and operated by Glencore Technology
(formerly Xstrata) has been used for proving the feasibility of producing ultra-low ash coal from freshly
generated raw coal tailings. The plant is sited at Bulga mine, a large thermal coal operation in the Hunter
Valley. The pilot plant comprises two Jameson flotation cells, a small IsaMill and a membrane filter
press, which can be configured to simulate a number of circuit designs.

Fig. 3 The 3 t/day coal tailings treatment pilot-plant (Courtesy Glencore)

A range of different coal feed types have been tested with raw coal ash contents ranging from ~ 30% feed
ash (ad) from easily treated coal seams, to much higher ash coal seams containing difficult-to-separate
colloidal clays. The plant is usually configured in a rougher-scavenger circuit where the tailings from the
rougher (primary cell) feeds to the scavenger (secondary cell).
The cleaning efficiency of this circuit is clearly shown by the difference in colour of the two product
streams in Figure 4 below; the black concentrate is high in vitrinite and the white tailings stream is
predominantly kaolinite clay.

5
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Fig. 4 Concentrate and tailings streams from pilot plant test-work (courtesy Glencore)

A secondary effect of cleaning is a marked improvement in dewatering: Fine mineral matter and clay in
a coal concentrate significantly reduces filtration rate and increases product moisture. By removing much
of this material, a significant reduction in product moisture can be achieved – essential for metallurgical
and briquette products.
Cost effective and efficient dewatering is thus essential to producing premium coal products, for treating
both the concentrate and barren tailings streams. Dewatering options available are listed in Table 1.
Recent advances in “by zero” fines dewatering has enabled total moistures of flotation product to be
reduced to a target whereby it has become commercially viable to include flotation concentrates into the
final thermal coal product at a greater number of mine sites. Tailings dewatering still has some challenges,
but high-G solid-bowl centrifuges offer promise for on-line dewatering.
Table 1 Equipment Used for Dewatering Coal (adapted from Table 13-1, The coal handbook6)

6

Equipment

Footprint size

Throughput Product moisture Feed preparation
(t/h dry solids)
(% w/w)

Application

High frequency screen

0.6-2.4 x 3m

10-100 t/h

15-25

cyclone
underflow

fine coal

Screen scroll centrifuge

0.5-1.5m dia.

45-100 t/h

11-18

cyclone
underflow

fine coal

Horizontal vacuum belt
filter

75-150m2

50-130 t/h

20-30

flocculation

ultrafine coal

Screen bowl centrifuge 1.1m dia. x 3.3
m long

20-60 t/h

16-27

thickening

ultrafine coal

Solid bowl centrifuge 1.1 m dia. x 3.3
m long

15-20 t/h

15-20

thickening

ultrafine coal
slimes

Bickert, G. 2013. Solid-separation Technologies for Coal, Chapter 13, The coal handbook; Volume 1; Woodhead Publishing
Series in Energy, pp 422 – 444, edited by D. G. Osborne, 2013
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Equipment

Footprint size

Throughput Product moisture Feed preparation
(t/h dry solids)
(% w/w)

Application

Disc filter

120-200 m2

50-150 t/h

20-32

thickening
/flocculation

ultrafine coal

Hyperbaric disc filter

70-200 m2

30-150 t/h

17-25

thickening
/flocculation

ultrafine coal

Paste thickening

25 m dia x 6-12
m high

100 t/h

45-55

flocculation

barren tailings

Solid bowl centrifuge

1.1 m dia

20-60 t/h

30-45

thickening

barren tailings

Belt press filter

3-3.5 m wide

10-20 t/h

25-45

thickening
/flocculation

barren tailings

Filter press

200-800 m2

15-30 t/h

14-32

thickening

ultrafine coal &
barren tailings

The economic argument for pursuing fines recovery in this application is now very compelling.
Technology advances, particularly in dewatering, allow ultrafine product to be included in final product
streams without penalising product quality (or introducing handling difficulties) as shown by the
simplistic revenue scenario below.
Based on the following assumptions:


Raw plant feed containing 10% passing 0.1 mm



Thermal coal operation of 16 Mt/y ROM (1.6 Mt/y of raw feed currently sent to waste)



Assuming a nominal 50% yield which equates to 0.8 Mt/y of potential saleable product



At a benchmark price of US$85/product tonne (equivalent to US$69M revenue loss per annum,
excluding freight, port, tonnage adjustments, etc.)

Including conservative capital and operating costs produces a reasonably attractive investment
opportunity as given in Table 2 below.
Table 2 Economic evaluation of brownfields flotation installation
Capex

Operating

Direct
costs
$/t

Tax
rate
%

Discount
rate
%

NPV

IRR

Payback

$/t feed

Coal
rate
t/h

$M

$M

%

years

50

15

230

30

30%

10%

78

51

2.5

Future direction – reducing product ash and moisture
The challenge of cost-effectively recovering a saleable fines component from tailings has been with us
for many years, and periodically an apparent solution emerges. Glencore Technology has been operating
the pilot plant described above for over 4 years, and this plant incorporates the combination of ultra-fine
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grinding by an Isamill and Jameson Cell flotation technology7. The inclusion of a fine grinding stage
enables slurries to be prepared whereby mineral components are almost completely liberated from the
carbonaceous material, thereby facilitating recovery of a highly concentrated ultrafine, low ash coal
product, with ash levels well below traditional inherent ash limits – even from tailings.
This combination has already been proven capable of achieving very good combustible recoveries
(material dependent, but normally over 90%) for coal derived from the raw tailings stream. The milling
step produces a feed with a d80 of 15-30µm, enabling enhanced flotation recovery by a combination of
increased liberation and the formation of fresh surfaces on the ultra-fine coal particles. This also reduces
reagent consumption to levels significantly below traditional fine coal flotation.
Further enhancement by the addition of improved ultrafine dewatering of the flotation concentrate using
a membrane filter press, or equivalent, and appropriate mixing system has resulted in the preparation of
ultra-low ash, highly stable slurries with solids concentrations over 60% (w/w). This product should be
very suitable for DICE, a potential large new market for a range of power generation markets:


To replace fuel oil and natural gas,



To provide highly efficient, highly flexible and modular coal-based power to backup increased
renewables (giving an extremely low CO2 and secure electricity system), and



For incremental, low CO2, coal-based generation capacity8.

In the shorter term, slurries with a slightly coarser particle size distribution (typically with a d80 of 75µm)
can be prepared in a similar way to create conventional coal-water slurry fuels, at over 70% solids, for
direct firing into boilers as a replacement for heavy fuel oil (HFO) and for gasifiers.
Figure 5 below shows a nominal flowsheet based around an Isamill for micronising, and the Jameson Cell
for separation. Adding the milling step can be optional for boiler grade product, but is essential for
producing MRC for DICE. Various dewatering options, as described earlier, need to be carefully
evaluated to achieve the desired solid-liquid outcome for each coal source/product combination.
Alternatively, a briquetted product can be included in the normal product stream, thus avoiding slurry or
fines related problems in product handling and transportation.
The integrated plant design thus has the functionality of the dual product offering, i.e. coal briquettes that
can be added to the conventional product and/or coal-water slurry fuel for heavy fuel oil replacement for
boilers, or for more innovative, value added applications such as DICE.
To facilitate logistics, and to enable early adoption of the technology, the concept of coal water slurry
supply chains is being promoted to industry, whereby slurry fuels employ existing heavy fuel oil
infrastructure to transport and store the fuel at the customer’s facility. The use of these systems was been
extensively demonstrated in Japan in the 1990s, and more recently in China.

Mercuri, F., Osborne, D.G. and Young, M; 2014. The Future of Thermal Coal Flotation. Australian Coal
Preparation Society conference 2014, Gold Coast, Qld.
8
Wibberley, L.J. DICE – The best option for coal? Publication on the DICEnet web-site www.dice-net.org
http://www.dice-net.org/images/pdf/Media/Papers
7
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Flotation
Cell

Fine
Grinding

Existing
tailings
dam

Flotation
Cell
Best
practice
vacuum
dewatering

Agglomeration by
briquetting

Coal Water
Slurry
Production

Plant
Feed

Flotation
Circuit

Thermal Power
Station Fuel

Midsize
Circuit

Micronised
Refined Coal
Production

Internal
Combustion
Engine Fuel
Engine Fuel

Coarse
Circuit

Product
Stockpile

New Tailings
Disposal

Fig. 5 Alternative fines treatment for thermal coals
Conclusions
For more than two decades the appeal of so-called “deep cleaning” of coal via liberation and subsequent
beneficiation has been recognised in terms of the significant downstream improvements that would result
- maximised resource recovery, minimised transport and handling costs, numerous end-user process
improvements, reduced maintenance and wear, lower environmental impacts and sustainable
improvements.
While the capability of ultrafine particle separation has matured via progressive improvements in froth
flotation, the capability of dewatering the concentrate has continued to be the major barrier until recently.
The emergence of larger capacity membrane filter presses, hyperbaric dewatering via decanter centrifuges
or large disc filters now offer commercial solutions.
Binderless briquetting has also progressed to machines with capacities of up to ~40t/h for fine coal
applications, and providing an alternative product for conventional transportation infrastructure.
The manufacture of stable coal-water slurries with over 65% solids content, and MRC slurries with over
60% solids content, have also reached commercial adoption; such products can also be produced from
tailings.
With these technical barriers now overcome, the scene is set for these new applications to progress to
become the new generation of clean coal technologies for a wide range of applications, with key economic
drivers being a much higher fuel cycle efficiency (i.e. lower carbon intensity), highest grade recovery,
and lowest solid waste disposal.
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John Sedgman Lecture

Brisbane Novotel 10 June 2015

Micronised Refined Carbons and
the Direct Injection Carbon Engine
Louis Wibberley

ENERGY FLAGSHIP

Key messages
1. Combining the low cost and availability of coal with the
superior thermal efficiency, flexibility and lower capital
cost of the diesel engine provides a step change
technology for coal
– this requires ultra low ash coal
2. Ultra low ash (and other premium coals) can be
economically produced from a wide range of coal
sources, including tailings - using conventional
equipment
… but this requires a change in philosophy

2 |
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Why? … provides an alternative LE pathway
Philosophy: higher efficiency + underpinning renewables + niche CCS

CO2 for delivered electricity

Current approach
Major CCS

DICE

renewables
DCFC

Alternative approach
Niche CCS

2010

2015

2020

CCS

2025

2030

MRC-DICE fuel cycle
Carbons

Premium water-based
slurry fuel

Ultra efficient diesel
engine generation

micronised refined
carbons (MRC)

direct injection carbon
engine (DICE)

4 |
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MRC from Victorian brown coal

MRC – the most efficient way of converting
carbons into liquid fuels
Micronised refined carbon (MRC) has
been produced from a range of sources
– desanded and hydrothermally treated low
rank coals
– deashed black coals (including tailings)
– chars and algal matter (blended)

Fuel choice determines carbon footprint
Process has very high energy
conversion efficiency >97% (LCA basis)

5 |

Diesel engine – efficient, flexible and fuel tolerant
(but some adaptation required for coal)
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Cycle comparisons – too much water?
External cycle

Power cycle

Cycle-fuel
P/T1/T21

Fuel
(dry t)

Water
(t)

Air
(t)

η
(%HHV)

Steam-black
250/650/650

1

0.1

11

88%

12

48%

42%

Steam-brown
250/650/650

1

2.2

10

73%

11

48%

35%

Steam-CWM
250/650/650

1

0.7

11

84%

11.5

48%

40%

Fuel
(dry t)

Water
(t)

Air
(t)

η
η sent out
(%HHV) (%HHV)

Diesel-HFO
200/1500

1

0-1

15

54%

52%

DICE-MRC
200/1450

1

1

15

51%

49%

1

bar/°C/°C

7 |

DICE offers game-changing attributes in 5-6 years
1. Match and compete with natural gas; rapid
start/stop and load following capability
– excellent match to electricity grid with high
intermittent renewables

2. Step reduction in carbon emissions for
electricity generation without CCS
– 20-35% reduction in carbon emissions versus
current black coal
– 35-50% reduction in carbon emissions versus
current brown coal (in Victoria)

3. Cost competitive with new conventional
coal

8
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… not possible with other coal technology
4. Small capital investment steps
– can achieve large power plant size
incrementally using 20-100 MW units
– shorter construction time

5. No cooling water
6. Can be used for various biomasses
7. Capture ready/capture efficient
– 30-40% lower cost of CO2 abatement over
conventional coal

8. Short path to commercialisation
– adaptation of current large engines, short cycle
time to implement changes, relatively low
development cost

ability for commercialscale demonstration at a
small scale (say 30 MW)

9 |

What about USC? … development opportunities
restricted and costly
• Thermodynamic efficiency of pf generation is severely limited by the
availability of materials that can operate at these conditions for
practical service lifetimes
− EU, USA, Japan, India and China all have extensive material research programs
aiming for steam temperatures of 700°C (advanced ultra-supercritical)
− development cost of billions of $ and long lead times (creep testing)
− anticipated that a commercial unit could be brought on-line in 2031
(IEACCC/229)
− high capital cost of advanced ultra-supercritical is of particular concern (high
pressure steam pipes currently 80% of the boiler cost)

• While the combustion conditions in the diesel engine are more
extreme, the diesel cycle is a batch process
− high temperature conditions are present for less than 10% of the time, which
avoids the need for major exotic alloys

10 |
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A pathway to net negative CO2 emissions?

(DICE efficiency first, then high penetration renewables with bio-CCS
and lastly partial CCS)
Carbon management sequence

Example: Victorian generation

CO2 intensity (kg CO2/MWh)

1400

Current

1200

DICE efficiency

1000
800

OCGT

600
400

Biomass co-firing

CCGT

Underpinning major renewables

200
0
2010
-200

2015

2020

-400

2025

Bio-CCS**
Partial CCS

** landscape & soil carbon sequestration credits

11 |

If successful DICE could address many
aspects of the coal dilemma
Including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

that large centralised plants are needed for efficiency
the nexus between water/CO2 and cost (dry cooling)
technology development by a fragment of generation industry
inefficient (even if cheap) is no longer acceptable
very poor image of low rank coals
poor project economics from long development times
the higher flexibility needed for current and future electricity markets

Could DICE become the benchmark coal generation technology?

12 |
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Not new … commercialisation in G3?

Considerable upside
Generation 4

Efficiency (engine only, % LHV)

80

By adapting existing
technology (engineering)
Generation 2

60

40

0.3 MW/cyl
slurry firing
high cost MRC

1-20 MW/cyl
optimised/intelligent
1-5 MW/cyl
paste/slurry firing
minimal adaption
biofuel co-firing
slurry firing
CO2 capture
low cost MRC

Generation 3

Generation 1
<0.1 MW/cyl
dust firing

20
Distributed power Distributed generation
large land transport

1900

1920

1940

1960

1980

Base, peak, distributed
large marine transport

2000

2020

2040
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… with a changed philosophy
Coal to replace oil

Efficiency (engine only, % LHV)

80

Clean Coal Technology

60

Generation 4
Generation 2

Generation 3

40

Generation 1
20

1900

1920

1940

1960

1980

2000

2020

2040
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The fuel side … towards
commercial production of MRC

15 |

~40 Mtpa in China
5-8% ash, d90 ~150µm
typically 70% coal
2000 mPa.s @ 100/s

Micronise
and float

JGC

16 |

100

MRC for DICE

Coal water mixtures for boilers

Coal water fuel in China – stepping stone to MRC?

Jameson Cell – 2020 Compendium of Technical Papers

nominal specifications
1-2% ash, d90 ~40µm
typically 55% coal
<300 mPa.s @ >200,000/s

Contents

MRC is based on ultra-fine coal beneficiation
• Physical cleaning – coal structure not changed, but
comminution is needed for optimal liberation/improved
flotation response
− potential product <1% ash, including from tailings

• “Old school” thinking typically regards ash contents below 23%, as both technically and economically unviable because
− “inherent ash“ of coal is usually regarded as the lowest achievable ash
content
− lower ash requires milling to impractical ultra-fine sizes for liberation
− … but flotation of ultra-fine coal is problematic requiring higher reagent
dosages
− fine coal concentrates are inevitably high in moisture ( > 35%) which
means costly dewatering and/or drying to produce saleable products

• All of these factors are incorrect, or at best very misleading,
as recent research/pilot plant tests have shown

Excellent liberation by micronising
After liberation by milling

Feed

100µ

100µ

Characterised images for raw coal tailings feed compared with final concentrate (QCAT-CSIRO)
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Micronising and sub-50µm coal flotation – excellent
separation and recovery

Courtesy Glencore Technology

Pilot scale production of MRC for MAN Diesel & Turbo
• 1. Cake production at Bulga pilot plant

1. MRC cake production at Bulga
Pilot Plant (Glencore)
2. Formulation & rheology trim
(CSIRO)
3. Certification (ALS)

20 |
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MRC … strategic part of a bigger picture
of “Premium Coal Products”

21 |

Context
Coal
products

COAL PRODUCTS
Conventional

Steaming
Coking

“Premium”
(<3% ash)

Coal water fuel
Electrode carbon
Micronised refined carbons for DICE (MRC)

Electricity
generation

Conventional

Pf

Alternative

IGCC

Emerging

Direct injection carbon engine (DICE)

Novel

Direct carbon fuel cell (DCFC)

22 |
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… and an alternative Coal Supply Chain
• Current Coal Supply Chain hampered by an inability to
dewater and efficiently transport fine coal
• Innovative approach - recover and use all the ultra-fines as
coal water slurry thereby recovering potential “lost coal”
creating higher yield and lower cost/tonne

23 |

The engine side … towards
commercial DICE

24 |
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Recent developments
www.dice-net.org

CSIRO DICE program since 2008
− de-risking based R&D program (Yancoal, Exergen,
Newcrest/JGC, BCIA, Ignite Energy Resources, Xstrata)

MAN Diesel & Turbo have taken a lead
position in DICE development
Umbrella organisation established to
facilitate DICE development internationally
− 17 participants includes MAN, RWE (Germany),
JGC (Japan), Sinarmas (Indonesia), Exergen,
Ignite Energy Resources, BCIA, Energy Aust,
AGL, Newcrest, Yancoal, Worley Parsons,
GHD, ACALET and CSIRO

Recent interest from groups in Korea and China
25

25 |

Stage-gated development
2014-16 Small scale demonstration, initial
demonstration/validation DICE,1MW
single cylinder (brown and black coals)

Joint funding
with BCIA, ANLEC,
CSIRO and industry

2016-17* Development/design of components
for prototype engine
2017-19* Full scale demonstration MRC
production with a 12-30 MW prototype
engine for 8000h campaign
2020*-

First commercial DICE power plant
[$1.4-2 M/MW] possible given
appropriate funding support

* based on MAN D&T estimates of 3-5 years for engine dev
26 |
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DICE deployment strategy
DICE favoured when natural gas price >$6-7/GJ
forecast to occur by 2020 for most countries
-

Australia; $5-6/GJ; forecast >$8.50/GJ in 2020
China (import); $13.70/GJ; forecast >$10/GJ in 2020
Europe; $10.80-12.20/GJ; forecast >$8.80/GJ in 2020
UK; $10-14.60/GJ; forecast >$10/GJ in 2020
Japan/Korea; $14.20-16/GJ; forecast >$13/GJ in 2020
Limited incentives in USA (low cost gas,1100 lb CO2/MWh
regulations)

DICE suitable for new coal capacity, and to replace old
capacity nearing the end of its economic life (or as it
becomes socially unacceptable)
27

27 |

Final comments
1. DICE could provide coals with a innovative step
technology to increase its cost competitiveness and
environmental acceptance
2. Barriers to commercialisation are mostly engineering
- adaptation of commercial process & engine technologies

3. Rapid development possible - can be demonstrated at
commercial scale at a relatively small cost
- short lead time between technology development & implement

4. Logistical barriers to commercialisation of the fuel cycle
needs broad intra-industry support
- as part of premium coal products for maximum benefit

28 |
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Energy Technology
Louis Wibberley
Leader DICE Development Program
t +61 2 4960 6050
e louis.wibberley@csiro.au
w www.csiro.au/lorem

ENERGY FLAGSHIP
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Premium coal fuels with
advanced coal beneficiation
Louis Wibberley - CSIRO
Dave Osborne – Somerset International

Premium coal fuels with
advanced coal beneficiation
Contents
1. Introduction
2. Ultra-fine Clean Coal (UFCC) Defined
3. Chemically Cleaned Coal
4. Physically Cleaned Coal: Liberation
5. Flotation/Milling process approach

6. Future Direction – Reducing Product Ash & Moisture Control
7. Conclusions
8. Acknowledgements
Premium coal fuels with advanced coal beneficiation presentation
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Introduction
• Greater resource recoveries are being sought by mine operators
to maximize investment returns.
• Current industry trend - “by zero” recovery of fine coal to
maximize resource yield and minimize environmental footprint.
• Fine coal size fraction faces the greatest barriers towards
qualification as a product component.
• However, advances in liberation, flotation and dewatering create
new opportunities for thermal coal operations. So………….
What are the historical barriers and how are they being overcome?
Why have advanced processing options now become viable?

Premium
Premium
coalcoal
fuelsfuels
withwith
advanced
advanced
coalcoal
beneficiation
beneficiation
presentation
presentation

Ultra-fine Coal Beneficiation
Two distinct approaches:
1.

Chemical cleaning – coal structure is changed via chemical decomposition –
potential is <0.2% ash residue.

2.

Physical cleaning – coal structure not changed, but comminution may be
applied for liberation – potential is <1% ash residue.

“Old school” thinking typically regards ash contents below 2-3%, as both
technically and economically unviable because:
•

“Inherent ash "of coal is usually regarded as the lowest achievable ash content

•

Lower ash requires milling to finer particle size to increase liberation

•

Flotation of ultra-fine coal can be problematic often requiring higher reagent dosages

•

Fine coal concentrates are inevitably high in moisture ( > 35%) which means costly
dewatering and/or drying to produce saleable products.

Premium
Premium
coalcoal
fuelsfuels
withwith
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beneficiation
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presentation
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Chemically Cleaned Coal
• Caustic leach process has
been successfully
demonstrated in Australia.
• Similar to the well-proven
Bayer alumina process and
also the AMAX 2-stage leach
process developed with USDOE funds in the mid-1980s.

• Ultra-low ash residue <0.2%
• Uses include slurry fuel or
briquettes
• Costly option difficult to
justify in current climate.

Ultra-clean Coal pilot-plant, Cessnock, NSW
(Courtesy UCC Energy Pty Ltd.)
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Liberation - Inherent ash constraint
CSIRO has developed an optical reflected light
microscopy system for assessing coal petrography
samples.
System collects and creates mosaic images so that
quantitative information can be obtained on
individual coal grains, i.e. Coal Grain Analysis
(CGA).
CGA generally requires only small representative
sub-samples of <1mm material.
Size and compositional information, i.e., macerals
vitrinite, inertinite, liptinite and minerals can be
determined for each particle.
Information can then also be used to estimate %
mass, density & “ash” value of each particle.
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Liberation – CGA Images Confirm Status

100µ

100µ

Characterised images for Raw Coal Tailings Feed compared with Final Concentrate.
(Courtesy QCAT-CSIRO)
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Flotation/Milling process approach
A 1tonne/h pilot-plant, owned and
operated by Glencore Technology
(formerly Xstrata) comprising

• two Jameson flotation cells,
• a small IsaMill, and a
• membrane filter press, etc.,
• Located at a large thermal coal
operation in the Hunter Valley.
Currently testing freshly generated
raw coal tailings to produce coal
water slurry fuels
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Milling and Sub-50µ Coal Flotation

NSW Coal Water Slurry Fuel (CWSF) Pilot Plant
 Successfully produces stable Coal Water Slurry Fuel (CWSF) from coal tailings
 CWSF can then be further refined to produce very low ash (<1% ash) Micronized Refined Coal (MRC)
 MRC produced from 2011 - 2015 for diesel engine tests
 Process information obtained also used for design of CWSF modules including a package plant and fuel handling rig.

Premium coal fuels with advanced coal beneficiation presentation

Pilot
Production
MRCPlant
Fuel Fuel
Plant

Jameson cells
Flotation rig
Isa Mill

Fuel Preparation

Fuel Delivery

Premium coal fuels with advanced coal beneficiation presentation
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Dewatering Technology
Equipment

Throughput
(dry solids)

Product Moisture
(% w/w)

Horizontal belt filter

50-130 t/h

20-30

Screen bowl centrifuge

20-60 t/h

16-27

Centribaric centrifuge

15-20 t/h

15-20

Vacuum disc filter

50-150 t/h

20-32

Hyperbaric disc filter

30-150 t/h

17-25

Solid bowl centrifuge

10-18 t/h

18-25

Membrane Filter press

15-30 t/h

14-32

Ultrafines

Key objective is to achieve a cake moisture of 20% or lower for ultrafines
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Premium
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presentation
presentation

Emerging Coal Fines Treatment Circuit
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Wider Fines Treatment Options
Fine
Grinding

Flotation
Cell

Existing
tailings
dam

Flotation
Cell
Best
Best
practice
practice
vacuum
mechanical
dewatering
dewatering

Agglomeration by
briquetting

Coal Water
Slurry
Production

Plant
Feed

Flotation
Circuit

Thermal Power
Station Fuel

Midsize
Circuit

Micronised
Refined Coal
Production

Internal
Combustion
Engine Fuel
Engine Fuel

Coarse
Circuit
Product
Stockpile

New Tailings
Disposal
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Coal Supply Chain
• Current Coal Supply Chain (CSC) has been hampered by an inability to dewater
and efficiently transport fine coal.
• Innovative approach - recover and use all the ultrafines via coal-water slurry
thereby recovering potential “lost coal” creating higher yield and lower cost/tonne.
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Innovative Coal Supply Chain
New Low-cost Fuel
•

Coal-water slurry fuel (CWSF) at ~70% solids prepared from coarser
(bi-modal) particle size distribution (p80 of 0.075 mm)

•

Use for direct firing to boilers as a potential replacement for heavy
fuel oil (HFO), or partial replacement for Pulverized Fuel (PF)

•

Transport as slurry fuel - avoids sticky, wet or dusting coal problems

•

Lower tailings disposal cost - paste-thickening, further dewatering
for co-disposal with coarse plant discards and mining waste.

User Benefits
•

No further grinding needed, significantly lowering cost

•

Major O&M savings and lower ash disposal cost

•

Reduced thermal efficiency offset by cost reductions from
recovering lost coal from tailings.

•

Potential to replace > 30% of the pulverised coal capacity.

•

Value Proposition: a 1.0 to 1.5 c/kWh saving once the boiler has
been converted for CWSF.
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Micronized Coal Water Slurry
Optimization of the fuel cycle (DICE)

Ultra efficient diesel
engine generation

• Coal tailings sources
• Including tailings
impoundments
• Increased grade recovery
• Recovery of ultra fines
• Minimal dewatering

• Road/rail/ship – cake or slurry • Mine-mouth or centralized
• Distributed generation
• Pipeline coal water fuels
• Higher solids paste for longer • Support of renewables
distance
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Conclusions
•

“Deep cleaning” via liberation and subsequent beneficiation has offered significant
potential downstream improvements, i.e.,
–
–
–
–
–
–

maximised resource recovery,
minimised transport and handling costs,
numerous end-user process improvements,
reduced maintenance and wear,
lower environmental impacts and
other sustainable improvements.

 Ultrafine coal beneficiation has matured via progressive froth flotation improvements
 Dewatering the concentrate was a barrier, but emergence of membrane filter presses,
hyperbaric disc filters or high-g decanter centrifuges now offers commercial solutions.
 Briquetting and agglomeration has progressed to machine capacities of up to ~40 ton/h
for fine coal applications to improve product handling.
 Manufacture of stable coal-water slurries with > 65% solids and stable micronized
slurries with > 60% solids have reached commercial adoption.
 Scene is now set for new generation clean coal technologies with minimal wasted
energy, lowest ash disposal costs and reduced SOx, NOx and CO2 emission costs.
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Thank you for your time
Questions?
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The Jameson Cell - Downcomer
Pressurized slurry enters downcomer through a nozzle at high
velocity (typically 15-17 m/s)
 Typical feed pressure: 130-170 kPa (19-25 psi).

Jet plunges into slurry surface causing the entrained air to
shear into fine bubbles.
High intensity mixing leads to high probability of bubble-particle
collision and contact.
Residence time in each downcomer is only several seconds.
Slurry and the collected particles exit downcomer into tank
where particle laden bubbles are separated from the pulp.
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Product Coal Moisture Relationships
TOTAL MOISTURE CONTENT (%)

• Soil Water Characteristic Curve (SWCC), related to pore size distribution,
in turn related to Particle Size Distribution1.
• Matric Suction is related to Applied Pressure
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Ultra-fine
Composite

Fine

Coarse
0.1

1

10
100
MATRIC SUCTION (kPa)

Composite - Drying data
Coarse - Drying data
Fine - Drying data
Ultra-fine - Drying data

1000

Composite - Wetting data
Coarse - Wetting data
Fine - Wetting data
Ultra-fine - Wetting data

10000

Composite - Drying curve
Coarse - Drying curve
Fine - Drying curve
Ultra-fine - Drying curve

1 Source: Prof David Williams; Univ Queensland - D.Williams@uq.edu.au
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Coal Water Slurry Fuel
Comparison of Coal Supply Chain Costs for Electricity Generation
Mining

Preparation

Export
Terminal

Transport

Conventional Coal
60 $/t

Sea Freight

FOB 80 $/t
5 $/t

10 $/t

5 $/t

Import
Terminal

Transport

CIF 90 $/t
10 $/t

5 $/t

Power Plant

Total Costs = 144 $/t
5 $/t

44 $/t

Total Costs = 5.5 c/kWh
2.0 c/kWh

0.2 c/kWh

0.5 c/kWh

0.2 c/kWh

Coal Water Slurry

0.5 c/kWh

FOB 36 $/t
20 $/t

11 $/t

5 $/t

0.2 c/kWh

0.2 c/kWh

CIF 47 $/t
11 $/t

1.6 c/kWh

Total Costs = 105 $/t
5 $/t

6 $/t

47 $/t

Total Costs = 4.0 c/kWh
0.8 c/kWh

0.5 c/kWh

0.2 c/kWh

0.5 c/kWh
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The Future of Thermal Coal Flotation
F. Mercuri1, D.G. Osborne2 and M.F. Young2
1 Benefish Consulting
2 XT

AbstrAct
The drive toward greater resource utilisation, and increased yields, has placed the issue of
thermal coal flotation in focus of the industry. Historically, the opportunities for the flotation of
non-coking coal have been limited based on the net energy gain achieved by the beneficiation
and dewatering technologies available at the time. Recent advances in coal liberation, flotation
and dewatering have created an opportunity to increase resource yield by the addition of a
clean, fine coal component whilst maintaining or potentially increasing the energy content of
the final product.
Increased focus on plant efficiencies, and the sustainability of operations in general, has
identified opportunities once deemed uneconomic or inherently not viable as plausible
improvement options. Cost pressures are heightening the need to maximise energy recovery
from existing operations. The industry as a whole is now realising that the most economical
source of adding more value is via the recovery of the fine coal currently being lost to tailings.
Such losses have in the past been largely due to inefficient plant designs and/or unsuitable
flowsheets that are not capable of providing for optimisation of the resource.
This paper investigates the industry trend towards thermal coal flotation and the drivers and
technology responsible for this shift. The techniques used to exploit this opportunity will be
investigated in detail and case studies will be presented.
thermAl coAl Processing
History of Thermal Coal Processing
Thermal coal beneficiation is generally governed by 3 sets of major parameters:
• coal washability
• particle size distribution
• marketing specification.

2
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Thermal coal is generally washed to an energy target (or ash value, which is directly related),
and this can be affected by changes in the above parameters throughout a mine’s life. The aim
of thermal coal beneficiation is to maintain as large a particle size as possible in the
beneficiation phase, whilst achieving adequate liberation and optimal yield. This has typically
been achieved historically with dense medium processes including drums, baths and cyclones
or in an earlier generation of plants, via jigs alone. Fine material (nominally -1 mm) is typically
processed through water-based gravity separation devices predominantly spirals, teetered bed
separators (TBS), or more recently, reflux classifiers (RC). Material -0.1 mm is typically discarded
to tailings due to low energy contribution to the final product and cost of processing.
The mine operator has certain controls at his disposal to optimise output whilst meeting the
required product quality. These are:
• density cut-point (D50) control
• blending
• bypass of seam types or particle size fractions directly to product or waste.
Due to the unit process efficiencies available at the time, moisture content has generally
precluded the introduction of the flotation process from being viable due to a net product
energy loss created by the addition of the concentrates with higher clay and moisture contents,
as evident in a typical Hunter Valley thermal coal. Technology advances have allowed yield and
resource optimisation to improve over the years. These have included improvements in both
processing and dewatering via the avenues of process control, plant stability, maintenance
programs and new wear materials.
Historically Accepted Losses
The traditional thermal coal flowsheet typically routes desliming cyclone overflow directly to the
tailings circuit. No attempted recovery is undertaken and the material is simply thickened and
then pumped to a site tailings storage facility. A typical size distribution in the Hunter Valley can
contain 5–10% of ROM material in this stream. This material routinely contains a high amount of
clay but also contains recoverable and saleable coal values. The viability of this stream can no
longer be ignored and must be considered for recovery in new and existing operations.
moisture imPActs
The level of total moisture contained within a thermal coal is critical to how much energy within
the coal is available for customers to generate useable energy. Any energy used to dewater the
coal becomes essentially wasted and does not contribute to kWh generation. The presence of
fines in a thermal coal product also plays a crucial role in the overall total moisture holding
capacity and this is primarily a function of surface area.
To optimise the effect of particle surface area, “bottom size analysis” (Osborne et al, 2014)
investigates via detailed simulation, the optimum bottom size for a particular resource to
maximise saleable product volumes and quality resulting in maximum revenue. This simulation
estimates the impact of fine particle surface moisture on the saleable product quality. The
simulation shown below (Figure 1) illustrates the interaction between increasing product
volumes and increased product total moisture as the bottom size decreases. A critical input to
this process is the use of Non-Centrifugal Moisture (NCM) testing (Firth et al, 1998).

3
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Figure 1 Example Bottom Size Analysis Results (Osborne et al, 2014)

AdvAnces in FlotAtion technology – current industry best PrActice
Pneumatic Flotation
In order to achieve low product ash levels in flotation, pneumatic style flotation technologies are
generally employed. Technologies including the Jameson Cell, Micro Cell and Pneuflot exhibit
features that target low concentrate ashes. The fundamentals of pneumatic flotation are well
explained by the operation of the Jameson Cell (Evans, Atkinson and Jameson, 1993). It involves
feed slurry being pumped through a restriction to create a high pressure jet which then enters a
cylindrical contact chamber where particle contact occurs. The jet of liquid first shears and then
entrains air from the atmosphere. Removal of air into the jet causes a vacuum to be generated
inside the contact chamber. When a hydraulic seal is formed at the bottom of the chamber, the
vacuum causes a column of slurry to be drawn up inside the chamber. The jet of slurry plunges
onto the liquid surface and the high kinetic energy of the jet will then disseminate the entrained
air into very fine bubbles. In this zone, the high intensity of the system creates a very favourable
environment for the bubbles and particles to collide and attach. The air bubbles, coal and mineral
particles move continuously down the chamber before exiting into the tank. The particle laden
bubbles then float to the top to form the froth whilst the hydrophilic rock and mineral particles
remain in the pulp phase to be removed as tailings. To ensure consistent operation, tailings
recycle can be employed. This dampens feed fluctuations to the cell allowing the downcomer to
operate at a constant feed pressure and flowrate.

4
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Figure 2 Jameson Cell Downcomer (Courtesy XT)

This technology employs rapid kinetics so the flotation vessel volumes tend to be very
much smaller than that for mechanical and column cells of equivalent capacity leading
to economic advantages.
Froth Washing
A flotation technology that has froth washing capabilities has advantages over those that do
not. Froth washing is one of the most effective methods employed to reduce entrainment
thereby enabling concentrates with the lowest ash (and highest energy) value to be
produced. The amount of wash-water used is therefore an important process variable, i.e., the
system must be able to be operated over the desired flow-rate range for a flotation cell of a
particular size. This must be based on the designed concentrate tonnage range and solids
content of the concentrate.
In practice, the wash-water addition is dependent on the process operation and in particular
factors such as the structure and stability of the froth and the required ash value target. This in
turn is influenced by factors such as particle size and hydrophobicity of the particles recovered
in the froth. A stable froth allows froth washing to be effective in producing a clean concentrate
without having a detrimental effect on combustibles recovery.
Bubble Size
Bubble size is one of the most important factors in any flotation system as it has a strong
influence over flotation kinetics. Fine bubbles increase the flotation kinetics across all particle
sizes (Diaz-Penafiel and Dobby 1994, Ahmed and Jameson 1985), and not just recovery of fine
5
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particles as has often been hypothesised. In coal flotation, fine bubbles also improve separation
as they intensify the difference in the kinetics of the coal from non-coal particles, allowing
concentrates with lower ash value to be produced without loss in yield.
Carrying Capacity
Bubble size dictates the carrying capacity of a flotation machine. Finer bubbles increase the
carrying capacity (often measured as the mass flow rate (t/h) of concentrate per m2 of surface
area of the flotation machine) as there is more bubble surface area per volume of air added for
particles to attach. Essentially, this means that if two different types of flotation machine are
used to float the same coal using the same amount of air, the one generating air bubbles
(measured as a distribution) that are half the mean-size of the other machine will have four
times the bubble surface area available for flotation. This is therefore a very important
consideration, especially for coal feeds offering very high potential yields. The more bubble
surface area that is available from the machine, the lower will be the cross-sectional area
required and fewer cells will be required to recover all the coal.
The air bubbles generated by the Jameson Cell are in the range of 0.3 to 0.7 mm (Sauter mean
diameter, D32) (Evans, Atkinson and Jameson, 1993). Figure 3 compares the bubble size of a
range of industrial mechanical and columns cells (Nesset, Finch and Gomez, 2007) to that of the
Jameson Cell (Osborne et al, 2013). All results collated in Figure 3 were determined by the same
bubble size measurement technique as developed by McGill University and described by Chen,
Gomez and Finch (2001) and Gomez and Finch (2007).

Figure 3 Bubble Size Measurement (Osborne et al, 2013)
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Pilot PlAnt PerFormAnce on A hunter vAlley thermAl coAl tAilings streAm
A range of different thermal coal types have been tested in a two stage pilot scale Jameson Cell
flotation circuit.
These have had qualities ranging from a 30% ash (ad) tailings sample from easily treated coal
seams to very high >60% ash (ad) coal seams containing difficult fine clays.
table 1 Pilot Plant coal Quality results by seam
seam

Feed Ash % (ad)

concentrate Ash % (ad)

A

30–35

7–8

B

35–45

8–12

C

>60%

15–16

Figure 4 Pilot Plant Results

It can be seen that the Jameson Cell flotation circuit was able to achieve a low ash concentrate
of 7–12% (ad) (Figure 4) at up to 70–80% combustible recovery for some feed types with the
lower clay content, and 15–17% (ad) ash for coal seams with much higher clay content.
The fine mineral matter and clay in the coal concentrate reduces filtration rate and increases
product moisture, by removing more of these particles improved product moisture is achieved.
The plant is configured in a rougher-scavenger flowsheet where the tailings from the rougher
(primary cell) feeds to the scavenger (secondary cell).The cleaning effect can be seen by the
colour of the two product streams (concentrate which is high in vitrinite and tailings which is
predominantly kaolinite clay) from the Jameson Cell circuit, shown in Figure 5.

7
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Figure 5 Concentrate and Tailings Streams from Pilot Plant Testwork

dewAtering technology
Dewatering options available for fine coal are listed in Table 2. Recent advances in “by zero” fines
dewatering has enabled total moistures of flotation product to be reduced to a target whereby
it can become viable, from an energy balance perspective, to include flotation concentrates into
the final thermal coal product at a greater number of mine sites.

8
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table 2 equipment used for dewatering coal (adapted from bickert’s chapter in osborne 2013)
size

throughput
(dry solids)

Product
moisture
(% w/w)

Feed
Preparation

Application

High frequency
screen

0.6–2.4 x 3 m

10–100 t/h

15–25

Cyclone
underflow

Fine coal

Screen scroll
centrifuge

0.5–1.5 m dia

45–100 t/h

11–18

Cyclone
underflow

Fine coal

75–150 m2

50–130 t/h

20–30

Flocculation

Ultrafine coal

Screen bowl
centrifuge

1.1 m dia x 3.3 m long

20–60 t/h

16–27

Thickening

Ultrafine coal

Centribaric
centrifuge

1.1 m dia x 3.3 m long

15–20 t/h

15–20

Thickening

Coal slimes

Disc filter

120–200 m2

50–150 t/h

20–32

Thickening /
flocculation

Ultrafine coal

Hyperbaric disc
filter

70–200 m2

30–150 t/h

17–25

Thickening /
flocculation

Ultrafine coal

Paste thickening

25 m dia x 6–12 m high

100 t/h

45–55

Flocculation

Coal tailings

1.1 m dia

20–60 t/h

30–45

Thickening

Coal tailings

Belt press filter

3–3.5 m wide

10–20 t/h

25–45

Thickening /
flocculation

Coal tailings

Filter press

200–800 m2

15–30 t/h

14–32

Thickening

equipment

Horizontal
vacuum belt filter

Solid bowl
centrifuge

Ultrafine coal
and tailings

economics
The economic argument for pursuing fines recovery is compelling. Technology advances
allowing ultrafine product to be included in final product streams without penalising product
quality is supported by the simplistic revenue scenario below.
Raw plant feed containing 10% passing 0.1 mm.
Yield of 50%.
For a thermal coal operation of 16 Mt/y ROM = 1.6 Mt/y of raw feed currently sent to waste.
Assuming a nominal 50% yield equates to 0.8 Mt/y of potential saleable product.
At a Newcastle benchmark price of US$86/product tonne = us$69m revenue loss per annum
(not accounting for freight, port, tonnage adjustments, etc).
Including conservative capital and operating costs produces a very attractive
investment opportunity.

9
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table 3 economic evaluation of brownfields Flotation installation
capex
$

opex
$/feed t

rate
t/h

direct costs
$/t

tax rate
%

discount rate
%

nPv
$

irr
%

Pay back
yrs

50M

15

230

30

30%

10%

78M

51

2.5

Future direction – reducing Product Ash And moisture
The challenge of cost-effectively recovering a saleable fines component from tailings has been
with us for many years and periodically an apparent solution emerges. XT has been operating a
pilot-plant as described earlier and this plant incorporates the combination of fine grinding and
Jameson Cell flotation technology for the preparation of coal-water slurry fuel (CWSF). The
inclusion of a fine grinding stage enables slurries to be prepared whereby the non-value
components are liberated from the carbon material thereby facilitating recovery of a highly
concentrated ultrafine, low ash coal product.

Figure 6 1.0 t/h Coal Tailings Treatment Pilot-plant

10

This combination has already been proven capable of achieving very good combustible
recoveries (material dependent, but normally over 90%) for coal from the raw tailings stream.
The milling step reduces particles down to a p80 of 0.015 mm enabling enhanced flotation
recovery by increased liberation and the formation of fresh surfaces on the ultra-fine coal
particles. Further enhancement of the addition of improved ultrafine dewatering of the flotation
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concentrate using a membrane filter press or equivalent and a “fit-for-purpose” mixing system
has resulted in the preparation of highly stable slurries with solids concentrations over 60%
(w/w). This fuel has been specifically prepared for use in direct coal injection engines (DICE) to
replace diesel fuel.
Other coal-water slurries with a slightly coarser particle size distribution (p80 of 0.075 mm) can
be prepared in a similar way to create a coal-water slurry fuel (CWSF) at over 70% solids that can
be used for direct firing to boilers as a potential replacement for heavy fuel oil (HFO).

Figure 7 Alternative Fines Treatment of Thermal Coals Flowsheet

Figure 7 shows the flowsheet for these alternatives with the inclusion of the Jameson Cell and
fine grinding for the purposes described earlier. Adding the milling step will be optional for
CWSF but essential for micronised refined coal (MRC). Various filter options, also described
earlier will need to be evaluated to achieve the required solid-liquid outcome for each coal
source and each product component. Alternatively, a briquetted product that can be included
in the normal product stream is another way of dealing with increasing fines related problems
in coal product handling and transportation.
The integrated plant design has the functionality of the dual product offering, i.e., coal briquettes
that can be added to the conventional product and/or coal-water slurry fuel (CWSF) for either
heavy fuel oil replacement of more novel applications such as the MRC and DICE combination
The concept of CWSF supply chains is being promoted to industry whereby slurry fuels employ
existing heavy fuel oil infrastructure to transport and store the fuel at the customer facility.
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coAl suPPly chAin considerAtions
The current Coal Supply Chain (CSC) is hampered by an inability to dewater and transport fine
coal. As a result, significant loss of coal value to tailings occurs also often leading to a significant
loss of yield, which in turn impacts the coal mining price/tonne, adding further cost due to the
need for tailings handling. The irony is that it is often necessary to exclude fines from product
coal in order to transport it to the power station because of reduced revenue due to moisture,
dust or sticky coal handling issues, etc. However, on arrival at the user’s power plant a significant
amount of money is then spent grinding it down to the conventional specification of ~70%
minus 0.075mm.

Figure 8 Coal Water Slurry Fuel Supply Chain (Osborne, 2013)

An innovative way to address this is to recover and use all the fines via coal-water slurry thereby
recovering potential lost coal creating higher yield and lower cost/tonne. This could then be
handled and transported as liquid fuel, avoiding the ever increasing problems associated with
sticky, wet or dusting solids. There would then be less tailings material to dispose of, further
lowering cost especially if the residual tailings can be paste-thickened and further dewatered so
as to be disposable with coarse plant and mine waste.
No further grinding would be required at the power station, significantly lowering their cost and
despite thermal efficiency being reduced, this would be offset to a large extent by cost
reductions on coal that otherwise would not have been sold. Figure 8 shows a simplistic
example of the chain. Some very simplistic cost-in-use analysis was conducted for this model
which suggested a very definite benefit of about 1.0 to 1.5 c/kWh saving, would be generated
for the user once the power plant boiler had been converted to accept CWSF to replace about
30% or more of the pulverised coal capacity (Osborne, 2013).

12

summAry
This paper has provided insight as to the potential offered from thermal coal flotation. Waste in
coal operations has for many years been “justified” by the impact that the added moisture has
on the net value of the coal products. This may not be tolerated indefinitely because of
increased awareness of sustainability issues and environmental impacts of adopting lowest cost
disposal practices. With the concomitant emergence of better flotation technologies and
improved solid-liquid separation equipment, arguments against recovery of wasted coal can be
constructively challenged.
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BUSTING THE MYTHS OF FLOTATION IN THE
AUSTRALIAN COAL INDUSTRY
L Huynh, I Kohli, D G Osborne
Xstrata Technology

ABSTRACT
The early 1990s saw the emergence of advanced flotation technologies such as the
Jameson Cell to the Australian coal industry. Results from laboratory and pilot plant
campaigns followed by full scale installations consistently proved distinct performance
improvements over existing mechanical cells. These new technologies were able to produce
lower ash products and high yield and recoveries in single cells (rather than banks) and a
single stage of flotation. An ACARP report from the mid-1990s predicted that the industry
would soon be dominated by these technologies (Sanders & Williamson, 1996).
Since its first installation in 1990 at Xstrata Coal’s (now Glencore’s) Newlands operation in
the Bowen Basin, the Australian Coal Industry has proven to be an important breeding
ground for the Jameson Cell technology allowing it to be continuously developed and
improved over two decades. Now there are over 120 Jameson Cells installed in coal washing
plants in Australia. Although the modern day Jameson Cells are much more robust, easier to
operate, fully automated and require very little maintenance, flotation continues to be a major
challenge in many operations with performance of the Jameson Cells less than optimal.
However, the exact reasons for this have never been fully examined. This has led to many
myths surrounding flotation, the technology used and the solutions required to solve the
issues currently experienced in the industry.
This paper aims to address the common myths in the Australian coal industry which has
perhaps negatively influenced the real effort that is required to address and rectify the current
problems. It will explain processes that relate fundamentally to the flotation process, rather
than the technology used, in order to describe the role of frothers in controlling flotation
performance. It will also discuss how the term ‘residual frother’ has become a convenient
excuse for a plant’s sub-optimal flotation performance which can lead to masking of the real
plant bottlenecks, and finally, the paper will examine the commonly held belief that flotation
cells should always operate at the ‘knee’ of the ash-yield curve when in reality flotation needs
to be optimised in relation to the entire washing plant and hence, consideration of gravity unit
separation processes too.
Coal flotation circuits will be compared to those employed in modern base metal flowsheet
designs to address the perception that the current designs used in the industry are
inadequate and more sophisticated circuits should be developed. Plant data gathered from
different operations will be used to demonstrate how diagnosing and addressing the real
bottlenecks, rather than changing flotation technology used, or cell arrangement, is the best
approach for any plant to achieve the desired flotation performance. Also of vital importance
is education and training which is necessary to help plant personnel understand the
fundamental flotation process and learn how to troubleshoot and respond to unwanted
changes. Finally, fines circuit designs must incorporate an inherent procedure to
institutionalise learnings from the errors in the past.
INTRODUCTION
By 1990 flotation was well established as an integral part of Australian coal preparation
practice, although there was growing dissatisfaction among coal washing plant operations
with the performance of conventional mechanical cells, the standard technology used at that
time. The early 1990s saw the emergence of advanced flotation technologies such as the
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Jameson Cell, which represented a major step change in process performance. The
Jameson Cell was first tested and commercially installed in a coal washing plant at Xstrata
Coal’s (now Glencore’s) Newlands mine (Jameson et al., 1991). The fines stream was
cyclone overflow material which was previously discarded after thickening (minus 20-25
microns in particle size normally with ash content ranging from 15 to 40%). Pilot plant testing
showed it was possible to achieve greater than 90% combustibles recovery with a product
target of 10% ash and a similar moisture content value of ~10% via vacuum filtration. This
led to the installation of the first generation full-scale, (so-called Mark I) Jameson Cells in
1990. Following the initial Newlands installation, many sites tested the technology which was
shown to consistently produce low ash concentrates and achieve high combustibles recovery
whilst being forgiving to variations in feed ash (Harbort et al., 1992; Atkinson et al., 1993;
Manlapig et al., 1993). BHP Coal’s (now BHP Billiton Mitsubishi Alliance - BMA) Goonyella
1,800 t/h coking coal operation in Central Queensland tested the advanced flotation
technologies and subsequently replaced the entire 32 mechanical (Wemco) cell circuit with 8
Jameson Cells operating in a 2-stage configuration (Caretta et al., 1997). Figure 1 compares
the performance of the Jameson Cells at this plant after commissioning to the old mechanical
cell circuit. The ability of the Jameson Cell to consistently deliver a low ash product at high
combustibles recoveries contributed to an overall plant yield increase of ~3.5% and led to
production records at that time.

Figure 1
Full scale Jameson Cell performance at Goonyella mine compared to the original mechanical
(Wemco) cell circuit

Amongst the key benefits was froth washing and the simplicity afforded by the Jameson Cell,
it being easy to operate and maintain; with no moving parts, and needing no auxiliary
equipment except for the feed pump. Since its first commercial installation, the Jameson Cell
technology has been continuously developed and improved making it more robust and easier
to use. The development of the technology can be divided into four phases, designated Mark
I to IV as shown in Figure 2. There are now over 120 Jameson Cells operating in coal
applications in Australia, with the current largest installation being at Wesfarmers’ Curragh
Mine in Central Queensland which treats over 5 million tonnes of coal fines per year using
twelve cells. Some of the early installations have gone through upgrading to Mark III and IV
designs targeting the benefits from such an upgrade.
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Figure 2
Jameson Cell development path

Although the modern day Jameson Cells are now much easier to operate, fully automated
and requires very little maintenance, the fines circuit continues to be a major challenge, for
example, with performance of the Jameson Cells being operated at less than optimal at
many operations. However, the exact reasons for this have never been fully examined. This
conundrum appears to have generated many myths surrounding flotation, i.e., the technology
used and the solutions required to solve the real issues currently being experienced in the
industry.
This paper will highlight and address five common myths in the Australian coal industry that
relate to flotation. It will provide fundamental and logical explanations to hopefully dispel
myths that primarily blame the technology and thereby create a more beneficial outcome by
directing the focus on the real issues facing the industry today. Flotation performance data
from existing sites using the Jameson Cells will be used to illustrate how plants working with
the usual design constraints can rise above the ‘mediocre’ levels in combustibles recovery to
consistently achieve high performance. Removing froth handling and downstream
dewatering bottlenecks will be a key element for many plants to achieve in order for them to
realise the full potential of their installed Jameson Cells. Education and training of industry
personnel is also an essential need for optimising performance and creating an appreciation
of the fact that chemistry factors controlled by feed characteristics and reagents are just as
vital in the flotation process as the machine itself.
MYTH 1: FLOTATION IS A SEPARATE “ADD-ON” UNIT OPERATION IN THE ‘BACKEND’ OF A WASHPLANT
Flotation in all too many cases has been the last process to appear in a washing plant, either
conceptually or as a retrofit in plants already built and operating. This has been mainly due to
the “installed cost vs. apparent benefits” argument, and the resultant operation has invariably
underperformed against expectations. The main reasons for this can be simply categorised
as having been one or more of the following; poor design, inadequate design data, poor
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equipment selection and “cutting corners” or cost saving measures prior to the final sign-off
and installation.
A washing plant consists of three main circuits which treat coal of different a particle size
range. For example, the modern day washing plants in Australia usually have a coarse
(50x1.5mm), intermediate (1.5x0.25mm) and fines (0.25x0mm) circuits. The coarse and the
intermediate circuits which typically account for 70-80% of the throughput, use gravity-based
separation techniques to produce their product components. Gravity methods become
increasingly inefficient as the feed gets finer, and the magnitude and nature of this
deterioration is well known and often predictable. However, flotation, an entirely different
separation technique which is surface chemistry based is a very different proposition. There
are no Ep’s for flotation equipment and their performance must be determined by test work.
Although the fines circuits treat a much smaller proportion of the raw coal feed compared to
the gravity circuits, it can still play a vital role in controlling the overall product quality from the
plant. It can usually be manipulated to enable optimisation of the overall yield of the overall
plant for the specified quality of the combined product.
In many plants, operators tend to optimise the gravity and flotation circuits separately often
overlooking the fact that there is only a single product produced from the plant. In actual fact,
this product is composed of perhaps 3 or 4 components which emanate from circuits having
differing control capabilities. So a flotation component needs to be integrated into an overall
operating strategy to achieve the desired plant yield and product quality.
MYTH 2: FOR OPTIMUM FLOTATION PERFORMANCE, FROTHER CONCENTRATION
MUST BE ABOVE 15 PPM (THE ‘MAGIC NUMBER’) AS IMPOSED BY THE FLOTATION
TECHNOLOGY VENDOR
Due to the very high yields (mass pull) often encountered in fine coal flotation, there must be
sufficient bubble surface area to enable the capture and recovery all the required coal
particles. This is particularly so in the treatment of coking coals where up to 80-90% of the
feed mass reports to the concentrate, machines that can produce a large number of very
small air bubbles (small mean size) are therefore advantageous because for the same
volume of air, more individual bubbles are generated representing vast bubble surface area,
i.e. carrying capacity. Large carrying capacity means higher productivity than other machines
which generate larger bubbles (large mean size). The Jameson Cell is able to produce ultrafine bubbles via by the shear action of a plunging jet (Evans, Jameson & Atkinson, 1992). Air
bubble mass generated lies in the range of 300 to 700 μm (Sauter mean diameter, D32)
(Evans, Atkinson & Jameson, 1993).
Frothers are required in the flotation process to prevent air bubbles from coalescing.
Regardless of the technology used, frothers should be used at dosages above the critical
concentration of coalescence (CCC), as this is the minimum concentration required to
prevent coalescence (Cho & Laskowski, 2002; Finch, Nesset & Acuna, 2008). The graph in
Figure 3 shows bubble size as a function of frother concentration for the commonly used
MIBC (methyl isobutyl carbinol) using the Jameson Cell and a mechanical cell. The CCC is a
property of the frother and independent on the machine used as clearly shown in Figure 3.
The CCC is measured to be 15 ppm for MIBC. However, the machine dictates the minimum
bubble size generated and the figure clearly illustrates that the Jameson Cell produces
significantly smaller bubbles than the mechanical cell. This dispels the myth that a ‘magic
number’ is imposed by a flotation machine vendor to make their machines ‘work’, as often
implied. The inability to add sufficient frother due to any inherent design problems, or plant
bottlenecks will affect ALL flotation machines without prejudice, and hence also similarly
affect carrying capacity. So even at concentrations below the CCC, the Jameson Cell will
generate smaller bubbles and hence, have greater potential carrying capacity than most
other machines. If a plant operator wishes to change the type of frother they are using, they
would need to take into account the CCC characteristic of the potential replacement and
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review dosages on a fair and comparable basis. The frother reagent supplier should be able
to provide this information for customers.

Figure 3
Bubble size as a function of frother concentration

MYTH 3: ‘RESIDUAL’ FROTHER PROBLEMS IS LIMITING FROTHER DOSAGE
Low yield of low combustibles recovery from the Jameson Cell can be attributed to
insufficient frother addition (below that required for the CCC), which decreases the carrying
capacity of the machines. Without truly understanding the real issues at individual sites,
operators nowadays appear to have developed an exaggerated fear of ‘frothing out the plant’
which all-too-often causes them to automatically reduce the frother dosage. ‘Residual’ frother
is defined in this paper to mean frother remaining in the water exiting the fines circuit either
via the flotation concentrate, or tailings streams. This water then gets recirculated and used
in other areas of the washing plant. This can compromise the performance of other unit
operations such as the dense medium cyclone circuit, as ‘residual’ frother can cause frothing
in sumps, pumping issues and affect density gauge readings etc. Its effect on a plant is
largely dependent on the design of the water circuit. A site where the water recirculates
around the plant quickly tends to have more issues because the build-up of frother
concentration is faster than its decomposition or break-down. However, it has been found
that in reality, ‘residual’ frother is not always the first, nor the primary, culprit for operators to
‘turn-down’ the frother dosage. Instead, it may be caused by a number of other issues within
the fines circuit itself. Common contributors are a number of dewatering issues occurring
downstream of the flotation stage. Examples include; using frother dosage as a way of
deliberately decreasing the tonnage and volume produced from the Jameson Cells, e.g., to
try to avoid a ‘sloppy concentrate’ in the case of horizontal belt filters (HBF); or motor trips, in
the case of screen bowl centrifuges (SBC). Essentially, the dewatering process is controlling
the separation process which is far from an ideal situation.
In recent years, SBCs seem to have gained in popularity compared to HBFs, probably due to
their smaller footprint and lower installed capital cost. However, their suitability for dewatering
high quality Bowen Basin type coking coals is debatable as SBCs cannot capture material
less than 45 micron, which is consequently discarded with the tailings. Unlike some
Australian thermal coals which may have higher ash in the finest fractions due to clay
material, coking coals usually has high vitrinite in this size fraction as coal macerals tend to
be friable and therefore highly concentrated in the raw coal fines. But plants employing
SBC’s are often left with what is installed due to the anticipated cost of retrofitting a more
effective solution. Disposal of the effluent is normally via the tailings thickener but as this
stream is extremely frothy (stabilised by fine hydrophobic coal particles) there are always
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pumping issues due to inadequate design of sump and pumps. At too many plants with
SBC’s, effluent spillage is a primary reason to ‘de-rate’ the flotation recovery. As expected,
the effluent stream is high in frother concentration and yet, it is designed to exit the fines
circuit whereas for plants where HBFs are used, the filtrate is returned to the flotation feed as
a means of minimising ‘residual’ frother effects. Although it is far from ideal not to capture the
minus 45 micron coal-rich fines fraction, it is still advisable to return the centrate to the SBC
feed rather than the flotation feed. Some plants have introduced this practise thereby
avoiding the inevitable build-up of a circulating load of fines in the flotation circuit. It clearly
makes no sense to continually return coal fines already recovered back to the separation
process despite the original poor choice of dewatering technology for the feed type. Clearly,
the selection procedure for the dewatering technology needs to carefully consider the particle
size and type of coal treated and not use capital and/or operating cost as the main decision
driver.
Generally, poor design of the overall fines circuit appears to be the main culprit for suboptimal flotation recovery at many sites. Improvement must be made in the design of sumps
to handle large fluctuations in froth volumes, and appropriate pumps installed to transfer
frothy streams. Dewatering units like SBCs, which are sensitive to flows, may benefit from a
buffer tank upstream or more appropriately a coal thickener, which not only reduces the
volume but increases the solids content that is to be treated.
The challenges experienced at individual sites are not always the same and proper diagnosis
is the key to addressing the right issues at each operation. A review of all the Jameson Cell
installations in Australia shows the bottlenecks can be, in general, placed into one of 3
categories. These are education, measuring and/or addressing minor design issues (30%),
concentrate dewatering capacity and/or issues (60%) and flotation capacity issues (10%).
This shows that the majority of sites do not actually have a problem with the Jameson Cells,
highlighting the need to focus on addressing the fundamental issues rather than just the
flotation machine. That is why any debate directed towards solving current industry issues by
swapping the flotation technology used (as discussed later in Myth 5), is perhaps premature
if not mistaken. Only Category 3 relates to the flotation machine, but this is due to inadequate
flotation capacity. It does not imply that the Jameson Cell will perform poorly when treating
the feed for which it was originally designed.
MYTH 4: THE ADVANCED FLOTATION TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS THE JAMESON
CELL ‘ARE NOT WHAT THEY ARE CRACKED UP TO BE’ AND ‘PERFORM POORLY’
AS DESIGNED
The Australian Coal Industry was rapid in its adoption of the Jameson Cell soon after its
commercialisation in 1989, thereby significantly contributing to its eventual wider adoption
and growth over a period of only two decades. The latest model (Mark IV design) of Jameson
Cell is therefore a great improvement over the first generation of Jameson Cells. Currently,
typical duties are far less demanding as the raw coal fines feed tends to be coarser (than the
original Newlands circuit) and together with the improvements made to the technology, it
would reasonable to expect the Jameson Cell would be much more robust and perform at
least equal, if not better, than in earlier installations. However, there is a perception in the
industry, particularly in recent years, that once installed the Jameson Cell technology often
‘performs poorly’. This is most often undefined and does not specify or quantify why the
Jameson Cell cannot achieve expected values of concentrate ash, yield/combustibles
recovery or either. In fact, Xstrata Technology believes that the exact reasons for ‘suboptimal’ flotation performance in many operating plants have never been properly
investigated.
The key to optimising flotation is firstly, to understand that it is a complex multifaceted
separation process that is driven by surface chemistry and not by gravity like the other unit
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operations in a coal washing plant. It is controlled by three main factors that in turn can be
categorised into three areas: the coal, the chemistry and the machine as shown below in
Figure 4.

Figure 4
Flotation ‘triangle’ showing the key factors affecting performance

The flotation machine is one of three facets important to the overall process, but seems to
get the most attention and is often blamed when flotation performance is poor. However, the
variability of the coal and flotation reagent control are two equally significant factors, relating
to the other facets of the triangle, and both are perhaps surprisingly, often overlooked. The
greater the number of different coal seams and sources that are treated, the more
challenging is the task of achieving effective flotation and meeting the targeted qualities and
recoveries. Plant designers must therefore take into account all factors that are going to be
influential in ensuring expectations are met. Plant operators must be properly trained to fully
understand how the circuit is intended to perform and then be able to respond appropriately.
This includes the correct response to changes in tonnage, particle size distribution and
flotation behaviour of the different coal types by making the necessary adjustments to
reagent dosages and process variables to ensure optimised performance.
In many plants, monitoring of flotation performance is irregular and often a ‘knee-jerk’ or
spontaneous change is made when performance has clearly deteriorated. Furthermore, it
may be impossible to conduct sample surveys via the feed, concentrate and tailings because
sample points do not exist. Even in the more modern (recently built) plants, the flotation feed
often cannot be easily collected as it usually consists of more than one stream which gravity
flows into a large collecting sump. In many Jameson Cell installations, operations personnel
unknowingly collect the downcomer feed and use the ash result from this stream in the twoproduct formula to calculate yield and combustibles recovery. This is then erroneous as the
downcomer feed is in fact an internal stream. The correct and incorrect streams to collect
around the flotation circuit are clearly illustrated below in Figure 5.
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Figure 5
The correct (green circles) and incorrect (red crosses) sample collection streams for
flotation surveys

Regular flotation surveys are necessary for measuring and gauging performance. Results
need to be plotted as an ash-yield curve and benchmarked against a characterisation curve
for each coal type treated. Figure 6 shows six months of plant data from an existing
operation (Plant A). A wide range of combustibles recovery values is shown and at ash
values which generally lie on or around the characterisation curve. This is typical for a
Jameson Cell circuit, in either single or two-stage configurations. But this result may not be
achieved using other flotation technologies machines. For example, mechanical cells are
likely to produce higher ash concentrates, when used in the same configuration because this
type of machine is less selective and commonly does not employ froth washing. As a
consequence the data points obtained will lie to the right-hand side of the characterisation
curve. The large variation in the combustibles recovery shown in Figure 6 means that high
recoveries are possible (i.e., the Jameson Cell itself is not the problem) but the process has
not been properly optimised. Knowing this, Plant A needs to diagnose then address the real
issues with the aim of reducing the variation to consistently achieve the desired target for
combustibles recovery.

Figure 6
Plant data from Plant A benchmarked against the characterisation curve

Figure 7 shows performance data from another operating coal preparation plant (Plant B).
This plant when compared to Plant A, has reached the next stage of flotation optimisation.
Clearly, the data points are centred around 5 to 7% ash (i.e., achieving the set target) at
combustibles recovery values of around 70 to 90%. Plant B operates with many design
constraints just like other plants, but this operation has obviously implemented effective
strategies for dealing with these issues and is operating within these limitations.
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Figure 7
Plant data from Plant B

Figure 8 shows the performance data from a third preparation plant, Plant C. This operation
has focussed on eliminating the major bottleneck which has been downstream concentrate
dewatering. This is a good example whereby the Jameson Cells are unaffected by
extraneous factors and can be operated as designed to realise the full potential.

Figure 8
Plant data from Plant C.

The flotation performance of all three different sites were graphed using data collected from
six months of shift or daily samples, all during 2013. The results obtained should clearly
dispel the myth that the flotation machine is the problem and counter speculation that the
Jameson Cells perform badly ‘as designed’. Instead, this highlights the importance of
sampling and regular monitoring, understanding the flotation principles (the flotation triangle)
and diagnosing the real plant issues. The Jameson Cell is not a stand-alone piece of
equipment. To be fully utilised it has to be integrated into fines circuit design that allows it to
be used to its full potential for all types of feed.
MYTH 5: THE AUSTRALIAN COAL INDUSTRY SHOULD CONSIDER A RETURN TO
MECHANICAL CELLS AND DESIGN COAL CIRCUITS SIMILAR TO BASE METALS
INDUSTRY
In recent times, a body of opinion has emerged that is suggesting that perhaps the Australian
Coal Industry may be better served by reverting to using mechanical cells to treat raw coal
fines. This is possibly driven by a misconception that Jameson Cells, and columns, have in
some cases been the root cause of below par performance and resultant low
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yields/combustibles recovery, i.e., loss of coal to tailings. It may be easier to blame the
technology, but this is clearly not the primary cause. Re-adopting a conventional technology
that has been superseded by more advanced ones will not help the industry to address the
underlying issues or identifying the true cause. To achieve this requires a rigorous diagnostic
approach followed by progressive debottlenecking of the fines circuit that have been shown
to be preventing the installed cells from being fully utilised. With a clean sheet of paper the
design of new fines circuits must overcome current and/or old issues and be better integrated
into the overall plant. In this regard, properly structured teaching and training of operations
and maintenance personnel will ensure a better understanding of the basic principles of
flotation and the capabilities of the flotation circuit as a whole. The key reward will be the
confident performance of operators, and valuable know-how generated for plant designers
and consultants.
The current design and operational issues, all too frequently encountered in the fines circuits
have perhaps detracted from the realised benefits that the advanced flotation technologies
have provided the Australian Coal Industry. For the Jameson Cell, the most noticeable of
these are the high quality concentrates that can be produced, the small footprint and very low
maintenance requirements. It is difficult to understand how a return to mechanical cells would
be at all advantageous as conventional technologies are simply less effective in treating
coking coal deposits in Australia. For example, a mechanical cell circuit will not be able to
achieve a comparable high yield and combustible recovery at the lowest ash content. Add to
this the footprint and the high maintenance due to moving parts (rotors), motors and blowers
and the benefits swing even more towards the more advanced technology. However, this
swing has not yet been as strong in other coal producing countries around the world.
Countries like India and Russia have been slower to change and are only beginning to
realise the benefits of adopting advanced technologies over the conventional cells which they
have been using as standard for decades. In contrast, new coal producing regions such as
Mongolia and Mozambique already use the advanced flotation technologies as standard in
design of their new washing plants.
Across the many differing types of industries utilising flotation, the momentum has shifted
towards advanced technologies in favour of conventional cells. In particular, the Jameson
Cell technology is successfully used in a number of different industries to address plant
issues and/or improve plant performance. In the metals industry where flotation is the
dominant separation process, the mining of more complex ore-bodies and decreasing metal
head grades means the standard flotation circuit traditionally utilising all mechanical cells,
can no longer achieve the desired performance. Inclusion of Jameson Cells into conventional
cleaner circuits is necessary to produce clean saleable concentrates that are sufficiently low
in non-sulfide and silicate gangue, penalty elements (such as fluorine and mercury) or
deleterious elements such as Uranium (Araya et al., 2013). Other examples include the
phosphate industry where a method was developed to recover ultrafine phosphate that had
until that time been long considered as unrecoverable in this industry (Teague & Lollback,
2012) and another good example is the use of the Jameson Cell to enhance the recovery of
bitumen in the oils sands industry (Neiman et al, 2012).
Regardless of industry and application, flotation circuits should always be of the simplest and
most robust design to achieve the desired product quality and recovery. Feed characteristics
and the degree of upgrade desired will dictate the number of stages required to achieve the
desired performance. For example, base metal flotation often requires multiple stages to
sequentially upgrade the very low grade feed to an acceptable final product quality. The
mass passing to the final concentrate (equivalent of yield) is always very low in comparison
to coal and typically no higher than 10%.
Figure 9 shows an example of a flow sheet designed to treat copper ores which consists of
rougher and scavenger stages followed by three stages of cleaning. In contrast, the upgrade
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required in coal applications is very low and can be easily achieved in a single step so the
circuits can be much simpler, as shown in Figure 10. Circuits for coal treatment only typically
require single or two-stages.

Figure 9
Example of a flotation circuit to recover copper

Another major difference between base metal and coal processing is the so-called mass pull,
or yield. In base metals circuits, the yield is low and the multiple processing stages and
circulating loads are necessary to achieve high recoveries. Most tailings streams cannot be
operated in open circuit. In contrast, coal applications have very high mass reporting to the
concentrate. For example to achieve the same recovery (91%) as the base metal example
shown in Figure 9, the yield in coal flotation is 73% versus only 1.7% for copper.

Figure 10
Typical design of coal circuits consisting of one or two-stage configurations

Therefore, it is highly advantageous to use flotation machines which have very high carrying
capacity to minimise number of machines required for the duty. Coal circuits should avoid
circulating loads as this will only serve to increase the carrying rates of the machine even
more. Residence time is of lesser importance, particularly when treating high quality coking
coal, as it’s normally naturally hydrophobic and does not rely on this factor to achieve
maximum recovery. Another difference between coal and base metals flotation is the much
larger volumes that are treated which is mainly due to the difference in feed solid content.
Feed treated in coal flotation is typically 5 to 10 wt% solids compared to 20-40 wt% solids for
base metals applications.
In the Australian Coal Industry, there is ongoing debate about the merits of Jameson Cells
arranged in single versus two-stage configurations. Figure 11 compares the performance of
two operating plants treating the same feed in these two configurations. The Jameson Cell
produces a low ash concentrate at very high (70 to 90%) combustibles in both cases. This
highlights the robustness of the Jameson Cell in either configuration.
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Figure 11
Comparison of Jameson Cell performance in single and two-stage configuration; using data
from two operating plants

Bearing all this in mind, the design of any flotation circuit should never rely on a “one-sizefits-all” approach, as a critical driver for the design is the coal(s) treated. Every source of coal
is different and is also likely to change over time as a result of changes in the deposit and in
the mining conditions, etc. Factors relating to surface chemistry on the flotation process
become more important as coal quality decreases. Therefore, circuits designed for poorer
quality coking coals, oxidised or weathered coal and thermal coals of varying rank, need to
carefully consider other aspects such as reagent addition control (i.e., some may need
staged addition), if reagent emulsification is required and conditioning for proper adsorption
of collector on coal particle surfaces. For example, it is the variable nature of these various
types of coal that lends itself to adopting two-stage circuit designs.
It is also important to highlight that two-stage Jameson Cell circuits do not need double the
amount of cells compared to a single-stage circuit if treating the same amount of feed. Single
stage circuits are designed at higher tailings recycle, typically around 40 to 50% because the
higher recycle is required to ensure the cells can have sufficient carrying capacity to produce
the desired product tonnage. In two-stage circuits, the recycle is reduced to 10 to 20% and
designed only to dampen fresh feed fluctuations and thereby ensure that the Jameson Cells
can be operated at a constant feed pressure and volumetric flow rate. In most cases, the
total number of cells will be the same, although the two-stage stage option will probably
require the next cell size larger than the cells chosen for single-stage.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Australian Coal industry was a leader in adopting advanced flotation technologies such
as the Jameson Cell, into its operations in the early 1990s. However, in many subsequent
installations, inadequate design and improper integration of the fines circuit into the overall
washing plant have prevented operators from realising the full benefits of this improved
technology. Myths perpetuated in the industry relating to flotation, from fundamentals aspects
to the machines themselves, have not helped operating plants to identify and address the
real issues. It is hoped that the explanations and discussions in this paper will help to
address these myths allowing sites and the Australian Coal Industry in general to focus their
efforts towards overcoming the current challenges. Proper education and training is
necessary for operators to better understand and appreciate the complexity of the flotation
process, and to learn that the surface chemistry aspects are just as important as the machine
used. In our view it should be mandatory for all plants to measure the flotation performance
in order to be able to manage it. Performance must be quantified to allow each site to gauge
the current performance and then implement solutions to debottleneck the fines circuit as
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necessary. Only then will the Jameson Cell circuits be used to their full potential. It is hoped
that the proven performance of the flotation circuit demonstrated from three sites reported in
this paper will help other sites realise that such improvements are possible and therefore
motivate them to do the same. There are many lessons to be learnt from overcoming the
current challenges and these must be institutionalised by every operating company to ensure
that mistakes are not repeated in new their plant designs and projects.
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Improved Cleaner Circuit Design for
Better Performance Using the
Jameson Cell
L Huynh1, R Araya2, D R Seaman3, G Harbort4 and P D Munro5
ABSTRACT
In today’s operating environment many conventional cleaner circuits struggle to produce final
grade concentrate with acceptable levels of non-sulfide gangue and/or penalty elements. This is
primarily due to poor selectivity and the entrainment of gangue, and is further exacerbated by
the processing of lower grade ores with more complex mineralogy that require finer grinding for
liberation. In new concentrators, the standard approach to cleaner circuit design is to define the
number of stages of mechanical cells required to achieve the desired concentrate grade. Residence
time is the primary factor to size cells and to determine the number of cells required to attain target
recovery. While it is required for recovery, a bank of mechanical cells is not the ideal solution to
maximise concentrate grade. Relatively coarse bubble size means slow flotation of fines, requiring
long residence times. The combination of long residence times and no froth washing means higher
entrainment as the pulp becomes more barren and froth stability decreases down a bank.
In recent years, the Jameson Cell technology has been retrofitted into a number of concentrators
around the world to solve both cleaner circuit capacity and concentrate grade issues. Jameson Cells
have been installed at the head of conventional cleaner circuits to produce final grade concentrate
in a single step of flotation using a single cell (referred to here as ‘cleaner scalping’ duty). The
experience gained from these installations has provided the platform for the design of improved
and simpler cleaner circuits that will perform better and be more robust to operate.
This paper analyses traditional cleaner circuit designs and explains the philosophy behind new
hybrid cleaner circuits, which use Jameson Cells to produce final concentrate and mechanical cells
for a ‘cleaner scavenger’ duty. The advantages of the new cleaner circuit design are demonstrated
by a case study from an operating plant. Engineering studies show that the better metallurgical
performance can be achieved with less equipment than conventional cleaning designs, reducing
capital cost, operating cost, and with more than 30 per cent energy savings.
Finally, the paper describes simple modifications to the standard laboratory flotation test
procedures which accurately simulate this new cleaner circuit using routine equipment.

INTRODUCTION
Depletion of the world’s mineral resources imposes great
pressure on the efficiency of modern concentrators. The
combination of lower head grades, more complex mineralogy
and environmental requirements places new demands on
concentrate quality, both in terms of concentrate grade and
the need to remove deleterious elements such as arsenic,
fluorine, mercury and uranium. Regrinding of the rougher
concentrate is increasingly required to liberate the valuable
minerals sufficiently to produce a saleable concentrate. The
finer the grind, the more difficult is subsequent flotation
separation in the cleaning circuit to produce the desired
concentrate quality. Despite these increasing challenges, there
does not appear to have been significant design changes in

cleaner circuits in recent decades. Most new plants today,
particularly in Australia, are still designed predominantly
with conventional mechanical cells for cleaning.
The primary purpose of a flotation cleaning circuit is the
separation of valuable (hydrophobic) minerals from nonvaluable minerals. Non-valuables include hydrophilic gangue,
mildly hydrophobic minerals such as iron sulfides, and
minerals locked in composite particles. In industry, cleaning
is commonly achieved with multiple stages of countercurrent banks usually consisting of mechanical flotation cells.
However, in some recent brownfield projects, cleaning circuit
modifications have been required to either increase capacity,
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to improve recovery, or to increase concentrate grade and
remove penalty elements. These upgrade projects have been
an opportunity to develop and demonstrate alternative
approaches to cleaning circuit design. This includes using
froth washed cells such as columns or Jameson Cells, and the
use of small bubble size and very high intensity mixing, such as
the Jameson Cell, to increase the flotation rate of fine particles.
Combining these advantages of high flotation rate and froth
washing with long residence times possible in mechanical
cells has developed hybrid circuits that combine the benefits
of both technologies in more efficient, more effective, lower
energy circuits. Having been developed to improve existing
circuits, it is now clear these circuit concepts offer a step
change improvement for the design of new circuits.
In conventional mechanical flotation cells, the recovery
to concentrate by entrainment can be described by a size
dependent parameter (ENTi) that relates the recovery by
entrainment of particles in size fraction i (Rent,i) to water
recovery across the cell (Rw) as follows (Johnson, McKee and
Lynch, 1974; Savassi et al, 1998):
Rent,i = ENTi $ Rw
In mechanical cells, it is necessary to reduce water recovery
in order to lower entrainment recovery – this can be achieved
by reducing water recovery through feed dilution while
maintaining valuable mineral recovery if there is sufficient
residence time in the flotation cell or bank. In froth washed
systems, such as columns and Jameson Cells, the entrainment
factor (ENT) is reduced by froth washing with a positive
downward water bias.
The Jameson Cell is a high intensity flotation technology
jointly developed in the mid-1980s between Mount Isa Mines
(MIM, now Glencore) and Professor Graeme Jameson from
the University of Newcastle. What started as a research project
to improve the sparger design in the column cells installed
in MIM’s zinc cleaner circuit, culminated in the development
of a completely different bubble-generation device called
a downcomer. When it was discovered that, in addition to
being a bubble generation device, bubble-particle collisions
also occurred inside the downcomer (Harbort, Manlapig and
DeBono, 2002), it became apparent that the large residence
time and hence, large volumes required for the collection
zone in column cells was not needed. This meant that the
downcomers could be placed in much smaller tanks, to
achieve the same or better metallurgical results. This is shown
graphically in Figure 1 (Jameson, 1988).
Since its commercialisation in 1989, the Jameson Cell
has undergone two decades of development in operating
plants, with the latest Mark IV designs being highly reliable
and operable. Figure 2 shows the development path of the
technology in that time frame. Modern designs are fully
instrumented and require very little maintenance due to
significant design improvements to the downcomer, the
unique feature of the technology. The technology has been
‘tried and tested’, and installed in many different duties but
in recent years it has been almost exclusively used in cleaner
circuits. The ability of the Jameson Cell to produce final grade
concentrates in a single stage of flotation, through fine bubble
generation, intense bubble-particle contact and the use of
froth washing to minimise entrainment, has seen it being
successfully retrofitted into a number of concentrators around
the world to add cleaner capacity and/or solve concentrate
grade issues (Araya et al, 2013).
This paper applies the developments from these brownfield
installations to provide a new design basis for improved
142

FIG 1 – Comparison of the size of a column cell (left) to a
Jameson Cell (right). Reproduced from Jameson (1988).
‘greenfield’ cleaning circuits. The new concept is for hybrid
cleaning circuits that are simpler, cheaper, and more robust,
and that provide better grade/recovery performance. The
feature of the improved ‘hybrid’ circuit is the use of Jameson
Cells to control grade and produce the entire plant final
concentrate, and mechanical cells for cleaner scavenger duty
to provide overall cleaner circuit recovery.
The operation of such a circuit will be demonstrated in a case
study from a recent installation. Engineering considerations
such as circuit residence time, footprint and installed power of
this new cleaner circuit compared with traditional ‘standard’
designs, to show that the better performance is accompanied
by 30–40 per cent reductions in equipment footprint and
energy. The methodology to accurately simulate this circuit
design using standard laboratory equipment is described.

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF
CONVENTIONAL CELL CLEANING CIRCUITS
The conventional approach to development of cleaner circuit
flow sheets is to conduct batch flotation tests to define flotation
kinetics and the number of cleaning stages required to achieve
the desired concentrate quality. This work should be carried
out in conjunction with mineral liberation and regrinding
studies. Usually, locked cycle tests are performed to simulate
the entire concentrator design in closed circuit with circulating
loads. This determines stream flow rates and scale-up of cell
capacities. Copper and lead cleaning circuits typically employ
two to three stages of counter-current cleaning. Generally, the
finer the feed and the lower the head grade, the greater are the
number of cleaning stages required to achieve product grade,
since separation becomes less effective and entrainment more
prevalent. For example, at Glencore’s McArthur River and
MMG’s Century Mine operation, the feed size to the cleaning
circuit is around D80 of 6–8 microns, requiring five or more
cleaning stages to produce the desired zinc concentrate
quality. Generally, residence time is the primary factor used
to determine the number and size of flotation cells needed for
target recovery. But in the last cleaning stage carrying capacity
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FIG 2 – Development path of the Jameson Cell technology over two decades.
(bubble surface area available) and lip loading (mass flow rate
of concentrate per concentrate lip length) may be governing
design parameters. In turn, lip loading and carrying capacity
are primarily determined by particle size and density, so ‘rules
of thumb’ developed for coarse flotation will be incorrect for
finer flotation.
In many plants, issues with conventional cleaner circuits
usually relate to either insufficient capacity (and hence
recovery), or inability to consistently achieve final grade
quality. The former may be due to under-design of the original
circuit and/or increased loading as a result of the common
practice to ‘push more tonnes’. In these cases, performance
is very sensitive to feed grade and solids content. Upgrade
ratios of valuable minerals generally decrease in each
successive stage, hence the need for multiple stages of cleaning
(although this also depends on other flotation factors such as
ore characteristics, chemistry and particle size). Performance
also depends on how effectively operators can make use of
the normal flotation controls, ie dart valves for froth depth
and valves for air flow rate, to control froth drainage and
mass pull, particularly at the last stage of cleaning. Ideally,
controls would be available for every cell but this is seldom
the case in multistage cleaner circuits. Even in plants with
conventional trough cells, level control is across an entire
bank and air addition is controlled by a single automated air
valve with manual butterfly valves to each cell, which are
typically difficult for an operator to access. In any case, banks
of conventional cells are not the most efficient way to produce
both high-grade and high recovery. The relatively large
bubble size and low mixing intensity means relatively slow
flotation rates, especially for finer particles. High recoveries
can be still be achieved by long residence times, but this is at
the expense of grade, since the long flotation times without

froth washing means high entrainment. Columns offer the
benefit of froth washing to improve grade, but their low
mixing intensity (and often the large bubble size) means slow
flotation rates and slow recovery of fines.

AN IMPROVEMENT ON CONVENTIONAL
CELL CLEANER CIRCUITS – JAMESON CELL
CLEANER SCALPING
The above discussion suggests that the best solution may
require a combination of technologies. Producing highgrade concentrates (particularly from finer streams) needs
concentrate to be froth washed. To be practical, froth washing
needs to be applied in a small area – so it needs high flotation
rates and shorter residence times. Achieving high flotation
rates (particularly for fines) needs small bubbles and intense
mixing. But achieving high recovery of the slowest floating
particles needs long residence times. No technology has
demonstrated the ability to achieve all of these simultaneously.
However, by combining the best features of Jameson Cells
with mechanical cells, it seems possible to design circuits to
achieve higher grade (from fully froth washed concentrate)
with high recovery (from adequate residence time in
mechanical cells), in an overall smaller installation (from fast
flotation rates of small bubbles and intense mixing in the
Jameson Cell downcomer).
These design concepts were tested on plant cleaner feed
streams in several existing operations. It has been consistently
shown that Jameson Cells can produce a higher grade in a
single stage compared with multiple (typically two or three)
stages of conventional cleaning. An example is shown in
Figure 3. The data for the Jameson Cell and the existing plant
circuit was collected at the same time during a recent pilot
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The ‘shape’ of the selectivity curve between valuable
mineral and gangue is dictated by liberation. When
treating liberated streams (ie after regrinding), high
rejection of gangue (>90 per cent) can be achieved at a
valuable mineral recovery as high as 80–90 per cent.
• Carrying capacity was never an issue due to the low
mass pull requirement as the upgrade ratios are generally
high in this duty (typically greater than five). The tailings
recycle designed into the Jameson Cell allows it to handle
any large fluctuations in feed and the short ‘residence
time’ in the cell (less than three minutes) allows it to
respond quickly to both plant disturbances or changes in
process variable settings by operators.
• The Jameson Cell is very forgiving to changes in feed
grade and (slurry) density. The operation is robust and the
cells require little maintenance.
The performance of the conventional cleaner circuits
downstream of the Jameson Cell was found to vary widely
across these different sites. A summary at each operation is
as follows:
•

FIG 3 – Jameson Cell performance in a scalping duty compared
to a plant with two stages of conventional cleaning.
plant campaign. The Jameson Cell is clearly more selective
and operates on a superior grade/recovery curve. It produces
a copper concentrate at 35 per cent Cu grade (the ore contains
chalcopyrite and secondary copper minerals) in a single stage
of flotation, whilst the operating plant cannot consistently
produce a final concentrate above 28 per cent Cu using two
stages of cleaning in conventional mechanical cells.
Since the increasing application in base metals around 2005
(Young et al, 2006), Jameson Cells have been successfully
retrofitted to solve capacity and grade issues in a number of
copper operations around the world (Araya et al, 2013). The
referenced brownfield projects and the reasons for Jameson
Cell inclusion are as follows:
PanAust’s Phu Kham operation in Laos – to increase cleaner
circuit capacity (Bennett, Crnkovic and Walker, 2012)
• Newcrest’s Telfer operation in Western Australia – to reject
non-sulfide gangue (NSG) and improve cleaner circuit
recovery (Seaman et al, 2012)
• Barrick’s Lumwana operation in Zambia – to reduce
uranium mineral entrainment allowing the plant to
consistently produce a saleable concentrate below
acceptable limits (Araya et al, 2014)
• OZ Mineral’s Prominent Hill operation in South Australia
was a new plant in a greenfield project where fluorine was
identified to be an issue during the development phase of
the project (Barns, Colbert and Munro, 2009).
At these sites, Jameson Cells were installed at the head of
the existing conventional cleaner circuit. The Jameson Cell
treats the cleaner feed stream producing a very clean highgrade final concentrate. The tailings from the Jameson Cell
then go to a cleaner section with conventional mechanical
cells, which will now treat a lower grade feed. Because the
mineral load to these cells is now significantly lower they can
be ‘pulled’ much more slowly allowing better froth drainage.
The feed to the mechanical cells is now at a lower density
which aids separation efficiency and reduces entrainment.
The concentrate from the final stage of mechanical cell
cleaning is combined with the concentrate from the Jameson
Cell to produce the overall plant final concentrate. A review
of the Jameson Cell performance in these plants showed that:
•

•

The actual unit recovery of the Jameson Cell was generally
higher (typically 60 to 80 per cent) than the original design
(typically 50 per cent). Maximum recovery was found to
be controlled by mineralogy and the amount of liberated
mineral together with the quantity of fast-floating particles
in the feed, rather than any machine limitations.

144

•

•

Phu Kham – the Jameson Cell achieved its role in adding
sufficient cleaner circuit capacity. After the Jameson Cell
was installed, the improved performance of the cleaner
circuit increased the overall plant copper recovery by
0.8 per cent (Bennett, Crnkovic and Walker, 2012).
Telfer – the addition of the Jameson Cell increased the
copper recovery in the overall cleaner circuit from
approximately 85–95 per cent. There was also an overall net
benefit in concentrate quality. Figure 4 compares the NSG
in the final plant concentrate before and after the Jameson
Cell installation. Clearly, the plant is able to produce
a cleaner concentrate lower in NSG after Jameson Cell
installation (also shown for comparison is the cumulative
frequency plot for NSG in the Jameson Cell concentrate).
However there was no noticeable difference in the overall
copper grade in the plant final concentrate. This is because
the Jameson Cell at the head of the circuit recovers most
liberated copper at a higher grade, allowing the recleaner
cells to recover a larger fraction of the composite particles.
That is, the plant is converting the increased cleaning
power to higher recovery rather than higher grade.

FIG 4 – Cleaner circuit performance at Telfer showing nonsulfide gangue in Jameson Cell concentrate and final plant
concentrate before and after installation of the Jameson Cell.
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•

•

Lumwana – soon after commissioning, the scalper Jameson
Cell was switched from a scalping duty to instead replace
the plant conventional recleaner bank. This chance was
due to equipment constraints and bottlenecks elsewhere
in the circuit. The change was successful and the plant
now consistently produces on-specification concentrate,
eliminating the previous need for concentrate blending.
While the Jameson Cell was originally employed to solve
a concentrate quality issue at Lumwana, its installation
and other initiatives undertaken by site personnel over the
past two years has seen recovery increase at the plant of
1.3 per cent (Araya et al, 2014).
Prominent Hill – the Jameson Cell produces a high-grade
copper concentrate and is very effective in rejecting
entrained gangue thereby minimising fluorine levels.
The three stages of mechanical cell cleaning produces a
lower grade copper grade with higher levels of fluorine
(as expected). However, the Jameson Cell contributes a
greater proportion (more than the original design) to the
final concentrate than the final stage of the conventional
cleaners, so the overall final concentrate is still within
acceptable fluorine level.

PROGRESSING TO AN OVERALL NEW
CLEANER CIRCUIT DESIGN
It is well known that froth washing is the most effective
method for reducing the recovery of gangue by entrainment,
particularly in cleaning circuits. It is therefore logical that all
streams reporting to final concentrate should employ a froth
washing type of machine, and the circuit should be designed
to maximise overall cleaner circuit recovery. Froth washing
is not usually used in mechanical cells. This is partly due to
practical constraints – it is difficult to design effective froth
washing systems to fit on top of the cells; and the cells do
not generally provide a deep and stable enough froth bed to
sustain froth washing. Furthermore, the slow flotation rates
(due to large bubble size and less intense mixing) means
long flotation times and a large surface area required to
achieve recovery. To froth wash such a large area requires an
impractical amount of water that would overload the rest of
the circuit.
The examples described clearly indicate that the addition
of cleaner scalper Jameson Cells to these previously all-

mechanical cell cleaner circuits was beneficial to the
metallurgical performance. The cleaner scalper cells were able
to produce a very clean concentrate at relatively high stage
recoveries (typically 50–70 per cent), reducing the valuable
mineral load on the subsequent mechanical cleaner cells.
Final stage concentrate from mechanical cells was higher in
NSG content than before the installation of the scalper cells
due to the mechanical cleaning circuit receiving a lower grade
feed from the Jameson Cell tails. However, the net effect of
the new circuit design is an overall reduction in entrainment
to the final concentrate and an increase in the overall cleaner
circuit recovery.
There is room to further improve these circuit designs to
achieve maximum entrainment rejection. At Lumwana, after
the installation of the cleaner scalper, further rejection of fine
liberated non-floating gangue particles was sought. Since
the majority of this gangue was reaching final concentrate
from the mechanical recleaner cells, the decision was made
to switch the duty of the Jameson Cell from a scalper to a
recleaner. This improved overall gangue rejection as the
Jameson Cell now produces the entire plant concentrate. In
circuits where the first (and/or second stages of cleaners) are
capacity limited (eg launder, froth surface area or residence
time), this alteration would be unsuitable as it would impact
(reduce) the resulting overall cleaner circuit recovery.
Figure 5 proposes an improved cleaner circuit design to
combine and maximise the advantages of both Jameson Cells
and mechanical cells. It comprises a Jameson Cell cleaner
scalper, a single bank of mechanical cells for scavenging
cleaner tailings for high recovery, and a second Jameson
Cell for final cleaning. The first Jameson Cell recovers the
fast floating liberated minerals and produces a high-grade
concentrate. It also acts as a buffer in the overall cleaner circuit
as it is designed with sufficient capacity to handle varying
mass and mineral loads from the rougher/scavenger cells. A
Jameson Cell will typically recover 50–70 per cent in a single
pass. This recovery range is typical in the final cleaning stage,
supported by a sufficient circulating load to provide a high
overall circuit recovery. In this design, the circulating load is
supported by the mechanical cleaner scavenger cells, which
can provide the long residence time for ultimate recovery,
while sending the (relatively low-grade) concentrate to
another Jameson Cell rather than directly to final concentrate.

FIG 5 – Proposed new cleaner circuit design with Jameson Cell in cleaner scalper and recleaner duties.
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This circuit achieves the grade benefits of fully froth washed
concentrate with the long flotation times needed for ultimate
recovery, in an overall smaller circuit than either technology
could achieve alone.
In comparison to multistage mechanical cleaning circuits,
this new circuit can replace two to three stages of traditional
mechanical cell cleaning circuits. If further cleaning is
required in the case of ultra-fine regrind circuits, the concept
can be extended to include an additional third stage Jameson
Cell, or an additional mechanical stage between the cleaner
scavengers and the recleaner Jameson cell. If only two stages
of mechanical cell cleaning are required, it may be possible
to dispense with the second Jameson Cell and instead have
the cleaner scavenger concentrate report to the cleaner scalper
Jameson Cell. If regrinding is required in the circuit, the
cleaner scalper cell could either be installed before or after
the regrind mill. The optimum location is case-specific and
depends on the liberation characteristics of the rougher/
scavenger concentrate. The correct water addition for froth
washing is determined once the mass flows around the circuit
have been estimated.
The overarching principle of the proposed new circuit is to
ensure that froth washed flotation machines produce the entire
concentrate reporting to final product. The use of a scalper cell
minimises the impact of feed variation on circuit performance
and mechanical cleaner scavenger cells ensure a high overall
cleaner circuit recovery. The circuit should be able to achieve
a high enough and dynamically stable cleaner circuit recovery
to allow the open-circuit disposal of cleaner tailings. Recently,
CSA Mine has refurbished its old concentrator. The old two
stage mechanical cell circuit was replaced with the new
circuit as described here. The performance of the new circuit
is presented as a case study later in this paper.

Choice of flotation technology
Although this paper describes the use of the Jameson Cell
technology, the improved cleaner circuit design principles
can be applied to other flotation machines incorporating
froth washing, such as column cells. Column technology was
invented in the 1960s but did not gain wide acceptance in base
metals operations until the early 1980s. It is still a popular
technology in the cleaning circuits of many operations in the
Americas. Schena and Casali (1994) reported the use of this
technology in various cleaner circuit configurations at different
South American copper operations. However, column cells
have not featured strongly in Australian operations. A review
of these installations is provided by Lane and Dunne (1987).
The Jameson Cell has often erroneously been classified as a
column cell probably due more to the similarity of applications
rather than the separation technology. However, it operates
on completely different principles and a more accurate
description for the Jameson Cell is a reactor/separator type
of flotation technology as stated by Finch (1995). Table 1
provides a comparison of the main characteristics of column
and Jameson Cell technologies. Technology selection will
always be a topic of debate and will be affected by individual
experience. Ultimately, the best indicator of the strength of
a flotation technology is the analysis of its performance in
operating plants. This will account not for the ‘design’ or
laboratory performance, but the actual performance over
time in real plant conditions. This will include the ease of
operation and maintenance, and the consistency of critical
performance variables such as bubble size. Feedback from
users and rigorous analysis of actual operating performance
should prevail over laboratory or pilot results or ‘head-tohead’ testing. This is only meaningful if each technology
can be accurately scaled up and can maintain the small-scale

TABLE 1
Characteristics of Jameson Cell and column flotation technology.
Column cell

Jameson cell

• Spargers (jetting or shearing types) required for bubble generation
• Compressors required

• Air for flotation entrained from atmosphere
• No compressors or blowers required

• Long residence time
• Need large tank volumes

• Very short residence time
• Small tank volumes (approximately five times less than ‘equivalent’ column cell)
• Collection/contact in downcomer, tank used for separation only

• Low intensity – need large collection/contact zone (typically >15 minutes)
• Disadvantage for fine particle recovery (Finch, 1998)

• High intensity for efficient bubble-particle contact (five to ten seconds in downcomer)
• Total residence in tank (for separation only) is two to three minutes
• Advantage for fine particle recovery

• Low/medium gas hold-up – ten to 20 per cent (Hernandez, Gomez and Finch, 2003)

• Very high gas hold-up (in collection zone) – 40 to 60 per cent (Jameson, 1988)

• Bubble size is typically 1500 to 3000 microns – jetting and shearing spargers (Pyecha et
al, 2006; Lizama, Carrion and Estrella, 2008)

• Bubble size – typically 300 to 700 microns (Evans, Atkinson and Jameson, 1995)
• Fine bubbles increase kinetics of all particles, not just fine ones
• Fine bubbles mean higher carrying capacity and hence, productivity (production
tonnage per square metre cell area)

• Need scale-up factor to account for short-circuiting (bypass) and differences in froth
recovery/froth drop-back between pilot and full-scale cells (Dobby, 2002)

• Direct scale-up. Hydrodynamic conditions (jet velocity and mixing intensity) are the
same between pilot plant and full-scale cells (Young, Barns and Pease, 2006)
• No chance of short circuiting (so no bypass) – all feed has to pass through the
downcomer at least once

• Medium/high maintenance – spargers and compressors
• Sparger replacement typically six to 18 months

• Low maintenance – centrifugal fixed speed pump
• Slurry lens orifice (to create high-pressure jet) replacement typically every +5 years

• Power required for compressors and recirculation pumps (Microcels and Cavitation
tube-type columns only)
• A portion of tailings is recirculated through cell, equal to many multiple times the feed
flow

• Power required for downcomer feed pump
• Tailings exit cell, a portion (less than or equal to feed) is mixed with fresh feed and
passed through the downcomer again (giving another chance for particles to be
collected)
• Tailings are not simply recirculated through cell
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performance (eg bubble size, operability) over the long run in
a real plant.
Both columns and Jameson Cells use froth washing to
control entrainment. However to achieve the higher grade
in a smaller circuit needs fast flotation rates. In this respect
column technology has a disadvantage because of its low
flotation rates for fine particles due to the low mixing
intensity (Finch, 1988; Dobby, 2002). In contrast, high flotation
rates are a distinguishing feature of Jameson Cells, since
they consistently provide very small bubble size and highly
intense mixing. This is particularly important for the cleaning
of finer streams, which are becoming more prevalent. This
results in fast flotation rates necessary for the smaller more
efficient circuits described here as ores become more complex
and need finer regrinding for mineral liberation.

CSA Mine case study
CSA Mine is a copper operation 14 km north of Cobar in
New South Wales, owned by Cobar Management Proprietary
Limited (CMPL), a wholly owned subsidiary of Glencore.
Its processing plant treats mainly chalcopyrite ore from its
underground mine. Feed to flotation has a head grade around
five per cent Cu varying from three to eight per cent Cu.
The old flotation circuit consisted of roughing, scavenging
and two stages of mechanical cell cleaning to produce final
grade concentrate of 27.5 per cent Cu at over 96 per cent
recovery. The large variations in the copper head grade often
overloaded the circuits so operators had to use bypass plates
in the launders of the first cells of both the roughers and the
first cleaner bank to divert some concentrate directly to the
final concentrate. The flotation circuit required considerable
operator intervention and ‘bypassing’ material to final
concentrate was never a preferred solution as it reduced the
final concentrate grade.
In 2011, a project was initiated to increase throughput from
160 t/h to 205 t/h. This project was to be implemented over
several years and included major changes to the grinding
circuit as well as a complete overhaul of the flotation circuit
which then consisted entirely of Denver cells installed in 1965
(Erepan, Rajiwate and Beehan, 2014). There was an initiative
to increase concentrate grade and to reduce concentrate
rail transport costs to the port of Newcastle. CSA Mine

management requested a new cleaner circuit to increase
concentrate grade to 30 per cent Cu without sacrificing plant
recovery. The cleaner circuit now consists of an E4232/10
model (10 downcomer) Jameson Cell for cleaner scalping,
three new Outotec TK40 tank cells for cleaner scavenging, and
an E1732/4 model (4 downcomer) Jameson Cell for recleaning
the conventional cell concentrate. The CSA flow sheet with
the new cleaner circuit is shown in Figure 6. This cleaner
circuit upgrade project was managed in-house by CMPL and
was completed in October 2013.
Figure 7 shows the performance of the two Jameson Cells
from surveys conducted during commissioning. The grade/
recovery (Figure 7a) and selectivity curves (Figure 7b) for
the two Jameson Cells, although quite different are in-line
with expectations: the cleaner scalper cell produces a higher
grade concentrate than the recleaner cell. The recovery in
the cleaner scalper was quite high owing to the very large
quantity of fast floating copper mineral particles in the
rougher concentrate stream. The recleaner appears to be
recovering a lot more composite particles as evidenced by the
different copper selectivity response with silica compared to
the cleaner scalper cell. The wide variation in data points is
due to deliberately operating the Jameson Cells with different
parameters (air flow rate, froth depth and wash water) to vary
performance demonstrating that the Jameson Cells can be
‘tuned’ to operate at any point on the grade/recovery curve.
During the Jameson Cell surveys cleaner scavenger tailings
were also collected to allow calculation of recovery across the
entire cleaner circuit. Eight surveys over two days showed
the overall cleaner circuit recovery to be over 98 per cent
while producing a final plant concentrate grade averaging
29.5 per cent Cu. The overall plant recovery was maintained
above the target of 96 per cent. Commissioning of Jameson
Cells and the new cleaner circuit took place at a plant
throughput of 160 t/h, and not the design criteria of 205 t/h
for sizing the Jameson Cells as the plant is yet to ramp up to
the higher tonnage. At the time of writing, the CSA Mine had
been operating the new cleaner circuit for around five months.
Figure 8 shows the plant concentrate grade approximately two
years prior to the installation and since the new circuit was
installed. In the months after the new circuit was installed,
the plant treated more challenging ore, which has unusually

FIG 6 – Flow sheet at CSA Mine concentrator with new cleaner circuit with Jameson Cells in scalper and recleaner duties.
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A

B
FIG 7 – (A) Copper grade/recovery and (B) copper/silica selectivity curves for the Jameson Cells at CSA Mine.

A

B

FIG 8 – CSA Mine final concentrate grade before and after installation of new cleaning circuit. (A) Plant final
concentrate grade as timeline and (B) same data shown as cumulative distribution.
high quantities of readily floating pyrrhotite gangue and
cubanite (CuFe2S3, 23.4 per cent Cu), which both tend to
lower the final concentrate grade. However, the shift assays
have showed that the new circuit is still capable of producing
a higher average grade final concentrate (29.2 per cent Cu)
compared with the old circuit (averaging 27.3 per cent Cu).
The difference in final concentrate grade of the two circuits is
more evident when the same data is plotted as a cumulative
distribution curve as shown in Figure 8b. The ongoing aim is
148

to elevate the final concentrate to at least 30 per cent Cu which
is expected to happen when the plant returns to treating the
‘normal’ ore type.
As well as higher concentrate grade, the plant reports
significant operational improvements. The new cleaner circuit
has proven to be much more robust and better able to handle
the fluctuations in feed grade without operator intervention
or the need to bypass material. The new operating strategy for
the CSA Mine concentrator is to operate the cleaner scalper
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Jameson Cell on the ‘flat’ part of the grade/recovery shown in
Figure 6a and then ‘tune’ the recleaner Jameson Cell to achieve
the overall desired cleaner circuit performance. For example,
for maximum plant final concentrate grade, the recleaner
should be operated below 80 per cent unit recovery as silica
recovery increases significantly above this point as shown in
Figure 6b. However, if a circulating load builds up around
the cleaner circuit and starts to affect (decrease) overall plant
recovery, the recleaner Jameson Cell can be ‘pulled’ harder
to reduce the load to the cleaner scavenger bank. The short
residence time of the new circuit ensures it responds quickly
to such changes.
Interestingly, another copper operation in Australia has
been operating Jameson Cells in the new cleaner circuit
configuration since 1995, although that was not the initial
intent. Jameson Cells were originally designed to operate in a
two-stage cleaning configuration, but during commissioning
it was quickly realised that the first cleaning stage was already
producing final grade concentrate, making a second stage of
cleaning redundant. As a result these cells were altered to treat
the concentrate from the conventional cleaner scavenger bank
instead. So in fact the improved cleaner circuit is not even
new. The only difference is that the Jameson Cells installed
at CSA Mine are much more ‘user friendly’ being the latest
Mark IV design compared with those at this copper operation
which are the much earlier Mark II design.

Other proposed benefits
So far discussions on the new cleaner circuit design have
focused purely on the benefits in metallurgical performance.
To explore other potential benefits for greenfield projects,
the new cleaner circuit design was compared to commonly
designed ‘standard’ flow sheet. The size and number of
mechanical (or column) cells required for the standard cleaner
circuit was selected by an independent engineering design
house while design of the new circuit was undertaken by the
authors. It is assumed the three concentrators are treating
copper ore (chalcopyrite as the economic mineral) with head
grades between 0.5 to 1.0 per cent Cu. The three projects are
described as follows:
Project A is a small/medium sized plant (<1000 t/h)
where the cleaner circuit has three stages of conventional
cleaning, designed in the usual counter-current closed
circuit configuration
Project B is a medium/large sized plant (>1000 and
<3000 t/h) where the cleaner circuit has three stages
of conventional cleaning, again designed in the usual
counter-current closed circuit configuration
Project C is a very large copper plant (>5000 t/h similar to
those typically seen in porphyry copper operations) where
there are also two stages of cleaning, but mechanical cells
are only used for the first cleaner stage whilst column cells
are chosen for recleaning.

•

•

•

Table 2 compares the most important design aspects of the
two cleaner circuit designs:
number of cells installed – less cells means lower
installation costs, less ongoing operating, maintenance
and spare parts costs
• circuit total residence time – shorter residence time makes
for a more robust and responsive circuit that is faster to
‘tune’ and optimise
• footprint – smaller footprint has obvious advantages in
foundation and structures, building and installation costs
• installed motor power – for consideration of ongoing
energy usage and cost.
Table 3 compares these parameters for the two different
circuit designs. It shows significant benefits in the new cleaner
circuit, mainly as a result of the reduction in number of cells
and total cell volumes. In summary, it shows that for the three
scenarios, the improved circuit design reduces residence time
by around 70 per cent, footprint by 30–50 per cent and uses
30–40 per cent less power. This design comparison is a simple
exercise that can be independently estimated by potential
users for their application.
•

The development of a lower cost circuit that is also more
effective is a significant step. As is often the case, the ‘step
change’ is not really new; rather it has been ‘assembled’
by combining existing knowledge and developments.
It has been developed in brownfields applications with
specific constraints and objectives. This provided a low risk
demonstration and development of the concepts, equipment
and techniques. Several other brownfield projects are now
following this success and implementing circuits to produce
all final concentrate from Jameson Cells. In the common
pattern, successful application at brownfield sites leads to
adoption for greenfield projects. At the time of writing several
projects at definitive feasibility stage (DFS) have the new
cleaner circuit locked into the flow sheet design.

Laboratory tests to simulate ’new’ cleaner
circuit design
Flow sheet development occurs early in the metallurgical
development of an orebody and is typically conducted on a
small number of blended drill core intervals to represent the
ore. At this stage, required reagent schemes, pulp chemistry

TABLE 3
Potential savings of the new cleaner circuit design over standard designs.
Project

Circuit residence
time (%)

Footprint (%)

Installed motor
power ( %)

A

71

54

37

B

73

33

30

C

74

43

30

TABLE 2
Comparison of standard and new cleaner circuit designs.
Project

Standard circuit design
Number of Residence time
cells
(minutes)

Footprint
(m2)

New cleaner circuit design
Installed motor
power (kW)

Number
of cells

Residence time
(minutes)

Installed motor
power (kW)

A

15

319

88

385

7

92

41

243

B

19

210

188

1413

7

58

126

995

C

22

245

732

5498

12

64

417

3839
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conditions, grind size targets and overall circuit configuration
are developed by conducting a series of ‘standard’ tests. The
overall flow sheet is settled before applying the same set
of conditions over a much greater range of ore-variability
samples to develop flow sheet design criteria and metallurgical
models for economic evaluation. Flow sheet development
test work is conducted in laboratory batch experiments,
with locked cycle tests generally being conducted on a select
number of samples to confirm closed-circuit performance and
flow rates for design purposes. Depending on the complexity
of the orebody and the owner’s risk appetite, a continuous
pilot plant evaluation of a large bulk sample may be carried
out, or mini-continuous pilot plant runs may be completed on
multiple samples.
To evaluate the improved cleaner circuit for a new orebody,
a practical and accurate laboratory evaluation procedure is
needed during this stage of design. Such a procedure, using
standard laboratory equipment, has been developed and is
described here.
The Jameson Cell scales up very accurately from continuous
laboratory and pilot scale rigs. However this requires volumes
that can be impractical for laboratory testing. Fortunately, a
procedure to accurately simulate Jameson Cell performance
using standard laboratory batch cells has been developed
and verified. Several of the brownfields applications
described in this paper successfully used this approach. For
example, Seaman et al (2012) described laboratory tests used
to justify installation of two Jameson Cells at Telfer without
the need for pilot plant testing. The full-scale performance
of these cells was predicted by dilution batch tests. This
procedure can be applied with reasonable confidence for the
new cleaner circuit design when developing a flow sheet for
a greenfield project.
Figure 9 compares dilute batch flotation test selectivity of
copper versus penalty element recovery with parallel pilot
Jameson Cell performance over a wide range of operating
conditions. In each case, the batch dilute flotation test was
carried out by collecting a sample from the operating plant,
then diluting the slurry in process water to ensure the slurry
solids content was less than ten per cent w/w. Following this
a batch flotation test was conducted with frother as the only
reagent added (and only as required) to ensure generation of
a stable froth during the test. Unlike conventional batch tests,
these dilution tests were conducted with very low scraping
(froth removal) rates, eg ten to 20 second intervals (with froth
paddles slowly pulled across the froth) to allow as much
drainage from the froth as possible.

FIG 9 – Pilot Jameson Cell versus dilute batch flotation test selectivity.
Figure 10 shows an example of a complete testing regime
that can be conducted for a new project to simulate the new
cleaner circuit design. The recommended procedure is as
follows:
After regrinding (if required), place slurry (rougher
concentrate) in a laboratory batch flotation cell and dilute
to less than 10 wt per cent solids.
• Condition with relevant collectors, depressants, pH
modifiers.
• Add frother throughout the test as required to maintain a
stable froth phase and maintain the level of the cell with
addition of water to give approximately 15–30 mm froth
depth. Adjust airflow so that the froth is almost freeflowing over the launder.
• Collect concentrates by using a very slow scraping rate of
the entire froth phase into a container. Suggested scrape
rates are once every 20 seconds, with the paddle pulled
very slowly (taking approximately 15 seconds for one
scrape) across the froth in order to maximise concentration
of valuables and to minimise entrainment of gangue.
The above procedure is applied to simulate both Jameson
Cell stages (cleaner scalper and recleaner). To test the cleaner
flow sheet shown in Figure 10b, a suitable flotation time or
concentrate mass pull for the cleaner scalper must first be
identified. This involves conducting a test where four to five
concentrates are recovered from the rougher concentrate
(Figure 10a) and analysing the resulting selectivity curve of the
•

FIG 10 – Laboratory flotation test procedure to simulate the new cleaner circuit design. (A) Cleaner scalper batch test, (B) complete cleaner circuit batch tests.
150
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cleaner scalper. The optimum point would be located left of
the ‘knee’ of the selectivity curve. For example, in Figure 9 this
would target copper recovery of approximately 50 per cent. In
this case, the concentrate was collected only after one minute
(three scrapes). If flow sheet development time or ore sample
quantity is limited, an arbitrary time of one minute (or three
scrapes) should be used as standard — experience has shown
that this is close enough to the targeted recovery/grade for a
copper circuit for a cleaner scalper duty.
The cleaner scavenger stage batch flotation test is carried
out as a regular batch test following the removal of the cleaner
scalper concentrate using the normal ten second scraping rates
to remove the remainder of the floatable mineral particles.
Then, a final dilution cleaner test will need to be conducted
on the cleaner scavenger concentrate using a similar flotation
time as that used to generate the rougher concentrate, with
multiple concentrates collected in order to generate a grade/
recovery curve to represent the entire cleaning circuit. The
procedure described above for the new cleaner circuit design
and shown in Figure 10b is also suitable for locked cycle tests
as per typical practice for any other cleaner circuit design.
The actual residence times in the cleaner scalper and
recleaner stage are not relevant for scale-up determination as
residence time plays no role in the sizing of Jameson Cells.
This information is only required for the sizing of the cleaner
scavenger bank. The results from these tests should then allow
the design engineers to use the grade and recovery numbers
generated for equipment selection. The sizing of the Jameson
Cell for each duty is provided by the flotation technology
vendor. Rather than looking at each duty in isolation, the
criteria for the design of the entire cleaner circuit is:
•

•

to ensure there is sufficient capacity in the Jameson Cells
to produce the desired range of plant final concentrate
tonnages
to ensure that there is sufficient capacity in the cleaner
scavenger bank to allow the tailings from these cells to be
sent to final tailings.

CONCLUSIONS
Case studies have been presented showing that the
introduction of Jameson Cells into cleaning circuits has
enhanced selectivity by increasing fine gangue rejection
whilst maintaining or improving overall cleaner circuit
recovery. A new cleaner circuit design has been presented,
along with operating data from CSA Mine where the circuit
was implemented as part of an expansion to the operating
plant. The circuit design promises not only improved
metallurgical performance, but also greater stability in the
face of feed variation, a more robust operation and is more
operator-friendly with a lower maintenance requirement.
The improved cleaner circuit design is relatively new for
greenfield projects, although it has been already well proven
in several brownfield cases. A laboratory procedure for
development of this new circuit has been presented using
dilution batch tests which have been proven to scale-up to
both Jameson Cell pilot plant and full-scale plant data. This
allows accurate prediction of the performance of this circuit
in routine laboratory flow sheet development. This new
approach will position the industry to process the more
challenging ore types that are expected in the future where
the emphasis will be on consistent operation and achieving
high recoveries at target grades from poorer quality ores. The
relatively small number of current installations has already
demonstrated the potential for both new and existing plants
and the opportunities will continue to emerge.

As well as the significant improvement in concentrate
grade/recovery performance, the new cleaner circuit
significantly reduces the required number of cells and
equipment compared to current standard cleaning circuit
designs. This means that better performance can be achieved
in less space, for lower capital cost, lower operating cost, and
significantly less energy use.
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Recent Process Developments at the
Phu Kham Copper-Gold Concentrator,
Laos
D Bennett1, I Crnkovic2 and P Walker3
ABSTRACT
The Phu Kham deposit represents a copper-gold porphyry system, with mineralisation present in
skarn, stockwork and disseminated styles. Signiﬁcant folding and alteration events have created
a complex heterogeneous mineralogy horizon. Weathering and water table contact have created a
leached zone, overlying transition zones with supergene chalcocite- dominant secondary copper
mineralisation and clay-rich gangue. Primary ore copper mineralisation is mainly chalcopyrite
with minor bornite. The major challenges to the copper-gold ﬂotation process are a wide size
distribution of chalcopyrite mineralisation and poor primary grind liberation, a high pyrite
content in skarn ore requiring aggressive pyrite depression conditions, clay-rich gangue and nonsulﬁde copper mineralisation in weathered zones, and a signiﬁcant association of gold with pyrite.
The Phu Kham concentrator has been developed as a conventional semi-autogenous grinding
(SAG) and ball milling circuit followed by selective rougher ﬂotation, regrinding and cleaner
ﬂotation to produce a copper concentrate containing payable gold and silver values. The
concentrator ﬂow sheet design offered a capital efﬁcient compromise between high copper
recovery bulk sulﬁde ﬂotation with large cleaning capacity, and lower recovery copper selective
rougher ﬂotation to ensure concentrate speciﬁcation of 24 per cent copper grade could be achieved.
This paper will examine and discuss concentrator ﬂow sheet development, including projects
implemented since commissioning to improve copper recovery, and future projects designed
to maintain and enhance copper in concentrate production with decreasing copper grade and
increasing pyrite content of ore feed, and increasing hardness of primary ore.

INTRODUCTION
The Phu Kham operation consists of a copper-gold mine using
conventional shovel mining and truck haulage to a 12 Mt/a
concentrator. The project is owned and operated by Phu Bia
Mining Limited. PanAust Ltd based in Brisbane Australia
holds a 90 per cent interest in Phu Bia Mining through its
wholly owned subsidiary Pan Mekong Exploration Pty Ltd,
with the remaining ten per cent held by the Government of
Laos PDR.
The Phu Kham Copper-Gold deposit is located in
Xaisoumboun province as shown in Figure 1, approximately
120 km north of the Lao capital Vientiane. Access to the mine
is approximately four hours by road from Vientiane.
The Phu Kham 12 Mt/a concentrator was designed and built
to treat a high pyrite copper-gold skarn ore with signiﬁcant
clay content, as described by Meka and Lane (2010). The plant
was commissioned in 2008 for a capital cost of approximately
$150 M, placing it in the lowest quartile for capital intensity
for copper mineral processing projects.
The installed plant was a compromise between a high
recovery but high capital intensity design, and a lower

recovery but technically lower risk and low capital intensity
design. The selective rougher ﬂotation design was driven by
the complex and variable mineralogy and high pyrite content,
with over 90 per cent of pyrite required to be rejected in order
to produce a ﬁnal concentrate of over 23 per cent copper.
With increasing depth of the pit since the commencement of
operations, the weathering proﬁle of the feed has changed
such that the ore became primary dominant in 2010, with
chalcopyrite the main copper sulﬁde mineral. The complex
folding and alteration of the ore zones has meant continued
mining of supergene and oxidised areas within the pit, with
the copper mineralogy remaining diverse and varying from
native, oxide, secondary, and primary copper species within
short time periods.
The development of the Phu Kham ﬂow sheet was driven by
the poor recovery in comparison to other low-grade coppergold ores, and a need to counter decreasing ore grades from
2013. Major projects implemented up until 2011 included
increasing rougher capacity by 25 per cent and increasing
ﬁrst cleaner capacity by 16 per cent, and the installation of a

1. MAusIMM, Principal Metallurgist, PanAust Limited, Level 1, 15 James Street, Fortitude Valley Qld 4006. Email: duncan.bennett@panaust.com.au
2. MAusIMM, Process Technical Services Superintendent, Phu Bia Mining Limited, 7th Floor, Capital Tower, 23 Singha Road, Vientiane, Laos People’s Democratic Republic.
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of faulting, folding and alteration events. Mineralisation
is present in iron-rich skarns, silica-rich stockwork, and
altered disseminated styles. Chalcopyrite and bornite are the
dominant primary copper minerals in skarn, stockwork, and
disseminated mineralisation. Gangue mineralogy is mainly
quartz, mica and pyrite, with signiﬁcant kaolinite clay and
talc-related magnesium silicate content within the weathered
zones.
A gold-enriched oxide zone on the Phu Kham orebody was
the resource for the heap leach gold mine which was built and
operated by Phu Bia Mining during the 2005 to 2010 period.
Below the oxide zone, there is a zone of supergene weathering,
with copper leached from the oxide zone re-precipitated
in contact with pyrite grains as particles and coatings of
chalcocite and covellite, with minor enargite and tennantite
copper arsenic sulﬁdes. Signiﬁcant copper enrichment in the
oxide and supergene zones is also present as oxide and native
copper species.
Skarns are present as replacement of carbonate minerals,
with disseminated grains of chalcopyrite and bornite in
banded to massive pyrite skarns and veinlets containing
pyrite, chalcopyrite and bornite in garnet, magnetite,
and hematite-chlorite skarns. Pyrite skarns are common
throughout the mineralised system.

FIG 1 - Location of the Phu Kham copper-gold mine.
Jameson Cell in a cleaner scalper duty. In 2012, the operation
is being upgraded to a nominal throughput of 16 Mt/a with
installation of a second 13 MW ball mill, a further 33 per cent
increase in rougher capacity, 40 per cent increase in second
cleaner capacity, and 33 per cent increase in third cleaner
capacity.
In 2009, a project to achieve step-change in copper and gold
recovery from Phu Kham was initiated. A process development
study was completed in 2011, which showed that it was
technically feasible to generate a low-grade copper and gold
mineral concentrate by bulk sulﬁde ﬂotation of concentrator
tailings suitable for leaching for recovery of copper and gold
into high-grade products. During the study, opportunities
for increasing copper and gold recovery in the existing
concentrator using standard processing methods became
apparent, and detailed mineralogical work and metallurgical
test work was undertaken to determine the causes of copper
and gold loss to tailings. The mineralogical work revealed
that up to 60 per cent of copper sulﬁde mineral lost was in
coarse non-sulﬁde gangue composites, and over 50 per cent of
gold loss was in gold-pyrite composites. The work presented
an opportunity to recover these composites by less selective
rougher ﬂotation, before upgrade and additional recovery for
both copper and gold into a 23 per cent copper concentrate
by regrinding of rougher concentrate to 20 μm and additional
cleaning ﬂotation capacity.
In 2013, the operation will increase total recovery of both
copper and gold by six per cent into ﬁnal concentrate. The
recovery increase will be achieved through increasing mass
recovery in ‘less selective’ roughing, with additional regrind
capacity to reduce the rougher concentrate particle size to
20 μm, before upgrade to ﬁnal concentrate in an expanded
cleaning circuit. A second ﬁlter will be installed to dewater
the additional concentrate produced.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY
The Phu Kham copper-gold deposit is a complex copper-gold
mineralised dyke system, which has undergone a number
258

Stockwork mineralisation is present as ﬁne fractures in
quartz veins. The fractures host pyrite, chalcopyrite and
bornite sulﬁde minerals. Minor chalcopyrite mineralisation
is also present in quartz-carbonate veins. Disseminated
mineralisation consists of scattered grains of bornite and
chalcopyrite in sericite altered host rock.
Gold occurs as small grains associated with pyrite and
copper sulﬁdes throughout the mineralised system.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The original 12 Mt/a concentrator design and commissioning
in 2008 has been described in detail by Crnkovic et al (2009).
The crushing plant consists of a primary 55 in × 77 in
gyratory crusher, with single truck dump point above a
pocket designed to hold 200 t capacity equivalent to two 777D
haul trucks. Crusher discharge drops to a crushed ore bin of
200 t capacity. The crushed ore bin is emptied by a variable
speed apron feeder onto a crushed ore transfer conveyor belt
(CV-001). The CV-001 conveyor transfers the ore to an 890 m
long overland conveyor CV-002, which moves ore to the
coarse ore stockpile with a live capacity of approximately
24 000 t. There is additional dead capacity for storage of up to
300 000 t of ore.
Ore is reclaimed from the crushed ore stockpile by two
variable speed apron feeders onto a SAG mill feed conveyor.
SAG mill grinding media is added to the ore feed conveyor
via a spillage return hopper. Primary grinding is achieved in
a dual pinion 13 MW variable speed slip energy recovery/
hyper-synchronous drive 34 ft × 20 ft SAG mill in closed circuit
with scats return conveying including a high-lift conveyor
to overcome topography constraints. SAG mill discharge is
classiﬁed using an integral mill trommel, with minus 12 mm
product reporting to a 1.85 MW cyclone feed pump. Cyclone
feed is classiﬁed in a cluster of 18 650 mm diameter cyclones,
with cyclone underﬂow reporting to a dual pinion 13 MW
drive 40 ft × 24 ft ball mill. Quicklime is added to the ball mill
for ﬂotation pH control to depress pyrite. Ball mill product
returns to the cyclone feed pump.
Cyclone overﬂow reports to a multiple stage feed sampler
before a bank of 200 m³ tank cell roughers. The original
plant had a single 200 m³ rougher feed conditioning tank
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before eight 200 m³ rougher cells, with the conditioning tank
converted to a ninth ﬂotation cell in 2009. In early 2011, a
tenth 200 m³ rougher cell was installed and commissioned.
Aero 9810 collector is used to recover copper sulﬁde minerals
while maintaining selectivity against pyrite.
Rougher bank tailings passes through a static dual ﬁn pipe
sampler before reporting to ﬁnal tailings mixing box where it
is combined with cleaner scavenger tailings. The mixing box
discharges to a metallurgical multiple stage sampler and a
ﬁnal tailings sump. The ﬁnal tailings sump discharges slurry
by gravity through two 750 mm diameter tailings lines, which
transport tailings approximately 1.5 km to a cross-valley
subaqueous tailings storage facility (TSF).
Rougher concentrate is classiﬁed in a cluster of six 400 mm
diameter cyclones, with cyclone overﬂow reporting to a
Jameson Cell feed hopper. Cyclone underﬂow reports to
an open-circuit M10000 IsaMill™ regrind mill. IsaMill™
discharge reports to the Jameson Cell feed hopper. The
24 downcomer, 6500 mm diameter Jameson Cell was
commissioned in March 2011 in a cleaner feed scalping duty,
with concentrate passing through a pipe sampler for process
control, before reporting to the ﬁnal concentrate thickener
feed sampler, and tailings reporting to the conventional
cleaning circuit. A simpliﬁed ﬂow diagram of the 12 Mt/a
concentrator following installation of the Jameson Cell is
shown in Figure 2.
The conventional cleaning circuit consists of three stages,
with the ﬁrst stage in open circuit. The original ﬁrst stage of
cleaning had a 70 m³ conditioning cell, followed by three 70 m³
ﬁrst cleaners and three 70 m³ cleaner scavengers. In 2009, the
conditioning tank was converted into an additional ﬁrst cleaner
cell. Cleaner scavenger tailings pass through a static dual ﬁn
sampler before reporting to the ﬁnal tailings mixing box. First
cleaner and cleaner scavenger concentrates report to the second
cleaner, which consists of four 20 m³ cells. Second cleaner
concentrate advances to the third cleaner of three 20 m³ cells,
while second cleaner tailings returns to the ﬁrst cleaners. Third
cleaner concentrate passes through a pipe sampler, before

reporting to the ﬁnal concentrate thickener feed sampler. Third
cleaner tailings return to the second cleaners.
Final concentrate (combined Jameson Cell and third cleaner
concentrates) is sampled in a multiple stage metallurgical
sampler, before gravitating to a 15 m diameter high-rate
thickener. Thickener supernatant ﬂows to a thickener
overﬂow process water tank, while thickener surface froth
is captured and discharged to a ﬂoor sump for return to
thickener feed. Thickener underﬂow at a nominal density of
65 to 70 per cent solids is pumped to a mechanically agitated
ﬁlter feed tank of approximately 24-hour surge capacity. The
thickened concentrate slurry is dewatered using a 64-plate
horizontal ﬁlter, with ﬁlter discharging into a covered storage
shed. Concentrate is loaded into 20 t containers for transport
by truck to the Sriracha port in Thailand.
Concentrator raw water is harvested from the Nam Mo River
before being pumped to a crusher process water tank and mill
header tank. The raw water is mainly used for cooling, pump
glands, ﬂotation froth wash showers, and ﬁre water. Process
water is recovered from the TSF supernatant, and transferred
to a process water tank via two transfer stations.
A photograph of the 12 Mt/a concentrator in June 2008 is
shown in Figure 3.

PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS AND FLOW SHEET
DEVELOPMENT
Flotation cell conversions
In September 2009, the existing rougher conditioner and
cleaner conditioner tanks were retroﬁtted with ﬂotation
mechanisms, thereby increasing the roughing capacity from
eight to nine 200 m³ cells, and increasing the cleaner capacity
from six to seven 70 m³ cells. The beneﬁts arising from these
changes amounted to increased copper recovery in the rougher
ﬂotation circuit by 3.5 per cent, and increased copper recovery
in the cleaner circuit by 2.5 per cent. The increased residence
time in each of the circuits, resulted in higher recovery of slow

FIG 2 - 2011 Phu Kham 12 Mt/a concentrator simplified flow diagram.
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To further investigate the cleaning circuit capacity, a cleaner
circuit optimisation study was completed in February 2010.
From plant data, a mineral based ﬂoatability component
model was developed which allowed different cleaner circuit
conﬁgurations to be simulated. The option which gave the
optimum copper grade and recovery result was to install
additional cleaning capacity ahead of the existing cleaner
circuit, so effectively cleaner feed scalping. Different ﬂotation
cell technologies were considered for this application, with the
Xstrata Jameson Cell meeting design criteria. The simulations
indicated that a 0.6 per cent improvement in cleaner recovery
could be achieved. The Jameson Cell was chosen because of
low installed cost, simulated performance, low performance
risk, moderate installation risk, and low production continuity
risk during installation.

FIG 3 - Southern view of the Phu Kham concentrator, June 2008.
ﬂoating secondary copper minerals, and composite particles
particularly while transitional ore types were dominant at
this time. The improved recovery performance was validated
from using the database of daily rougher tail and cleaner
scavenger tail reﬂotation tests.

FloatForce™ mechanisms
An investigation into using Outotec FloatForce™ rotor-stator
mechanisms in the rougher ﬂotation circuit commenced
in 2009, starting with the ﬁrst rougher cell 1B. The design
of the new mechanism was to deliver improved recovery
from increased mixing efﬁciency, by not allowing any air in
the central mixing area of the impellor thereby improving
mixing efﬁciency without affecting slurry pumping. The
installation of the FloatForce™ mechanism was simple, and
was commissioned without any issues. The conclusions,
drawn from extensive survey data around rougher cell 1B
(before and after installation), demonstrated an improvement
in rougher cell 1B copper recovery of 0.2 per cent. On the
basis of the survey data, the total predicted rougher copper
recovery increase for the nine rougher cells with FloatForce™
mechanisms was 0.3 per cent. The installation period for the
remaining eight mechanisms was completed in June 2011.

Tenth rougher cell installation
The ongoing rougher tail re-ﬂotation tests continued to
highlight that there was a further copper recovery beneﬁt
of approximately 0.6 per cent to be gained with the addition
of another 200 m³ tank cell, which would increase rougher
residence time by 2.4 minutes at maximum design throughput
of 1750 t/h. In late January 2011, the tenth 200 m³ rougher tank
cell was installed at the head of the rougher circuit. At the time
that the tenth rougher cell was installed, the ﬂotation feed
rate was increased by about four per cent, which effectively
reduced the overall rougher residence time increase from an
expected 11 per cent to seven per cent. The overall surveyed
copper recovery improvement was between 0.4 per cent and
0.6 per cent, depending on throughput rate, which met the
project criteria.

Cleaner circuit debottlenecking
One of the major limitations in the original plant design had
been a lack of cleaning capacity, particularly with respect to
the second cleaner bank of four 20 m³ cells. The limitation
was that of carrying capacity, rather than residence time. The
cleaner circuit performance would generally deteriorate when
the cleaner feed copper metal units exceeded 9.1 t/h copper,
limiting copper metal production to a sustainable maximum
of approximately 8.5 t/h.
260

The circuit simulations, including the Jameson Cell
as a cleaner feed scalper, indicated substantial recovery
improvement over the existing circuit at circuit feed rates
greater than 150 t/h. This was due to the elimination of the
carrying capacity limitation as shown in Figure 4.
On this basis it was decided to proceed with this design, the
Jameson Cell in a cleaner feed scalping simulation recovering
approximately 60 per cent of the copper present in the
cleaner circuit feed across a cleaner circuit feed rate range of
100 t/h to 300 t/h. The Jameson Cell concentrate grade from
the simulation was 27 per cent copper, against a target of
25 per cent copper. The simulations showed that substantial
unloading of the remainder of the cleaner circuit would occur.
The result of this was that the third cleaner concentrate grade
was low at less than 22 per cent copper; however, the net
effect was to produce an overall circuit ﬁnal concentrate grade
of 24 per cent copper.
Although there was a small cleaner recovery improvement
shown from the simulations performed using a cleaner
scalper, the real beneﬁt is in maintaining cleaner recovery
when the cleaner feed rate is greater than 150 t/h.
The cleaner scalper cell was commissioned in March 2011.
Commissioning was carried out over a period of one week, and
no signiﬁcant problems were encountered. The performance
evaluation of the Jameson Cell was remarkably consistent
with the expected performance from the equipment vendor,
the simulation data, and from Phu Kham Metallurgical
Laboratory ﬂotation tests simulating performance of the
Jameson Cell prior to commissioning. From surveys carried
out in February 2012, with the Jameson Cell online and offline, the beneﬁt of having the Jameson Cell in circuit was
determined to be 0.8 per cent increase in copper recovery.
In terms of overall cleaner circuit debottlenecking, the
objectives have been achieved. The cleaner circuit with
cleaner feed scalping capacity is 10.1 t/h copper metal at
24 per cent concentrate grade, which is the current limit of
the concentrate ﬁltration circuit, for a total 16 per cent copper
metal production increase.

Phu Kham Upgrade Project
The Phu Kham Upgrade Project commenced in March
2010 with a study to develop designs to ensure copper in
concentrate production is maintained over 60 kt/a after 2013
when plant copper feed grade is expected to decrease. In
order to maintain copper metal production, plant nominal
design throughput will increase from 12 to 16 Mt/a (2000 t/h).
Maximum instantaneous design throughput for the upgraded
plant is 2250 t/h. The plant upgrade concept was not original,
and had been studied in 2008 as part of a copper production
expansion project. Key aspects of the upgrade designs for Phu
Kham were the limitation of available space for additional
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FIG 4 - Effect of cleaner circuit feed tonnage on copper recovery for Jameson Cell Cleaner feed scalping simulations.
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The crushing and concentrate dewatering plant capacities
were also considered during the upgrade bottleneck study. The
bottleneck study indicated that additional crushing capacity
would be required with capability for handling wet and sticky

The basis of design for the grinding circuit upgrade has
been previously described by Hadaway and Bennett (2011).
Two options for increasing grinding circuit throughput after
the SAG mill to a nominal design of 16 Mt/a primary grind at
80 per cent passing 106 μm or 75 μm were reviewed. The ﬁrst
option was based on the original 2008 plant upgrade design
incorporating an additional 6.5 MW single pinion ball mill,
and the second for another 13 MW ball mill.
Data from JKTech grinding circuit modelling in 2009
was extrapolated using the Phu Kham mine schedule to
MillThroughputdtph

The initial phase of the upgrade included a plant
debottlenecking study, which consisted of analysis of the
actual plant performance and capacity data from 2008 to
March 2010 against the original plant process design criteria.
The purpose of the bottleneck study was to determine aspects
of the original plant that either were, or would become
bottlenecks with the 25 per cent increase in mill throughput.
The key ﬁndings from the plant bottleneck study are shown
in Figure 5, which shows that rougher copper recovery was
16 per cent below design, cleaner copper recovery was seven
per cent below design, and mill throughput was three per cent
below design at 12 Mt/a. The mill throughput variance was
a function of rougher copper recovery and cleaning circuit
capacity rather than limitations in the grinding circuit.

ore, which is a common feature of the transition zones of the
orebody. A mineral sizer in parallel to the existing crushing
plant, with product reporting directly to the coarse ore stockpile
was included in the upgrade designs. Although the concentrate
thickener and ﬁlter performance had not indicated that future
concentrate production rate would exceed capacity, limited
data was available to conﬁrm the capacity against upgraded
plant design criteria. Test work was conducted to determine
settling rates and ﬁltration rates for concentrate during the
upgrade project to obtain the required data.

CleanerCopperRecovery%

equipment, as the original 12 Mt/a plant design had not
speciﬁcally made allowance for any expandability.
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FIG 5 - Phu Kham 12 Mt/a concentrator actual performance variances against design, 2008 - 2010.
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determine throughput estimates at 106 μm and 75 μm for the
two mill options. Pebble crushing was not considered in the
evaluation. The 6.5 MW mill had previously been shown to
be able to increase throughput at the 106 μm primary grind
to above the 16 Mt/a nominal design, however, was unable
to meet the 16 Mt/a target at a signiﬁcantly ﬁner primary
grind. The 13 MW mill is able to achieve above 18 Mt/a for
the 106 μm primary grind, and will achieve above nominal
design throughput at a 75 μm primary grind.
The effect of primary grind on ﬂotation recovery was
reviewed based on feasibility study work from bench scale
batch tests in 2005. The study work indicated that the major
primary ore sources, in particular stockwork primary, were
relatively insensitive to primary grind size. Plant operations
mineralogy data from 2008 to 2011 monthly composites
indicates that minor sensitivity exists, with increases of over
ﬁve per cent in copper sulﬁde liberation with a primary grind
size decrease from 80 per cent passing 106 μm to 75 μm.
An economic analysis was conducted based on differences
in capital and operating costs for the two options at 16 Mt/a
throughput and 106 μm and 75 μm primary grind. The increase
in operating cost for ﬁner grinding versus revenue beneﬁts in
copper recovery showed that above $2.50/lb copper price the
ﬁner primary grind increased gross margin. Capital cost per
installed megawatt was 26 per cent less for the 13 MW mill
option, and the capital payback period for the 13 MW option
was signiﬁcantly shorter.
A risk assessment was conducted for the 6.5 MW option
and the 13 MW option. The risk of the 13 MW option was
considerably lower than for the 6.5 MW option, mainly due to
the operating ﬂexibility for periods of low-grade ore and ore
types with higher sensitivity of recovery to primary grind. The
6.5 MW option was not able to take advantage of economies of
scale gained by increased throughput, or the estimated one per
cent increase in copper recovery at the ﬁner grinds, and would
not reach the nominal 16 Mt/a throughput at 106 μm primary
grind after 2014. The throughput at 106 μm and 75 μm primary
grinds for the two mill options is shown in Figure 6.
Based on the results of the risk assessment, the
recommendation for installation of an additional 13 MW ball
was accepted. Procurement of a second dual pinion 13 MW
drive 40 ft × 24 ft ball mill commenced in November 2010.

The dominant cause of the 15 per cent rougher copper
recovery shortfall shown in Figure 5 was a combination of lower
than design rougher residence time due to ﬁve per cent lower
rougher feed density, and a cleaner circuit capacity constraint
which limited rougher mass recovery. The dominance of
transition ores with signiﬁcant slow-ﬂoating secondary copper
mineral content milled during the March 2009 to February 2010
period and the under-representation of these ore types in the
feasibility study test work provide explanation for some of the
copper recovery shortfall in cleaning stages against design. The
debottlenecking study was developed for the ﬂotation circuit
to determine increased capacity requirement at the design
16 Mt/a upgrade throughput.
Rougher ﬂotation feed density design for the 12 Mt/a
plant was 35 per cent solids. Actual operation rougher feed
density averaged 30 per cent solids due to the higher slurry
viscosity from kaolinite clay content not quantiﬁed during the
feasibility study. An extra 200 m3 rougher cell was required to
achieve the same residence time as at 35 per cent solids, which
was achieved by conversion of the rougher conditioning tank
to a cell in 2009. The reduced residence time from operating
at the lower rougher density at design tonnage throughput
resulted in a three per cent decrease in copper recovery,
based upon plant residence time – recovery data from July
2009 to February 2010. The upgrade design therefore allowed
for reduced rougher feed pulp density, and a residence
time calculation conﬁrmed that a 33 per cent increase in
rougher capacity was required for the 25 per cent increase
in mill throughput at 16 Mt/a, which would also provide
an additional one per cent copper recovery. A total of ﬁve
200 m³ rougher cells in addition to the existing ten cells were
included in the design, for a total of 15 cells.
The cleaning circuit was not expected to require signiﬁcant
expansion as a result of the 16 Mt/a upgrade, as the lowergrade mill feed would result in equivalent concentrate
production to the 12 Mt/a design throughput rate. The
upgrade design for the cleaner ﬂotation circuit also included
the Jameson Cell cleaner scalper although this had not been
installed at this time. However, cleaner circuit mass balance
simulation data including the Jameson Cell indicated that
40 per cent increase in the existing second cleaner residence
time and lip length was required at 16 Mt/a. To gain this
increase in second cleaner capacity, the existing three 20 m³
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FIG 6 - Throughput at 106 and 75 µm primary grind for additional 6.5 MW and 13 MW ball mill options.
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third cleaner cells have been combined with the four 20 m³
second cleaner cells, and four new 20 m³ third cleaner cells
added to for the upgrade. The simulation data for the cleaners
also demonstrated that upgrade of the ﬁrst cleaner capacity
was not warranted, as the ﬁne low-grade middlings recovered
in the ﬁnal cells were not able to be upgraded to near ﬁnal
concentrate speciﬁcation.
Prior to commencement of the detailed design phase of the
upgrade study, maximum sustainable production rate (MSPR)
analyses were undertaken for the crushing and concentrate
dewatering plants to determine whether capacity expansion was
required for these areas of plant based on 16 Mt/a production
schedules. The MSPR was deﬁned as the best consecutive ﬁve
days of performance, normalised using plant-speciﬁc industry
standards for annual availability to allow for major scheduled
maintenance. The MSPR for the crushing plant also included
seasonal variation due to the tropical environment and the wet
season impacts on crusher productivity.
The primary conclusions from the performance review of
the Phu Kham crushing plant were that it had demonstrated
the target upgrade production rate of 16 Mt/a over the
June 2010 period, and approximately one third of total
crushing plant downtime had been caused by events up
and downstream of the crushing plant while the plant was
available to crush. The low crusher utilisation of 64 per cent
was equivalent to over 2.4 Mt/a of crushing capacity at the
target throughput of 2400 t/h and target utilisation of 75 per
cent of total time. With increases in haul ﬂeet numbers for the
upgrade, improvements in run-of-mine stockpile inventory,
and a stand-by loader available when there were delays in
truck presentation to the crusher, the MSPR demonstrated
that increasing crushing capacity was not required.
The design speciﬁcations for the 64-plate and frame ﬁlter
were for a ﬁltration rate of 225 kg/m2/h, with an annual
design production rate of 311 000 t of concentrate.

Actual ﬁlter plant operating data was analysed to check
ﬁlter performance against the design capacity. MSPR for
the ﬁlter was determined to be 18 per cent above the life-ofmine maximum concentrate production schedule, leading
to deferral of capital expenditure for the ﬁltration plant. The
main reasons for the higher than design performance were;
optimisation of ﬁlter cycle settings following an improvement
program including operations, maintenance, and vendor
support input, and change to ﬁlter cloth media type.
Following the review of the upgrade design, engineering
and procurement services commenced for the Phu Kham
16 Mt/a Upgrade project in January 2011, with commissioning
scheduled for the third quarter of 2012. A simpliﬁed ﬂow
diagram for the upgraded plant is shown in Figure 7, with
new equipment highlighted in mauve.

Increased recovery project
The Phu Kham feasibility studies between 2004 and 2006
identiﬁed two options for ﬂotation processing of Phu Kham
ore. The ﬁrst option involved bulk ﬂotation of the rougher
feed targeting a 25 per cent mass recovery into rougher
concentrate using non-selective amyl xanthate sulﬁde mineral
collector. The rougher concentrate was then reground to
80 per cent passing 38 μm and subjected to cleaner ﬂotation
at a pH of 12 for pyrite depression. This process produced
high copper recovery results, however, there was difﬁculty
achieving ﬁnal concentrate grade of greater than 22 per cent
copper across all ore types, particularly transition chalcocitecovellite secondary copper mineral dominant ores. A rougher
feed photomicrograph (Shouldice and Mehrfert, 2009) is
shown in Figure 8 with chalcocite-covellite intergrowth with
pyrite and rimming of pyrite. There was also indication of
copper activation of pyrite from soluble copper species in
weathered and transition ores.

FIG 7 - Phu Kham 16 Mt/a upgrade simplified flow diagram.
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gold recoveries to rougher concentrate would result from
a primary grind of 80 per cent passing 106 μm, and that a
rougher concentrate regrind to less than 45 μm was required
to achieve an acceptable ﬁnal concentrate grade. Mineral and
liberation analysis showed that associations between copper
sulﬁde minerals and pyrite did not indicate complex or ﬁne
intergrowths that would adversely impact on the metallurgy.

FIG 8 - Phu Kham transition ore rougher feed photomicrograph.
The second process option involved selective ﬂotation
in roughing at pH 11 - 12, using a copper sulﬁde selective
collector. The rougher concentrates were again reground to
80 per cent passing 38 μm and lime to pH 12 and sodium
cyanide was added to the cleaning stages to depress pyrite.
The selective ﬂotation option consistently achieved over
22 per cent copper ﬁnal concentrate grade; however, ultimate
copper recoveries to ﬁnal concentrate were lower than the
bulk ﬂotation option.
The design of the original 12 Mt/a Phu Kham concentrator
was a compromise between the two process options, with
partially selective roughing being applied to minimise pyrite
gangue recovery into cleaner ﬂotation feed. Sodium cyanide
addition to the cleaners was included in the design, however,
has never been used with concentrate grade over 22 per cent
copper consistently achieved since commissioning. This
partially selective ﬂotation process had signiﬁcant capital
cost advantages over bulk ﬂotation at a time when the longterm copper price estimate was much lower than 2012 prices,
due to the lower rougher concentrate regrind and cleaning
capacity required, and provided the best cost-beneﬁt process
alternative while reducing risk of being unable to achieve
concentrate speciﬁcations using bulk rougher ﬂotation.
Minimal work was performed during the feasibility
studies to test the sensitivity of ﬁnal copper grade and
recovery on rougher concentrate regrind product particle
size. Grind size analysis was limited to two mineralogical
examinations which concluded that reasonable copper and

The Phu Kham increased recovery project (IRP) commenced
in 2009, as part of a concept study to develop a process to
increase copper and gold recovery from Phu Kham ore.
Since commencement of operations in 2008, copper recovery
had increased with increasing proportion of chalcopyritedominant primary ores replacing the chalcocite-covellite
secondary copper mineral dominant high clay and talc
transition ores. The increasing plant throughput and poor
primary liberation with increasing pyrite content has caused
copper and gold recovery to ‘ﬂat-line’ as shown in Figure 9.
Bulk sulﬁde ﬂotation bench tests in 2009 using isopropyl
xanthate collector on Phu Kham rougher tailings indicated
that up to ten per cent additional copper recovery and
70 per cent additional gold recovery could be achieved into a
scavenger concentrate of approximately 0.8 per cent copper.
The initial test program was designed to determine whether a
low-grade copper-gold concentrate suitable for downstream
hydrometallurgical processing to saleable products could be
recovered from the concentrator tailings.
The preliminary test program showed that a bulk sulﬁde
concentrate from plant tailings ﬂotation could be upgraded to
over ten per cent copper concentrate grade, depending upon
copper sulﬁde mineral liberation, using a roughing, regrind,
and two stage cleaning process similar to the Phu Kham
concentrator process. Figure 10 shows the copper grade –
recovery relationships with varying rougher concentrate
regrind power input of 10 kWh/t, 20 kWh/t and 40 kWh/t.
The test results presented in Figure 10 clearly demonstrated
that ﬁner regrinding of rougher concentrates from plant
tailings ﬂotation would improve both copper grade and
recovery. Further ﬂotation tests on plant ﬁnal tailings samples
using roughing at pH 9 with amyl xanthate, followed by
regrinding of concentrate at 10 kWh/t power input, and two
stages of cleaning consistently produced a low-grade ﬂotation
concentrate of approximately three per cent copper and 2 g/t
gold. Average copper recovery was 69.6 per cent and average
gold recovery was 54.1 per cent from 24 ﬂotation tests as
shown in Table 1.
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FIG 9 - Phu Kham concentrator copper and gold recovery by year, 2008 - 2011.
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FIG 10 - Phu Kham tailings flotation rougher concentrate regrind power-grade-recovery relationships.
A digital photomicrograph of ﬂotation tailings is shown in
Figure 12 (Shouldice and Ma, 2009). The wide size range of
the chalcopyrite particles in non-sulﬁde gangue is evident.

TABLE 1
Plant tailings flotation test results summary.
Stream

Plant tailings (feed)

Copper

Gold

Grade
% Cu

Distribution
%

Grade
Au ppm

Distribution
%

0.17

100.0

0.15

100.0

Concentrate

2.81

69.6

1.87

54.1

Final tailings

0.05

30.4

0.07

45.9

The downstream extraction of copper and gold from the
low-grade pyrite-rich concentrate produced by the bulk
tailings ﬂotation was developed to prefeasibility level during
2010 and 2011, using Xstrata’s Albion atmospheric leaching
technology. The Albion test work showed that copper
extraction of over 95 per cent using acid Albion leaching, and
gold extraction of over 85 per cent using a standard carbonin-leach process was achievable from a ﬂotation concentrate
of three per cent copper and 2 g/t gold, providing an overall
15 per cent copper recovery and 25 per cent gold recovery
increase for Phu Kham operations.
The prefeasibility study ﬂotation results also indicated that
there was potential for increasing copper and gold recovery
by mineral processing methods alone, with reduced technical
risk and capital intensity compared to hydrometallurgical
processing. A detailed mineralogical examination of Phu Kham
tailings commenced during the prefeasibility study to improve
understanding of the mechanisms of copper and gold loss and
develop a simpliﬁed process for improving recovery.
Since 2008, monthly plant composites have been submitted
to G&T Metallurgical Services for quantitative mineralogical
analysis, and this data has provided the critical information
used for recovery improvement process development. The
mineralogy data demonstrated that since primary chalcopyrite
ores had become the dominant source of plant feed, the major
cause of loss of copper in plant tailings had changed from
slow ﬂoating ﬁne liberated copper minerals (Crnkovic et al,
2009) to chalcopyrite locked in poor quality coarse binary
particles with non-sulﬁde gangue. The copper loss in plant
tailings from November 2011, representing a typical month,
is shown in Figure 11.

Copper sulﬁde mineral grain size data for rougher tailings
is presented in Table 2. The data shows that under selective
rougher ﬂotation conditions, recovery of coarse low-quality
binary copper sulﬁde and gangue composite particles is poor
due to the ﬁne copper sulﬁde grain size.
Gold recovery by ﬂotation at Phu Kham has been poor
since commissioning, averaging approximately 40 per cent
to ﬁnal copper concentrate product. Prediction of gold
recovery had also been demonstrated to be inaccurate during
plant operation, due to a lack of understanding of the key
mineralogical characteristics of gold occurrence and the
variability of gold occurrence across different Phu Kham
mineral assemblages. As part of the increased recovery
project, the mineralogical reasons for gold loss into Phu Kham
tailings were examined to ensure potential opportunities to
increase gold recovery into ﬁnal concentrate were included in
IRP process design.
Diagnostic leach tests were conducted on Phu Kham plant
tailings samples. Results of the diagnostic leaching are
presented in Table 3.
The diagnostic leaching results in Table 3 demonstrated that
over 60 per cent of the gold in tailings was available for cyanide
leaching, either as free gold or partially liberated gold. This was
supported by the Albion gold leach test work on acid Albion
copper leach residues, which demonstrated that extraction of
gold to solution did not signiﬁcantly increase with increasing
sulﬁde sulfur oxidation, as shown in Figure 13.
Laser ablation testing was conducted on the rougher tailings
to determine the proportion of gold locked with pyrite and
other sulﬁde mineral species. The laser ablation test results
were combined with the results from the diagnostic leaching
to provide a total gold association for the rougher tailings as
presented in Table 4.
Diagnostic leaching provided a measure of the unlocked
(cyanide soluble) and locked gold deportment, but the total
unlocked gold could not be split between fully liberated gold
particles, and partially liberated (exposed in composites)
gold particles. Therefore the diagnostic leach measure of
57 per cent cyanide soluble gold in Table 4 could not provide
deﬁnitive information for the cause of gold loss to tailings.
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FIG 11 - Copper sulfide loss in Phu Kham flotation tailings by size and mineral association.
TABLE 3
Results of diagnostic gold leaching of Phu Kham flotation tailings.
Plant tailings
stream

% Gold
cyanide
soluble

% Gold locked % Gold locked
in sulfide
in non-sulfide
minerals
gangue

Cleaner tailings

72

21

7

Rougher tailings

57

42

1

Final tailings

64

35

1

The ADIS work on the ﬁnal concentrate showed an average
gold particle size of 7.9 μm. The class and mass distribution
summary and area as a percentage of the observed gold
particles are presented in Table 5.

FIG 12 - Phu Kham flotation tailings photomicrograph.
TABLE 2
Rougher tailings copper sulfide grain size by size fraction.
Size fraction

Copper sulfide grain size (µm)

>106 µm

19.6

<106>75 µm

13.0

<75>53 µm

11.4

<53>38 µm

9.1

<38 µm>C2

9.1

<C2>C4

9.8

<C4>C5

8.1

<C5

3.7

Photomicrographs of the gold showing some typical
particles in concentrate are presented in Figure 14.

Final Phu Kham copper concentrate monthly plant composites
were analysed by automated digital image scanning (ADIS) at
G&T Metallurgical Services to determine the characteristics
of gold and gold composite particles recovered in ﬂotation
(Shouldice and Johnston, 2012). Laboratory work on rougher
tailings sample from the IRP laboratory test work was also
conducted to produce a gold-rich concentrate by gravity
concentration suitable for ADIS and photomicrograph analysis.
266

Binary particles of gold locked with pyrite in concentrate
were of particular interest. Only eight per cent of the observed
particles were gold-pyrite binary composite particles;
however, 71 per cent of the total mass of observed gold was
in these particles. The average surface area of the gold in the
gold-pyrite binary particles was 87 per cent of the total particle
surface area. An interpretation of this data indicated that for
a gold-pyrite particle to ﬂoat into concentrate, the gold:pyrite
surface area ratio must be sufﬁciently large to overcome the
depression of the attached pyrite particle under high pH
ﬂotation cleaning conditions. The liberated gold recovered
was typically ﬁne, with an average particle size of 7 μm.

The ADIS work found that the average gold particle size
was 19 μm in rougher tailing, approximately 13 times
larger than the average gold particle in ﬁnal concentrate.
No binary particles were observed, only liberated gold and
gold-chalcopyrite-pyrite-gangue multiphase particles as
summarised by mass distribution in Table 6.
The liberated gold particles in tailings had a mean size of
35 μm, with the data indicating that liberated gold particles
above 20 μm in size are unlikely to be recovered to ﬁnal
ﬂotation concentrate, with a 13 μm particle the largest
observed in the concentrate. Cyanide leaching would have
extracted 69 per cent of the gold particles observed.
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FIG 13 - Copper and gold extraction in Albion leaching as a function of sulfide sulfur oxidation.
Based on the concentrate and rougher tailings ADIS data, a
summary of the estimated recoveries of the main Phu Kham
ore gold association classes as presented in Table 7.

TABLE 4
Phu Kham rougher tailings gold deportment.

The signiﬁcant characteristic of the multiphase particles
observed in tailings was that greater than 95 per cent of the
total mass of the particles were gangue mass. The gold in the
multiphase particles had an average diameter of 9 μm, while
the pyrite gangue had an average diameter of 121 μm.

Two mineral process options for increasing recovery of
the low quality copper sulﬁde – non-sulﬁde gangue binary
particles were tested; mainstream inert grinding, and bulk
sulﬁde ﬂotation. The mainstream inert grinding process is
classiﬁcation of rougher tailings for recovery of the plus 53 μm
fraction, regrinding to approximately 80 per cent passing
53 μm, and scavenger ﬂotation. Bench scale test work on the
mainstream inert grinding showed that an additional seven
per cent recovery of copper and four per cent recovery of
gold to ﬁnal concentrate was achievable, however, the mass
recovery of 45 per cent of the plant tailings into the plus
53 μm fraction required approximately 16 MW of additional
installed power for regrinding, most of which would be
wasted regrinding liberated gangue.

Photomicrographs of the gold showing some typical
particles in rougher tailings are presented in Figure 15.

The bulk sulﬁde ﬂotation process laboratory test work
followed the original Phu Kham prefeasibility study process

Gold mineral association

% of total gold

Cyanide soluble

57

Pyrite locked

25

Other sulfide locked

17

Non-sulfide gangue locked

1

TOTAL

100

FIG 14 - Phu Kham August 2011 final concentrate gold photomicrographs.
TABLE 5
Phu Kham final concentrate gold distribution data.
Data

Liberated gold

Gold locked in binary particles

Multiphase

Cp

Ch/Cv

Te

Py

Goe

Gn

38%

30%

8%

5%

8%

3%

3%

5%

Gold mass by association class

11%

16%

<1%

1%

71%

<1%

1%

<1%

Particle area percentage gold

100%

73%

52%

51%

87%

89%

98%

9%

Association class

Notes: Cp = chalcopyrite, Ch = chalcocite, Cv = covellite, Te = tennantite, Py = pyrite, Goe = goethite, Gn = gangue, MP = multiphase.
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FIG 15 - Phu Kham rougher tailings gold photomicrographs (notes: Au = gold, Cp = chalcopyrite, Py = pyrite, He = hematite, Ma = magnetite, Gn = gangue).
TABLE 6
Flotation rougher tailing gold mode of occurrence, size and mass data.
Gold mode of occurrence

Average particle diameter (μm)
Au

Gold liberated

Cp

Py

Average % of particle mass
Gn

35

Au

Cp

Py

Gn

100

Gold adhesion multiphase

6

17

151

15

<1

<1

99

<1

Gold locked multiphase

8

28

104

27

3

2

80

15

Gold adhesion/locked multiphase

17

14

125

61

2

1

94

3

TABLE 7
Phu Kham indicative gold recovery by mineral association class.
Parameter

Gold recovery

Gold association class
Liberated Au

Au-copper
sulfide

70%

100%

Au-pyrite Au-gangue
10%

0%

of maximising copper and gold recovery into a low-grade
rougher concentrate using xanthate collector at natural pH. In
developing the design for a bulk sulﬁde rougher, regrind and
selective cleaning ﬂotation process, three key parameters were
required to be identiﬁed; rougher mass recovery to achieve
maximum copper recovery across all ore types, rougher
concentrate regrind product size, and cleaner capacity.
Rougher mass recovery design was determined by daily
rougher ﬂotation testing of plant rougher feed over a three
month period in 2011, which allowed variability testing across
all major ore types. The rougher tests were conducted using
Aero 9810 copper selective collector but at up to 80 per cent
increase in dose rate to collect poor quality coarse non-sulﬁde
gangue and chalcopyrite composites and maximise copper
recovery. Rougher mass recovery and copper recovery
relationships were then developed for major ore types to
develop nominal and maximum mass recovery designs for
IRP regrind and cleaner ﬂotation plant as shown in Figure 16.
The results show that the original design for rougher mass
recovery of 11 per cent of rougher feed was suitable for the
chalcopyrite dominant primary ore types, but gave lower
copper recovery from the high pyrite and non-sulﬁde copper
species in chalcocite-rich transition ores. The results indicated
potential for an additional six per cent copper recovery
in roughing by increasing mass recovery to a maximum
25 per cent of rougher feed for all ore types.
The results for rougher ﬂotation gold recovery from the
same test work are shown in Figure 17. The gold recovery
increase in roughing with the higher mass recovery is more
consistent across primary, high pyrite and transition ore types
than for copper, which reﬂects the association of gold with
268

copper sulﬁdes and pyrite. The mineralogical analysis of gold
deportment and bench-scale test work results concluded that
with the design rougher mass recovery increase and ﬁner
regrind, gold recovery to ﬁnal concentrate could be expected
to rise by at least six per cent.
Rougher concentrate regrind size optimisation work
commenced in 2011 to support the IRP process design. The
beneﬁts for copper recovery of ﬁner grinding of concentrates
from bulk ﬂotation of Phu Kham tailings had previously been
observed as shown in Figure 10. Samples of plant feed were
tested at bench scale using roughing, rougher concentrate
regrind at increasing power input, and three stages of cleaning
to produce the copper and gold grade – recovery response
curves in Figure 18. The increase in rougher concentrate
regrind power input shows the beneﬁt of the increased
liberation for both copper and gold grade and recovery into
ﬂotation concentrates.
With the variable mineralogy of Phu Kham ore, the
monthly composite mineralogy and laboratory scale test
work was used to determine the rougher concentrate regrind
size required to achieve maximum copper sulﬁde liberation
in cleaner feed, with a target of 80 per cent copper sulﬁde
liberation considered to be required to maximise recovery
and maintain ﬁnal concentrate speciﬁcation. Scan data on
two samples representing different Phu Kham ore types in
Figure 19 showed that maximum copper sulﬁde liberation
was typically achieved at 20 μm particle size, although 80 per
cent liberation was not necessarily achieved for all ore types.
Power input to achieve 20 μm regrind product size was
calculated from laboratory regrind signature plot data, and daily
surveys of the existing M10000 IsaMill™ to be 18 - 25 kWh/t,
with an additional 3 MW M10000 IsaMill™ included in the IRP
design to provide a total of 6 MW power input at the maximum
rougher concentrate mass recovery of 25 per cent.

First cleaner design
The increase in rougher concentrate mass recovery to
25 per cent of rougher feed, and the reduction in cleaner feed
particle size to 20 μm required a corresponding increase in ﬁrst
cleaner ﬂotation capacity. The 12 Mt/a plant had 25 minutes
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FIG 16 - Rougher copper recovery and mass recovery for major ore types showing original mass recovery design and increased recovery project mass recovery design.
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FIG 17 - Rougher gold recovery and mass recovery for major ore types showing original mass recovery design and increased recovery project mass recovery design.
total ﬁrst cleaner residence time for a 38 μm cleaner feed
size, and test work was designed to determine whether this
residence time needed to increase at the 20 μm cleaner feed
size due to potentially reduced kinetics of the ﬁner particles.
Bench scale ﬂotation cleaning tests and cleaner circuit model
simulations indicated that ﬂotation kinetics remained similar
for copper sulﬁde minerals due to improved liberation, and
that no increase in residence time was required for ﬁrst
cleaning until regrind product size was below 10 μm. Figure 20
shows the plant cleaner circuit chalcopyrite recovery by
particle class and size. The recovery of liberated chalcopyrite
remains high with decreasing particle size, which conﬁrmed
that the increased chalcopyrite liberation from gangue at a
20 μm regrind size will improve copper recovery.

To validate the extensive test work and mineralogy data
results, four IRP process plant trials were conducted at Phu
Kham between January 2012 and April 2012. The trial method
used was to decrease SAG mill throughput by 50 per cent
to avoid overloading the cleaning circuit, reduce rougher
cell residence time to the equivalent post-16 Mt/a time of
30 minutes by reducing levels and air in three of the ten cells,
and using increased collector and frother addition to increase
rougher mass recovery to 25 per cent. The IsaMill™ power
draw was increased to 2.8 MW to target a 20 μm regrind
product size. Immediately prior to the trial periods, baseline
plant surveys were undertaken to obtain comparison data for
the same ore type. The key results of the four plant trials are
summarised in Table 8.

The IRP design includes 100 per cent increase in ﬁrst cleaner
capacity to allow for the increased rougher mass recovery, and
lower slurry density to provide improved dilution cleaning to
minimise ﬁne gangue particle entrainment.

The ﬁrst plant trial period was over four hours to ensure
critical test criteria could be achieved, in particular rougher
mass recovery target of 25 per cent. Although this was a
preliminary trial, survey results for the IRP process were
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FIG 18 - Copper and gold flotation grade-recovery responses as a function of rougher concentrate regrind power input.
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FIG 19 - Copper sulfide mineral liberation with particle size.
positive compared to baseline survey results, with eight per
cent overall copper recovery and 19 per cent overall gold
recovery achieved into a two per cent higher copper grade
ﬁnal concentrate. The second plant trial was conducted over
a full 12-hour shift period, with improvement in both overall
copper and gold recovery of 11 per cent at a 0.6 per cent copper
grade improvement in ﬁnal concentrate.
Two short four-hour variability trails were conducted in
March and April 2012 on primary ore with a good ﬂotation
response and high pyrite ore with a poor ﬂotation response.
Copper recovery improvement was consistent at over ﬁve
per cent for both ores, and gold recovery improvement was
13 per cent and 20 per cent into ﬁnal concentrate. The short
duration of the trials did not allow time for optimisation of
cleaner circuit performance. The plant trial results provided
signiﬁcant conﬁdence in the IRP concept and basis of design,
which was ﬁnalised in May 2012 prior to commencing
detailed design. The economic evaluation at six per cent
increase in copper and gold recovery after the initial plant
270

trials provided a compelling investment case, resulting in
PanAust Ltd approval in February 2012 for the development
of the IRP at Phu Kham.
The simpliﬁed process ﬂow diagram for the IRP is
shown in Figure 21, with upgrade of the existing rougher
concentrate pumping and classiﬁcation, a second 3 MW
M10000 IsaMill™ regrind mill, seven additional 70 m³ ﬁrst
cleaner ﬂotation cells, and upgraded pumping capacity in the
cleaner ﬂotation circuit. The increased copper recovery and
resultant production of approximately 25 000 t/a additional
mineral concentrate at a ﬁner particle size was determined to
exceed the existing 64-plate and frame ﬁlter MSPR, with an
additional 40-plate and frame ﬁlter included in the design to
meet IRP and future concentrate production output.

CONCLUSIONS
The installed 2008 Phu Kham 12 Mt/a concentrator was
a compromise between a high-recovery but high-capital
intensity design, and a lower-recovery but technically
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TABLE 8
Phu Kham increased recovery project plant trial results.
Preliminary trails

Trial 1: 15 January 2012

Trial 2: 27 January 2012

Baseline

Increased
recovery project

Difference

Baseline

Increased
recovery project

Difference

Rougher recovery (%)

83

92

+9

76

88

+12

Overall copper recovery (%)

71

79

+8

68

79

+11

Overall gold recovery (%)

48

66

+19

45

56

+11

Concentrate grade (%)

22.1

24.1

+2.0

24.2

24.8

+0.6

Variability trails

Trial 3: 21 March 2012
Baseline

Trial 4: 24 April 2012

Increased
recovery project

Difference

Baseline

Increased
recovery project

Difference

Rougher recovery (%)

87

93

+6

81

87

+6

Overall copper recovery (%)

81

87

+6

75

80

+5

Overall gold recovery (%)

40

53

+13

36

56

+20

Concentrate grade (%)

25.7

23.8

-2.0

25.5

21.7

-3.8

100.0
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FIG 20 - Phu Kham cleaner circuit chalcopyrite recovery by particle class and size.
low-risk and low-capital intensity design suitable for the
prevailing low copper price market. The chosen selective
rougher ﬂotation design was driven by the complex and
highly variable mineralogy particularly in the transition ore
zones, and high pyrite content. Over 90 per cent of pyrite is
required to be rejected in order to produce a ﬁnal concentrate
of over 23 per cent copper.
The optimisation of the Phu Kham ﬂow sheet has been driven
by low copper and gold recoveries and the requirement to
maximise copper production by increasing plant throughput.
Flotation circuit improvements and debottlenecking projects
including additional roughing capacity and cleaner feed
scalping have increased copper metal production by 16 per
cent since 2009, while maintaining copper recovery at
maximum design throughput of 14 Mt/a.
The plant optimisation and development program and major
plant design at Phu Kham has been supported by extensive
mineralogy, mineral association, and mineral liberation data
from plant monthly composites and bench scale test products.

The collection and analysis of this data has revealed reasons
for copper and gold losses and mineral deportment, and
signiﬁcant opportunities for increasing recovery of copper
and gold have been identiﬁed.
In 2012, the operation will be upgraded and debottlenecked
to process a nominal throughput of 16 Mt/a with installation
of a second 13 MW ball mill, a 33 per cent increase in rougher
ﬂotation capacity, a 40 per cent increase in second cleaner
capacity, and 33 per cent increase in third cleaner capacity.
In 2013, the operation will increase total recovery of both
copper and gold by six per cent into ﬁnal concentrate by
increasing mass recovery into rougher concentrate, and
debottlenecking of rougher concentrate regrind, cleaning, and
ﬁnal concentrate dewatering plants.
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FIG 21 - Simplified Phu Kham process flow diagram including increased recovery project expansion.
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ABSTRACT
Lumwana is an open pit Copper mine located in the Northwestern Province of Zambia
approximately 80 km west from the provincial capital of Solwezi, approximately 300 km northwest
from the Copperbelt and 700 km northwest from the national capital of Lusaka. The mine has two
major Copper deposits: Malundwe and Chimiwungo. Copper mineralization includes Chalcopyrite,
Bornite and Chalcocite. In addition to Copper, these deposits also contain the undesirable element
Uranium contained in vein hosted and disseminated Uranite. The processing plant was designed using
conventional technologies: semi-autogenous grinding (SAG) and ball mill for grinding, and
mechanical cells for rougher and cleaner flotation. Soon after commissioning in early 2009, it was
recognised that two stages of conventional cleaning were unable to produce plant final Copper
concentrates with the desired Uranium grades. Studies have shown that a significant quantity of
liberated and fine Uranium particles (up to 80-90%) is recovered with the concentrate by entrainment.
Lumwana Operations sought the use of the Jameson Cell technology after observing successful
implementation at other sites in rectifying similar issues. In late 2009, Jameson Cell pilot-plant test
work was conducted at the site and this quickly led to the installation of a full-scale B5400/18 model
into the existing cleaner circuit. Inclusion of the Jameson Cell resulted in the plant being able to
effectively produce clean and saleable concentrate with Uranium contents consistently below
acceptable levels. Initially designed to be used as a cleaner scalper cell at the head of the existing
conventional cell circuit, subsequent operational issues with the existing recleaner cells forced
reconfiguration of the cleaner circuit and reintroduced the Jameson Cell for the recleaning duty. This
paper reports the Lumwana Operation from the first two years of operation where it struggled to
produce a saleable concentrate with Uranium grades below 150 ppm, which is the maximum
allowable limit set out in the smelting contracts, to steps taken in the subsequent years to implement a
satisfactory solution. The plant can now consistently produce a clean Copper concentrate with
Uranium grades well below 130 ppm and the overall improvements implemented at site have seen the
overall plant recovery improve by 1.3%.
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INTRODUCTION

Lumwana is an open pit Copper mine located in the Northwestern Province of Zambia
approximately 80 km west from the provincial capital of Solwezi, approximately 300 km northwest
from the Copperbelt and 700 km northwest from the national capital of Lusaka (Figure 1). The
Lumwana Project was developed by the former Canadian mining company Equinox Minerals Limited
(“Equinox”), through its Zambian subsidiary Lumwana Mining Company Limited. The mine was
commissioned in 2008 and commercial Copper production started in the second quarter of 2009. In
June 2011, Barrick Gold Corporation (“Barrick”) acquired Equinox whose primary asset was the
Lumwana Mine.

Figure 1 – Map of Africa and Zambia showing location of the Lumwana operation
The Lumwana mine contains two major Copper deposits: Malundwe and Chimiwungo, that
are hosted almost entirely within Muscovite-phlogopite-quartz-kyanite schists with disseminated
sulphides dominated by Chalcopyrite and Bornite (Davis et al., 2006). Malundwe, the smaller deposit,
was mined first and has high Copper grades along with Gold, Uranium and sporadic high Cobalt
grades. The Chimiwungo deposit is much larger in size but with lower Copper grades, high Cobalt
grade zones and Uranium mineralization (Davis et al., 2006). Mining of the Chimiwungo deposit
commenced in August 2012. The expected life of mine is 20 years for mining and 33 years for
processing.
The processing plant (Figure 2) was designed to treat 2,500 tonnes per hour (tph) of ore with
head grades between 0.4 to 0.6% Cu using a SAG mill (38’x18’, 18 MW) and ball mill (26’x40’, 16
MW) to produce a primary grind with D80 of 300 µm for subsequent flotation. The flotation circuit
consists of two parallel lines of seven 160 m3 Wemco cells for rougher flotation followed by two
stages of conventional cleaning using four 50 m3 Dorr-Oliver cells for the first stage of cleaning, three
50 m3 Dorr-Oliver as cleaner scavengers and five 17 m3 Dorr-Oliver for recleaning. A second ball
mill (13’x23’, 1.25 MW) is used to regrind the rougher (and cleaner scavenger) concentrate to a D80
of 106 µm for cleaning. The plant, commissioned in early 2009, is now treating a higher tonnage
(3,200 t/h) than the nameplate design. The Copper concentrate produced from the plant (typically
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between 35 to 45% Cu depending on Copper mineralogy) is sold to different smelters where the
maximum allowable Uranium limit in the contracts is 150 ppm.
This paper chronicles the Lumwana Operation from the first two years of operation where it
struggled to produce a saleable concentrate within the acceptable Uranium limits to steps taken in the
subsequent years to implement a solution.

Figure 2 – Flowsheet of the original design of the ore processing plant at Lumwana
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Several months into normal operation and following the commissioning of the concentrator it
was recognised that two-stages of conventional cleaning were unable to consistently produce final
plant Copper concentrates within the acceptable Uranium limits. Figure 3 shows the Uranium grade
of the plant final Copper concentrate and of the feed over the first two full years of operation from
2009 to 2011. Firstly, it shows that the level of Uranium in ore treated is extremely variable and can
be below 10 ppm, but can also be as high as 400 ppm. Similarly, the Uranium grades in the final
concentrate are just as variable and in many instances exceed the highest acceptable limit of 150 ppm.
‘Off spec’ concentrate need to be stockpiled and blended with the cleaner concentrates with lower
levels of Uranium. Figure 3(B) shows the Uranium grades in the final Copper concentrate is fairly
evenly spread across a wide range of values which highlights the poor ability of the plant to
consistently produce a clean concentrate and to effectively deal with the feed variations. Post July
2010, the Uranium grades in the feed appeared lower than the first year of operation but strangely, the
Uranium grade of the final Copper concentrate does not follow this trend and remained on the same
level which emphasises the inefficiency of the cleaning circuit to reject Uranium.
Uranium contained in the Lumwana deposit is mostly present as Uranite having particle sizes
as fine as 10 µm and is associated with the same lithology that hosts the Copper mineralization
(Smith, 2013). Mineralogical analysis and diagnostic tests on plant cleaner samples (from bench scale
flotation tests) have showed that the majority of the Uranium particles are very fine, liberated and are
admitted into the froth by entrainment. So in theory, much of the Uranium can potentially be rejected,
but the problem was that the conventional cleaner cells in the plant were ineffective in controlling
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entrainment, exacerbated by the changing amounts of Uranium in the ore. In fact, plant data (Figure
4) showed that the recleaner stage is totally inadequate as it did not appear to upgrade Copper, nor
reject any Uranium as evidenced by the fact that the Copper and Uranium grades in the first cleaner
concentrate and the recleaner (final plant) concentrate were similar in value.
A)

B)

Figure 3 – Uranium grade in the flotation feed and final Copper concentrate produced by the plant
over the first two years of operation
A)

B)

Figure 4 – Grade of Uranium in the plant cleaner and recleaner concentrate shown consecutive
months of operation. (A) Copper grade, (B) Uranium grade
Lumwana sought the use of the Jameson Cell technology to address its Uranium issue after
seeing the successful implementation at OZ Mineral’s Prominent Hill operation which produces high
grade and clean concentrate by rejecting the penalty element, Fluorine (Barns et al., 2009). Since then,
the Jameson Cell technology has been retrofitted to a number of Copper concentrators to solve
process challenges in existing conventional cleaner circuits (Araya et al., 2013). These include
PanAust’s Phu Kham operation in Laos as described by Bennett et al. (2012) and Newcrest’s Telfer
operation in Western Australia as described by Seaman et al. (2012). Other reasons for the success of
the Jameson Cell technology in these applications reflect its high productivity in a small footprint and
simple integration into an existing plant resulting in highly desirable minimal disruption to production

THE JAMESON CELL
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The Jameson Cell is a robust, efficient and innovative flotation technology driven by fluid
mechanics. Commercialised in the late 1980s, it has been continuously developed over two decades
and now has more than 320 installations worldwide across many industries including coal, base
metals, industrial minerals, potash and oil sands.
In a Jameson Cell feed slurry is first pumped through a restriction (the slurry lens orifice) to
create a high pressure jet which then enters a cylindrical device called a downcomer (Figure 5). The
jet of liquid first shears and then entrains air from the atmosphere. Removal of air into the jet causes a
vacuum to be generated inside the downcomer. When a hydraulic seal is formed at the bottom of the
downcomer, the vacuum causes a column of slurry to be drawn up inside the downcomer. The jet of
slurry plunges onto the liquid surface and the high kinetic energy of the jet then disseminate the
entrained air into very fine bubbles (Evans et al., 1995). In this zone, the high intensity of the system
creates a very favourable environment for the bubbles and particles to collide and attach. The air
bubbles and mineral particles move continuously down the downcomer before exiting into the tank.
The particle laden bubbles then float to the top to form the froth whilst the hydrophilic particles
remain in the pulp phase to be removed as tailings. To ensure consistent operation, tailings recycle is
employed. This dampens feed fluctuations to the cell allowing the downcomer to operate at a constant
feed pressure and flowrate (Cowburn et al., 2005). The high rate of mixing from the high pressure
slurry jet and the fact that the air is self-aspirated, allows the Jameson Cell to have no moving parts
other than the feed pump. No agitators or compressors are required.
Due to rapid kinetics and a separate contact zone in the downcomer, the tank is not sized for
residence time, so tank volumes tend to be very much smaller than equivalent capacity mechanical
and column cells (Harbort et al., 2003).

Figure 5 – The Jameson Cell showing downcomer (on left) and overall assembly in tank (on right)

JAMESON CELL PILOT PLANT TESTWORK
In late 2009, a Jameson Cell L500 pilot plant test rig was brought onto the site to allow
continuous test work to be conducted. This pilot plant (Figure 6) is a self-contained unit which has a
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100 mm diameter downcomer in a 500 mm diameter flotation tank, a washwater system, a pump box
incorporating the tailings recycle mechanism and a feed pump. The feed to the cell is a bleed stream
from the plant that can be varied from 3 to 8 m3/h of slurry to provide the desired quantity of tailings
recycle (30 to 80%) for testing. The control panel of the pilot unit has pressure gauges to measure feed
and vacuum, rotameters for controlling air and wash water flow rates and automatic control of cell
level and hence, control of the froth depth.

Figure 6 – Jameson Cell L500 pilot plant test rig at Lumwana site
The pilot-scale rig was operated in continuous mode to simulate Jameson Cell performance in
a full scale and the test campaign was carried out over a two-month period from November 2009 to
January 2010. Different streams within the cleaner circuit were investigated but the focus was on
treating the cleaner feed stream as it was envisaged that the Jameson Cell would be installed in a
cleaner scalper duty in the full-scale plant. The results in Figure 7 show that, firstly, the Jameson Cell
can produce the required final grade Copper concentrate (typically between 35 to 45% Cu depending
on mineralogy) in a single stage of flotation. Copper recovery ranged from 40 to 90% which was
controlled by the process variables and settings used in each test. The Copper grade/recovery curve is
flat across the entire recovery range indicating that the Copper minerals recovered must be well
liberated. The selectivity achieved between Cu and U recovery is rather impressive. It shows that 8090% of the Uranium in the cleaner feed stream can be rejected. The selectivity remains good even up
to a Copper recovery of around 80-90%, remembering again that this is achieved in a single stage of
flotation.
A)
B)
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Figure 7 – (A) Copper grade/recovery curve and (B) Copper/Uranium selectivity achieved by the
Jameson Cell pilot plant treating the cleaner feed stream

Figure 8 compares the Uranium grades of the Copper concentrate produced by the Jameson
Cell in a single stage of flotation versus two stages of conventional cleaning in the plant when treating
the same feed. The Copper grades in the concentrate are similar in both cases (not shown) but clearly,
the Jameson Cell is far superior in rejecting entrained particles of Uranite. Figure 8 also highlights the
fluctuating nature of Uranium grade in the cleaner feed stream which perhaps, explains the challenge
for the plant to be able to consistently produce ‘in spec’ concentrates. However, the Jameson Cell can
consistently produce a Copper concentrate with Uranium levels well below 130 ppm by effectively
removing the entrained fine and liberated Uranite particles. Tests showing Copper concentrates with
the higher Uranium grades, say above 100 ppm, in Figure 8 can be attributed to the remaining
Uranium that is locked within Copper mineral particles. Otherwise, Uranium grades in the Copper
concentrates are typically much lower (20-80 ppm).

Figure 8 – Uranium grade comparison for single stage Jameson Cell pilot plant versus two stage of
conventional cell cleaning in the plant
FULL SCALE JAMESON CELL INSTALLATION
The positive outcome of the pilot plant test work convinced Lumwana to purchase a full scale
Jameson Cell in May 2010. The location of the installed Jameson Cell is shown in Figure 9. A model
B5400/18 Jameson Cell (which is a 5.4 diameter circular cell with 18 downcomers) was appropriate
to treat the tonnage and volumetric flowrate of the cleaner feed stream and this cell was to be installed
at the head of the existing cleaner circuit (Figure 10). Lumwana chose an external engineering
company for drafting and designing the structure and layout but the project was managed in-house by
Lumwana site. The Jameson Cell was installed in a stand-alone structure next to the existing cleaner
circuit with the cell elevated to allow the concentrate produced from the Jameson Cell to gravity flow
to the existing final concentrate hopper and the tailings from the Jameson Cell to gravity flow into the
distribution box at the head of the plant cleaner circuit. The higher cost of elevating the cell was
offset by the lower operating and maintenance costs compared to pumping concentrate and tailings.
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Figure 9 – Flowsheet showing the inclusion of a Jameson Cell in a cleaner scalper duty at the head of
the existing circuit
A)

B)

Figure 10 - The full scale model B5400/18 Jameson Cell installed at Lumwana
Due to some minor problems on the project caused by third party contractors (relating to
logistics and local fabrication of parts), the installation of the cell was several months late and
commissioning of the Jameson Cell commenced in July 2011. This process is straightforward and
usually takes less than a week to complete but in this case, other issues arose which slowed progress.
On start-up, the feed pump delivered too high a feed pressure (200 to 220 kPa) and excessive
volumetric flow rate to the Jameson Cell. The pulley on the motor needed to be changed to reduce the
feed pressure back to the correct design value (150-160 kPa). The polyethylene pipes connecting the
Jameson Cell tails outlet to the External Recycle Mechanism (ERM) box, which controls tailings
recycle, was of the wrong schedule, i.e., too small an internal diameter, which restricted the flow of
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tailings from the Jameson Cell. The whole assembly had to be dismantled and pipe sections needed
re-working (ground out) to increase the diameter. Due to a design error by the engineering company
contracted to design the circuit, the concentrate pipes from the Jameson Cell tank outlets to the final
concentrate hopper were erroneously reduced to 150 mm when they should be 400 mm. This caused
the concentrate (which is frothy) produced by the Jameson Cell to back up into the launders. These
pipes were removed and replaced with the larger ones (400 mm). All these issues were quickly
resolved but the modifications required several months to rectify so the commissioning process took
much longer than expected and the Jameson Cell was not fully operational until August 2011.
On handover, the metallurgical performance of the full-scale Jameson Cell was fully assessed
by the operations personnel to see if it matched the performance demonstrated from the pilot plant test
work as assured by Xstrata Technology. Figure 11 compares the performance of the full scale
Jameson Cell to that of the pilot plant. Results are almost identical in terms of the Copper recovery
that can be achieved and more importantly, the excellent selectivity between Copper and Uranium.
A)

B)

Figure 11 – Comparison of metallurgical performance of the full scale Jameson Cell to the
pilot plant. (A) Copper grade/recovery, (B) Copper/Uranium selectivity
The high Copper recovery that the Jameson Cell is able to achieve while still being able to
reject Uranium (up to 80-90%) at the head of the cleaner circuit should significantly lessen the load in
the cleaner circuit downstream. Although the cleaner circuit is now treating a stream with higher
levels of U (tails from the Jameson Cell), it needs to recover much less Copper, and consequently it
can be pulled much more slowly, i.e. by increasing the froth depth and using less air, thereby allowing
the froth to drain more thoroughly which will decrease entrainment. The lower solids content of the
slurry feeding the conventional cleaner circuit will also be beneficial in reducing entrainment by
dilution cleaning. Figure 12 illustrates the Uranium grades in the Copper concentrate produced by the
Jameson Cell and the recleaner conventional cells over a two month period in 2011. These two
concentrates are combined to give the overall plant final concentrate which is also shown in the graph.
The figure on the right shows the whole data set: sorted based on frequency of occurrence, organized
in bins with sequential increments of 5 ppm and presented as cumulative distribution which is a
powerful tool to compare concentrates of different quality. A perfect flotation system would generate
a vertical line, meaning that 100% of the time the same U grade is achieved. Deviation from the
vertical line indicates less than perfect performance, which is more realistic, and the spread of the
probability distribution. In this case, it is highlighted the superior performance of the Jameson Cell
compared to the recleaner cell. The Jameson Cell curve has a much steeper slope meaning it can
produce Copper concentrates within a narrow range of Uranium grades. It can produce Copper
concentrates with Uranium grades below 100 ppm for about 90% of the time. In comparison, the
curve for the recleaner cell is very broad. The concentrate produced by the recleaner mechanical cells
is very high in Uranium and when combined with the clean low Uranium grade concentrate from the
Jameson Cell to give the final plant concentrate, the overall benefit provided by having a Jameson
Cell in the circuit is diminished.
A)
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Figure 12 – U grade of the Copper concentrate produced by the full scale Jameson Cell, the recleaner
cells and the combined plant final concentrate
(Note: The same data is presented as date [A] and cumulative frequency of occurrence [B])

The poor performance of the recleaner cells was identified as an operational issue long before
the Jameson Cell was installed. Essentially, the dart valves on this bank of cells do not function
properly so the froth depth and hence, pulling rate of these cells cannot be controlled. This in part
explains the lack of ability of these cells to reject Uranite, as shown in Figure 4 (for the original plant)
and Figure 12 (after the Jameson Cell was installed). Lumwana Operations management was initially
keen to remove this bank of recleaner cells from the circuit and as the installation of the Jameson Cell
was primarily intended to produce clean concentrate rather than to add more capacity, the logical
move was to re-allocate the duty of the Jameson Cell to recleaning (see Figure 13).

Figure 13 – Revised cleaner circuit flowsheet showing the Jameson Cell operating in the recleaner
duty. (Note: the original plant recleaner cells are taken offline)
An initial concern was whether this cleaner circuit configuration would affect the overall
plant recovery as the Jameson Cell was not originally intended to make the entire plant final
concentrate. With pipework in place to be able to change back the Jameson Cell to the cleaner scalper
duty if required, trials on this new circuit were commenced in early 2012. With the Jameson Cell now
treating the cleaner concentrate, it was shown to be able to consistently produce a very clean
concentrate, low in Uranium. Several weeks of continuous operation resulted in no detrimental effect
on the overall plant recovery indicating there was sufficient capacity in the installed Jameson Cell to
produce the entire plant concentrate. The plant team then decided to continue using the Jameson Cell
permanently in the recleaner duty.
Figure 14(A) shows the Uranium grades in the plant Copper concentrate from plant daily
samples collected in the first two years of normal operation (November 2009 to 2011), followed by
the period from then up to August 2013 when the Jameson Cell replaced the conventional recleaner
bank. There is clear reduction in the Uranium grade in the Copper concentrate after the Jameson Cell
was installed. Figure 14(B) shows the frequency distribution, i.e. a function that shows the number of
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observations within a defined interval, of the Uranium grades in the Copper concentrate for the two
separate periods (the frequency distribution after the Jameson Cell was installed is overlaid to the
graph shown in Figure 3(B)). The difference is impressive and shows a significant shift in the curve to
the left where the average Uranium grade in the Copper concentrate produced is now much lower (65
ppm compared to 85 ppm before the Jameson Cell was installed) and the narrowing of the distribution
and higher relative frequency around the average which means the plant is able to produce a lower
Uranium grade Copper concentrate more of the time. Also, the ‘tail’ on the right is reduced to zero
around 130 ppm which means the plant is always producing final grade Copper concentrate with
Uranium grades below this level. This is a vast improvement compared to the original two-stage
conventional cleaner circuit where the Uranium grades in the final Copper concentrate appeared to be
highly indiscriminate (as evidenced by the wide deviation around the average as shown in Figure
14(B)) and as random as the Uranium grades in the feed treated.
A)

B)

Figure 14 – Comparison of the Uranium grades in the plant final Copper concentrate for the periods
before and after installation of the Jameson Cell
Figure 15 shows the frequency distribution for Copper recovery in the plant for the periods
prior to and after the Jameson Cell was installed. It can be seen that statistically, the two periods form
two independent populations. The period after the Jameson Cell shows the average Copper recovery
has increased by 1.3%, which is significant. However, this improvement cannot be solely attributed
to replacing the conventional recleaner cell bank with a single Jameson Cell. The two years following
the introduction of the Jameson Cell has seen Lumwana Operations implement a number of process
improvement strategies including ways to achieve more consistent feed through the plant and reagentfocussed initiatives including trials and optimisation.

Figure 15 – Comparison of the overall plant Copper recovery for the periods before and after
installation of the Jameson Cell
CONCLUDING REMARKS
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In the first two years of operation, the Lumwana concentrator struggled to consistently
produce a saleable Copper concentrate with acceptable levels of Uranium below 150 ppm. The
initially installed two-stage conventional cleaner circuit was unable to handle the varying nature of
Uranium content in the ore treated and proved ineffective in rejecting fine Uranite particles. An urgent
solution was sought which commenced with Jameson Cell pilot plant testing at the plant site. The
results obtained confirmed that the majority of the Uranium (around 80-90%) enters into the froth by
entrainment and could be rejected to produce a high grade Copper concentrate with Uranium grades
well below the desired limits.
A full-scale Jameson Cell was purchased and installed in a cleaner scalper duty at the head of
the existing cleaner circuit. The Jameson Cell produced a very clean Copper concentrate consistently
low in Uranium and the performance of the full scale cell was identical to that shown during piloting.
However the poor performance of the recleaner conventional cells which produces a ‘dirty’
concentrate very high in Uranium diminished the overall benefit provided by the Jameson Cell and as
a consequence the circuit was altered. The recleaner bank was taken offline and the duty of the
Jameson Cell was changed to recleaning. This rearrangement has allowed the plant to consistently
produce a clean saleable final grade cleaner concentrate with Uranium grades averaging 65 ppm and
always below 130 ppm. While the Jameson Cell was specifically employed to solve a concentrate
grade issue at Lumwana rather than adding cleaning capacity, its installation and other initiatives
undertaken by site personnel over the past two years has seen recovery at the plant increase by 1.3%.
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DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE ASPECTS OF COAL FLOTATION –
EXPERIENCES WITH THE JAMESON CELL
L. Huynh, I. Kohli and D. Osborne
Xstrata Technology, Australia
H. De Waal, C. Walstra
Xstrata Technology, South Africa

ABSTRACT
Flotation is commonly used to treat fine coal (typically below 500 microns in size) and
is a complex, three-phase process that is controlled by factors which can be divided
into three facets: coal, chemistry and machine. It is most often used for treating
metallurgical coal fines where the value of the product can justify the added
treatment cost of cleaning and dewatering the product component. However,
because of improvements in flotation technology and the dewatering of both the
product and the tailings this avenue is becoming increasingly attractive for treating
thermal coals.
The Jameson Cell technology is an established robust and efficient high intensity
flotation technology which has been continuously developed and improved over two
decades. Its high capacity, small footprint and low maintenance requirements have
made it more or less a standard flotation technology in the Australian coal industry.
This paper will review how the fundamental characteristics of a flotation machine
translate to economic benefits. The performance of the Jameson Cell and continued
operational challenges of fine coal circuits will also be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Flotation is a complex multifaceted process that can be separated into three main
areas: the coal, the chemistry and the machine, as shown in Figure 1. To solve plant
issues it is important to understand how different factors within these areas affect and
control flotation performance for a particular system. Factors within the coal and
chemistry areas are dynamic and hence need to be dealt with by personnel on an
ongoing basis in normal plant operations. However, factors associated with the
machine are generally a characteristic of the machine type itself as this relates to the
fundamental design of the technology. One of the most important characteristics of
any flotation technology is air bubble generation and the size of air bubbles produced
as this controls flotation kinetics and also, it dictates the carrying capacity of the
machine. Another crucial component is how the machine effects collision and contact
between air bubbles and particles.
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Figure 1: Flotation ‘triangle’ showing the factors affecting performance.
The Jameson Cell technology was first introduced in the late 1980s to overcome the
design and operating inadequacies that were being experienced with column and
conventional flotation cells. From the first commercial installation at Mt Isa in 1989,
which was for sulphide treatment followed by the first coal installation at Newlands in
1990, it has been continuously developed and improved to improve performance and
make it more robust and easier to use. Over 150 Jameson Cells are now operational
in coal applications worldwide, with the current largest installation being at
Wesfarmer‟s Curragh Mine in Central Queensland which treats over 5 million tonnes
of coal fines per year using twelve cells. Long-established coal-producing countries
like Kazakhstan and South Africa are realising the benefits of the Jameson Cell over
conventional cells and emerging coal regions such as Mozambique and Mongolia are
now beginning to use the Jameson Cell for metallurgical coal applications.
The paper explains how fundamental characteristics of a flotation technology
translate into an economic advantage. The performance of the Jameson Cells and
ongoing operational challenges in flotation and fine coal circuits will also be
discussed.
JAMESON CELL PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The fundamentals of Jameson Cell operation have been previously described by a
number of other authors including Evans, Atkinson & Jameson (1993). To
summarise, in a Jameson Cell feed slurry is first pumped through a restriction (the
slurry lens orifice) to create a high pressure jet which then enters a cylindrical device
called a downcomer. The jet of liquid first shears and then entrains air from the
atmosphere. Removal of air into the jet causes a vacuum to be generated inside the
downcomer. When a hydraulic seal is formed at the bottom of the downcomer, the
vacuum causes a column of slurry to be drawn up inside the downcomer. The jet of
slurry plunges onto the liquid surface and the high kinetic energy of the jet then
disseminates the entrained air into very fine bubbles. In this zone, the high intensity
of the system creates a very favourable environment for the bubbles and particles to
collide and attach. The air bubbles and mineral particles move continuously down the
downcomer before exiting into the tank. The particle laden bubbles then float to the
top to form the froth whilst the hydrophilic rock and mineral particles remain in the
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pulp phase to be removed as tailings. To ensure consistent operation, tailings recycle
is employed. This dampens feed fluctuations to the cell allowing the downcomer to
operate at a constant feed pressure and flowrate. The high rate of mixing from the
high pressure coal laden slurry jet and the fact that the air is self aspirated, allows the
Jameson Cell to have no moving parts other than the feed pump. No agitators or
compressors are required.
Due to rapid kinetics and a separate contact zone in the downcomer, the tank is not
sized for residence time, so tank volumes tend to be very much smaller than
equivalent capacity mechanical and column cells.
BUBBLE SIZE
Flotation Kinetics
Bubble size is one of the most important factors in any flotation system as it has a
strong influence over flotation kinetics. Fine bubbles increase the flotation kinetics
across all particle sizes (Diaz-Penafiel & Dobby, 1994; Ahmed & Jameson, 1985),
and not just recovery of fine particles as has often been hypothesised. This is clearly
demonstrated in Figure 2 which shows the flotation rate of two different systems:
silica and pyrite particles, which are floated at three different bubble sizes. The
bubble sizes in this investigation (1 to 2 mm) are more or less the same as those
encountered in many current industrial machines. In coal flotation, fine bubbles also
improve separation as they intensify the difference in the kinetics of the coal from
non-coal particles, thus allowing concentrates with lower ash content to be produced
without loss in yield.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Rate constant as a function of particles size, for three bubble sizes at
constant Jg of 1.53 cm/s: (a) Silica and (b) Pyrite (from Diaz-Penafiel & Dobby,
1994).
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Carrying capacity
Bubble size dictates the carrying capacity of a flotation machine. Finer bubbles
increase the carrying capacity (often measured as the mass flow rate (tonne/h) of
concentrate per m2 of surface area of the flotation machine) as there is more bubble
surface area per volume of air added for particles to attach. Essentially, this means
that if two different types of flotation machine are used to float the same coal using
the same amount of air, the one generating air bubbles (measured as a distribution)
that is half the size of the other machine will have double the bubble surface area
available for flotation. This is therefore a very important consideration, especially for
coal feeds offering very high potential yields, i.e., up to 80-90% mass; so the more
bubble surface area that is available from the machine, the lower will be the crosssectional area required and fewer cells will be required to recover all the coal.
The Jameson Cell is able to produce fine bubbles via the shearing action of a
plunging jet (Evans, Jameson & Atkinson, 1992). It is this fundamental characteristic
that allows the Jameson Cell to float particles quickly, attain superior selectivity and
have high productivity (carrying capacity).
The air bubbles generated by the Jameson Cell are in the range of 300 to 700 μm
(Sauter mean diameter, D32) (Evans, Atkinson & Jameson, 1993). Figure 2 compares
the bubble size of a range of industrial mechanical and columns cells (Nesset, Finch
& Gomez, 2007) to that of the Jameson Cell (Osborne et al., 2013). All results
collated in Figure 2 were determined by the same bubble size measurement
technique as developed by McGill University and described by Chen, Gomez & Finch
(2001) and Gomez & Finch (2007).
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Figure 3: Bubble size as a function of Jg (superficial gas velocity, a
measure of air flow rate) for different flotation technologies.
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FROTH WASHING
A flotation technology that has froth washing capabilities has advantages over those
that do not, as froth washing is one of the most effective methods employed to
reduce entrainment thereby enabling concentrates with the lowest ash content to be
produced. The amount of wash-water used is therefore an important process variable
so the system must be able to be operated over the desired flowrate range for that
sized flotation cell based on the designed concentrate tonnages and solids content of
the concentrate. Wash-water addition is commonly measured as a ratio with the
water in the concentrate. A wash-water ratio of 1.0 means that, theoretically, all the
„dirty‟ water in the concentrate containing the entrained ash particles is replaced by
clean wash-water. In practice, the wash-water addition is dependent on the process
operation and in particular, factors such as the structure and stability of the froth
which in turn is influenced by factors such as particle size and hydrophobicity of the
particles recovered in the froth, and on frother concentration. A stable froth allows
froth washing to be effective in producing a clean concentrate without having a
detrimental effect on combustibles recovery.
Jameson Cells are installed with either wash-water ring or tray systems. Design
considerations include the hole size, distribution of the holes to ensure water is
spread across the entire surface of the flotation cell, placement of the system at an
appropriate distance above the cell lip, and most importantly, the robustness and
ease with which it can be maintained as the quality and cleanliness of the water used
for froth washing in most plants is often poor which can lead to frequent blockages.
PROJECT ECONOMICS
To be of value for any project the fundamental characteristics of a flotation machine
must translate into actual economical benefits. Common measures are capital,
operating and maintenance costs. Capital costs must not only include the flotation
machine, but also auxiliary equipment (such as pumps, blowers and compressors),
structure, piping, civil works and electrical items. Table 1 lists summarises the
fundamental characteristics and cost components associated with different flotation
technologies.
Table 1: Fundamental characteristics and cost components of different
flotation technologies.

Component

Jameson Cell

Column Cell

Conventional Cell

0.3 – 0.7 mm

2 – 3 mm

1 – 2 mm

Carrying capacity

High

Low

Low

Mixing intensity

High

Low

Medium

Fundamental
Bubble Size
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Capital Costs

Equipment

Single cells.
Numbers of cells as
required to suit
tonnage and flows

Structure & Civil Works

Cell sits on a steel
structure at a high
level to allow
concentrate and tails
to gravity flow. Small
volume tanks.
Integrated into plant.

Auxiliary Equipment

Feed pump.

Single cells. Numbers of
cells as required to suit
tonnage and flows.
Due to big volume and
weights, need large
amount of concrete and
foundations for structural
support.
Need to sit outside plant
due to large heights
(10 -17 m).
Air Compressors and/or
recirculation pumps.
May need feed pump.

Installed in banks.
Number of banks
as required to suit
tonnage and flows.
Requires large
footprint.
Integrated into
plant.
Agitators and
Blowers. May need
feed pump.

Operating Costs

Power

Feed pump.

Reagents

Air compressors and
recirculating pumps.
Feed pump.

Agitators, rotors
and blowers. Feed
pump.

Same across different technology

Maintenance Costs

Labour

Low. No moving
parts.

Medium/high. No moving
parts but spargers and
compressors to
maintain.

Wear part/spares
replacements

Highest wear part
(slurry lens orifice)
lasts 10 years in
operation.

Variable. Spargers may
need replacing 6 months
to 5 years depending on
the column technology
used.

High. Rotors,
stators and motors
to maintain.
Variable. Rotors
and stators may
need replacing 2 - 4
years depending on
the make and
model of cell.

Jameson Cells are generally very cost-competitive in most cost components as the
only auxiliary equipment required is a feed pump so the tie-in to a plant is simple and
power use is low. The cell has no moving parts making it easy to operate and with
minimal spares requirement it is also economical to maintain.
JAMESON CELL PERFORMANCE
The Jameson Cell has become a standard in the Australian coal industry as it has
been proven to be able to consistently produce low ash concentrates and achieve
high combustibles recovery whilst being tolerant of commonly encountered variations
in feed type and quality variations (Harbort, Manlapig & Jackson, 1992; Atkinson,
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Conway & Jameson, 1993; Manlapig et al., 1993). There are over a hundred
Jameson Cells installed in the coking coal region of the Bowen Basin in Central
Queensland (Figure 4) and also in the Hunter Valley region of New South, where
thermal coal preparation plants are more dominant.

Figure 4: Jameson Cell installations in the Bowen Basin region of
Central Queensland, Australia.
Jameson Cells are designed to be able to operate across the entire ash/yield curve
for any coal type treated as demonstrated in Figure 5. The solid line is a coal
characterisation test, such as the „tree flotation test‟ (ISO 8858-2) widely used in
Australia, or the „release analysis‟ (ISO 8858-1) which is perhaps more commonly
used in other regions of the world. The data points shown in Figure 4 come from
operating shift samples collected from a plant over a six month period. The points
overlap the characterisation curve indicating the Jameson Cell is producing a
concentrate with the desired or expected, ash content. The large variations in
combustible recovery are due to operation of the cell. The low combustibles range is
probably due to insufficient reagent additions but clearly, high combustibles recovery,
at the knee of the curve, is possible if the process is properly optimised.
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Figure 5: Jameson Cell performance from an operating plant showing its
ability to operate across the entire ash-yield curve.
It is important for coal preparation plant operators to be trained to understand that
flotation needs to be treated differently to gravity concentration processes because it
is based on surface properties of coal and non-coal particles, so reagents are
essential to the process. Collectors are necessary to render the coal particles
hydrophobic. Too little and some coal particles will not float and too much will result
in reduced selectivity leading to a concentrate with a higher than desired ash content.
Frothers have a completely different function. They are required to prevent the
bubbles generated from a flotation machines from coalescing. Regardless of the
technology used, frothers should be used at dosages above the critical concentration
of coalescence (CCC), as this is the minimum concentration required to prevent
coalescence (Finch, Nesset & Acuna, 2008).
The graph in Figure 6 shows bubble size as a function of frother concentration for the
commonly used MIBC (methyl isobutyl carbinol) where the CCC is about 15 ppm.
Whilst the CCC is a property of the frother, the actual minimum bubble size
generated is dependent on the machine as shown in Figure 3. In operation, the use
of reagents should always be investigated ahead of process parameters such as air
flowrate and froth depth as these variables are secondary to controlling performance
compared to reagents. In addition, froth washing should only be used if target
concentrate quality cannot be achieved. It is not mandatory to the flotation process
itself but simply an additional tool, albeit an extremely effective one, that can be
utilised purely for controlling concentrate grade.
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Figure 6: Bubble size as a function of frother concentration (Zou, 2010).
When a Jameson Cell is optimised with respect to the three facets shown in Figure 1,
very consistent performance can be produced as shown in Figure 7. The data used
in this example are from a plant performance survey carried out at the Goonyella
(1,800 tonne/h plant)) coking coal operation in Central Queensland and owned by
BHP Billiton Mitsubishi Alliance (BMA) (Caretta, Graham & Dawson, 1997). The
graph shows a comparison of the performance of the Jameson Cell with the original
mechanical cell circuit it replaced and illustrates that the Jameson Cell can
consistently produce a lower ash concentrate at a high combustible recovery. In
comparison, the mechanical cells produced a higher ash product and the scatter in
the data indicates more inconsistent performance. In this plant, replacement of the 32
mechanical cells with 8 Jameson Cells contributed to an overall plant yield increase
of ~3.5% and was reported to have led to production records (Caretta, Graham &
Dawson, 1997).
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Figure 7: Full scale Jameson Cell performance at BMA’s Goonyella mine
compared to old mechanical (Wemco) cell circuit.
CHALLENGES IN COAL FLOTATION AND FINE COAL PROCESSING
As mentioned earlier, the flotation machine is only one of three facets important to
the overall process, but it tends to be the one that often receives the most attention,
so it is often blamed when performance of the fines circuit is poor. However, the
variability of the coal feed and flotation reagent control are two factors which are
perhaps surprisingly often overlooked.
The greater the number of different coal seams and/or sources that are treated, the
more challenging is the task of achieving effective flotation and the targeted qualities
and recoveries. Operators must therefore be properly trained to respond to changes
in tonnage, particle size distribution and flotation behaviour of the different coal types
and make the necessary adjustments to reagent dosages and process variables to
optimise performance. Also the provision of adequate sampling facilities and effective
controls for reacting to changes that are occurring will make the operation much
more capable of achieving expected outcomes.
In many plants, monitoring of flotation performance is irregular and often a „knee-jerk‟
change is made when performance has clearly deteriorated. Furthermore, in many
plants it may be very difficult and sometimes impossible to conduct surveys because
sample points do not exist for the feed, concentrate and tailings. Even in the more
modern (recently built) plants, the flotation feed often cannot be easily collected as it
usually consists of more than one stream which flows by gravity into a large
inaccessible collecting sump. In several Jameson Cell installations, operators have
often been observed to unknowingly collect the downcomer feed, and use the result
from a “rapid ash” analysis together with a two-product formula to calculate yield and
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combustibles recovery. This is erroneous as the downcomer feed is an internal
stream. Sampling points are an essential part of good design practice of the fines
circuit.
Even though flotation is the „separation process‟, the overall fines circuit performance
is often dictated by concentrate and/or tailings dewatering or treatment capacity as
this often proves to be the bottleneck in the process. Many flotation circuits have to
be „scaled back‟ to suit the capacity of the dewatering device leading to large losses
in coal fines which in turn may then lead to issues in the tailings thickener. Another
area to address is the type of dewatering device used for concentrate dewatering.
The technology chosen needs to carefully consider the particle size and type of coal
treated and not use capital cost as the driver for decisions. Many flotation feeds are
becoming much finer in size distribution and therefore the demands in the flotation
technology increase. Jameson Cells have been applied effectively to raw coal tailings
streams with D80 (80% passing) values of as low as 50 microns. Clearly, such
challenges can only be met by flotation processes that offer very small bubble sizes.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Jameson Cell is a proven, robust and efficient high intensity flotation technology
that has been continuously developed and improved over two decades. It is already
regarded as a standard in the Australian coal industry and interest is growing in many
other coal producing countries. In the coal industry, flotation continues to be a
challenge in many coal preparation plants as it does not „fit‟ into what is essentially a
gravity separation flowsheet. Operators need to have a sound understanding of the
flotation process in order to trouble-shoot and optimise the performance of the whole
plant. The importance of reagents to the flotation process has to be realised. Fines
circuit operation continues to be an ongoing challenge for coal producers and in too
many plants, concentrate dewatering is a bottleneck preventing flotation circuits to be
operated to their full potential.
Until such time that all the levers available for the flotation circuit can be fully
controlled and measured, the expectancy of adding a desired flotation concentrate
component to the product will not be realised. It is therefore essential to focus on
flotation as the first priority and ensure that the feed can be controlled and
concentrate and tailing treatment are both adequately catered for.
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Two decades of Jameson Cell installations in coal
Dave Osborne1, Le Huynh1, Ishant Kohli1, Michael Young1 and Frank Mercuri2
1 Xstrata Technology, Brisbane, QLD, Australia
2 Xstrata Coal, Brisbane, QLD, Australia
ABSTRACT
Jameson Cell technology was first introduced in the late 1980s to overcome the design and operating inadequacies of
column and conventional flotation cells. From the first commercial base metals installation at Mt Isa in 1989 followed by the
first coal installation at Newlands in 1990, it has been continuously developed and improved to make it more robust and easier
to use. There are now over 320 units installed in a wide range of applications and industries of which about 45% are employed
for coal. The latest designs combine the original advantages of high productivity and small footprint with significantly reduced
maintenance costs and much more operator-friendly features. This paper will describe the development of the Jameson Cell
technology over two decades and drivers for changing circuit configurations from 2-stage to single stage and then back to 2stage over the years. Although most Jameson Cell installations are currently utilised for recovery of metallurgical coal, there
are a growing number of applications emerging for treating ultrafine thermal coal, many with high raw coal ash contents,
predominantly clay. The paper will also describe recent pilot-scale test work and the results obtained from this to support the
commercial scale project.

Keywords: Jameson Cell, Coal, Flotation, Frother
1. Introduction
The Jameson Cell is a fundamentally different flotation
technology to mechanical and column cells, having been
invented by Prof Graeme Jameson at the University of
Newcastle in NSW. They were first tested and
commercially installed in a coal washing plant at Xstrata
Coal’s Newlands mine (Jameson et al., 1991). The fines
stream was cyclone overflow material which was
previously discarded (minus 20-25 microns in particle size
with 15 to 50% ash content). Pilot plant testing showed it
was possible to achieve greater than 90% combustibles
recovery with a product target of 10% ash. This led to the
installation of the first generation full scale, Mark I
Jameson Cells in 1990. These cells were in continuous
operation for over 15 years until a new washing plant was
built to replace the old plant in 2006. The new plant also
uses Jameson Cells and has four new B6000/20 model
Mark III cells installed. Following the initial Newlands
installation, many sites have tested the technology which
was shown to consistently produce low ash concentrates
and achieve high combustibles recovery whilst being
forgiving to variations in feed ash (Harbort et al., 1992;
Atkinson et al., 1993; Manlapig et al., 1993). BHP Coal’s
(now BHP Billiton Mitsubishi Alliance - BMA) Goonyella
1,800 tph coking coal operation in Central Queensland
tested the advanced flotation technologies and subsequently
replaced the entire 32 mechanical (Wemco) cell circuit with
8 Jameson Cells operating in a 2-stage configuration
(Caretta et al., 1997). Figure 1 compares the performance
of the Jameson Cells at this plant after commissioning to
the old mechanical cell circuit. The ability of the Jameson
Cell to consistently deliver a low ash product at high
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combustibles recoveries contributed to an overall plant
yield increase of ~3.5% and led to production records.

Figure 1: Full scale Jameson Cell performance at
Goonyella mine compared to old mechanical (Wemco)
cell circuit
Amongst the key benefits is froth washing and the
simplicity afforded by the Jameson Cell, it being easy to
operate and maintain; with no moving parts, and needing no
auxiliary equipment except for the feed pump. Over 150
Jameson Cells are now operational on coal worldwide, the
current largest installation being at Wesfarmer’s Curragh
Mine in the Bowen Basin of Central Queensland which
treats over 5 million tonnes of coal fines per year using only
twelve cells. Long-established coal producing countries like
Kazakhstan are also realising the benefits of the Jameson
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Evolution of Jameson Cell Circuit Designs

The first generation of Jameson Cell coal plant
installations in Australia in the early 1990s were all 2-stage
designs with primary and secondary cells producing
separate concentrates that were combined to give the final
product. These circuits generally operated well but flotation
performance was often affected by wide variations in feed
volumetric flow rate to the flotation circuit. This was
usually because fluctuation in the flow rate and feed
pressure resulted in inconsistent air entrainment and
hydrodynamic mixing inside the downcomer. This was
overcome in the mid-1990s with the incorporation of
tailings recycle into the circuit design. Although originally
designed to dampen feed flow fluctuations, by employing
higher tailings recycle of between 40-50% and reducing the
fresh feed flow rate, it was observed that cell recovery was
improved which enabled a single Jameson Cell to achieve
a similar level of combustibles recovery as some 2-stage
circuits (Figure 4). These single stage cells are therefore
typically designed to operate with a lower fresh feed flow
rate and higher tailings recycle of about 40-50%. In
metallurgical coal applications the number of single-stage
cells required to achieve high yields (up to 85-90%) at the
required quality must ensure adequate carrying capacity
(bubble surface area). An equivalent 2-stage circuit would
use the same number of cells as the single stage
arrangement but the cells will be installed in series rather
than in parallel and will operate at much lower tailings
recycle (10-20%). In this type of circuit, the purpose of the
tailings recycle is to simply dampen fresh feed fluctuations.
The obvious attraction of the single stage flotation circuit is
the reduced capital and operating cost as it can be designed
using minimal feed sumps and pumps. For example, for
two cells in a parallel circuit, only a single feed sump and a
single feed pump are required, whereas for an equivalent 2stage circuit, 2 sumps and 2 (smaller) pumps are required.
However, the level of saving is diminished as the size of the
circuit increases because 2-stage circuits with more than 2
cells can also make use of common sumps and larger feed
pumps as the feed for each stage primary and secondary
stage can also be split between two or more cells.

Figure 4: Flotation performance of single stage versus
2-stage Jameson Cell circuit.

From 1995 onwards, all Jameson Cell installations were
single stage circuits with 40-50% tailings recycle. Over the
years, many operations have experienced frothing issues in
the plant caused by residual frother in the recirculated
tailings thickener overflow water. This issue is complex
and the effects experienced at each site are varied and often
require individual solutions. The sensitivity of the overall
plant to residual frother is also dependent on how quickly
water is reused, the design of the water circuit and the
reagent combinations used throughout the plant. Common
problems experienced include instability in dense medium
circuits through air entrainment, dewatering limitation due
to froth handling constraints and water clarification issues.
However, the impact of lowering frother dosage to the
flotation recovery in single stage circuits is severe as
demonstrated in Figure 5. At this metallurgical coal
operation, combustibles recovery was poor at 35-45% and
well below the knee of the curve generated from a standard
coal characterisation test (black line) when the frother
concentration was 9 ppm. Altering froth depth, air flow
rate and washwater flow rate had negligible impact on the
recovery. However, when the frother dosage was increased
to 14 ppm, the combustibles recovery dramatically
increased to 75 to 82%, reaching the maximum at the knee
of the curve.

Figure 5:
Effect of frother dosage on flotation
performance
The reason for the dramatic change in combustibles
recovery shown in Figure 5 can be explained as follows. In
single stage circuits, whether a Jameson Cell or a column
cell is used, the carrying capacity of the cell is entirely
dependent on that cell being able to produce sufficient
bubble surface area required to float all the coal. For any
type of flotation machine, maximum bubble surface area
can only be achieved if sufficient frother is added to
prevent coalescence. The minimum concentration required
for this is called the Critical Concentration of Coalescence
(CCC) and is characteristic for each type of frother. Figure
6 shows the change in bubble size with frother dosage for
MIBC, the most commonly used frother in coal flotation.
The CCC for MIBC is around 15 ppm.
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of this cell can
n be used too float additio
onal coal in the
Warkworth opeerations in NS
SW,
seccondary cells. RTCA’s1 W
Au
ustralia have reconfigured thhe Jameson Cells
C
to operatte in
2-sstages and haave reported aan improvem
ment in yield and
hig
gher concentrrations of frrother can be
b used withhout
exccessive frothing occurring (Lambert an
nd Revell, 20008).
Neew installatio
ons such as Yancoal’s Moolarben
M
plant
(NSW) and RT
TCA’s Kestrell (QLD) havee also chosenn 2staage flotation ciircuits.

Fig
gure 6:
B
Bubble size as a functtion of frotther
con
ncentration (Z
Zou, 2010)

There are opportunities
o
for washing plants operatting
witth single staage flotation circuits to be
b retrofittedd to
beccome 2-stage circuits.
AAMC’s2 German Crreek
opeerations (QLD
D) recently innstalled a sing
gle Jameson Cell
C
as a secondary stage to treatt the tails fro
om two Microocel
he footprint was
w
uniits operating in parallel (FFigure 8). Th
sm
mall and installlation was sttraightforward
d because of the
sim
mple tie-ins and no othe
her auxiliary equipment was
w
req
quired other th
han the feed puump.

While the frrother dictatess the concentrration it mustt be
useed in the flotaation process; it is the flotattion machine tthat
con
ntrols the minnimum bubble that can be generated.
g
Figgure
7 compares thee bubble sizze of differeent technologgies:
meson, mechaanical and coolumn cells, are
a included aas a
Jam
fun
nction of the ssuperficial gass velocity, Jg (a
( measure off air
flow rate). The fine bubbles generated
g
by the
t Jameson C
Cell
00-600 microons) explain why it can
n achieve faaster
(30
flotation kineticcs and has higher
h
carryin
ng capacity, and
theerefore producctivity, when compared wiith the other cell
typ
pes.

Fig
gure 8: Receently installedd Jameson Cell
C (left) nexxt to
two column cellls at AAMC’ s German Crreek operatioon

4. Challenges in coal flotation and
a
fine coal
processin
ng
Fig
gure 7: Bubb
ble size as a function
f
of Jg (measure off air
flow rate) for d
different flotaation technollogies (Nesset
et et
al.,, 2007; Gomeez, 2012, Zou,, 2010)
An impractiical solution too the frother problem
p
might
ht be
to design the enntire washing plant to inco
orporate separrate

Flotation is a physio-chem
mical separatio
on process annd is
diffferent to otheer unit operattions in a coal washing plant
wh
hich all emp
ploy gravity based techn
niques to efffect
sep
paration. Flotation is a coomplex 3-phase system thaat is
con
ntrolled by many
m
factors w
which can be categorised into
i
1
2

RTCA
R
is Rio Tinto
T
Coal Auustralia
AAMC
A
is Anglo American M
Metallurgical Coal
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three facets: cooal characteristics, chemisstry impacts and
maachine charactteristics (Figurre 9).

con
nsider the parrticle size andd type of coaal treated and not
usee capital cost as
a the driver ffor decisions.

5. Bulga Pillot Plant
Flotation hass been traditioonally used as
a a beneficiattion
pro
ocess for treaating coal finees but in the past it has been
b
maainly used fo
or metallurgiccal coal. How
wever, in Soouth
Affrica there has been a num
mber of flotaation installatiions
aim
med at recoverring saleable tthermal coal from
f
raw tailiings
thaat would otherwise be disccharged as waaste. These have
h
had
d mixed success because ccoals from th
his region are not
reaadily floated, but
b they have also demonsttrated the paraallel
neeed for selectin
ng effective ddewatering cirrcuits for treatting
thee clean coal co
oncentrates (PPower, 2010).

Fig
gure 9: Fllotation ‘triaangle’ showiing the facttors
afffecting perforrmance
The flotationn machine is only
o
one facett important to the
oveerall process, but seems too get the mostt attention andd is
often blamed whhen performannce of the finees circuit is pooor.
Ho
owever, the variability of the
t coal and flotation reaggent
con
ntrol are two factors whichh perhaps is surprisingly
s
offten
oveerlooked. T
The greater thhe number of different ccoal
seaams and sourcces that are treated, the mo
ore challengingg is
thee task of achiieving effectiive flotation and the targeeted
quaalities and rrecoveries. Operators
O
mu
ust therefore be
traiined to respoond to changges in tonnag
ge, particle ssize
disstribution andd flotation behaviour of th
he different ccoal
typ
pes and makke the necessary adjustm
ments to reaggent
dossages and proccess variabless to optimise performance.
p
In many plannts, monitorinng of flotation
n performanc e is
when
irreegular and often a ‘knee--jerk’ changee is made w
perrformance haas clearly deeteriorated. Furthermore,, in
maany plants it may be im
mpossible to conduct survveys
beccause sample points do not exist for the feed, concentrrate
and
d tailings. E
Even in the more
m
modern
n (recently buuilt)
plaants, the flotaation feed cannnot be easily
y collected aas it
usu
ually consistss of more thaan one stream
m which gravvity
flows into a laarge collectinng sump. In Jameson C
Cell
many operatioons unknowin
ngly collect the
insstallations, m
dow
wncomer feedd, and use thhe result from
m a “rapid aash”
anaalysis and the two-product formula to caalculate yield and
com
mbustibles reccovery. This is
i erroneous as the downcom
mer
feeed is an internnal stream. Sam
mpling pointss are thereforee an
esssential part of good design of
o the fines cirrcuit.

Xstrata Tech
hnology togethher with Xstraata Coal has been
b
dev
veloping the flowsheet
f
for a Jameson Cell installationn to
treat thermal coal at Bulga m
mine near Brok
ke in NSW. This
T
plaant will eventu
ually treat nattural raw coal tailings and also
a
taillings recovereed from nearbby tailings po
onds that conntain
an estimated 3M
Mt of recoverabble coal.
The plant washes
w
as manny as 12 coall seams and coal
c
sou
urced from both open-ppit and undeerground minning
opeerations with a flotation feeed ash varyin
ng from 30-655%.
It is challenging
g for any techhnology to make
m
a consistent
w such a laarge variation in feed.
quaality product with
A Jameson Cell flotationn pilot plant was
w operated onsitee to provide the necessary
ry design info
ormation for the
plaant extension. The pilot pla
lant flotation testwork show
wed
con
nsistently hig
gh recoveries from the thermal coal feeed,
ach
hieving 70 to 90% combusstible recoverry with 8 to 12%
1
ash
h in the produ
uct. The moree oxidised coal types requiired
inccreased collecctor additionss to achieve acceptably high
h
reccoveries.
The pilot plaant was configgured with tw
wo L500 Jameeson
celll units arrang
ged in series to simulate full scale designn of
thee flotation circcuit to be inst
stalled in futurre. A layout of
o a
pro
oposed full scale
s
Jamesonn Cell installlation is shoown
bellow in Figurre 10. This compact deesign allows for
insstallation of th
he flotation pllant efficiently
y in a brownffield
exp
pansion. Variious dewaterinng and other treatment
t
optiions
hav
ve been co
onsidered forr this plantt including the
com
mbination off screen-bowll and Centrib
baric units with
w
sub
bsequent briqu
uetting of the higher value products. Thhese
equ
uipment itemss will also bee tested with the pilot-plannt to
asccertain their suitability
s
andd once this work is compleeted
this flotation cirrcuit will be designed as a “standard” for
b
futture Xstrata Coal wasshing plants treating both
meetallurgical and thermal coaal types.

Even thoughh flotation iss the separatiion process, the
oveerall fines ccircuit perform
mance is offten dictated by
con
ncentrate dew
watering capaccity as this offten proves too be
thee bottleneck inn the process. Many flotattion circuits hhave
to be ‘scaled baack’ to suit thhe capacity of the dewaterring
vice leading too large losses in coal fines which
w
then caause
dev
issu
ues in the taillings thickeneer. Another area
a
to addresss is
thee type of ddewatering device
d
used for concentr
trate
dew
watering. Thhe technologgy chosen needs to carefu
fully
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will result in more new models and circuit designs and the
incorporation of desirable features such as on-line analysis,
designed-in slurry samplers, reagent sensors, etc.
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Figure 10: Layout of six B6500/24 model Jameson Cells
(Footprint = 22 x 26m; Height = 17m)
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enable changes to be made to operating conditions and
early indications of deviations from quality and recovery
targets.
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Xstrata Technology (XT) has built up a strong team of
designers, engineers and process specialists and as a result,
has continuously improved the technology over two
decades whilst still maintaining close association with its
inventor and his team of scientists. Such relationships are
rare in process engineering and in addition XT is not just an
equipment supplier, their modus operandi being to develop
technology ‘partnerships’ with clients which include not
only coal users, but process engineers and designers
working in base metals, industrial minerals and a variety of
other applications. Therefore, this is a unique situation
where knowledge transfer from all sources is passed on to
all users. There is little doubt that further improvements
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Responding to the Challenge –
Necessity Driving Circuit Change
A Taylor1, V Lawson2 and R Barrette3
ABSTRACT
Over the last year at Clarabelle Mill, three circuit reconﬁgurations were implemented. One circuit
reconﬁguration, ‘A Cleaning’, was initiated due to a furnace failure at the smelter complex, and
two of the circuit reconﬁgurations, ‘increased copper (Cu) separation’ and the ‘Interim IsaMill™
circuit’, were seen as opportunities to increase cash ﬂow through the mill. A Cleaning and the
Interim IsaMill™ circuit took advantage of engineering design already completed for a major
capital project. The engineering for each was modiﬁed, as needed, and construction of the required
portions of the capital project was fast tracked. The increased Cu separation circuit change used
existing test and plant equipment to increase the plant Cu concentrate production. Implementation
of the projects required teams that included operations, maintenance, technical support, project
management and capital project resources. This paper discusses the business reasons driving the
changes and the forethought or synergies with other work, which made them a success, and what
was learned through each project.

INTRODUCTION
Vale is the world’s second largest diversiﬁed mining
company; having interests in iron mining and production,
base metal mining and ﬁnishing, logistics, fertilisers as well
as in the energy sector. Vale has production plants and assets
in 38 countries worldwide, employing approximately 119 000
people. Clarabelle Mill is part of Vale’s nickel business within
the Ontario Operations of the North Atlantic business group.
Ontario Operations includes mines, a mill, smelter, matte
processing plant, nickel reﬁnery and a cobalt/precious metals
reﬁnery.
Clarabelle Mill is located in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada
(approximately 350 km north of Toronto) on the southwest
rim of the Sudbury basin, a meteoric impact crater that is
62 km long and 30 km wide. The result of the meteoric impact
was concentrated nickel (Ni), copper (Cu) and platinum
group metal (PGM) orebodies in the outer perimeter of the
basin, described in more detail by Hanley (1957). Clarabelle
Mill currently processes the 80 to 90 orebodies that are mined
at Vale’s six operating mines in the Sudbury basin. Toll ores
are also received from two KGHM (formerly QuadraFNX)
mines at the mill.
The mill, commissioned in 1971, was originally built as
one of four mills operated by then Inco Limited. Between the
late 1970s and the early 1990s process changes were made to
consolidate the Sudbury Operations milling processes into
a single operating mill – Clarabelle Mill. In 1990, a semiautogenous grinding (SAG) mill was installed, resulting in
peak mill throughput of 11.9 million short tons per annum
(Mst/a). In 1992, typical throughputs were ~10 Mst/a. Mill
average feed grades through the 1990s and into the early
2000s were 1.4 per cent Cu and 1.2 per cent Ni.

There are two ﬂow sheets for Clarabelle Mill that are
central to this paper. The current ﬂotation ﬂow sheet and
the challenging ore recovery (CORe) ﬂow sheet, which will
be fully commissioned by spring 2013. The next two sections
of the paper are descriptions of these ﬂow sheets. Both
ﬂotation circuits are designed to create four product streams:
Cu concentrate, Ni concentrate, Po tails and rock tails. Cu
concentrate is sold to market. Ni concentrate is processed
thought the Ontario Operations to produce ﬁnished Ni and
Co and produce a PGM concentrate to be further processed
in other Vale operations. The Po tails are acid generating tails
and are disposed of in the tailings area. Rock tails are used for
mine backﬁll and tailings damn construction, as well as other
tailings management processes.

Current circuit configuration
Clarabelle Mill receives run-of-mine ore by truck and railcar
into the tipple bin, a subsurface storage bin. Clarabelle has
a conventional crushing process as well as a SAG grinding
circuit. The ﬂow sheet for the crushing and grinding process
is described by Bom et al (2009). Primary ball mill cyclone
overﬂow reports to the ﬂotation circuit (Figure 1).
The feed to the mill is a combination of three sulﬁde minerals:
chalcopyrite (Cp), pentlandite (Pn) and pyrrhotite (Po), with
the balance being siliceous rock. Pyrrhotite is an iron sulﬁde
ﬂoatable gangue, of which there are two crystal structures
(monoclinic and hexagonal) present within the Sudbury ores,
making it a more complex ore to deal with. Monoclinic Po is
magnetic, and is essentially the only magnetic material in the
ore, which historically drove the use of magnetic separators to
separate this portion of the Po into a magnetic ﬂotation feed.

1. Senior Engineer Metallurgy, Vale Ltd, Copper Cliff, Ontario, Canada. Email: andrew.taylor@vale.com
2. MAusIMM(CP), Manager – Mineral Separations Technology, Vale Ltd, Copper Cliff, Ontario, Canada. Email: virginia.lawson@vale.com
3. Section Leader – Mineral Separation Technology, Vale Ltd, Copper Cliff, Ontario, Canada. Email: renee.barrette@vale.com
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B

SCAVENGER

MAG-RCLNR

Cu Scavenger Cu Rougher

“B” Cleaner

Cu CONC

A CLEANING
SCAV-CLNR

PYRRHOTITE

enabled the implementation of two of the projects discussed in
this paper. Without the work performed in the early stages of
development of the CORe project, the engineering and design
required for A Cleaning and the Interim IsaMill™ circuit
would have increased. Increased design and engineering
would increase schedule and costs nullifying the beneﬁts of
the projects.

ROCK TAILS
BULK CONC

FIG 1 - Flotation flow sheet overview.
Although Po is a gangue mineral, a portion is recovered to
maintain the heat balance in the ﬂash furnaces at the Copper
Cliff Smelter.
There are four distinct circuits in the ﬂotation ﬂow sheet as
shown in Figure 1: the magnetic Po rejection circuit, the main
ﬂotation circuit, Cu separation circuit and the non-magnetic
Po rejection circuit. The ﬂow sheet is described in more detail
by Taylor et al (2012). Typically 20 per cent of the mill feed
reports to the Magnetic Po rejection circuit, the remaining
80 per cent reports to the main ﬂotation circuit feed.

Challenging ore recovery circuit configuration
During the 2007 and 2008 resources boom, plans were
developed to increase the mill capacity at Clarabelle Mill in
stages to a ﬁnal capacity of 13.5 Mst/a. Vale’s life-of-mine
plan (LOMP) for the Sudbury Operations identiﬁed ores for
increased capacity. These ores were more complex, with an
increased proportion of hexagonal pyrrhotite. Hexagonal
pyrrhotite is non-magnetic and thus not recovered to the
magnetic separator concentrate, ﬂoating in the rougher stages
and diluting the concentrate. A project was implemented to
create a new ﬂow sheet, allowing for the increased throughput
and the processing of higher amounts of hexagonal pyrrhotite.
The project, known as the Clarabelle Mill enhancement and
recovery project (CMERP), was the base for the CORe ﬂow
sheet (Figure 2). The progression of the ﬂotation circuits is
described in detail by Lawson and Xu (2011).

In February 2011, the failure of a tapping block on the northeast
wall of the #2 Flash Furnace (one of only two furnaces) at
the Copper Cliff Smelter resulted in a period of 16 weeks of
reduced nickel production. The expected resultant nickel lost
was estimated to be ﬁve per cent of annual Vale production,
(Barrette et al, 2012). In order to mitigate the production loss a
series of actions were taken to maximise the nickel production
from the mines and from Clarabelle Mill. With the total furnace
throughput cut in half, a plan was developed to increase the
nickel concentrate grade feeding the smelter. The fastest way
to increase the nickel content in the nickel concentrate was
to increase the mill feed nickel grade. To use ore blending to
maintain high-concentrate grade, plant data were analysed to
understand the mill feed grade versus concentrate grade and
recovery trade-offs. The optimum feed grade was determined
to be higher than 1.3 per cent Ni to maintain Ni concentrate
grades of 16 per cent equivalent nickel reporting to the
smelter. Reducing the pyrrhotite level in feed too low would
simply replace pyrrhotite in the concentrate with rock that
has zero nickel value. Consequently, the Po:Ni ratio needed
to be controlled to ensure that dilution of the concentrate with
pyrrhotite was minimised. Equivalent nickel grade is the Ni
grade of the concentrate with the Cp mathematically removed.
EqNi =

%Ni

^100 - ^%Cu # 2.886hh

As an example, a concentrate grade that is ten per cent Ni
and 11 per cent Cu has an EqNi of 14.6, so does a concentrate
that has nine per cent Ni and 13 per cent Cu.
Based on these criteria, a new mine plan was created and
the workforce was reassigned across Vale’s Sudbury mines
to mine designated orebodies to create a blended ore, which
met the division’s requirements for the smelter. The change
in ore blend resulted in an immediate increase in the mill
concentrate grade. With essentially no change in ﬂotation
circuit parameters the concentrate grade was increased by
two equivalent nickel points from 14 to 16 due to the higher
feed grades of good quality ore.
The second change to increase the Ni content in the Ni
concentrate was to improve the rejection of entrained gangue
from the Ni concentrate. This was done in two ways:

FIG 2 - The challenging ore recovery flow sheet as it will be completed in 2013.
The development of the CORe ﬂow sheet is important to
this paper because the engineering and construction schedule
248

1. The ﬁrst change was a modiﬁcation of the frother control
strategy to the main roughers, and the second was the A
Cleaning ﬂow sheet modiﬁcation. The frother addition rate
was initially tied to the plant feed tonnage and not based on
a target rougher concentrate grade. Changing this control
philosophy resulted in a reduction in the variability of the
frother addition rate and thus concentrate grade.
2. The ﬂow sheet modiﬁcation to clean the rougher
concentrate required capital funding and time to design,
construct and commission the new circuit. The decision
to implement cleaning of the primary rougher concentrate
was made within two weeks of the furnace failure. The
CORe project team had already designed an interim ﬂow
sheet that converted the required cells for A Cleaning
from their current rougher/scavenger duty to a primary
cleaner duty. At the time of this change CORe was in
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detailed design engineering so most of the risks associated
with design had already been addressed.
The ﬂow sheet design change that was implemented
involved the installation of a new pumpbox and duty/
standby pumps, complete with required instrumentation.
Due to the lack of procurement time the decision was made
to reuse redundant pumps from the plant. This was seen as
the largest technical risk. The pumps were not capable of the
duty required and needed to be replaced. The conversion of
a single line of ﬂotation banks, consisting of eight 38 m3 cells,
was also completed. The ﬂotation line required new launder
piping and a redirection of the tails line back into the process
for the new ﬂow sheet conﬁguration. The modiﬁcations are
shown in Figure 3. To enable the construction to proceed
rapidly, all the process decisions were made within a week of
the decision to make the ﬂow sheet change. Process options
were considered using an empirical model in a Microsoft
Excel simulation tool, based on existing plant data and
CORe ﬂow sheet design data. One major concern related to
the potential of high Ni losses from the A Cleaner tail if the
stream was incorrectly conﬁgured. This was mitigated by
redirecting the rougher cleaner tail into the magnetic circuit
Po re-cleaner cells. The rationale for this decision was based
on the following assumptions:
•
•
•

The material would have another opportunity to ﬂoat
before seeing an exit stream.
The magnetic re-cleaner capacity exceeded current plant
requirements.
The pipe route was a simple gravity and direct run with
no need for pumping.

FIG 3 - Clarabelle mill flow sheet post A Cleaning.

Process results
The ﬂow sheet change was commissioned on schedule, four
weeks after construction mobilisation, and the improvement
was immediate. Figure 4 shows that Stage 1 of the project
(the process manipulations) did not shift the variability in the
percentage of rock reporting to the Ni concentrate, but did
shift the amount of entrained rock reporting on average from
~13 per cent to just over 11 per cent. In Stage 2, the addition
of the rougher cleaning stage made further reductions from
11 per cent to ~9 per cent in the overall Rk recoveries to Ni
concentrate, and reduced the variability of the Rk reporting
to the smelter.

FIG 4 - Rock rejection from nickel concentrate.
of pumps speciﬁed for the pumping system. Two
decommissioned pumps from the plant had been identiﬁed
as suitable for the service, based on pump curves and an
estimated dynamic head of the piping. The risk was not
communicated well to the plant personnel and there was
a general perception that bad engineering design was the
reason that the pumps failed to perform as planned. Better
communication with plant personnel about the projects at
the commissioning stage was deemed to be required.
2. A second learning was around typical standard
engineering materials used at the mill. Clarabelle Mill uses
rubber lined pipe for all slurry piping for wear protection.
Due to the urgency of the project the ﬁeld run piping was
measured and fabricated in several days then sent out for
rubber lining. The initial measurements did not take into
account the rubber overlap of the pipe ends. This resulted
in sections of pipe having to be fabricated on-site and ﬁeld
ﬁt without rubber lining. The learning from this was that a
single spool piece from any section of line should be left to
fabricate as a ﬁnal ﬁeld ﬁt in the piping run.
3. During the commissioning process, troubleshooting was
ineffective because the process information was not being
collected by the data historian used at Clarabelle Mill, called
PI from OSIsoft. There were also some misunderstandings
as to the speciﬁc goals of the commissioning and ramp-up
and what data was necessary to show the success of the
project. A formalised system has now been developed to
prevent this type of occurrence at Clarabelle Mill.

Successes
Within days of the furnace failure a plan to mitigate losses
from the Ontario division was established. The initial change
to the operating control was completed within two days of the
failure. Within one week the plan to move forward with the
circuit reconﬁguration was made. It took less than a month to
get all approvals, tender the work and select a construction
ﬁrm to perform the work. In just over six weeks the contractor
received the approval, mobilised the workforce and completed
construction of the new circuit. The time line presented in
Figure 5 shows the nine-week span for the project.

There were three key learnings from this project:

The rejection of entrained gangue that was realised through
both the process control changes and the addition of rougher
cleaning, allowed the mill to supply the smelter with highergrade Ni in concentrate with minor to no Ni losses. The
changes allowed for the Ontario Operations to put in effect
a mine plan to produce ore and produce ﬁnished Ni at an
acceptable rate for the company's customers.

1. The highest technical risk to the project was the pumping
system. The time line did not allow for the procurement

Since the completion of the rebuild of #2 Flash Furnace,
the continued operation of rougher cleaning has allowed for

Lessons learned
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Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Furnace Failure
Reagent Strategy Change
Mine Plan Update
Decision for Circuit Reconfiguration
Tender Package
Work Tendered
Contractor Mobilization
Construction
Commissioning

FIG 5 - A Cleaning project timeline.
less entrained rock in Ni concentrate reporting to the smelter,
which increases the energy efﬁciency of the smelting process.

INCREASED COPPER SEPARATION
Clarabelle Mill’s execution plan for 2011 included a 50 per cent
reduction in the variability in the Ni concentrate quality
targets, Cu:Ni ratio, equivalent Ni grade and Po grade, as
previously explained by Barrette et al (2012). At the same time
the feed to the mill Cu:Ni ratio was increasing, which, in turn,
was causing higher variability in the daily Cu:Ni ratio. The
average feed Cu:Ni ratio increased from 1.1 to 1.5 in the last
ﬁve years. As the copper removal capacity is bottlenecked
by the ﬂotation columns, an increase in feed Cu:Ni ratio at
a ﬁxed copper removal resulted in an increase in Cu:Ni
ratio in the Ni concentrate. To remain on spec for Cu:Ni
ratio in the Ni concentrate, the feed tonnage was reduced.
A fundamental requirement for a quality organisation is the
ability to manipulate feed metal units (using mill throughput)
in order to maintain concentrate quality to the customer. This
is shown in Figure 6, taken from Taylor et al (2012), where the
mill tonnage capacity is plotted for varying Cu:Ni ratios in
the feed at several Cu:Ni ratios in Ni concentrate with varying
Cu concentrate production capability. An example is that for
a Cu:Ni ratio of 1.5 in the feed if the Cu concentrate tonnage
constraint is moved from 650 to 800 st/h (590 to 725 mt/h) the
potential mill throughput to remain on-spec increases from
21 000 st/d to 26 000 st/d for a Ni concentrate Cu:Ni ratio of
0.5. This represents a signiﬁcant increase in value generation
from the mill for the 2011/2012 mine plan.

in 2006 was 150 000 Mt/a of Cu concentrate or 485 Mt/d.
Maximum design capacity with the expansion to four columns
was estimated at 370 000 Mt/a. The circuit has successfully
operated at up to 590 Mt/d capacity since commissioning.
In 2009 and 2010, the Larox ﬁlter capacities were expanded
by 40 per cent by installing four extra plates to each ﬁlter, as
per the original design, which would allow for the full design
throughput to be ﬁltered. With the expansion of the ﬁlters
completed the only limitation to throughput was ﬂotation
capacity. As the column surface area was the bottleneck the
only way to increase production from the circuit was to install
more ﬂotation capacity.
In July 2008, an agreement between Xstrata Technology and
Clarabelle Mill was reached for the rental of a Z1600 Jameson
Cell test rig. The Z1600 is a single downcomer production
sized Jameson Cell, which the Mineral Separation Technology
group was going to use for research on several plant streams.
Although the Z1600 is a semi-mobile unit, it could not be
easily moved throughout the plant due to space limitations.
Prior to the selection of the optimal Jameson Cell location, a
test work was created; ﬂotation capacity in Cu separation was
one of the scenarios. The location and detailed engineering
design for the installation took into account these factors so
that continued test work could be performed with minimal
future engineering requirements.
In December 2010, proposals for increasing Cu column
capacity were investigated. The review included examining
all current project studies completed, and identiﬁed several
additional options. The options and details on the analysis are
summarised by Taylor et al (2012). Based on the analysis, it
became clear that the conversion of the Jameson Cell was lowrisk, low-capital and quick to implement. The total project
ﬂow sheet included the addition of the Jameson Cell and
the ability to bypass concentrate from the ﬁrst Cu scavenger
cell to Cu concentrate. The proposed modiﬁed ﬂow sheet is
shown in Figure 7.
Based on the project time line requirements, as well as the
production forecast for Q3 2011 and into 2012, the project

Cu Product
118 A1 Cell

Cu Scavenger Cu Rougher

NICKEL CONC

CRC Sump

118A1 Bypass
Option #2

FIG 6 - Mill throughput capability based on feed quality.

Existing Lines
New Lines

Advance planning and engineering

New PB

The Cu Separation circuit at Clarabelle Mill was commissioned
in 2006. The engineering design for the building, services and
equipment allowed for a future expansion of the capacity,
if needed. The original design capacity for commissioning
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Jameson cell
Option #3

FIG 7 - Increased Cu separation flow sheet.
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required rapid movement through the stages for a capital
project. Figure 8 shows a high-level Gantt chart of the project
time line. The project was 54 in duration from concept to
commissioning. The construction phase, which was 18 weeks
long, was driven by the delivery time of the control valves
and instrumentation required to convert the Jameson Cell
from a manually operated test cell to an automated cell.

(A)

Process results
The requirement for the removal of Cu from the circuit was
changed late in the construction phase by a change in Vale’s
mine production forecast for 2012. The increased Cu production
was no longer part of the 2012 mining plan. This change
impacted the commissioning of the increased Cu circuit time
line due to a lack of Cu units entering the plant. The lack of Cu
units was detrimental to commissioning as the lower Cu units
would affect the quality of both the Ni and Cu concentrates.

(B)

The Jameson Cell was operated for metallurgical ramp-up
at intervals when the Cu head-grade was high enough to run
the new process. The current average production rate from
the two 3.8 m SGS Minnovex columns is 590 Mt/d; the Z1600
shows a maximum capacity of approximately 112 - 115 Mt/d
(based on mass pull surveys). Based on these numbers the
columns have a mass pull rate of 1.19 Mt/h/m2, while the
Jameson Cell has been able to pull 2.31 Mt/h/m2.
Metallurgically the Jameson Cell performed on par with the
columns in its ability to make Cu concentrate that was within
customer speciﬁcation. Figure 9 shows that both the Jameson
Cell, and the columns, are operating with the same upgrade
capability for Cu and rejecting Ni in the same capacity.
Figure 10 is a plot of the mass pull of concentrate in Mt/m2/h,
calculated for both the Jameson Cell and the columns. The
data from the columns is for 207 operating days from October
2011 through to the beginning of May 2012. The data for the
Jameson Cell is based on 13 operating days where surveys
were taken for analysis. Roughly 57 per cent of the time the
columns operated at or above 1.1 Mt/m2/h, while the Jameson
Cell has operated 83 per cent of the time at or above the
1.1 Mt/m2/h rate. The Jameson Cell reached a higher
maximum mass pull rate than the columns: 2.44 t/m2/h
versus 1.43 Mt/m2/h respectively.

FIG 9 - Operational Cu upgrade and Ni rejection capabilities.

Lessons learned
The two key learnings that came from rapid implementation
of this project include:
1. Several ﬂush points and clean-outs were missed in
design of the pipelines. The lack of ability to ﬂush and
dump the line resulted in several plugged lines, at a low
point and upstream of an isolation valve. More regular
ﬁeld walkthroughs with operations personnel during
construction would most likely have identiﬁed the
appropriate locations based on the ﬁeld run.
2. The airﬂow control valve and ﬂowmeter were not of
appropriate size or conﬁguration for the naturally
aspirated Jameson Cell. The undersized instrumentation
Dec-10

Jan-11

Feb-11

Mar-11

Apr-11

FIG 10 - Mass pull histogram for the columns and Jameson cell.
was not apparent until the installation of the control valve
and ﬂowmeter was complete. This would have been
rectiﬁed prior to installation if Xstrata Technology had
been contacted for input into the instrumentation installed
on the Jameson Cell. More input from vendors and the
May-11

Jun-11

Jul-11

Aug-11

Sep-11

Oct-11

Nov-11

Dec-11

Options Gathered
Decision of Flow Sheet
Initial Engineering Scoping
Preperation for Capital Presentation
Request forCapital
Detailed Engineering
Construction
Commissioning

FIG 8 - Timeline for the increased Cu project.
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Vale Instrumentation group is required moving forward
to ensure that all components installed in new systems are
compatible and will function properly within the mill's
process network infrastructure.

•
•

installing pH probes into the B Cleaner cells to control the
lime addition ﬂow
ensuring that all existing piping to be recommissioned
was ﬁt for use.

Process results

Successes
The main purpose of the installation was to increase the
plant's ability to maintain Ni concentrate grade speciﬁcations
at maximum tonnage milled when Cu feed grades increased.
The circuit has shown its capability to perform that duty,
even though its required runtime is low. It will be used as a
swing system, as required, being able to be started and shut
down with relative ease and with little upset to the overall
plant operation. Having the ability to increase Cu separation
capacity means that the mill operations can react to ﬂuctuations
in the Cu:Ni ratio of the feed in a timely manner and not reduce
throughput of the mill to maintain the product quality.
Taking from the lessons learned in the A Cleaning project,
during the ﬁeld run sections of pipe, key spool pieces were
not measured for fabrication until the majority of the piping
was completed. Although the construction phase was still
rapid the implementation of this fabrication phase caused
less re-work and construction time on the piping than was
required in the A Cleaning project.

Low-plant ﬂows resulted in higher levels of recycle to the mill
feed and the increased discharge temperature was a concern.
By reducing the setpoint on the mill power draw, the discharge
temperature was maintained in an acceptable range.
The initial conﬁguration of the cyclones was not appropriate
for the low ﬂow rates in the circuit. A new apex and vortex
ﬁnder combination was calculated and then installed. A
control philosophy to reduce pressure variation in the
cyclopack was created and implemented.
Overall, the performance of the IsaMill™ met design
requirements. The target grind size for the circuit was a P80
feeding the B Cleaners of 25 μm, it was estimated that the P80
from the IsaMill™ would need to be microns, with a IsaMill™
P80 of ~40 μm required to attain this desired feed size. Although
there was variation, for the 12 surveys completed, the P80 for B
Cleaner feed and IsaMill™ discharge were 27 μm and 46 μm
respectively (Figure 11).

ISAMILL™ INTERIM CIRCUIT
In 2007, based on the Ni market, the #8 ball mill was converted
from scavenger regrind service to a primary ball mill for
increased throughput capacity. In 2010, the #11 regrind ball mill
for B Rougher and scavenger concentrates had a catastrophic
structural failure, which rendered it unusable. Both of these
regrind circuits were in the non-magnetic pyrrhotite rejection
circuit. The recovery opportunity, by replacing both regrind
mills with an IsaMill™, was reviewed by the plant technical
team. A plan to install an IsaMill™ to replace the 2250 kW
of regrinding power with a M5000 (1.5 MW) IsaMill™ was
presented to management who agreed to roll the work into
the CORe project that was in front-end loading engineering
Stage 3 (FEL3). As the rest of the CORe project was well
underway the inclusion of the IsaMill™ was fast-tracked so
that at the completion of FEL3 engineering was aligned.

Opportunity arises
As the IsaMill™ is new technology to Clarabelle Mill and to
Vale, it was decided to start the IsaMill™ in an interim circuit.
The ability to reinstate regrind capability to the B Cleaner
feed was calculated to increase Ni recoveries by ~0.9 per
cent by liberating Pn/Po binaries. A further beneﬁt was that
plant personnel could gain an understanding of the IsaMill™
operation prior to CORe commissioning. This included the
training of operators on optimum mill operation, training
mechanics on maintenance and training the instrumentation
and electrical departments on the new equipment.

Design modifications
The work required to allow the IsaMill™ to operate in the
interim B Rougher service, compared to its ﬁnal Po regrind
service in the CORe ﬂow sheet, included:
•

•
•

252

the modiﬁcation of the last 50 ft of eight-inch discharge
piping and two-inch lime addition piping to redirect the
IsaMill™ discharge and lime addition to a different pump
box than will be used in the CORe ﬂow sheet
rebuilding the interim circuit pump box and associated
pumps
rebuilding of the cyclone pack associated with the mill
earlier than originally planned

FIG 11 - Interim IsaMill™ circuit size distribution.

Lessons learned
There are two key learnings from this project:
1. The implementation of the Interim IsaMill™ circuit was
a request of the CORe project team, by plant operations
personnel. This required interaction of plant maintenance
with an engineering procurement and construction
management project. Planning work in the same area,
using the same equipment was complex and at times
became a scapegoat for both the project and plant for
missed deadlines. Integrating the project team into the
plant planning and scheduling system helped to remedy
the situation.
2. The Interim IsaMill™ circuit was not part of the original
tender package to the construction contractor. Because
the Interim IsaMill™ was essentially replacing #11 Mill,
some of the existing piping that would eventually be
modiﬁed needed to remain intact. Unfortunately, some
of the piping changes that were made were required for
the interim circuit. The changes were caught early enough
to be corrected before commissioning. There is another
interim circuit that will be implemented; closer discussion
with the contractor will be required to ensure that this is
not repeated.

Successes
The Interim IsaMill™ circuit was designed and implemented
with minimal issues as part of a major capital project. In
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general the operating and control strategy worked as expected
and where it did not changes were implemented in a timely
manner to help facilitate the continued commissioning of the
IsaMill™.
Table 1 shows the calculated operating work index (Wio), as
calculated by Bond’s law of comminution. The data used for
#11 Mill was from a detailed survey performed in 2004, where
size by size analysis was completed. The table shows that
although the current feed to the circuit has a ﬁner distribution,
the Wio during both commissioning runs was higher than
when #11 Mill was operating. During commissioning, the
IsaMill™ did not reach the initial calculated Wio of 8.5,
which is attributed to the lack of feed to the IsaMill™ causing
recirculation of product sized material to the feed.

TABLE 1
Operating work index.
Average Average
power
(t/h)
draw (KW)

f80

p80

Wio

#11 Mill (2004 data)

401

75

110

52

12.5

Commissioning run 1

659

62

92

20

9.6

Commissioning run 2

453

78

87

34

10.2

CONCLUSIONS
The A Cleaning project was driven by an emergency with
necessary changes required to keep Ni losses to a minimum,
while maximising the divisional throughput in a time when
the smelter was the bottleneck due to the furnace failure.
Process engineering was performed early on, but the
project was executed with ﬁeld engineering and a time and
materials contract. There was daily monitoring of progress,
hours worked and costs, all of which kept the Vale project
management department and the time and materials
construction contractor well aligned with the path forward.
Although the conversion of the Jameson Cell from test
equipment to operational equipment in the plant was of
the same monetary and engineering scale as the A Cleaning
project and was also considered a fast tracked project, it still
followed the normal path of engineering projects. Having
full engineering piping runs, engineering design reviews
and passing through management reviews before going for
tender, all led to a longer project time line.
The Interim IsaMill™ circuit project was the largest and
most complex of the three projects. In this project, plant
management took advantage of an opportunity, due to the
capital construction time line. The foresight to take advantage

of the equipment with minimal economic outlay and physical
work allowed the plant to regain recoveries lost due to a lack
of regrind capability. Advancing the commissioning of the
IsaMill™ outside of the complete ﬂow sheet change allowed
for plant personnel to gain an understanding of the IsaMill™
operation. The interaction of a capital construction project
with portions of work required by plant personnel caused
some complexity. Even with the complexity of the work to be
performed, the plant was able to meet its commitments and
have work completed in time for commissioning.
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Telfer Processing Plant Upgrade –
The Implementation of Additional
Cleaning Capacity and the Regrinding
of Copper and Pyrite Concentrates
D R Seaman1, F Burns2, B Adamson3, B A Seaman4 and P Manton5
ABSTRACT
The Telfer concentrator, located in the Great Sandy Desert of Western Australia, consists of a dual
train gold/copper operation processing ore from one underground and, currently, two open pit
mines with differing mineralogy. The ﬂotation circuit of each train was designed to operate in
several modes depending on the feed mineralogy. The majority of ore mined at Telfer is processed
in a sequential mode where copper minerals are ﬁrst ﬂoated into a saleable copper concentrate
followed by the ﬂotation of an auriferous pyrite concentrate which is treated in an on-site
hydrometallurgical plant (carbon-in-leach (CIL)). Gold is recovered as a gravity product within
the primary grinding circuit, to the copper concentrate, and to a lesser extent, the CIL circuit.
Since Telfer was re-opened, with a new concentrator, in 2004, the processing plant has struggled
with poor copper concentrate grades, partially due to the excessive entrainment of non-sulﬁde
gangue minerals in the copper ﬂotation circuit and, more recently, due to composite copper
particles produced when processing ore from a supplementary satellite pit that has not previously
been processed through the new Telfer concentrator. Gold recoveries in the CIL circuit have also
been below industry standard.
This paper presents the implementation of recent changes made to the circuit to address
these performance issues. The reconﬁguration of the circuit has involved the installation of the
following major equipment items: two ISAMills™ in ultra-ﬁne grinding applications (one in the
copper circuit and one in the pyrite circuit), two Jameson Cells to improve ﬁne gangue rejection
and a bank of 5 × Outotec TC30s to recovery copper and gold from the reground pyrite stream.
The equipment was purchased direct from vendors and an engineering ﬁrm contracted to design
and install the multi-vendor reconﬁguration upgrade.

INTRODUCTION
Telfer is a gold/copper operation located in the Pilbara
region of Western Australia. Open pit mining (Main Dome)
recommenced in 2003, followed by an underground mine
(Telfer Deeps) in mid-2006. Copper deportment in the ore
varies signiﬁcantly from mainly chalcocite in the open pit
ore to predominately chalcopyrite in the underground ore. In
both ore sources, gold is present as free gold and granularly
locked in copper sulﬁdes and pyrite.
The ore processing plant consists of two parallel trains, Train 1
and Train 2, which are currently treating a total of 21 Mt/a.
This includes approximately 6 Mt from the underground
mine. Train 1 receives a blend of the underground and open
pit ores, while Train 2 treats open pit ore alone. Details of the
mine geological and ore mineralogical information, the initial
process plant design criteria and operating strategies as well

as a summary of the commissioning phase, can be found
in previous publications by Goulsbra et al (2003) and Benson
et al (2007).
Ore is processed through both trains in a variety of
conﬁgurations. The predominant conﬁguration is sequential
ﬂotation, where copper bearing minerals are recovered to a
saleable copper concentrate, followed by re-activation and
ﬂotation of the pyrite, which is leached with cyanide to recover
gold. Much of the free gold that is not recovered in the gravity
stage during grinding is recovered to the copper concentrate.
More recently, Telfer has been processing ores from a
secondary deposit, namely West Dome. Whereas, the Main
Dome, Telfer’s primary ore source, is generally well liberated
following grinding to a nominal target P80 of 120 μm, the
mineralogy of the West Dome ore differs signiﬁcantly. In
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particular, the West Dome ore has a signiﬁcantly higher sulfur
content and the copper minerals tend to present as rimming
around or veining through pyrite.
Zheng et al (2010) reported an initial change made to the
Telfer processing plant to alleviate overloading of the Train 1
copper cleaner circuit and also presented the foundations of
the reconﬁguration that has taken place at the Telfer plant.
This paper outlines three signiﬁcant changes made to the
processing plant over the last 12 months. These changes have
been implemented in order to improve the metallurgical
performance of the Telfer plant. These changes are
summarised in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Telfer reconfiguration strategies to address different factors affecting
plant performance.
Factor/opportunity

Process plant reconfiguration

High proportion of liberated, nonsulfide (non-value) gangue content
in the copper concentrate stream
preventing recovery of additional
auriferous pyrite and gold containing
composite particles

Cleaner scalper flotation – Two
(E3432/8) Jameson cells in a cleanerscalper configuration in front of the
pre-existing two stage cleaning circuit

Poor copper concentrate grade
when processing high proportions of
supplementary, West Dome, ore – due
to lower liberation of copper sulfides
as compared to the primary ore source,
Main Dome.

Copper regrind – A copper regrind
mill and preclassification circuit for
the regrinding of copper rougher
concentrate (ISAMill M3000 – 1.1 MW)

Below industry standard recovery and
high incremental operating cost of gold
recovery from pyrite leach (carbon-inleach) circuit.

Pyrite Regrind and Recleaning – A
pyrite regrind mill and recleaner
flotation cells to liberate and
recover gold and copper from Pyrite
concentrate prior to cyanidation.
(ISAMill M 5000 – 1.5 MW plus 5 ×
Outotec 30m3 tank cells with high shear
stators).

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the Telfer ﬂow sheet pre- and
post- the reconﬁgurations discussed in this article.
At the time of writing, the ﬁrst modiﬁcation (installation
of Jameson cells as cleaner scalpers) had already been
implemented and commissioned, with construction of
the second two items well advanced and commissioning
expected to take place within months of authoring this paper.
Figure 3 shows a 3D model of the major equipment layout for
the reconﬁguration project. The equipment was kept to one
area for ease of maintenance and also to minimise cost and
disturbance to the running operation during construction and
commissioning. The regrind mills share a common platform
with a 10 t gantry crane overhead for ease of maintenance.
The major equipment was purchased directly from vendors
by Newcrest Mining to reduce the time frame of the installation,
and to allow a staged process of capital commitment during
the project development phase. Process design and major
equipment sizing was carried out by Newcrest Mining
personnel (authors of this paper), and a third party engineering
ﬁrm (GR Engineering Services Limited) was contracted under
a lump sum EPC to complete the installation of the equipment.
Xstrata Technology supplied a vendor package containing
the pyrite regrind mill (the copper mill was purchased from a
third party as a second-hand unused mill), the mill platform
to support both mills, feed and discharge hoppers, media
handling systems and all associated instrumentation and steel
work. ISAMillTM technology was chosen for the regrind duty
due to their proven energu efﬁciency and the inert grinding
environment which prevents passivation of the sulphide
surfaces (Pease et al, 2006). Several of the improvements
outlined by Rule and de Waal (2011) were incorporated into
the ISAMill conﬁguration). Outotec supplied the ﬂotation cells
(5 × OT30s) used in the pyrite regrind circuit which have been
ﬁtted with Outotec’s ﬂoat force mechanism (Coleman and
Rinne, 2011) as well as high shear stators (Bilney, MacKinnon
and Kok, 2006) to optimise the hydrodynamic conditions for
ﬁne particle ﬂotation.
The on-site construction period will total approximately
12 months by completion of all three stages, with initial
equipment orders placed approximately six months prior to

FIG 1 - Telfer flow sheet prereconfiguration outlined in this paper (note: grinding circuit containing gravity recovery and flash flotation not shown).
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FIG 2 - Telfer flow sheet post-reconfiguration outlined in this paper, process changes shown in orange
(note: grinding circuit containing gravity recovery and flash flotation not shown).
pumps located on ground level for ease of maintenance.
The additional cost of elevating the cells was offset by
lower operating and maintenance costs than if tailings and
concentrate pumps and hoppers had been required. The
cells have eight downcomers each, and are each driven by
a 75 kW Warman 10/8 pump with a recirculating slurry
ﬂow rate of approximately 700 m 3/h. The fresh feed rate
to each Jameson cell is in the order of 175 - 350 m3/h (or
approximately 20 to 60 t/h solids). The washwater system
was designed to achieve a ﬂow rate of up to 100 m3/h
per cell.

FIG 3 - Model of Telfer reconfiguration equipment layout.
construction commencement. The ﬁnal capital approval for
the entire reconﬁguration project was granted in July 2011,
and commissioning of all equipment is due to be completed
by mid-August 2012.

Jameson cells described by Evans, Atkinson and Jameson
(1995) are highly efﬁcient ﬂotation machines that require
a smaller footprint than conventional mechanical ﬂotation
cells and enable the efﬁcient use of froth washing to improve
gangue rejection. A schematic ﬁgure of the latest Jameson cell
technology was presented by Young et al (2006).
Figure 4 shows a photograph of the installation. This
stage of the Telfer Reconﬁguration Project was initiated in

Cleaner scalper flotation
Based on a review of historical copper concentrate data,
Seaman, Manton and Grifﬁn (2011) showed that a large portion
of liberated, non-sulﬁde non-ﬂoating gangue material was
being recovered to the copper concentrate via entrainment.
Zheng, Crawford and Manton (2009) presented details on
how a reconﬁguration of Train 1 was completed in 2009 to
assist the rejection of some of this gangue and to debottleneck
the cleaning circuit. While this modiﬁcation was successful,
further improvements were identiﬁed and implemented as
described by Seaman, Manton and Grifﬁn (2011).
The new Jameson cells installed in a cleaner scalper duty
were commissioned in November 2011. Each Jameson cell was
installed to allow gravity discharge of tailings and concentrate
to the existing plant, which meant the cells were installed on
a steel structure 15 m off the ground, with the recirculation

FIG 4 - Photograph showing the installation of the Jameson
(cleaner-scalpler) flotation cells at Telfer.
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October 2010, major equipment order was placed in May
2011, and the cells were commissioned in November 2011.

Performance of cleaner-scalper flotation circuit
The beneﬁt of the Jameson cell installation was derived
from rejection of non-sulﬁde gangue allowing the recovery
of slower ﬂoating valuable minerals (be they composites or
liberated ﬁnes) and also the potential to replace liberated nonsulﬁde gangue with auriferous pyrite. Dilute batch ﬂotation
tests were conducted as part of the project development phase
and the resulting selectivity curves used in a ﬂotation model
to predict the ultimate performance of the plant (Seaman,
Manton and Grifﬁn, 2011). It was assumed that a copper
recovery of at least 50 per cent could be achieved across the
Jameson cells.
Figure 5 shows the selectivity derived in the batch ﬂotation
tests compared with actual plant operating points generated
from spot samples collected for four months following the
Jameson cell commissioning.
It can be seen in Figure 5 that the actual operation of the
Jameson cells matched the predicted test data reasonably
well on Train 1, and with potentially poorer performance
on Train 2 for the majority of the time. In addition, the stage
recovery achieved by the cells, in most cases, well exceeds the
expected 50 per cent metal recovery.
It is also clear from the operating data that at higher metal
recoveries (over 80 per cent), the Jameson cells lose their
selectivity. Thus, it is the ongoing focus of the Telfer operation
to monitor and control this stage recovery below 80 per cent
metal recovery.
Prior to installation of the Jameson cells, the copper
recleaners were heavily loaded, and froth often built-up to a
point where it would overﬂow the cells as shown in Figure 6.
This phenomena has ceased since the Jameson cells have been
commissioned as there is now much less ﬂoatable material
reporting to the mechanical cells.
The Jameson cells themselves have proved to be fairly
simple to operate, with little operator intervention required in
terms changing operating conditions. Downcomer blockages
are an ongoing problem with the cells, caused by scale in
upstream pumps and tanks.

Assay by size
An assay-by- size survey and mass balance was conducted on
the Train 2 cleaning circuit to investigate the performance of
this circuit by size.

FIG 6 - Photograph of overloaded Train 2 reCleaners prior to Jameson
cell installation.

FIG 7 - Size by recovery across the Jameson cell and estimated non-sulfide
gangue (NSG) content per size fraction of the Jameson cell concentrate and
conventional Recleaner concentrate streams as a function of screen/cyclosize
fraction (NSG, estimated from assay data).

FIG 5 - Mass versus copper selectivity for (A) Train 1 and (B) Train 2. Comparison of spot data (Nov 2011 - March 2012)
with dilute batch flotation tests conducted as part of the project development phase.
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Figure 7 shows the recovery by size fraction of different
elements across the Jameson cell as well as the gangue content
by size fraction of the Jameson cell (cleaner-scalper) and
(conventional) recleaner concentrate.
It can be seen that the valuable (gold and copper) recoveries
across the Jameson cell are particularly good across all size
fractions, with some drop off on the coarse and ﬁne ends. The
NSG content by size demonstrates that the Jameson cells are
rejecting NSG far better than the mechanical recleaner cells
due to the addition of wash-water in these cells. Trials of
wash-water addition to the mechanical recleaner cells have
demonstrated that further NSG rejection is possible. The
permanent extension of wash water addition to these cells
is expected to be completed within months of authoring
this paper.

Cleaner block survey summary
Metallurgical surveys were conducted in the two month
period leading up to the Jameson cell commissioning. The
data collected was mass balanced and cleaner performance
data for the surveys conducted are shown below in Table 2.

It can be seen that, prior to Jameson cell installation, the
cleaner block performance is variable and averages below
90 per cent for both trains – copper and gold. The lower iron
and sulfur recoveries are a result of deliberate pyrite rejection
in the cleaning circuit.
Table 3 shows a summary of cleaner block recoveries
determined post installation of the Jameson cells. Note that
in the case of Train 1, the Ro Con A stream is now included in
the cleaner block, where previously it by-passed the cleaner
block.
Comparing the pre- and post- Jameson cell cleaner
block performance, it is clear that the overall cleaner block
performance has signiﬁcantly improved, with gold and
copper cleaner recoveries in excess of 95 per cent.
This improved cleaner block performance was also observed
in the cleaner scavenger tail grades which have signiﬁcantly
reduced on both trains as shown in Table 4.
Two months of operating data before and after installation
was analysed to determine the circuit recovery improvement
resulting from the installation of the cells. After taking into
account known factors that affected recovery during this time

TABLE 2
Pre-Jameson cell cleaner circuit survey results for T1 (Train 1) and T2 (Train 2)a.
Cleaner recovery
Mass

Average T1

Average T2

Cu

Au

Fe

S

11.3

76.2

86.8

27.2

31.3

31.9

90.3

89.0

50.7

46.7

21.7

89.4

88.9

62.3

69.4

24.1

93.2

94.6

57.6

74.1

22.2

87.3

89.8

49.4

55.4

26.7

50.0

80.1

51.5

61.6

29.5

88.1

94.2

74.8

85.2

28.1

69.0

87.2

63.1

73.4

a. Cleaner circuit block represented by copper rougher concentrate as feed, copper recleaner concentrate and copper cleaner scavenger tail as products.

TABLE 3
Post-Jameson cell cleaner circuit survey results.
Cleaner recovery

Average T1

Average T2

Mass

Cu

Au

Fe

S

89.5

99.5

99.6

98.2

95.4

43.6

92.4

93.4

45.7

47.3

25.1

95.2

95.3

55.0

57.3

11.0

87.4

27.1

37.9

26.7

95.3

47.2

55.7

33.2

97.5

56.5

65.6

20.8

95.3

37.5

48.0

57.5

99.4

84.0

91.5

64.0

99.6

52.7

95.7

96.1

84.2

93.0

66.3

66.7

68.6

94.3

97.2

82.6

90.0

25.5

97.4

98.0

67.9

83.8

47.0

95.8

97.6

75.3

86.9
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TABLE 4
Copper and gold grades in Cl-Scav Tails before and after Jameson cell installation (two month daily composite average before and after circuit commissioning).
% Cu in Cl scav tail
Train 1

Au (g/t) in Cl scav tail
Train 2

Train 1

Train 2

Before

0.46

0.46

2.00

2.79

After

0.39

0.31

1.78

1.38

Significance (%)

84

100

75

100

(feed grade, ore mineralogy, plant throughput, concentrate
grade, etc), it was found that the cleaner scalper installation
had a payback of between two and seven months.

Improving copper concentrate grade

Within the last 12 months Telfer has started supplementing
its primary Main Dome ore source with West Dome ore while
development work is being carried out in the Main Dome pit.
Historical test work and plant trials have demonstrated that
copper concentrate produced from West Dome ore typically
does not achieve a suitable grade for sale. This is owing to a
number of factors which include but are not limited to:
• higher pyrite content in West Dome ore
• copper mineralogy of West Dome is primarily as secondary
copper sulﬁdes (chalcocite, bornite etc) of smaller grain
sizes than Main Dome copper sulﬁde minerals
• on average, the copper sulﬁde minerals are less liberated
than in the Main Dome ore.
Limiting the quantity of West Dome ore in blend has
overcome some of these limiting factors, however there have
been, and will be in the future, times when the quantity of
West Dome ore in feed exceeds the tolerable amount in blend.
Figure 8 presents a comparison between the Main Dome
copper re-cleaner copper sulﬁde mineral liberation by free
surface for Train 1 and Train 2 across two quarters (Q1 and
Q2 – quarter 1 and 2 of FY2010 respectively) with West Dome
laboratory re-cleaner copper sulﬁde mineral liberation. The
comparison clearly demonstrates the poorer liberation of West
Dome copper sulﬁdes. This is supported by full-scale copper
rougher concentrate liberation data included in Table 5. From
the mineralogical studies conducted to date, it is known that
the copper sulﬁde minerals most often occur in association
with pyrite, either as veins within the pyrite minerals or as
rims on the pyrite surface. Figure 9 shows two optical images,
typical, of the copper mineral/pyrite association observed
within the West Dome material.

FIG 9 - Examples of copper sulfide inclusions in pyrite host particles.
TABLE 5
Liberation characteristics of West Dome copper rougher concentrate,
collected during a plant trial.
Mineral
Pyrite

% liberated (>95%)
96.6

Chalcopyrite

69.8

Other copper sulfides

64.9

Other minerals

97.3

As a result of this liberation issue, it is not surprising
that earlier attempts to improve copper concentrate grade
via depression, selective collection or chelation (of copper
activating ions in solution) have been largely unsuccessful.

FIG 8 - Comparison of copper mineral liberation by free surface of Main Dome
2010 Q1 and Q2 copper re-cleaner concentrates on Train 2 and Train 2 (T1 and
T2) and West Dome laboratory recleaner concentrates (WD 1 and WD 2).
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regrind stage between copper roughing and cleaning, a pilot
ISAMillTM M20 (see Figure 10) was operated at Telfer during
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M3000 operated in an open circuit. Cyclone overrﬂow will be
gravity-fed to the mill discharge hopper and together with the
mill discharge will be pumped to the existing cleaning circuit.
A large discharge hopper with air-spargers will be installed
to allow the oxidation state of the slurry to become suitably
oxidised for ﬂotation following the reducing conditions inside
the ISAMillTM.

Improving gold extraction from
pyrite concentrate

FIG 10 - Pilot ISAMill M20 used for both copper and pyrite regrind circuit
development and scale-up.
a time when West Dome material was being processed. The
pilot mill was batch fed with copper rougher concentrate,
which was milled in the ISAMill before the ground product
was ﬂoated in a laboratory ﬂotation machine to investigate
whether regrinding the copper rougher concentrate would
improve the ﬂotation selectivity between pyrite and the
copper minerals. The pilot mill was also used to determine the
full scale power requirement by determining signature plots
of the copper rougher concentrate – Seaman et al (2007) show
more detail on the pilot rig and grind determinations carried
out at another operation.
Figure 11 shows the copper-sulfur selectivity of Train 2
copper rougher concentrate ﬂoated in the laboratory before
and after regrinding in the pilot ISAMillTM.

Historically, carbon-in-leach (CIL) performance at Telfer has
been below industry standard, currently averaging 75.2 per
cent gold extraction from gold contained in the pyrite
concentrate. Burns et al (2012) present a detailed diagnostic
analysis of the factors affecting CIL performance at Telfer.
They found, after conducting size-by-size analyses, diagnostic
leach tests and detailed mineralogical studies, that poor
liberation of gold grains in coarse pyrite particles was the
primary factor limiting leach performance of Telfer’s pyrite
concentrate. In addition, the study found that the high levels
of cyanide soluble copper (mainly as composite particles
with pyrite) entering the CIL circuit was responsible for high
reagent consumptions in this circuit.
Burns et al (2012) showed that the optimal approach to
improving CIL performance (in terms of both improving
recovery and reducing operating cost) was to install a regrind
mill on the current CIL feed stream, and then remove liberated
gold and copper particles by ﬂotation (pyrite recleaning)
prior to leaching the ﬂotation tailings stream. In laboratory
and pilot testing, the overall gold extraction increased to
approximately 90 per cent overall gold recovery together with
increased copper recovery and a reduction of approximately
25 per cent in cyanide consumption in the CIL circuit as a
result of reducing the cyanide soluble copper concentration
in the CIL feed.
The improvement is gained from liberating ﬁne gold grains
(~5 - 10 μm) locked in larger pyrite particles. Much of this
gold (~50 - 75 per cent) will be recovered by ﬂotation and
combined with the copper concentrate for sale, prior to the
leaching of the ﬂotation tails. Figure 12 shows some optical
micrographs of the typical gold inclusions in pyrite prior to
regrinding at Telfer.

FIG 11 - Copper/sulfur selectivity with and without regrind on Train 2 copper
rougher concentrate while processing West Dome ore.
Following regrinding in the pilot mill, the selectivity between
copper and sulfur was greatly improved. The ground product
had slower ﬂotation kinetics than the unground product,
which is likely to be related to the ﬁner particle size of the
mill discharge. In this case, the regrind feed and discharge
P80s were approximately 40 and 20 μm respectively.
On this basis, a regrind mill is currently being installed
to grind the copper rougher concentrate on Train 2 when
processing high proportions of West Dome ore at Telfer.
The conﬁguration of the ISAMillTM in the circuit is shown in
Figure 2. Copper rougher concentrate will be fed to a cyclone
cluster, the underﬂow will be reground in a 1 MW ISAMillTM

This circuit conﬁguration performance and scale-up design
criteria were developed using a mixture of pilot-scale and
laboratory techniques. A 1.5 kW pilot ISAMillTM M20 (see
Figure 10) was used to regrind the CIL feed material to
different grind sizes in preparation for bench scale ﬂotation
tests and bottle roll leach diagnostics. In addition to preparing
the feed for laboratory testing, operation of the pilot mill also
allowed for the generation of power requirement curves
which were subsequently used to scale-up the power required
in the full scale installation.
Figure 13 shows the gold ﬂotation recovery following
regrinding to different sizes during the pilot studies (each data
series, shows a different day on which the tests were carried
out. At target regrind size of 25 μm, the ﬂotation recovery on
some of the tests achieved close to the current gold recovery
of the CIL circuit (~75 per cent). Operating costs of the regrind
circuit are expected to be approximately ten per cent per ounce
of the CIL operating costs. If the high gold ﬂotation recoveries
can be achieved consistently at full scale, this may provide an
option to de-commission the CIL circuit in the future should
the leach costs become uneconomical. It is unclear why the
recovery of gold reduced greatly when grinding to P80s ﬁner
than 20 - 25 μm. The authors speculate that this drop-off could
be due to overgrinding of higher sulﬁde gangue (SG) gold/
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The ﬂotation cells will be ﬁtted with high shear stators (Bilney
et al, 2006) and ﬂoat force mechanisms (Coleman and Rinne,
2011) in an attempt to provide optimal ﬂotation conditions for
the ﬁne particles. The circuit will have ﬂexibility to send the
pyrite recleaner concentrate to the ﬁnal copper concentrate
tanks or to the copper cleaning circuit if further pyrite
rejection is warranted. The pyrite recleaner tail will be sent to
the existing leach circuit for further gold extraction, and can
also be sent to ﬁnal tailings to by-pass the CIL circuit.

CONCLUSIONS
The ﬁrst phase (installation of copper cleaner scalper, Jameson
cells) of the latest reconﬁguration of the Telfer processing
plant has been completed successfully and in accordance
with expected improvements. The second and third stages of
the reconﬁguration are well underway at the time of writing
this paper, with commissioning to be completed prior to
presentation of this paper at the conference.
The copper regrind mill will improve copper concentrate
grade when processing West Dome ores by liberating copper
minerals from pyrite/copper (mostly chalcopyrite and
chalcocite) binary particles. This modiﬁcation to the circuit is
necessary as Telfer commence processing of West Dome ores.
The pyrite regrind circuit will improve gold extraction from
Pyrite while decreasing the operating cost of the existing
CIL circuit.
The project construction will be completed within 12 months
of initial mobilisation to site and within 14 months of the ﬁnal
capital approval being granted by Newcrest Mining for all
stages of the project.

FIG 12 - Example of gold inclusions in larger pyrite particle.
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a b s t r a c t
This paper discusses a novel method of beneﬁciation of ultraﬁne phosphate which allows the recovery of
phosphate particles that are less than 20 lm in size and have long been considered in the industry to be
unrecoverable. It has been standard practice over many years in the phosphate industry to separate and
discard the ultraﬁne particles, due to unacceptable processing difﬁculties such as excessively high viscosity and/or poor ﬂotation recovery. In contrast with the established methods of beneﬁciation of phosphate
where classiﬁcation by hydrocyclone is mainly used to remove ultraﬁnes as tailings, the method
described in this paper allows a high proportion of ultraﬁnes to be recovered via ﬂotation without prior
separation.
A number of variables and their effect on the ﬂotation recovery of ultraﬁne phosphate are investigated
including the pulp density and water quality during conditioning and ﬂotation, type of ﬂotation machine
and reagents used to depress Fe2O3 and Al2O3. Some excellent results were achieved using samples containing up to 75 wt% 20 lm particles, including for example 91.2% P2O5 recovery to a concentrate grade
of 34.7% P2O5 from a low feed grade of 6.46% P2O5 and 92.4% P2O5 recovery to a concentrate grade of
30.2% P2O5 from 10.6% P2O5 feed. Guar gum was found to be the most effective depressant for Fe2O3,
whilst the Al2O3 was determined to be hydrophilic, resulting in low amounts being recovered to the concentrate, regardless of whether a depressant was used or not. The results of this work led to the development of the method described herein which is designed to recover phosphate from ores containing
particles up to 80 wt% passing 20 lm, by ﬂotation using a Jameson cell.
Crown Copyright  2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Phosphate beneﬁciation operations around the world which use
ﬂotation as the principal mechanism to concentrate the phosphate
bearing minerals, typically discard the ‘‘ultraﬁne’’ phosphate bearing particles, where for this study ‘‘ultraﬁne’’ is deﬁned as particles
being smaller than 20 lm. It is standard practice in the phosphate
industry to separate the ultraﬁnes by scrubbing and hydrocycloning before the remainder of the raw feed is transferred to the ﬂotation plant for concentration (Kogel et al., 2006). Phosphate
beneﬁciation has been carried out this way for many years because
of the known poor ﬂoatability of the ultraﬁnes and because in the
past it has been determined that the larger phosphate bearing particles ﬂoat and concentrate more efﬁciently in the absence of ultraﬁnes. After the ultraﬁnes have been separated they are typically
discarded and stored in large slimes ponds as tailings, effectively
becoming lost revenue to the mining operation.
Legend International Holdings Inc. major phosphate deposits
Paradise South and DTree are known to average between 20 wt%
and 60 wt% ultraﬁne particles, containing up to 55 wt% of the phos⇑ Corresponding author.

E-mail address: adamt@axisc.com.au (A.J. Teague).

phate (Teague and Lollback, 2010). After grinding, the proportion
of ultraﬁnes can increase to up to 80 wt% of the total feed mass,
containing up to 75 wt% of the phosphate. At the beginning of
the development of Legend’s beneﬁciation process, it became clear
that if standard practice was followed by desliming and discarding
the ultraﬁnes, the project would be potentially uneconomical due
to the removal of a large portion of the phosphate values. Hence
the major aim of this work was to develop a process that could successfully concentrate ore from either of these two major phosphate
deposits without discarding any ultraﬁnes.
Bench scale ﬂotation tests were initially carried out in a conventional Denver cell to conﬁrm the poor ﬂoatability of the ultraﬁne
phosphate and to investigate the effect of pulp density and water
quality during conditioning and ﬂotation, on phosphate recovery.
Some bench scale comparison tests between Denver cells and Jameson cells were carried out, which effectively ﬁnalised the design of
Legend’s beneﬁciation process. Lastly, the entire beneﬁciation process was set-up at laboratory pilot scale to test diamond drill core
and RC chip samples, to enable Legend to calculate a reserve for
the Paradise South and a pending reserve for the DTree ore deposits.
These tests conﬁrmed the novel process was successful using samples with highly variable phosphate feed grades and mineralogy and
also established guar gum as the best depressant for Fe2O3.

0892-6875/$ - see front matter Crown Copyright  2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.mineng.2011.12.007
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2. Theory
Examples of methods of desliming and their importance to
effective recovery are discussed by Ahmed (2007). The use of
screens or hydrocyclones to deslime the crushed ore dramatically
improves the efﬁciency of ﬂotation but in many cases the loss of
phosphate ﬁnes is over 15% of the total phosphate. A technical report by Luttrell (2004) explains that beneﬁciation plants in Florida,
one of the major areas for phosphate beneﬁciation in the USA, typically wash and deslime ore matrix at 150 mesh (105 lm) so that
ﬁner than 150 mesh particles are considered tailings and pumped
to settling ponds so that approximately 30% of phosphate contained in the original ore is lost to tailings ponds. Thus, while ﬂotation is a very effective method for the beneﬁciation of
phosphate, there remains a need for a process which can recover
a portion of ﬁnes normally discarded as tailings.
There is some reference in the literature to the ﬂotation of ultraﬁne phosphate with column cells such as that practised at the Barreiro concentrator in Brazil (Wyslouzil, 2009; Wyslouzil et al.,
2010) however there are some drawbacks to this process. The feed
to the ultraﬁne circuit has a particle size of 100% passing 30 lm
and is deslimed again at approximately 5–10 lm where 60 wt%
of the P2O5 is still discarded. Also, of the 40 wt% of the P2O5 that
is fed to the CPT ﬂotation columns, only 7 wt% is recovered to a
marketable concentrate grade of 33.5% P2O5 and 33 wt% is discarded as the ﬂotation tailing. It can be seen that this process still
has major limitations of; not being able to treat and recover ultraﬁne particles in the range of 0–10 lm; and having to install additional desliming and ﬂotation circuits for a low additional mass
recovery of P2O5. The method discussed in the current paper does
not have these limitations.
Jameson cell ﬂotation machines have a number of attributes
which have made them a popular choice for facilitating the ﬂotation of ﬁne particles in base metal and coal operations. These have
been well described and documented in the past by Jameson et al.
(1988) and Young et al. (2006) and others. The average air bubble
size is 300 lm compared to 1000 lm for conventional ﬂotation
machines and the total surface area of 1 mm3 of air is 20 mm2 compared with 6 mm2 for conventional machines. This larger bubble
surface area generated by the Jameson cell increases the probability of particle-bubble collision and attachment when ﬂoating ﬁne
particles. It has been documented in the past that ﬁne and ultraﬁne
particles exhibit improved ﬂotation characteristics when ﬂoated
with small bubbles (Nguyen and Schulze, 2003; Fillipov, 1998),
since the collision efﬁciency increases and there is an increased
chance of particle-bubble attachment.
Although conventional and column cells have been used before
in phosphate ﬂotation, there is no reference in the literature to
Jameson cells ever being used. This is surprising, given they have
been used for some time in potash processing (Eisner, 2010) and
they are considered to be better suited to the ﬂotation of ﬁne particles than both conventional and column cells since they generate
smaller bubbles. With the development of Legend’s process to ﬂoat
the ultraﬁne phosphate, it was thought there would be merit in trialling the Jameson cell, because of its known success in the minerals industry and its ability to generate small bubbles and recover
ﬁne particles.

3. Materials and methods
3.1. Bench scale conventional ﬂotation cell tests
Bench scale studies were carried out on two of Legend’s phosphate deposits, Paradise South and DTree, to determine the effect
of ultraﬁnes removal, pulp density and water quality during
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conditioning and ﬂotation and depressants for Fe2O3 and Al2O3
rejection. Prior to ﬂotation, 1.5 kg of dry solid was wet-ground for
2 min in a 7 l laboratory rod mill at 63 wt% solids using distilled
water, until a particle size distribution of 80 wt% passing 150 lm
was achieved. The slurry was then wet screened at 150 lm and
20 lm, so that the +150 lm oversize and 20 lm ultraﬁnes were removed respectively. This left 1 kg of solid (150 lm + 20 lm fraction)⁄⁄⁄ available for ﬂotation. The slurry was dewatered to
75 wt% solids for conditioning, using a pressure ﬁlter. High intensity
conditioning was carried out by vigorously agitating the solids and
reagents in a 1 l stainless steel ﬂask, at 1100 rpm, using a drill press
with impellor. Soda ash (Na2CO3) was added to the slurry at a dose of
0.8 kg/t and stirred for 2 min until a pH of between 9.3 and 9.5 was
achieved. Tall oil fatty acid and diesel were then added together as
an emulsion at a dose of 1.3 kg/t (ratio of 1:1) and the slurry stirred
for a further 6 min. When the amount of Fe2O3 in the feed was
known to be 4% by weight or greater, guar gum depressant was
added to the slurry as a 1 wt% solution and stirred for a further
2 min. After conditioning, each sample was diluted to 30 wt% solids
with distilled water and transferred to the ﬂotation cell.
Batch ﬂotation was conducted in an aerated 2.5 l Denver ﬂotation cell, with a constant impeller speed of 1000 rpm. Froth was
scraped at a constant rate during rougher/scavenger ﬂotation until
the froth was barren; on average, this took about 4 min. The combined rougher/scavenger concentrate was then re-ﬂoated in a
cleaning stage using the same ﬂotation cell, without any further reagent or water addition. The ﬂotation products were dried,
weighed and assayed for P2O5, Fe2O3, Al2O3, CaO, MgO and SiO2
by ICP and XRF so that ﬂotation recoveries could be calculated.
3.2. Laboratory pilot plant tests
Continuous ﬂotation tests using drill core and RC chip samples
with highly variable mineralogy from the Paradise South and
DTree deposits were carried out at laboratory pilot scale. For these
tests, the 20 lm ultraﬁne fraction was not removed from the ore
samples prior to conditioning and ﬂotation. Samples of between
30 kg and 50 kg each were tumbled in a tumble mill for 15 min
and screened at 25 mm to remove oversize silica. Each sample
was wet-ground in a 95 l rod mill with de-ionised water at
63 wt% solids to achieve a particle size of 80 wt% passing
150 lm, thickened to 75% solids by ﬁltration and conditioned using
the same reagent scheme as described in Section 3.1.
After conditioning, the slurry was transferred to a bafﬂed 300 l
drum and diluted to between 15 and 20 wt% solids using de-ionised water for ﬂotation in a L150 (6 m high) Jameson cell. The slurry was continuously fed to the Jameson cell, at a constant ﬂow rate
of 0.35 m3/h, for rougher ﬂotation. Air to the cell was adjusted to
create a vacuum of between 15 and 20 kPa, which produced a feed
pressure of between 120 and 150 kPa. When the operation was stable at the set process conditions, a survey was conducted by collecting 5 l feed, concentrate and tailing slurry samples. When the
rougher stage was completed, the tailing was collected and fed
continuously to the Jameson cell at 0.35 m3/h, to simulate scavenger ﬂotation. Surveys were again conducted upon reaching stable
operation. After the scavenger stage, the Jameson cell was drained
and cleaned, and the rougher and scavenger concentrates were collected and fed though the cell to simulate cleaner ﬂotation. The
enrichment ratios for each ﬂotation stage were found to vary with
feed grade; typically they averaged between 1.8 and 2.7 for the
rougher, 3 and 5 for the scavenger and between 1 and 1.5 for cleaner ﬂotation. Similar to the bench scale tests, no further reagent
additions were made to the scavenger and cleaner ﬂotation stages.
The ﬂotation products were each dried, weighed and assayed for
P2O5, Fe2O3, Al2O3, CaO, MgO and SiO2 by ICP and XRF so that ﬂotation recoveries could be calculated.
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During operation of the Jameson cell, only one problem was
encountered with short-circuiting. Occasionally the feed pressure
to the cell would drop due to airlocks in the pump caused by excess
froth in the slurry. When this occurred, it was necessary to stopstart the pump so that the feed pressure and vacuum in the downcomer were restored. Although this problem was encountered
occasionally, it was quickly managed and did not affect the ﬂotation results.
3.3. Mineralogy
Phosphorite at Legend’s DTree deposit occurs predominantly as
mudstone and silty mudstone phosphorite (also known as microsphorite) with some minor occurrences of peloidal grainstone phosphorite (also known as pelletal phosphorite). At Paradise South the
phosphorite is made up of pelletal phosphorites almost completely
comprised of collophane (carbonate ﬂuorapatite), mudstone phosphorite and replacement phosphorite, which is a more indurated,
porcellanous phosphorite (Hough, 2010). Mineralogical studies of
DTree and Paradise South ore by QEMSCAN (Jones, 2011) and
quantitative XRD (Johnson, 2009) determined the major mineral
species to be apatite, quartz, kaolinite and goethite. Average head
assays taken from the test samples that were used in this study
for DTree and Paradise South ore are given in Table 1.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Ultraﬁnes removal – conventional ﬂotation cell tests
Table 2 shows results that were obtained from bench scale ﬂotation tests on DTree ore using a conventional Denver cell, with
and without ultraﬁnes. These tests were designed to investigate
and conﬁrm the effect ultraﬁne particles have on P2O5 concentrate
grade and recovery when ﬂoated at different pulp densities.
It can be seen from the results that leaving the ultraﬁnes in the
ore has a negative impact on the amount of P2O5 recovered as well
as the concentrate grade, when ﬂotation is carried out in a conventional Denver cell. The difference in P2O5 recovery is more pronounced at 20 wt% solids (51.1%) compared to 30 wt% and
40 wt% solids (25.2% and 31.6%), nevertheless the difference is signiﬁcant at each pulp density. Given the phosphate industry has
used conventional ﬂotation cells for many years, the poor recoveries in these tests demonstrate why the ultraﬁnes are commonly
separated from the ore and discarded before ﬂotation. The results
also show that in this case, 30 wt% solids is the optimum pulp density to achieve the highest P2O5 recovery and grade for DTree ore,
marginally better recovery (6.7%) than 40 wt% solids with ultraﬁnes and the same recovery (94%) with slightly higher grade
(2.3%) without ultraﬁnes.
4.2. Effect of pulp density during conditioning
Bench scale tests using Paradise South ore, were designed to
investigate the effect of pulp density during conditioning on the ﬂotation recovery of P2O5. It has been previously documented that conditioning at high wt% solids promotes collector adsorption onto
phosphate surfaces and reduces the activation of silica (Gruber
et al., 1995). Table 3 shows the results. It can be seen that

conditioning at low wt% solids yields poor P2O5 recoveries and
grades. The P2O5 recoveries increase from a low 10.3% at 30 wt% solids to a high of 97.8% when the slurry is conditioned at 75 wt% solids.
There is not much difference in concentrate grade when the slurry is
conditioned at 51 or 75 wt% solids but the P2O5 recovery is over 50%
greater when conditioned at 75 wt% solids indicating that the
hydrophobicity of the P2O5 in the feed has increased markedly under
these conditions, resulting in improved ﬂoatability. Gruber et al.
(1995) explain that the beneﬁts of conditioning at high wt% solids
are twofold; ﬁrstly, it increases the concentration (moles per litre)
of the collector and therefore the force driving chemisorption of collector onto phosphate is increased and secondly, the effects of dissolved cations such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ are reduced when the
quantity of water is reduced so that less reagent is lost due to bulk
precipitation and there are fewer cations available to activate
quartz. The results in Table 3 conﬁrm this hypothesis.
4.3. Effect of water quality
Further to the discussion in the previous Section 4.2, the study
undertaken by Jacobs Engineering (Gruber et al., 1995) clearly
showed that the use of distilled or de-ionised water in phosphate
conditioning and ﬂotation, instead of plant or tap (hard) water, increased the recovery of phosphate and reduced the recovery of
quartz. They suggested that the Ca2+ ions in the hard water activated the quartz and residual oleate ions from the collector were
physically adsorbed onto the quartz in the ﬂotation cell. In the current study, bench scale tests were carried out using DTree ore to
conﬁrm this effect and the results are given in Table 4, whilst
Fig. 1 shows a plot of water hardness as CaCO3 equivalent versus
P2O5 recovery. The results demonstrate that the ﬂotation recovery
of P2O5 is inversely proportional to the hardness of the water that
is used in grinding, conditioning and ﬂotation, for instance 97.6%
P2O5 recovery for distilled water with <1 mg/L hardness and only
59.9% P2O5 recovery for fresh site water with 410 mg/L hardness.
Interestingly, the result for Test 4 of 97.1% P2O5 recovery using IX
softened site water, conﬁrmed that the ion-exchange apparatus
successfully removed hard cations to a level <0.1 mg/L hardness,
making it similar in quality to distilled water. The P2O5 grade of
the concentrates was found to increase from 26.6% P2O5 to 30.9%
P2O5 as the water hardness decreased, although this did not appear
to be as linear as the relationship between water hardness and
P2O5 recovery as illustrated in Fig. 1. When hard water was used
during conditioning, a pH change in the slurry was observed,
although more soda ash was needed to raise the pH from approximately eight to the target of between 9.3 and 9.5 and hence neutralise the concentration of Ca2+ in the water. Elevated levels of
water hardness resulted in more silica reporting to the phosphate
concentrate which agrees with the investigations carried out with
Gruber et al. (1995) and their hypothesis of Ca2+ activating silica as
discussed previously in this section. The water hardness may have
also contributed to the lower phosphate recovery and concentrate
grade by the reaction between fatty acid collector and Ca2+ and
Mg2+, reducing the efﬁciency of the collector as found by Gruber
et al. (1995).
In a full scale operation it is expected that all the recycled process water would be collected into a common collection tank
which would then pass through a ﬁlter to remove ﬁne particulate

Table 1
Average head assays for DTree and Paradise South ore.
Ore type

P2O5 (%)

Fe2O3 (%)

Al2O3 (%)

MgO (%)

CaO (%)

SiO2 (%)

DTree
Paradise South

15.52
15.58

5.45
6.29

6.13
5.40

0.35
0.70

21.43
22.91

47.28
39.92
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Table 2
DTree conventional ﬂotation cell tests with and without ultraﬁnes.
Pulp wt% solids

DTree with ultraﬁnes

20
30
40

DTree without ultraﬁnes

Concentrate grade P2O5 (%)

P2O5 recovery to concentrate (%)

Concentrate grade P2O5 (%)

P2O5 recovery to concentrate (%)

29.3
27.4
26.5

37.1
69.2
62.5

34.2
36.4
34.1

88.2
94.4
94.1

Table 3
Effect of pulp density during conditioning on ﬂotation of Paradise South ore.
Test

Pulp wt% solids in conditioning

Feed grade P2O5 (%)

Concentrate grade P2O5 (%)

P2O5 recovery to concentrate (%)

1
2
3
4
5
6

30
30
51
51
75
75

17.63
17.63
19.50
19.30
19.80
19.60

20.76
30.09
31.50
32.50
30.80
32.00

62.45
10.30
45.50
41.40
97.80
97.40

solids and ion exchange system to remove Ca2+ and Mg2+, such as
that facilitated by industrial water providers.
4.4. Conventional ﬂotation cell versus Jameson cell
Table 5 shows results for the ﬂotation of DTree ore with ultraﬁnes in a conventional Denver cell versus a L150 Jameson cell at
a pulp density of 20 wt% solids. From these results it can be seen
that even though the cell types were tested using DTree samples
of varying P2O5 feed grades, the difference in performance of the
Denver cell and Jameson cell in terms of P2O5 recovery (30–50%)
is obvious and signiﬁcant. The Jameson cell tests were found to
be very encouraging since they were the ﬁrst trials ever attempted
using phosphate ore and as such the process conditions were far
from optimised, yet they still gave an outstanding result on material with 75 wt% ultraﬁnes. The high P2O5 recoveries of 82.9% and
90% for Tests 3 and 4 at grades of 27.5% P2O5 and 29.7% P2O5
respectively, demonstrate that on a grade/recovery curve, the
recovery could potentially be reduced to improve the grade to
>30% P2O5. The results demonstrate that the use of the Jameson cell
has a signiﬁcant impact on the recovery of ultraﬁne phosphate particles compared to the conventional Denver cell, most likely due to
the presence of small bubbles in the mixing zone which increase
the probability of particle-bubble collision and attachment. Even
though the average bubble size was not measured in this study,
over the last twenty years it has been a major focus in Jameson cell
research; Evans et al. (1992, 1994) measured and determined the
average bubble size to be between 360 lm and 950 lm compared
to conventional column cells that had an average bubble size between 2 mm and 3 mm. This was proven for full scale and pilot
cells of various sizes. In the current study, it has been assumed that
the bubble size generated during operation of the L150 pilot cell is
not signiﬁcantly different to that measured in other Jameson cells.

approximately 5–6% each of Fe2O3 and Al2O3 by weight, so the
aim of these tests was to ﬁnd a reagent that could reduce these
contaminants to as low a level as possible in the ﬂotation concentrate. From the results in Table 6 it can be seen that the best
depression of Fe2O3 was achieved in Test 7, using 500 g/t of guar
gum. This test reduced the grade of Fe2O3 by the greatest margin,
compared to the other depressants, from 4.40% to 2.89%, whilst
the Al2O3 grade was reduced from 0.93% to 0.74%. The next best results were Tests 4 and 5, using 1500 g/t of corn starch and 500 g/t
of potato starch respectively. In Test 4, the corn starch produced
the lowest concentrate grade of Fe2O3 and Al2O3 out of all the tests
(2.78% Fe2O3 and 0.72% Al2O3) and in Test 5, the potato starch gave
a similar margin of Fe2O3 grade reduction to Test 4 (1.47% compared to 1.48%). The P2O5 recoveries to the concentrate are all consistently between 97% and 98% which is a good result, given that
starch and guar gum are known to also adsorb onto phosphate surfaces and cause ﬂotation depression if added in excessive quantities. From these tests, guar gum was selected as the overall best
depressant because it performed the best in reducing the concentrate grade of Fe2O3 and Al2O3 at a minimal dosage of between
250 g/t and 500 g/t, compared to the other reagents which used between 500 g/t and 1500 g/t.
4.6. Laboratory pilot plant

4.5. Depression of Fe2O3 and Al2O3

The results from the bench scale work led to the reﬁnement and
ﬁnalisation of the process ﬂowsheet. This ﬂowsheet was then constructed at laboratory pilot plant scale at Amdel laboratories in
Adelaide, Australia to carry out beneﬁciation tests on Paradise
South and DTree ore, to enable Legend to calculate a mineable reserve for these deposits. All tests were completed without the removal of any 20 lm particles. The results of this work proved
the novel process worked effectively using diamond drill core
and RC chip samples with highly variable feed mineralogy and
wt% proportions of 20 lm particles.

Bench scale ﬂotation tests were carried out on Paradise South
ore using a Denver cell to compare a number of reagents known
to depress Fe2O3 and Al2O3 during phosphate ﬂotation (Finch,
2009). These included corn starch, potato starch and guar gum. It
was necessary for Legend to ﬁnd a suitable depressant for these
species so that the rock concentrate would be more amenable to
downstream manufacture of the fertilizers mono-ammoniumphosphate (MAP) and di-ammonium-phosphate (DAP). On average, Paradise South and DTree run of mine (ROM) ore contain

4.6.1. Paradise South
Table 7 shows a selection of ﬂotation results from the Paradise
South reserve determination tests whilst Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the
relationship between the grade of Fe2O3 and Al2O3 in the feed versus concentrate respectively.
The results in Table 7 indicate excellent P2O5 recoveries of between 76% and 97.3% from a variety of feed grades ranging from
a low 6.46% P2O5 to 23.8% P2O5. The result for Test 7, giving a concentrate grade of 34.7% P2O5 from 6.46% P2O5 feed whilst
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Table 4
The effect of water quality on ﬂotation of DTree ore.
Test

Water type

Hardness as CaCO3 equivalent
(mg/L)

Feed grade P2O5
(%)

Concentrate grade P2O5
(%)

Concentrate grade SiO2
(%)

P2O5 recovery to concentrate
(%)

1
2
3

Distilled
IX softened site
Recycled softened
site
Brisbane tap
Fresh site

<0.1
<0.1
110

17.1
17.1
18.7

30.9
29.8
22.3

17.6
18.2
28.0

97.6
97.1
78.8

120
410

20.2
17.5

29.5
26.6

22.3
20.9

76.2
59.0

4
5

recovering 91.2% P2O5, is outstanding. Tests 4 and 6 also gave
excellent results from low grade feeds of about 10% P2O5; they
recovered between 85% and 86% P2O5 to concentrate grades between 33% and 34% P2O5 from feed samples that consisted of between 47 wt% and 54 wt% 20 lm particles. Most phosphate
operations around the world would consider the feed grades of
Tests 4, 6 and 7 to be too low to process using established methods,
so these results really highlight the beneﬁts of the using the new
beneﬁciation process described in this paper. These results indicate
that this method of high wt% solids conditioning, de-ionised water
and ﬂotation with Jameson cells is very efﬁcient and selective in
recovering phosphate particles, even when the feed consists of a
high wt% proportion of 20 lm particles.
With regard to Fe2O3 depression, the results show that 250 g/t
guar gum performed well when it was used in 5 out of the 7 Tests,
reducing the Fe2O3 grade by margins between 17% and 70%. The
best result was achieved in Test 5 which reduced the Fe2O3 grade
from 7.98% in the feed to 2.38% in the concentrate. Fig. 2 illustrates
the relationship between Fe2O3 in the feed versus Fe2O3 in the concentrate for the entire campaign of tests using Paradise South ore.
It can be seen that there is a straight line relationship between the
Fe2O3 grade in the feed and concentrate, indicating consistent
depression of Fe2O3 by the guar gum.
In terms of Al2O3 depression, it can be seen from the feed and
concentrate grades in Table 7, that the process is extremely efﬁcient in rejecting Al2O3 regardless of the feed grade and whether
guar gum depressant has been used or not. The Al2O3 grade is consistently reduced by between 82% and 87% to levels ranging from
0.66% Al2O3 to 1.14% Al2O3 with the exception of Test 7 which reduced the grade from 5.34% Al2O3 to 2.23% Al2O3. The best individual result was in Test 4 where 7.22% Al2O3 in the feed was reduced
to 0.94% Al2O3 in the concentrate. Fig. 3 shows a scatter plot of
Al2O3 grade in the feed versus Al2O3 grade in the concentrate.
The amount of scatter in the data indicates that there is no relationship between the Al2O3 in the feed and concentrate, because
regardless of the feed grade, only minimal Al2O3 is recovered to
the concentrate. The Al2O3 appears to behave differently to the
Fe2O3 during ﬂotation; it is postulated that it does not adsorb fatty
acid collector and become hydrophobic like the Fe2O3, hence the
guar gum has no effect on its depression, since it is already hydrophilic. It is also thought that the unique operating mechanism of
the Jameson cell has added to the excellent Al2O3 rejection because
of its small bubble generation and froth washing, resulting in only
minimal entrainment of Al2O3 into the froth.
4.6.2. DTree
Table 8 shows a selection of ﬂotation results from the entire
campaign of DTree pending reserve determination tests, whilst
Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the relationship between the grade of
Fe2O3 and Al2O3 in the feed versus concentrate respectively.
Similar to the results discussed in Section 4.6.1 for Paradise
South, the DTree results shown in Table 8 demonstrate excellent
P2O5 recoveries ranging from 76.7% to 95.6% from samples of
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Fig. 1. P2O5 recovery versus water hardness.

variable feed grades (10.6% P2O5–19.1% P2O5) and wt% proportions
of 20 lm particles (40.7–65.2%). In general the wt% proportions
of 20 lm particles in the milled DTree samples were higher than
for the Paradise South samples, nevertheless, the beneﬁciation
method still produced excellent ﬂotation recoveries and concentrate grades. Some of the best results included Test 7 which
achieved the highest P2O5 recovery of 95.6% at a concentrate grade
of 33.3% P2O5 from a feed grade of 16.9% P2O5 with 53.4 wt%
20 lm particles and Test 5 which gave 92.4% P2O5 recovery at a
concentrate grade of 30.2% P2O5 from a low feed grade of 10.6%
P2O5 with 49.7 wt% 20 lm particles.
The Fe2O3 grades in the feed and concentrate for Tests 2, 3, 5, 6
and 8 indicate that the guar gum at 250 g/t worked effectively as a
depressant. The reductions in Fe2O3 grade range from 6.6% to 67%,
although on average the reductions are less than they were for the
Paradise South tests, which may have been due to the presence of
ﬁne goethite needing further liberation. The best individual result
was Test 6 which reduced the Fe2O3 feed grade of 8.36% to a concentrate grade of 2.74%.
Fig. 4 illustrates the relationship between Fe2O3 in the feed versus Fe2O3 in the concentrate and similar to Fig. 2, gives a straight
line relationship. This result suggests that the Fe2O3 mineralogy
in both DTree and Paradise South is similar and responds to the
guar gum depressant in the same way, although the R2 value for
DTree is slightly lower than for Paradise South (0.61 compared to
0.73) which could mean some of the goethite in the DTree samples
was not as well liberated as it was for the Paradise South tests.
From the results in Table 8, it can be seen that similar to the Paradise South results, the process rejects Al2O3 from the phosphate
concentrate extremely well, regardless of the feed grade and
whether guar gum has been used or not. The Al2O3 grade is consistently reduced by between 66% and 88% to grades ranging from
0.64% Al2O3 to 1.67% Al2O3. The best individual result was achieved
in Test 8 which gave a concentrate grade of 0.64% Al2O3 from a feed
grade of 7.75% Al2O3. Fig. 5 shows a scatter plot of Al2O3 grade in
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Table 5
Flotation of DTree ore using a Denver cell and Jameson cell.
Test

Cell type

1
2
3
4

Denver
Denver
Jameson
Jameson

Wt% passing 20 lm

Feed grade P2O5 (%)

72
52
75
75

Concentrate grades

15.8
16.4
21.4
21.7

Recovery

P2O5 (%)

Fe2O3 (%)

Al2O3 (%)

P2O5 (%)

29.3
33.8
27.5
29.7

7.3
2.9
1.8
1.6

2.7
1.2
1.4
1.7

37.1
52.0
82.9
90.0

Table 6
Flotation of Paradise South ore comparing depressants.
Test

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Reagent

Baseline
Corn starch
Corn starch
Corn starch
Potato starch
Guar gum
Guar gum

Addition rate (g/t)

Head grade

–
500
1000
1500
500
250
500

Final grade

Recovery

P2O5 (%)

Fe2O3 (%)

Al2O3 (%)

P2O5 (%)

Fe2O3 (%)

Al2O3 (%)

P2O5 (%)

19.8
19.6
19.7
19.9
19.5
19.7
19.5

4.42
4.35
4.35
4.25
4.42
4.31
4.40

1.03
0.94
0.95
0.91
0.97
0.96
0.93

30.8
31.3
31.1
32.4
32.0
30.5
31.4

3.49
2.91
2.89
2.78
2.94
2.97
2.89

0.94
0.79
0.80
0.72
0.75
0.82
0.74

97.8
97.4
97.7
98.0
97.6
97.7
97.3

Table 7
Paradise South laboratory pilot plant ﬂotation results.

*

Test

Wt% passing 20 lm

1
2*
3
4
5
6
7*

46.7
48.6
41.3
47.2
55.3
54.3
35.5

Head grade

Concentrate grade

Recovery

P2O5 (%)

Fe2O3 (%)

Al2O3 (%)

SiO2 (%)

P2O5 (%)

Fe2O3 (%)

Al2O3 (%)

SiO2 (%)

P2O5 (%)

20.9
23.8
16.2
10.1
10.2
10.4
6.46

5.63
3.55
5.35
2.75
7.98
4.80
0.92

5.77
3.65
7.01
7.22
4.47
4.48
5.34

29.8
30.9
38.4
56.2
51.3
59.5
75.1

36.4
36.7
33.0
34.3
30.4
33.0
34.7

2.19
2.13
3.33
2.05
2.38
3.99
1.17

0.86
0.66
1.14
0.94
0.91
0.98
2.23

8.30
4.30
6.30
6.10
11.0
10.7
9.13

96.4
97.3
94.1
85.2
76.0
86.5
91.2

Indicates tests where no guar gum was added during conditioning.

Fig. 2. Fe2O3 grade in feed versus Fe2O3 grade in concentrate for Paradise South
laboratory pilot plant tests.

Fig. 3. Al2O3 grade in feed versus Al2O3 grade in concentrate for Paradise South
laboratory pilot plant tests.

the feed versus Al2O3 grade in the concentrate. Again similar to the
Paradise South tests, the amount of scatter in the data demonstrates there is no relationship between the Al2O3 in the feed and
concentrate, because the beneﬁciation process has performed so
well it has rejected Al2O3 regardless of the feed grade. Overall,
the similarity of the P2O5, Fe2O3 and Al2O3 ﬂotation results
between DTree and Paradise South ore indicate the excellent
repeatability and robust nature of the designed beneﬁciation
process.

4.6.3. Final process method
The results from all of the test work discussed in this paper culminated in the design of Legend’s beneﬁciation process which is
summarised here and is currently in patent pending status following the submission of an international patent application (Teague,
2011). This method allows the successful ﬂotation recovery of
phosphate from ore with a particle size distribution of up to
80 wt% passing 20 lm.
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Table 8
DTree laboratory pilot plant ﬂotation results.
Test

1*
2
3
4*
5
6
7*
8
*

Wt% Passing 20 lm

52.4
40.7
44.9
54.3
49.7
56.5
53.4
65.2

Head grade

Concentrate grade

Recovery

P2O5 (%)

Fe2O3 (%)

Al2O3 (%)

SiO2 (%)

P2O5 (%)

Fe2O3 (%)

Al2O3 (%)

SiO2 (%)

P2O5 (%)

19.1
17.6
17.3
18.7
10.6
15.3
16.9
16.3

2.99
4.20
5.18
2.41
5.84
8.36
3.45
3.24

5.84
4.93
5.09
6.10
6.05
7.12
5.54
7.75

37.1
43.1
40.6
39.1
54.9
40.8
45.6
43.3

33.8
30.6
32.0
31.8
30.2
35.1
33.3
36.2

2.76
3.68
4.62
2.25
3.82
2.74
3.74
1.09

1.65
1.67
1.64
1.15
1.11
0.84
0.91
0.64

8.70
15.5
11.2
13.7
15.2
6.40
12.2
8.10

83.7
92.4
88.4
92.1
92.4
79.4
95.6
76.7

Indicates tests where no guar gum was added during conditioning.

Fig. 4. Fe2O3 grade in feed versus Fe2O3 grade in concentrate for DTree laboratory
pilot plant tests.

content of Fe2O3 and Al2O3 is relatively high such as at least 4%
each by weight of the solids content of the slurry, guar gum can
be used to depress these constituents. The guar gum may be added
to the slurry at a dosage of 0.05–1 kg/t.
A pH adjusting agent such as soda ash (Na2CO3) may be added
at the milling stage or up to or including the conditioning tank so
that a pH of between 9.3 and 10 is achieved. The soda ash may be
added and mixed with the slurry in the conditioning tank, for
example for 2 min and the fatty acid collector and diesel together
or separately added and mixed with the slurry for a further period
of, for example, 6 min. Where used, the guar gum may then be
added and mixed with the slurry for a period (for example
2 min). Typically when it is used, the guar gum is mixed with the
slurry after the phosphate particles have been made hydrophobic
by the collector and hydrocarbon.
The method comprises a step of diluting the conditioned aqueous slurry to provide a solids content of no more than 35% by
weight and preferably 20% solids by weight. The diluted conditioned slurry is introduced to the one or more downcomers of a
Jameson ﬂotation cell. Rougher, scavenger and cleaner ﬂotation is
carried out using Jameson cells to obtain a 32% P2O5 concentrate
with at least 80% P2O5 recovery.
The water used in the method may be fresh water, recycled
water or a mixture. It is particularly preferred that the water used
in the method has a concentration of no more than 10 mg/L combined Ca2+ and Mg2+ and most preferably no more than 1 mg/L.
The water can be treated using an ion exchange unit to reduce
the concentration of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions in the water, for example
by exchange with Na+ ions. The reduction in the combined concentration of calcium and magnesium signiﬁcantly improves adsorption of the collector onto the phosphate during conditioning and
this improves ﬂotation performance.

Fig. 5. Al2O3 grade in feed versus Al2O3 grade in concentrate for DTree laboratory
pilot plant tests.

5. Conclusions

The slurry is formed by milling the ore in a rod mill, followed by
classiﬁcation using a hydrocyclone to provide a size fraction of at
least 80 wt% passing 150 lm, then it is dewatered to at least
70 wt% solids using a belt ﬁlter. Conditioning is carried out by contacting the slurry at 70 wt% solids with at least one collecting agent
selected from fatty acids and salts thereof such as tall oil fatty acid
(C12–C36) and at least one hydrocarbon such as diesel. Typically
the dose of collector and hydrocarbon are in the range of 0.5–
3 kg per tonne of dry solid contained in the slurry. The collector
and hydrocarbon may be added to the aqueous slurry together or
separately. They can be added neat or in the presence of diluents
such as alkaline aqueous diluents if desired. In cases where the
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A process has been designed which successfully beneﬁciates
phosphate ore with highly variable mineralogy and ultraﬁne
(20 lm) size fractions of up to 80 wt% of the feed. The process
uses conditioning with reagents at high wt% solids (at least
70 wt%) and ﬂotation with Jameson cells in a rougher, scavenger,
cleaner conﬁguration to recover at least 80% P2O5 at a grade of
32% P2O5 or greater. The Jameson cell was found to have an advantage over conventional ﬂotation cells when treating ultraﬁne particles, due to their intense mixing zone and propensity to form small
bubbles. The use of de-ionised water in the process was also found
to be important to minimize the concentration of hard cations that
could activate silica and hence adsorb collector, thereby interfering
with collector adsorption onto phosphate, decreasing its
ﬂoatability.
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ABSTRACT
A full-scale prototype of “Jameson Downcomer” technology has been installed and tested on a
Tailings Oil Recovery (TOR) vessel in Syncrude’s Mildred Lake extraction plant. Jameson Downcomers
are a type of mineral flotation equipment used in the coal industry that Syncrude has extended to the
recovery of secondary bitumen in the oil sand extraction process. The TOR vessels are currently being
operated as single-gravity separation vessels, in series with the Primary Separation Vessels (PSV’s). We
have developed a model to differentiate between “floating” and “non-floating” bitumen in the PSV’s, and
then applied it to verify that the current TOR performance only captures the “floating” bitumen by simple
separation. The existence of “non-floating” bitumen provides an opportunity for recovery enhancement by
means of the Jameson Downcomers. To achieve bitumen recovery enhancement, middlings slurry is
withdrawn from the TOR vessel, and passed through a number of parallel Jameson downcomers, within
which the slurry is accelerated to a high-velocity free jet, and impinged upon the slurry surface inside the
downcomer, in the presence of air. The aerated slurry is returned to the middlings zone inside the TOR,
resulting in an incremental recovery improvement of bitumen in the TOR. The operation of the
downcomers is thought to produce suitably small air bubbles for the flotation of bitumen, either by fluid
shearing during the slurry jet impingement, and/or by micro-bubble nucleation. This full-scale prototype
design has met or exceeded the recovery expectations of the original Research piloting, recovering at least
40% of the non-floating bitumen. In Syncrude Extraction, this provides high business value by a
separation efficiency gain achieved with modest expenditure. As well, the system has demonstrated
excellent operability and maintainability.

KEYWORDS
Bitumen, oilsand, Jameson, downcomer, flotation
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INTRODUCTION
Syncrude Overview
Syncrude Canada Ltd. is one of the largest producers of crude oil from oil sands. Our crude oil
production facility has the capacity to produce over 15% of Canada's total oil requirements. To do this, we
surface mine oil sand, extract the raw oil known as bitumen from the sand using water-based processes,
and upgrade that bitumen into sweet light crude oil by fluid coking, hydro processing, hydro treating and
reblending.
Our final product, Syncrude Crude Oil (SCO), is sent by pipeline to three Edmonton area
refineries and to pipeline terminals which ship it to other refineries in Canada and the United States.
The Syncrude operation is comprised of four major technology areas: Mining, Extraction,
Upgrading and Utilities. As well, Syncrude invests more than $40 million annually in science and
technology, and is among the top 50 companies in Canada for Research and Development (R&D)
investment. Syncrude holds 21 active Canadian and U.S. patents.
Extraction Recovery Opportunity
Syncrude’s Plant 5 Extraction at the Mildred Lake operating site consists of simple gravity
separators, for primary and secondary flotation of bitumen, as depicted in Figure 1. Primary vessels
include four large Primary Separation Vessels (PSV’s) and two smaller Additional Settling Area Vessels
(ASA’s), all configured in parallel. These vessels are fed from a common source of conditioned oilsand
slurries, prepared in upstream hydrotransport or Tumbler processes. Bitumen froth product is produced
from these primary vessels, and sent downstream for further processing.

Figure 1 - Simplified Process Layout for the Syncrude Mildred Lake Extraction Plant
Middlings and underflow streams from the PSV’s and ASA’s are re-processed in the four Tailings
Oil Recovery Vessels (TOR’s) for secondary bitumen recovery. Bitumen froth from the TOR vessels is
recycled to the PSV feed for froth quality upgrade, and recovered as primary froth.
The TOR vessels are currently not equipped with any aeration device and operated only as simple
gravity separators. The TOR vessels lack the capability of active shearing and aeration needed to recover
all the bitumen contained in the PSV middlings and underflow streams. This represents an opportunity for
bitumen recovery improvement.
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Bitumen Floatability Model
A model was developed for quantifying the floatability of bitumen, applied to secondary recovery.
Bitumen that is not recovered in the primary vessels, and thus reporting to either the withdrawn middlings
or underflow streams, was divided into two categories:
1) Floating Bitumen
2) Non-Floating Bitumen
“Floating bitumen” is that bitumen which occurs as aerated bitumen droplets which ideally should
have floated in the primary vessels, but was simply missed. Some floating bitumen droplets will be
captured in the withdrawn middlings stream as their buoyancy is not sufficient to overcome the drag
caused by the velocity of the exiting fluids. Virtually all this aerated bitumen would be expected to float
given another chance in a downstream gravity separator. Also, the floating bitumen would be expected to
be found only in the withdrawn middlings stream – the modeling assumption is that none of it is found in
the withdrawn underflow stream.
“Non-floating bitumen” is that bitumen not recovered in the primary vessels because of its
inherent properties, for example: droplets are too small and/or inadequately aerated and/or laden with
solids or slime coating. Significant portions of this bitumen can potentially be recovered in secondary
processing, if given adequate mixing/shearing and addition of fine air bubbles that promote droplet
coalescence and aeration. The non-floating bitumen is modeled to be equally distributed throughout the
water phase, occurring in both the withdrawn middlings and underflow streams.
The relative proportions of floating and non-floating bitumen in the secondary feed may be
computed by Equation (1), given the bitumen mass rates (“MBIT”), and the bitumen and water mass assays
of primary middlings (mids) and underflow (UF) streams. This equation depends only on mass continuity,
and the above modeling assumptions.
Floating Bitumen (%) = (bmids - bUF) / (bmids) * (MBITmids) / (MBITmids + MBITUF) * 100%

(1)

Where: b = (%bitumen) / (%bitumen + %water)

(1b)

The floatability model was evaluated by comparison to the measured TOR bitumen recoveries in
the operating plant, as shown in Figure 2. We would expect the TOR vessels, operated as simple
separators, to only recover the “floating” component of the bitumen in the secondary feed. The remarkably
close comparison to actual recoveries, verifies that the modeling approach is valid. This confirms that
there is a significant opportunity for secondary bitumen recovery improvement in the current plant flow
sheet.
Historical TOR Unit Bitumen Recovery
"Monthly Averages of Four TOR Trains"

100%

Measured TOR Unit Recovery

90%
80%

Floating Bitumen Content in TOR Feed

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Jan-2005

Jan-2006

Jan-2007

Jan-2008

Jan-2009

Jan-2010

Figure 2 - Validation of the Bitumen Floatability Model
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Jameson Downcomer Technology
The Jameson downcomer technology is named after its inventor, Dr. Graeme Jameson, from the
University of Newcastle, Australia. The typical use of Jameson technology is in the Australian mining
industry for flotation of washed fine coal particles.
The heart of the technology is the “downcomer”, as illustrated in Figure 3. Energy is introduced
by pumping the mineral slurry and accelerating the flow through a restriction, called the slurry lens orifice.
This creates a plunging jet which impinges on the liquid surface within the downcomer and disperses the
energy into liquid-to-liquid shear.
At the same time, air is passively induced by the momentum of the jet, and formed into suitably
small air bubbles for flotation. Mechanisms of bubble formation probably include both turbulent shearing
due to the jet impingement, and micro-bubble nucleation due to the jet pressure drop.
The downcomer cylinder contains the shear zone, providing maximum opportunity for air-tomineral contact, and coalescence of aerated mineral droplets. Multiple downcomers are usually configured
in parallel, discharging into the middle slurry zone beneath the top froth layer of a passive separator, for
flotation of a mineral froth.

Figure 3 - Jameson Downcomer
Application to Secondary Bitumen Flotation
Continuous piloting studies with Jameson downcomers were conducted at Syncrude Research to
explore the application to bitumen flotation. There were several key findings:
• As bitumen is naturally hydrophobic, it does not require extensive surface chemistry
modifications for flotation, as in the case of typical mineral flotation. We found that a substantial
portion of the non-floating bitumen could be recovered using the downcomers.
• The levels of air addition for secondary bitumen recovery were much less (typically 6 vol%)
compared to standard levels for fine coal flotation (typically 50 vol%). The lower air levels for
bitumen reflected the lower mass content of bitumen in the feed stream and the affinity of bitumen
to air bubbles. There is the need to avoid over-frothing the bitumen thereby floating too many of
fine solids along with the bitumen.
• The best material selection for the downcomers was stainless steel, to avoid corrosion while also
avoiding bitumen adherence to downcomer walls.
• The presence of large amounts of coarse solids in the TOR feed stream was found to inhibit the
aeration in the downcomers. In contrast, processing of recycled TOR middlings through the
downcomers enabled a more efficient means of recovering the bitumen, and also a practical means
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of retro-fitting the downcomers to the existing TOR vessels. With recycled TOR middlings, both
the control and relative amount of slurry through the downcomers could be accomplished
independently of the TOR throughput. The de-coupling of these two flow processes provides a
key operational advantage. This innovation is protected by Canadian Patent CA2577743 (Siy,
Spence, & Neiman, 2011). The general arrangement is as shown in Figure 4.
Middlings Recycle
Feed Slurry

Air

Downcomers
Froth
Overflow

TOR
Vessel

Middlings to Tailings

Underflow to Tailings

Figure 4 - Application of Jameson Downcomers to the TOR Process
•

The process benefits from operation of downcomers could be scaled by the “motive momentum”
of the jet flow, as defined in Equation (2):
Motive Momentum (m/s) = Jet Velocity (m/s) * Middlings Recycle Ratio

(2)

Where: Middlings Recycle Ratio = (Total Recycled Flow) / (Middlings Feed Flow to TOR) (2b)
This concept had been developed in previous studies with TOR middlings eductors (Kwong &
Tran, 1992). It is fundamentally reasonable that the benefit from an aeration eductor would increase with
increasing jet velocity. The absolute jet velocity would be expected to scale across a wide range of
equipment sizes, in the same way as turbulent eddy sizes scale with absolute velocity. It is also reasonable
that the benefit would increase with increasing amount processed, i.e. with increasing recycle ratio.
When the model was applied to data generated by Research pilot studies with downcomers, a
scaling relationship was derived, as shown in Figure 5. The process benefit, expressed in terms of
“recovery of non-floating bitumen” is shown to increase with increasing motive momentum, then level off
at some point, in similar fashion to that observed by Kwong and Tran (1992).

Figure 5 - Modeling of Downcomer Process Benefit, from Pilot Studies
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Simulation modeling of our application was completed by the vendor, as shown in Table 1, to
help guide an experimental design. Typical jet velocities in other downcomer applications are in the range
of 12-15 m/s. Also, from previous experience we expect that bubbles in the size range of 300-500 microns
would be most suitable for flotation of our non-floating bitumen droplets. From Table 1, a total flow of
900 L/s, through eight downcomers with 100 mm lens diameters, is shown to be in a reasonable range.
Taking the above specifications as a base case design, the model in Figure 5 predicted the nonfloating bitumen recovery to be approximately 40%. This value served as a benchmark to “meet or
exceed” in a full-scale implementation on the TOR vessels.
Table 1 – TOR downcomer modeling (Xstrata Technology)
No. of downcomers
8
8
8
8
Recycle Flow, (L/s)
900
900
900
900
Downcomer Diameter, (m)
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
Lens Diameter, (mm)
75
100
125
150
Jet Velocity, (m/s)
25.5
14.3
9.2
6.4
Bubble Diameter, (µm)
338
530
752
1002

8
900
0.5
200
3.6
1585

EXPERIMENTAL
Equipment
A full-scale test prototype of Jameson downcomers was installed on TOR Vessel #4 in Syncrude’s
Plant 5 Extraction. General layout was as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 - Full-Scale Test Prototype Details
The experimental system consisted of the following:
• An internal header and 16” piping for withdrawing middlings from the TOR to the recycle pump.
• A middlings recycle pump, Warman Model 450 STL 5-Vane Closed, 300 HP.
• Eight parallel downcomers, supplied by Xstrata Technology, Model F16765/8-M-500-S-SX-1-M,
of 0.5m diameter, and 3m length, with slurry lens diameters of 100 mm, 125 mm, or 150 mm.
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•
•
•

An air distribution system to control air to each downcomer inlet.
An instrumented batch weigh tank, to measure the mass rate of TOR vessel overflow.
Provisions for sampling and flow measurement, to assess the TOR vessel performance.

Test Program
A test program was conducted during 2010, with the main objective of proving the secondary
recovery benefit of downcomers at full-scale conditions, which had been predicted from Research studies.
The test strategy was to operate the TOR vessel with many iterations of downcomers “ON” and “OFF”, in
adjacent time periods, and compare the process performance results between those time periods, including:
TOR unit recovery, TOR bitumen losses, TOR froth quality, and PSV froth quality.
A total of approximately 50 tests were completed with ON/OFF time periods of 1 hour each,
including 14 tests using the Froth Weigh Tank for measurement of TOR froth rates. In addition, a total of
approximately 3½ months of shift operating tests were completed with ON/OFF time periods of 12 hours
each. This included 1 week of tests measuring the impact of TOR froth recycle on PSV froth quality.
During downcomer operation, the following process conditions were varied:
• Slurry processability conditions: random, over a wide range.
• Downcomer Air Rate: 0-6 vol%
• Number of downcomers operated: 8, 6, 4, or 2
• Slurry Lens Size: 100 mm, 125 mm or 150 mm
• TOR #4 middlings recycle rate: 500-700 L/s
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TOR Recovery Performance
Figure 7 shows the compilation of all available data comparing the bitumen content of the TOR
underflow stream between adjacent conditions of Downcomers “OFF” versus Downcomers “ON”. The
bitumen content of the TOR underflow stream is a strong inverse marker of TOR bitumen recovery. For
example, if the downcomers had no impact, we would expect to see data scattered around the equality line.
However, the data in Figure 7 shows that losses were consistently reduced when the downcomers were
“ON”, and often by very substantial amounts.
Impact of Jameson Downcomers on TOR Bitumen Losses
Raw Data, TOR #4 Underflow Samples

Bitumen Content, Downcomers "ON"

1.0
0.9

Equality Line
Prelim. Tests

0.8

Phase 1 Tests

0.7

Directional
Recovery
Benefit

Shift Data

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Bitumen Content, Downcomers "OFF"

Figure 7 - TOR Bitumen Loss Results
Figure 8 summarizes the results from all tests using the Froth Weigh Tank. In fourteen tests
completed, the TOR bitumen production always increased when the downcomers were “ON”. This data
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provided the most confident evidence of process benefit, because the production rates were directly
measured.
The benchmark of 40% recovery of non-floating bitumen, previously established from Research
tests, was matched on average by the prototype operation. This was despite a shortfall in the attainable
recycle rate, the recycle pump was limited to about 700 L/s compared to 900 L/s used in the modeling.
Therefore, opportunity exists for upgrading the process benefit in a permanent commercial design.
The results from tests #2 and #3 provided particular encouragement for the potential value of the
technology. The largest absolute increases in bitumen production were experienced during the periods of
highest bitumen loading to the secondary system, i.e. just when needed the most.
Downcomer Impact, from Weigh Tank Tests on TOR #4

TOR #4 Bitumen Production

Comparing Jameson Downcomers "ON" vs. "OFF" to Historical Range
Phase 2 Tests, October 19th to November 16th, 2010

Historical
Range:
(DC's OFF)
95th
Percentile

50th
Percentile

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Test Number
Downcomers OFF

Downcomers ON

Figure 8 - TOR Bitumen Production Results
The downcomers were configured and operated in the same way for all the data shown in Figure 8
(8 downcomers, 100 mm lens diameters, 700 L/s recycle rate, 6 vol% air), and yet the results varied
widely. This illustrates the over-riding influence of the feed conditions on the performance, which is
typical of a secondary oil sand Extraction process.
From earlier tests where the number of downcomers and lens diameters were varied through a
wide range, we were able to confirm a positive correlation between downcomer motive momentum and the
process benefit. These results are shown in Figure 9. Use of the smallest lens diameter (100 mm)
produced the largest process benefit, which was consistent with the modeling predictions.
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Influence of Jet Motive Momentum on the TOR Recovery
Phase 1 TOR Tests: Mar 9th to July 13th, 2010

TOR Recovery Impact, (%abs)
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0%
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Jet Velocity, (m/s) * Middlings Recycle Ratio

Figure 9 - Modeling of Downcomer Process Benefit, from Full-Scale Studies
PSV Froth Quality Impact
Figure 10 shows results for PSV froth quality, as the TOR downcomers were iterated “ON” and
“OFF” in 12-hour periods, over several months. The increased amounts and changing composition of TOR
froth recycled to the PSV did not appreciably affect the bulk composition of PSV froth. Similar “nil”
impacts were observed in the fines contents and d50 particle sizes of PSV froth.
PSV Froth Quality Impact of Jameson Downcomers

UOL Sample Results, Shift Operation: May 19 to July 25, 2010
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Figure 10 - PSV Froth Quality Impact
Operability and Maintainability
Operability of the downcomer system was, overall, very good, with no key issues identified.
Controls of the middlings recycle flow and air flow were done manually, at a fixed operating point.
Process personnel readily accepted the system for routine operation.
Maintainability of the downcomers was also very good. Slurry lenses or downcomers could be
removed without vessel entry, providing a key advantage. There was no noticeable wear on any of the
slurry lenses, during approximately 1500 hours of operation during the test program.
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CONCLUSIONS
The technology of Jameson downcomers, from the Australian coal industry, has been successfully
extended to recovery of secondary bitumen in Syncrude’s Mildred Lake oil sand extraction process. The
downcomers may be retro-fitted to existing Tailings Oil Recovery (TOR) vessels, and are best configured
to process recycled TOR middlings. This provides a practical and efficient means of recovering the
previously “non-floating” bitumen, not recovered in the upstream primary separation vessels. The process
benefit may be scaled by the “motive momentum” of the downcomer jets (jet velocity multiplied by the
middlings recycle ratio). Substantial amounts (40% or greater) of the non-floating bitumen were recovered
by a prototype design, with opportunity for improvement by increasing the recycle ratio. The primary froth
quality does not appear to be affected by the increased amounts of secondary froth recycled to the primary
vessels.
REFERENCES
Kwong, T., & Tran, T. (1992). TOR Eductor Design Considerations: Motive Velocity vs. Momentum
(Syncrude Research Progress Report No. 21(10)). Proprietary: Syncrude Canada Ltd.
Siy, R., Spence, J., & Neiman, O. (2011). Enhanced Bitumen Flotation Canadian Patent CA2577743,
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Separation efficiency improvement
of a low grade copper-gold
flotation circuit
David seaman / Peter manton / Paul griffin
Newcrest Mining, Australia

Abstract

Newcrest’s Telfer gold mine, located in the South Western area of the Great
Sandy Desert in the Paterson Province of Western Australia, processes low
grade copper-gold ores from open pit and underground sources in two parallel
processing trains. The copper flotation circuits upgrade copper content by a
factor of 80-160 times from feed to a saleable copper concentrate containing
approximately 50% of the contained gold in feed (remaining gold is recovered
both as a gravity product within the primary grinding circuit and also via leaching
of a gold-containing pyrite concentrate).
The copper concentrate grades achieved from the flotation circuit at Telfer
have typically fallen well short of the theoretical achievable grades despite the
majority of copper being hosted in high copper bearing minerals: chalcopyrite,
chalcocite, bornite and others. The recovery of gold-containing pyrite to the
copper concentrate is encouraged to achieve a higher total gold recovery
provided that a saleable copper concentrate grade is still produced.
Mineralogical diagnosis of feed and product streams from the copper
flotation circuit have shown that the copper bearing minerals are well liberated
and thus further liberation of the copper minerals was not selected as a method
of improving Telfer’s concentrate grade or recovery from current main dome
ore sources. Furthermore, repeated mineralogical analyses have demonstrated
that there is significant dilution in the copper concentrate resulting from the
presence of fine, well liberated non-sulphide gangue minerals.
This paper presents a diagnosis of the flotation circuit that resulted in a
proposal for a circuit modification that afterwards was indeed implemented,
aiming at improving the existing flotation circuit with respect to the rejection of
non-sulphide gangue, which is achieved by improved separation efficiency of the
copper flotation circuit. The techniques used for diagnosis include: quantitative
mineralogical evaluation of key streams, flotation circuit surveys, floatability
component model fitting and simulation, and the application of dilute batch
flotation tests.
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introduction
Telfer is a gold/copper operation located in the Pilbara region of Western Australia.
Open pit mining (Main Dome) recommenced in 2003, followed by an underground
mine (Telfer Deeps) in mid-2006. Ore mineralogy varies significantly from mainly
chalcocite in the open pit ore to predominately chalcopyrite in the underground ore.
The ore processing plant consists of two parallel trains, currently treating a total of
21 million tonnes of ore per annum including approximately six million tonnes from
the underground mine. Train 1 is receiving a blend of the underground and open pit
ores, while Train 2 is treating open pit ore alone. Details of the mine geological and
ore mineralogical information, the initial process plant design criteria and operating
strategies and a summary of the commissioning phase, can be found in previous
publications by Goulsbra et al. (2003) and Benson et al. (2007).
Ore is processed through both trains in a variety of configurations. The predominant
configuration is sequential flotation, where copper bearing minerals are recovered to a
saleable copper concentrate, followed by re-activation and flotation of the pyrite which
is leached with cyanide to recover gold.
Both trains produce a copper concentrate with significant quantities of non-sulphide
gangue minerals. The target concentrate grade is approximately 16% Cu, with copper
minerals, chalcopyrite and chalcocite, being the most abundant copper bearing minerals
in the feed to the plant. Stoechiometrically, these minerals contain 34.6 and 79.9% Cu
respectively (up to five times the copper grade produced at Telfer).
A reduction in the non-sulphide gangue content of the concentrate will result in an
improvement of the copper concentrate grade and of the ability of the plant to recover
additional pyrite (containing gold) to the copper concentrate, thereby improving gold
recovery from the operation. Zheng, Crawford & Manton (2009) presented details on
how a reconfiguration of Train 1 was completed to assist rejection of some of this
gangue. While this modification was successful, further improvements are still possible.
This paper presents diagnostic investigations carried out to determine the
quantity and nature of this non-sulphide gangue reporting to the copper concentrate.
Subsequently, a modification to the cleaning circuit is proposed, that aims at rejecting
a significant quantity of the non-sulphide gangue.

mineralogy of copper concentrate
Since processing recommenced at Telfer, there have been several size and mineralogical
quantifications of monthly composites from both operating trains. Figure 1 below shows
a summary of the mineral abundance in the copper concentrate streams from all trains.
These data are taken from a recent (October 2010) quantification that was completed
by G&T Metallurgical Services Ltd. (Ma & Johnston, 2011). It is evident in the mineral
abundance that approximately 40% (on a mass basis) of the copper concentrate produced
is made up of non-sulphide gangue. Although not presented here, similar mineral
abundances have been found in other mineralogical campaigns carried out over the
last two years at Telfer.
The greatest source of gangue in the copper concentrate is the re-cleaner concentrate
streams and the Train 1 rougher concentrate A.
Figure 2 shows the size distribution and liberation characteristics of the non-sulphide
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gangue contained in the two re-cleaner streams. Note that liberated gangue is defined as
those particles containing more than 98% of the gangue surface area (measured in 2D) as
measured by G&T in a QEMSEM (Ma & Johnston, 2011). Firstly, it is evident that the
non-sulphide gangue present in the copper recleaner concentrate streams is very well
liberated in most size fractions. Secondly, the gangue is finely distributed with 80%
of the total gangue from these streams containing particles of less than 30 µm in size.

Figure 1 Mineral abundance in concentrate streams from the Telfer plant in October 20101

Figure 2 Non-sulphide gangue liberation and size distribution, October 2010 (Ma & Johnston, 2011)

Analysis of the mineralogical data reveals that theoretically, a final concentrate assaying
about 20 to 25% copper could be achieved in both trains by rejecting half of the liberated
gangue currently reporting to final concentrate. This theoretical improvement would be
equivalent to an improvement in overall copper and gold recovery by moving further
down the grade-recovery curve of the operation.
The mineralogical deportment and size of the gangue presented in these two graphs
suggest that the non-sulphide gangue is being recovered to the flotation concentrate by
the mechanism of entrainment. The entrainment process is size dependant, with more
recovery by entrainment occurring at finer particle sizes due to their lower settling
velocities in flotation froth. Johnson, McKee & Lynch (1975) and Savassi et al. (1998)
1 in this figure, FFcc refers to the flash flotation cleaner concentrate; Ro con A refers to the first two rougher cell concentrates
which are currently sent to final concentrate – as described in Zheng, crawford & Manton (2009); Recl con refers the re-cleaner
concentrate; cu con refers to the final combined copper concentrate from each respective train. t1 and t2 refer to the two operating
trains – train 1 and train 2.
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provide further details on the entrainment mechanism. A common expression used to
describe the entrainment process is the use of an entrainment classification function,
ENT, which is dependant on the size distribution of the particles in the slurry phase:
(1)

Where, ENTi is the entrainment classification number for particles of size class i; Ment,iis
the mass flow rate of particles in the i size class collected in the concentrate by the
entrainment mechanism; Mtail,i is the mass flow rate of particles in the i size class in
the tailings stream; and Rw is the water recovery of the flotation cell. Values of ENTi
for different size classes can be found in Johnson, McKee & Lynch (1974) or these can
be determined from a non-floating fully liberate tracer mineral in the ore body. ENTi
typically ranges from zero for particles greater than 53 µm and approaches a value of
one for ultra-fine particles.
Once the ore has been ground and a size distribution of particles is presented to a
flotation cell, the only parameter that can be manipulated to reduce the entrainment is
water recovery. If additional water is added to dilute the contents of the flotation cell,
and the flow rate of water to the concentrate remains the same, the water recovery will
be reduced. The downside of diluting flotation banks is the resulting loss of residence
time which can have a negative effect on valuable mineral recovery.

flotation circuit diagnostics
Surveys of each flotation train were conducted to investigate the potential for diluting
the cleaner circuits further, with the objective to assist in entrainment rejection and to
provide a circuit balance. This balance is used to build a flotation model that is used to
investigate further configuration changes to the circuit. Dilution cleaning tests were
also carried out with the aim of confirming whether the non-sulphide gangue in the
concentrate streams was being recovered by entrainment or was hydrophobic and
therefore recovered by true flotation.

Mass balance results
A survey and mass balance was completed on each flotation train. The %solids (w/w)
and calculated residence times of each flotation bank are shown for both trains in the
table below.
Table 1 Estimated densities and residence times of flotation banks
Train 1

Train 2

%solids

τ (min)

%solids

τ (min)

Cu Ro

22.0

10.2

34.3

15.0

Cu Cl

13.0

10.9

10.5

13.6

Cu Cl Scav

9.0

14.9

9.2

14.4

Cu ReCl

13.4

17.2

10.1

20.7
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As can be seen in Table 1, the cleaner and recleaner banks are being operated with
sufficient residence time to achieve flotation exhaustion of floatable minerals. In order
to improve cleaning efficiency by further dilution of the cleaner and recleaner banks,
additional flotation capacity would be required in the cleaning circuit.

Dilute cleaning batch flotation tests
Plant samples were collected, diluted and floated immediately to assess the NSG
rejection potential of these streams. In all tests, a pulp density in the batch flotation test
of ~5% was targeted to minimise the amount of non-sulphide gangue (NSG) reporting
to the flotation concentrates by entrainment. Raw water was used as make-up dilution
water for these tests, and only plant frother (DSF004) was added as necessary to maintain
the froth in the batch flotation cell.
Figure 3 below shows the resulting copper-mass selectivity of these dilute batch
flotation tests conducted on various concentrate streams around the plant.

Figure 3 Copper recovery as a function of mass recovery - dilution cleaning tests

It is evident that with all streams re-floated, there is a significant upgrading achieved
with an additional dilute cleaning stage, and in all cases, high copper recoveries were
achieved after four concentrates with a cumulative flotation time of 9-10 minutes used
in each test. For all the streams tested, it was possible to reject greater than 20% of the
mass of the concentrates while recovering 90-99% of the valuable minerals (copper
and gold). It can be concluded from these tests that the non-sulphide gangue present
in the concentrate streams is predominantly non-floating and is being recovered by
entrainment. Sulphur recovery was higher, similar to the copper result shown above,
confirming that the improved selectivity was a result of non-sulphide gangue rejection.

flotation plant reconfiguration
Several alternative configurations were explored to improve the gangue rejection of the
cleaning circuits at Telfer. As this is a Brownfield application, practical issues related
to the installation of additional cleaning capacity and reconfiguration of the existing
equipment were important in selecting the most effective improvements to the cleaner
circuit performance at Telfer.
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Barns, Colbert & Munro (2009) demonstrated the application of a Jameson cell at
Prominent Hill, where a Jameson cell was installed as a ‘cleaner scalper’ unit, in order
to reduce the load on the mechanical cleaning circuit and improve fine grained fluorine
entrainment.
Jameson cells described by Evans, Atkinson & Jameson (1995) are highly efficient
flotation machines that require a smaller footprint than conventional mechanical
flotation cells and enable the efficient use of froth washing to improve gangue
rejection. A schematic figure of the latest Jameson cell technology presented by
Young et al. (2006) is shown below. Typically these cells achieve more than 50% recovery
of valuable mineral per stage, with negligible gangue entrainment due to the froth wash
water that is operated to achieve a net downward water flow in the froth.

Figure 4 The Jameson cell with internal recycle to stabilise downcomer
feed rate, after Young et al. (2006)

The proposed circuit reconfiguration for improving NSG rejection at Telfer is shown
in Figure 5 – a Jameson cell is to be installed as a scalper unit ahead of the cleaning
circuit, targeting the removal of 50% of the valuable (i.e., copper and gold containing)
minerals at high concentrate grades (through effective froth washing and high intensity
bubble-particle contact). The cleaner-scavenger concentrate is also to be redirected
to the re-cleaner, allowing the cleaner bank to be operated at a higher dilution
(5−10% solids w/w) without compromising cleaner bank residence time. In the case of
Train 1, the first two rougher cell concentrates are to be redirected through the new
Jameson cells to assist in gangue rejection of this stream. In Train 2, all the copper
rougher concentrate currently reports to the cleaning circuit.
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Figure 5 Jameson cell configurations with concentrate reporting to final concentrate

In order to estimate the potential improvement in the operating grade-recovery curve
of the Telfer operation, a flotation model was calibrated with recent plant survey data,
and used to predict the performance of the modified circuit shown above.

Model
A flotation model was developed for both trains based on the AMIRA P9 flotation
modelling methodology as presented by Harris et al. (2002). In this methodology the
feed is split into a number of floatability fractions that describe the observed distributed
flotation rate. The recovery of a single floatability fraction across a single perfectly
mixed cell is described by:
(2)

where R is the recovery of fraction, P, the floatability of the fraction, Sb, the superficial
gas velocity of the cell, Rf, the froth recovery of the floatability fraction in the cell, ENT,
entrainment parameter (size dependent) and Rw, the water recovery across the cell.
A total of three components were used to describe the flotation of each mineral
species: fast floating, slow floating and non-floating.
In order to simplify the model, the terms P*Sb*Rf were lumped into a single first order
rate constant k*C where k is a first order rate constant conserved around the entire Cu
circuit (for each floatability class) and C being a scale-up number assigned to each
physical cell or flotation bank. This C parameter is actually a measure of how hard the
cell is pulled by changing froth depth or aeration rate. The model adequately describes
the entrainment mechanism, critical to evaluating cleaning circuits through the use
of the entrainment classification number, ENT, which was estimated based on the size
distribution of the tailing streams from each bank.
The feed stream to each bank was split into three floatability fractions: fast, slow
and non-floating fractions for each of the elements assayed for (Au, Cu, Fe and S), and
model parameters were fitted to the plant data.
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Simulation results
Monte Carlo simulations were conducted of the as-is flotation circuit models and with
the modifications shown in Figure 5. The Monte Carlo simulations were conducted by
sampling the flotation cell scale-up parameters, randomly, from a normally distributed
scale-up number with standard deviation of 10% and 20% for the rougher and cleaner/
re-cleaner cells respectively, and simulating the resulting parameter set. This was
repeated 100 times for each scenario that was modelled. This manipulation of the
cell scale-up parameter is akin to operators changing the level and the air flow rate
set-points randomly in the plant.
The impact of redirecting the cleaner scavenger concentrate from the cleaner feed to
the recleaner feed and diluting the cleaner bank from 10% solids to 7% solids, without
installation of the Jameson cell, is shown for Train 2 in the figure below (the copper
recovery is shown as a change from current recovery).

Figure 6 Modelled effect of open-circuiting cleaner scavenger concentrate and dilution of
the cleaner bank from 10% solids to 7% solids on Train 2 at Telfer

This modification shows some improvement in gangue rejection, however further
benefit is possible combining this change with the additional installation of Jameson
cells as shown in Figure 5.
The Jameson cells were modelled using the selectivity obtained in the dilute cleaning
tests on the rougher concentrate streams, as shown in Figure 3, and assuming that at
least 50% copper and gold recovery can be achieved in the Jameson cell. This recovery
value was based on similar installations of Jameson cells in similar duties, such as
Prominent Hill (Barns, Colbert & Munro, 2009) and Phu Kham (Young & Crnkovic, 2011).
The results of the Monte Carlo simulation results are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Model results for Train 2 Jameson cell installation

It can be seen in Figure 7 that the resulting improvement in copper grade and recovery
is consistent with the mineralogical predictions that the concentrate grade could be
raised to 20-25% Cu, by rejecting half of the liberated gangue species that are currently
reporting to the final concentrate. Although not shown, gold grade and recovery showed
improvements similar to those of copper.

Implementation
On the basis of the mineralogical circuit analysis, dilute cleaning tests and modelling
outputs, it was decided that piloting of Jameson cells was unnecessary and capital
expenditure for the installation of one Jameson cell per train has been approved. The
Jameson cells have been sized to treat a maximum feed rate of 60 tph (solids) at a
solids content of 15% w/w and a feed grade of 3-7% Cu. The recycle of the cell has
been designed at 50% and the Jameson Cell was designed with an eight downcomer
configuration – E3432/8.
The cleaner scavenger concentrate will be re-routed to allow for the stream to be
directed to cleaner feed or recleaner feed, and additional water addition and density
control will be installed to allow for the optimisation of the cleaning circuit post
Jameson cell installation.
Installation and commissioning of these cells are expected to be completed by the
end of December 2011.

conclusions
It has been shown that there is a significant portion of non-sulphide gangue reporting to
the final concentrate from both trains (~40%) at Telfer. In both trains, this non-sulphide
gangue has been shown to be well liberated and contained in relative fine fractions
suggesting its deportment to final concentrate by the mechanism of entrainment. This
was confirmed by completing dilute batch flotation tests on various concentrate streams
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where 80% mass rejection was achieved with minimal loss of valuable (copper and
gold) species.
Flotation modelling was completed on both trains to simulate the benefit of operating
the cleaning circuit at a lower density − by diverting the cleaner scavenger concentrate
to the recleaner to avoid loss of residence time in the cleaning circuit − and with the
installation of a Jameson cell at the front of each cleaning circuit. The estimated benefit
of this modification to the circuit is consistent with theoretical predictions that are
based on rejection of half of the liberated gangue from the final concentrate producing
a copper concentrate grade of 20 to 25% Cu.
The use of mineralogical circuit data, together with the application of a flotation
model, allowed for the redesign of the cleaning circuit as well as demonstrating the
need of capital expenditure required to implement the modification at Telfer.
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Telfer Flotation Overview
• Dual train (underground and open pit) ~ 23Mtpa
• Typical head grades – 0.1‐0.2 % Cu; 1‐2g/t Au; 1‐5% Sulphur
• Gold distribution – free gold/copper minerals/Pyrite (~5g/t)
• Copper minerals – Predominantly Chalcopyrite and Chalcocite
• Copper concentrate produced ‐ ~16% Copper

Copper Concentrate Mineralogy
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Copper Concentrate Mineralogy
• Significant quantity of liberated
NSG diluting copper concentrate
• Copper minerals well liberated
• Opportunity to replace NSG with
Pyrite
–improve gold recovery
–Increase copper concentrate grade

Gangue Characteristics – Size
•
•

258

Predominantly fine and well liberated
Mostly Quartz & Feldspars
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Mechanism of Gangue Dilution
•

Dilute “Hot” Flotation tests ‐ ~5% solids

•
•

20% of Mass (NSG) can be rejected by further cleaning with negligible change to overall
recovery
NSG is not being recovered by true flotation

Cleaning Circuit limitations
• Cleaner cells heavily loaded
• Cells have insufficient launder capacity
• Residence time constraints do not allow for
further dilution in cleaners to reduce entrainment

Cu Recleaner Cells
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Reconfiguration of the Cleaning Circuit
• Simplified AMIRA P9 model:

Rij =

kij τ (1 − Rw ) + ENT Rw

(1 + kij τ )(1 − Rw ) + ENT Rw
• Various reconfigurations simulated using Monte‐Carlo
• Minor improvements could be made using existing equipment:
– open‐circuiting the Cl Scav Con (to Recleaners)
– diluting the Cl/Cl Scav bank to reduce Rw

• Additional capacity required to make a significant improvement
• Jameson cell chosen as new capacity
– published performance data (>50% stage recovery at high grades)
– ability to reject entrainment by froth washing
–Incorporated in model using the dilute batch float selectivity

Modified Cleaner Flowsheet
•

Installation of one Jameson cell per Train fed by Cu Ro Con
– Similar approach to recent installations at Phu Kam and Prominent Hill

• Open circuit Cl Scav Con to allow additional dilution of Cleaners
• Modelled improvement consistent with mineralogical characterisation
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The Downcomer
•

Slurry is pumped through a slurry lens orifice at
high pressure (150kPa)

•

Air is entrained into the downcomer

•

Mixing zone is formed in the downcomer where
particles and bubbles contact

•

Internal recycle of cell content allowing the use of
a fixed speed pump, designed for approximately
2:1 (downcomer flowrate: fresh feed)

•

Cells are fitted with wash‐water trays to allow
effective froth washing to reduce entrainment

Telfer Jameson Cell Installation
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Installation Details
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 x E3432/8 Jameson Cells
Designed to treat up to 60tph fresh feed each (350m3/h slurry)
Concentrate and tailings flow by gravity
Each cell driven by a 75kW Warman 10/8 pump (700m3/h)
Wash water utilisation ~ 30‐100m3/h
Major equipment direct purchased by Newcrest, installation carried
out under a lump sump EPC ‐ reduced project delivery time
• Timing
– Oct 2010 – Project initiated to address NSG in concentrate
– May 2011 – Order placed for major equipment
– November 2011 – New cleaning circuit commissioned

Jameson Cell Actual vs Predicted

Similar selectivity observed to date, high stage recoveries achieved (>80%)
for Cu and Au
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Further Circuit Modifications in 2012
• Copper regrind mill for improved liberation
(Cu/Pyrite) of a complex ore body to be processed
– ISAMill M3000 – 1.2MW

• Pyrite regrind to liberate gold and copper from
Pyrite and recover by flotation prior to leaching
– ISAMill M5000 – 1.5 MW
– 5xOutotec TC 30s
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Z1600 JAMESON CELL TEST RIG – FROM RENTAL TO REVENUE
*A. Taylor , J. Doucet, M. Blanchette, R. Barrette, V. Lawson
Vale
18 Rink Street
Copper Cliff, Canada, P0M 1N0
(*Corresponding author: andrew.taylor@vale.com)
ABSTRACT
A Z1600 Jameson Cell Test Rig was rented for test work at Vale’s Clarabelle Mill operation.
This paper discusses the evolution of renting the unit for test purposes to owning the unit and operating it
as a revenue generating process component.
The paper focuses on three aspects of the Z1600 project; the initial rental and installation, the test
work performed in the cleaning circuit, and the business factors which led to the unit being permanently
incorporated into the copper circuit.

KEYWORDS
Jameson, copper, nickel, flotation, cleaning
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INTRODUCTION
Clarabelle Mill is located in Sudbury Ontario (approximately 350 km north of Toronto) on the
southwest rim of the Sudbury basin a meteoric impact crater that is 62 km long and 30 km wide. The result
of the meteoric impact was concentrated nickel (Ni), copper (Cu) and platinum group metal (PGM) ore
bodies in the outer perimeter of the basin; described in more detail by Hanley (1957). Vale currently has
seven operating mines in the Sudbury basin, from which nine distinct ore types are mined. Ores are also
received from two QuadraFNX mines. Clarabelle Mill processes all of these ores for the Ontario
Operations of Vale.
The mill, commissioned in 1971, was originally built as one of four mills operated by then Inco
Limited. Between the late 70’s and the early 90’s process changes were made to consolidate the Sudbury
Operations milling processes into a single operating mill, Clarabelle Mill. In 1990, the SAG mill was
installed resulting in peak mill throughput of 11.9 million short tons per annum (Mstpa), with typical
throughputs of ~10 Mstpa. Mill average feed grades were 1.4% Cu and 1.2% Ni. During the resources
boom, plans were developed to increase the mill capacity at Clarabelle Mill in stages to a final capacity of
13.5 Mstpa. The project known as the Clarabelle Mill Expansion and Recovery Project (CMERP) included
expansion and reconfiguration of the grinding and flotation circuits. The first stage was a planned increase
in grinding capacity with the reallocation of existing mills, the existing flotation capacity would be
required to treat higher throughput until the new flotation circuit was constructed.
During the years preceding the expansion studies the development of the Ontario Life of Mine
Plan had identified the ores for the increased capacity. These ores were more complex, with an increased
proportion of hexagonal pyrrhotite. Hexagonal pyrrhotite is non-magnetic and thus not recovered to the
magnetic separator concentrate, floating in the rougher stages and diluting the concentrate. The proposed
flotation circuit expansion was designed to handle the load of pyrrhotite in the roughers however the
interim expansion with existing flotation capacity would be bottlenecked in the rougher cleaner stage. An
opportunity was identified to test a Jameson Cell to debottleneck the cleaner stage by scalping a moderate
amount of concentrate from the B cleaner feed to reduce concentrate loadings to acceptable levels during
the period preceding the flotation circuit expansion.
CURRENT CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION
Clarabelle Mill receives run of mine ore by truck and railcar which is dumped into the tipple bin, a
sub-surface storage bin. Clarabelle has a conventional crushing process as well as a SAG grinding circuit.
The flow sheet for the crushing and grinding process is described by Bom, Taylor, Barrette and Lawson
(2009). Primary ball mill cyclone overflow reports to the flotation circuit, shown in Figure 1 and described
below.

Figure 1 – Flotation flow sheet overview
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The flotation circuit produces two concentrates (a Cu and a Ni concentrate) and two tailings (a
rock (Rk) tails and a pyrrhotite (Po) tails). There are four distinct circuits in the flotation flowsheet shown
in Figure 1; the magnetic pyrrhotite rejection circuit, the main flotation circuit, copper separation circuit
and the non-magnetic pyrrhotite rejection circuit. The primary ball mill discharge passes over magnetic
drum separators to remove the magnetic, or monoclinic, pyrrhotite particles from the main feed. The
magnetic material, equalling approximately 20% of the feed, is reground in two 1500 kW mills operated in
series to liberate any pentlandite (Pn) and chalcopyrite (Cp) particles from magnetic pyrrhotite. The
liberated minerals are then floated through two stages of flotation, the concentrate reporting to Ni
concentrate and the tails reporting to Po Tails.
The remaining 80% of the feed is non-magnetic and reports to the main flotation circuit. This
circuit consists of five parallel lines of 38 m3 U-shaped cells. Each line of flotation is comprised of eight
cells, two ‘A’ rougher cells, two ‘B’ rougher cells and four scavenger cells (two ‘C’ and two ‘D’). The
intention is to separate sulphides from rock. Any material that does not float in this circuit reports to the
tailings deposition area or is pumped underground to be used in the backfilling process at one of the mines.
The concentrate from the ‘A’ cells feeds the Cu/Ni separation circuit. The material recovered in the ‘B’
roughers and the scavengers reports to the Non Magnetic Po rejection circuit.
Cu Separation, commissioned in October 2006, is described by Xu and Wells (2009). Cu
separation is performed on ‘A’ concentrate, which has the highest concentration of Cu in the flowsheet.
Cp is a rapidly floating mineral and over 80% of the Cu in feed reports to the ‘A’ concentrate. An ‘A
cleaning’ stage of flotation was implemented in April 2011and is described in another paper concurrently
being written for the CMP by Barrette, Taylor, Doucet, Shelegey, Sullivan & Lawson (2012). The
cleaning stage reduces entrained rock and decreases overall rock content in the Nickel concentrate. The Cp
in the cleaned ‘A’ concentrate is separated from the Pn in two stages. The final copper concentrate is
cleaned by columns that are at maximum mass pull capacity.
The non-magnetic Po rejection circuit is used to separate any remaining valuable minerals from
the highly floatable non-magnetic pyrrhotite using diethylenetriamine (DETA) and sodium sulphite as
pyrrhotite depressants. The circuit consists of the ‘B’ Cleaners (Dorr Oliver 8 m3 cells) and the Scavenger
Cleaners (100 ft3 Denver cells). Concentrate from the B Cleaners reports to the Nickel concentrate, tails
report to the Scavenger Cleaners. The concentrate from the Scavengers Cleaners reports to the B Cleaners.
The final tails from this circuit are high in Po and report to the total Po tails to be deposited in the tailings
area. It is this circuit in which the Z-1600 test work and data collection were performed.
JAMESON CELLS
Jameson Cells are a relatively new technology with fundamental work starting in 1985. The
technology was developed as an alternative to column flotation cells; with which Mount Isa was having
operational difficulties and increased maintenance costs, as discussed by Harbort, Jackson & Manlapig
(1994). The work, which was a collaboration between Professor GJ Jameson and Mount Isa Mines
Limited led to large scale test work in 1987 followed by the installation of the first production scale model
in 1989. Additional cells were installed in 1998 and 2002 the former in a lead scalper duty similar to the
proposed installation of the Z1600 at Clarabelle (Anderson, Pease, Barnes & Young, 2006).
Jameson Cells are high intensity flotation cells where bubble/particle attachment occurs rapidly
(6–10 seconds) in the downcomer. The venturi effect created as the feed is pumped through the slurry lens
at the top of the downcomer generates small bubbles (0.3-0.5 mm) through naturally aspirated air. The
main volume of the cell is used for bubble slurry separation. Due to the design the main wear parts are the
feed pump and the level control valve (Anderson, Pease, Barnes & Young, 2006). Figure 2 shows a
general schematic of the Jameson Cell, the feed to the cell is stabilized through an internal recycle
generated by the design of the feed sump in relation to the tails box. As new feed flow drops off, tailings
are recycled to the feed sump allowing for a stable flow to the downcomer. This internal recycle allows for
both increased recovery capability and helps to stabilize new feed fluctuations from upstream processes.
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Figure 2 – Jameson Cell schematic (www.jamesoncell.com)
Z1600 TEST RIG RENTAL
In July 2008 an agreement between Xstrata Technology and Clarabelle Mill was reached for the
rental of the Z1600 test rig with an option to purchase. The intention was to investigate the feasibility of a
Jameson cell to debottleneck the B cleaners. The increasing tonnage due to the CMERP project and the
increase in the amount of hexagonal pyrrhotite collectively resulted in a recognized bottleneck. The
research data obtained operating the cell was to be used for design criteria for proposed new equipment and
the new process flowsheet.
The unit was shipped from Australia via sea container and then by truck to site. Once the unit
arrived on site the installation location was identified and the engineering for installation commenced. The
installation of the Z1600 was more complex than initially presumed. The execution of the installation
project culminated in the removal of a section of exterior wall and using a mobile crane to lift the cell
through the wall and into place. Other aspects included modifications to the cell so that it met with plant
safety and Canadian building and electrical codes. Power supply had been identified early in the process;
however the hand railing height required modification for safe use in the plant. Australian Code is 100cm
(39.4”) while Canadian code for hand railings is 42”.
Final installation of the unit was completed in October of 2010. More extensive engineering, the
global financial crisis and a work stoppage in Vale’s Ontario operations all contributed to the delay in
installation and commissioning of the cell.
B CLEANING TEST WORK
The Z1600 Jameson cell was to be used to determine if a production sized Jameson cell could
scalp a high grade concentrate and debottleneck the B Cleaners. In December 2008 the global financial
crisis changed the operating plans of many mills including Clarabelle. The project was sufficiently
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advanced that, although the B Cleaners would not be a bottleneck, test to show that this technology could
be used as a scalping cell was continued.
Figure 3 below shows the location of the test rig in the plant flowsheet. The concentrate from the
Jameson Cell flows to the final Ni Concentrate while the tails flow back to the feed of the B Cleaner
circuit. This creates a circulating load of the Jameson tails back to the feed of the circuit that the mill
metallurgist determined would help to increase overall nickel recovery from the cleaner circuit.
B

SCAVENGER

B

SCAVENGER

“B” Cleaner

“B” Cleaner

NICKEL CONC

NICKEL CONC
SCAV-CLNR

ROCK TAILS

ROCK TAILS

PYRRHOTITE
TAILS

PYRRHOTITE
TAILS

SCAV-CLNR

Figure 3 – The B Cleaner circuit flowsheet without and with the Jameson test rig
Test Plan
The test plan for the cell was to determine the grade recovery curve of the Jameson Cell in the B
Cleaning circuit and to compare it to the B Cleaner grade recovery in daily use. This would determine if a
Jameson Cell could be used as a scalping cell to debottleneck the B cleaner circuit. Cell operating
variables would be used to create the grade recovery curve for the cell.
Results
Upon initial start up of the cell the new feed flow was too erratic to reach and maintain steady
state operation of the cell. Investigation found that there were multiple factors contributing to the
fluctuation. The initial feed line was sized at 6” with a 6” pinch valve for manual control of the flow. The
6” feed line was a lateral off of a 12” feed line to the B Cleaner cells. The flow in the main line was very
erratic and the flow variation (up to 1000 usgpm) was much greater than the upper feed requirement to the
cell of 330 usgpm. To reduce the peak flow to the cell the 6” control valve was only opened 5-10%. To
remedy this a 3” sleeve was installed into the pinch valve and the pump feeding the circuit was operated in
manual speed control rather than variable pump speed for pump box level control. Figure 4 below shows
the reduction in flow variation between the initial start-up and the final configuration. In both instances a
flow of 190 usgpm was being targeted to feed the cell.
Feed Flow after Modifications
300

250

250

Flow (usgpm)

Flow (usgpm)

Flow on Start-Up
300
200
150
100
50
0
08-Nov-10
11:31:12
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0

08-Nov-10
13:55:12

08-Nov-10
16:19:12

08-Nov-10
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06:14:24

04-Aug-11
08:38:24
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11:02:24
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13:26:24
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15:50:24

Figure 4 – New feed flow to cell before and after modifications. Data over 9.5 hour at 1 min increments.
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Bubble Size
The Vale Base Metals Technology Development (VBMTD) Minerals Processing department has
a bubble size measurement device developed by McGill University which was used to measure the bubble
size from the Jameson Cell and the B Cleaner Cells. Figure 5 shows a diagram of the bubble size analyzer.
Bubbles travel up the sampling tube, the angled viewing window is used to help create a single layer of
bubbles to photograph. The back lighting and filter help to delineate the bubble water interface for
analysis. Bailey (2004) describes the apparatus and analysis method in more detail. Using the apparatus a
series of 50 pictures is taken and then analysed by McGill’s Image Processor software using reference
measurements taken with each set of pictures to create a bubble size distribution. As expected the Jameson
Cell produced smaller bubbles. The images in Figure 6 are two of the pictures used for the analysis.
During the bubble sizing the Jameson was operating at 70% level (froth depth - 20”), 160 kPa and 55%
recycle. The Dorr Oliver cells were operating at 130 scfm air and 23% level.

Figure 5 – Depiction of the bubble size measurement apparatus, (Bailey 2004)

Figure 6 – Bubble sizing pictures. (Left – Z1600, Right – B Cleaners)
Table 1 – Bubble size analysis
Z1600
B cleaner
% Difference

D10
0.73
0.84
15.1

D32
1.01
1.17
15.8

D20
0.80
0.91
13.8

D30
0.86
0.99
15.1

The table above shows that the B Cleaner cells are producing on average 15% larger bubbles
across the D10 to D32. In 2004 size by size analysis test work at Clarabelle Mill showed that the largest
loss of Pn from the B Cleaning circuit was ultra-fine liberated Pn lost to tails. Increased recovery through
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the circuit was theorized to come from recovery of the fine Pn by smaller bubbles produced in the Jameson
Cell.
B Cleaner Circuit Flotation Testwork
During the test work there were two issues which hindered the operation of the Jameson Cell.
The first and biggest issue was a limitation in froth removal from the launder. Due to the pipe runs
required during installation of the cell froth backed up in the cell launder. This limited the amount of mass
that could be pulled from the cell, constraining the cell level to 80% and lower (15” froth depth or deeper).
The second limitation was in the amount of wash water that could be supplied to the ring. The upper flow
to the wash water ring was limited to 80 lpm. The limited wash water flow did not generally allow for a
positive wash water bias.
The feed to the B Cleaner circuit contains 3 floatable minerals; Cp, Pn and Po. The ratio of Cu to
Ni in the feed and concentrate is one indicator which can be used to distinguish a difference in the
performance of the cells. When comparing the Jameson to the B Cleaner Cells, the Jameson Cell had a
higher upgrade ratio of Cp than the B Cleaners with respect to the Pn in the feed. As shown in Figure 7,
for a given feed copper to nickel ratio (Cu:Ni) the concentrate Cu:Ni ratio was higher with the Jameson
Cell. This selectivity is a benefit for operating the cell in the Cu cleaning circuit as discussed later in the
paper.
Cu/Ni Ratio Upgrade Curve
2.50

Cu/Ni ratio in Concentrate

Jamo
2.00

B Clnr

y = 1.3783x
R2 = 0.5926

Linear (Jamo)
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1.00

y = 1.1112x
R2 = 0.882

0.50

0.00
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

Cu/Ni ratio in Feed

Figure 7 – Comparison of Cu/Ni upgrade.
Initially the Jameson Cu Upgrade vs. Recovery curves did not appear to trend as expected, which
is a constant upgrade across % recycle. Further analysis showed that as % recycle increased the recycled
tails lowered the feed grade in the downcomer. As the testwork was performed over a range of B cleaner
feed grades (2 – 10% Cu) the range of upgrade was impacted. The upgrade ratio was recalculated based on
the downcomer feed grade resulting in a more normal flat upgrade ratio was seen across the range of %
recycle. The two graphs depicting this are shown in Figure 8. Based on the recalculated downcomer feed
and the tests which had less than 50% recycle a shift to a higher Cu upgrade can be seen in Figure 9. The 3
points from tests with low recycle appear to be on a higher upgrade recovery curve but there is insufficient
data to confirm this observation.
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Upgrade vs Recycle
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Figure 8 – Initial and downcomer upgrade relationship to % tails recycled.
Cu Upgrade Curve
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Figure 9 – Jameson downcomer corrected upgrade
The selectivity data for the Jameson Cell lie on the same selectivity curve as the B Cleaners. The
Jameson Cell data sit on the lower end of the recovery curve as compared to the B Cleaners due to short
residence time and deep froth depth. These Jameson Cell data are more scattered due to the large range in
operating conditions tested. Figure 10 shows a compilation of selectivity curves. The selectivity of Cp
over Rk shows that the negative wash water bias did not change rock rejection compared to B cleaning.
Rock rejection would be enhanced in a scalper operation by correct wash water addition rates.
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Figure 10 – Selectivity curves
Overall the Jameson Cell performed on the same grade recovery curve as the B cleaners. These
data demonstrate that had this circuit become the plant bottleneck that additional capacity in the form of a
Jameson Cell could have been successfully deployed. The B cleaners are currently operating well below
the plant maximum mass removal of 1150 tpd or 0.75 t/hr/m lip or 0.75 t/hr/m2 surface area. These
numbers represent a discount on standard industry practice of 1.5 t/hr/m lip or 1.5 t/hr/m2 area, however
froths generated when using DETA and sodium sulphite are persistent and conservative numbers of 0.5
t/hr/m lip and 0.5 t/hr/m2 surface area have previously been used for design purposes in similar circuits.
The Jameson Cell was able to pull 1.43 t/hr/m or 0.57 t/hr/m2 surface area even with the froth removal
constraint of the launder piping.
INCREASED CU SEPARATION
Clarabelle Mill’s execution plan for 2011 included a plan for a 50% reduction in the variability in
the nickel concentrate quality targets. At the same time as the targets for concentrate quality were being
tightened the variability in the feed, in particular an increase in the feed Cu:Ni ratio was occurring due to a
strategic focus on copper production from Vale’s Sudbury operations. The average feed Cu:Ni ratio has
increased from 1.1 to 1.5 in the last 5 years. A constraint of the Cu:Ni ratio and the capacity for Cu
removal is the inability to remain on-spec for Nickel concentrate quality without reducing mill feed
tonnage. A fundamental requirement for a quality organization is the ability to manipulate feed metal units
to the mill in order to maintain concentrate quality to the customer. This is shown in Fig 11 where the mill
tonnage is plotted for varying Cu:Ni ratios in the feed for several Cu:Ni ratios in Nickel concentrate with
varying Cu concentrate production capability. An example is that for a Cu:Ni ratio of 1.5 in the feed if the
copper concentrate tonnage constraint is moved from 650 to 800 tph the potential mill throughput to
remain on spec increases from 21,000tpd to 26,000tpd for a Ni concentrate Cu:Ni ratio of 0.5. This
represents a significant increase in value generation from the mill if the feed from the Sudbury mines
exists.
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The copper separation circuit was installed as an addition to the Clarabelle Mill flowsheet in 2006
using a low technical risk flowsheet and proven flotation chemistry. The purpose of the circuit was to
remove 150,000 tpa copper concentrate to release capacity in the Sudbury smelter to process concentrates
from Voisey’s Bay Nickel Limited. The circuit has successfully operated at or above design capacity since
commissioning and has provided some mitigation to increased Cu:Ni ratios in feed. During the design
phases of the copper separation circuit allowances had been made for expected expansion and where
possible had been incorporated in the design. Inclusions that have already been capitalized on include
expanding the Larox filters from 10 to 14 plates each, increasing the capacity for each filter by 40%.
One outcome of the copper separation circuit was an increase in the variability of Cu:Ni ratio in
Ni concentrate to Vale’s smelter complex. The reason for the increase in variability is the direct result of
being constrained by flotation capacity of the copper flotation columns. On days when the copper head
grades are high and the column capacity is at maximum all additional copper is recovered into the nickel
concentrate stream. Installation of additional copper capacity will reduce variability of the Cu:Ni ratio in
Ni concentrate as the constraint currently impacts increased variability.

Figure 11 – Mill throughput capability based on feed quality
In December 2010 proposals for increasing copper column capacity were investigated. The
review included examining all current project studies completed and identified several additional options.
These are summarized below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Increase copper circuit capacity by adding two additional flotation columns and required
ancillary equipment from a previous 2008 study (pumps, compressors etc)
Increase capacity by open circuiting the copper scavenger flotation cells and new pump to
transfer to copper concentrate
Converting the Z1600 pilot Jameson Cell to copper concentrate duty treating column tail and
install a new pump to transfer Jameson Cell concentrate to copper concentrate
Installation of new Jameson Cell in copper building

Further analysis of these options allowed them to be ranked in terms of CAPEX $/tonne additional copper
concentrate.
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Table 2 – Cost ranking for increased Cu production
Option
CAPEX$/tonne
conc
1. Additional columns and equipment
58
2. Open circuit Cu scavenger conc and pumping system
19
3. Jameson and pumping system
16
4. New Jameson cell
29
5. Combined options 2&3
11

Time to implement
24 months
12 months
12 months
18 months
12 months

Based on the analysis of options in Table 2 it became clear that option #2 was low risk, low
capital and was quick to implement. The analysis showed the opportunity for an additional option (#5) of
combining option #2 and #3, this reduced the $/ton by allowing an additional increment of Cu concentrate
from the pilot Jameson Cell using the infrastructure required for the scavenger option with only additional
pipe work and instrumentation. Option #5 was accepted and immediately an engineering request to
commence was raised. The proposed modified flowsheet is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 – Modified copper flowsheet
In February 2011 a sample campaign was performed to determine the grade and mass recovery of
the A1 Scavenger Concentrate, option #2 in Table 2. Timed concentrate samples were taken so that a total
mass recovery of concentrate could be calculated. Six sets of samples were taken during the month, of
those only one did not meet the grade specifications for the customer. Using the mass recoveries from the
test work, Cu concentrate tonnages ranged from 26 – 44 tonnes with an average tonnage of 31.5 tonnes.
As can be seen from Figure 13 the copper losses to the nickel concentrate are bimodal. The intermediate
fractions are well recovered but the coarse +106 micron and fine -20 micron are poorly recovered. The use
of both the Jameson Cell with fine bubbles and a tank cell with measured success with coarse particles will
enable the copper recovery to copper concentrate to be increased. This test work and plant data support the
decision to combine the second and third options for increasing the Cu concentrate production.
Commissioning is slated for November 2011 less than 12 months after presenting the project for approval.
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Figure 13 – Recovery of Chalcopyrite to copper and nickel concentrates
CONCLUSION
Brown field installations, even of test equipment, typically require concessions of one sort or
another. In the case of the Z1600 installation the location led to delays as it was a large engineering project
in a brownfield site. The location was very good for feed piping for both the B Cleaning test work and the
subsequent Cu Separation Circuit modification but was not the most appropriate location for the tails
piping run or concentrate launder piping. The cell became launder limited due to the lack of slope on the
concentrate line, limiting the ability to push the cell into a higher mass pull zone of the grade-recovery
curve. These improvements can however be easily configured for future installations.
The Jameson Cell was able to easily scalp 2.8 tph at 56% copper recovery at a froth removal rate
that exceeded the B cleaners. The selectivity matched the existing circuit operation which is not
unexpected given the similar bubble size and no froth washing. Due to changes in production forecasts and
priorities, the debottlenecking cell was not required. These same changes have resulted in the need to
convert plant circuits to increase copper removal instead.
Opportunities for increasing plant efficiency can be found in many locations. In the case of the
Jameson Cell Z1600 test rig, a pilot plant scale piece of equipment was determined to be an economical
improvement to the full scale plant flow sheet at the mill.
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Phu Kham Plant Layout

Plant Layout showing
• Primary Grinding
• Rougher Flotation
• IsaMill Regrinding

Phu Kham Flowsheet
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Phu Kham Flowsheet
• 12.8 Mt/a of copper-gold bearing ore from the open pit
• Plant Feed Grades are 0.75% Cu and 0.33g/t of Au and 3.8g/t
of Ag
• Concentrate quality is +25% Cu, 7 g/t of Au and 60g/t of Ag
• Primary Grinding Circuit contains
– 34 ft × 18 ft (13MW) SAG mill
– 24 ft × 39 ft (13 MW) ball mill

• Regrinding Circuit contains
– M10,000 (2.6MW) IsaMill

• Ore has fine locking of copper and gangue minerals
• Ore requires regrinding rougher concentrate to 38 microns to
make good quality final copper concentrate

Cleaner Feed Performance
• IsaMill currently grinds from 90 microns to 38 microns
• Cleaner feed performance at 38 microns and 25 microns
• Laboratory Flotation Tests
Cleaner Grade-Recovery Profile For Cu-Afternoon Test
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New Phu Kham Flowsheet
• Cleaning Circuit was overloaded at times
• Fine grinding to improve concentrate quality, slowed flotation
rate and increase frothing issues in the cleaner circuit,
decreasing the performance of the cleaner circuit
• Jameson Cell with froth washing was installed at the head of
the cleaner circuit to increase cleaning capacity
• This new circuit allowed final concentrate to be produced from
the IsaMill regrind product in one flotation cell and remove
more than half the load from the existing cleaning circuit

New Phu Kham Flowsheet
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Layout of IsaMill and Jameson Cell

Jameson Cell Flotation
at Phu Kham
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Phu Kham Jameson Cell
Grade-Recovery Curve Performance
• IsaMill Cyclone Overflow P80=20 microns
• IsaMill Discharge P80=38 microns
• Feed (Rougher Conc) Grade = 3-5% Cu
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Jameson Cell Size by Size Recovery on
IsaMill Cyclone Overflow Stream
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New Cleaning Circuit Results
• Jameson Cell was initially commissioned on the regrind cyclone
overflow
• Cyclone Overflow was fine (P80=20 microns) and well liberated
• Jameson Cell produced 25.5% to 27.5% Cu grade at 75% to 90%
Cu recovery on this stream
• Jameson Cell produced high recovery in all size fractions for this
stream
• Jameson Cell then treated cyclone overflow plus IsaMill discharge
• Jameson Cell still produced high grade copper concentrate at 26% to
29% Cu grade at 55% to 60% copper recovery
• The recovery of the coarser size fraction was lower due to the
locking and lower liberation in the size fractions

Redox Measurements in Plant

Low Eh reduces the copper mineral flotation performance
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Impact of Inert Grinding - Chalcopyrite
The Effect of Eh – Mt Isa Cu Ore

The critical importance of the grinding environment on fine particle recovery
in flotation - Stephen Grano - 2009

Cleaner Feed Performance
The Effect of Aeration in Laboratory Float
Cu Grade-Recovery Curve-C1F
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IsaMill Discharge Performance
The Effect of Aeration in Laboratory Float
Grade Recovery Curves (Total Cu) IMD
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HyperSparge installed in
IsaMill Discharge line

Phu Kham – Effect of Aeration
Plant Surveys
Phu Kham Jameson Cell Performance
Before and After Aeration
Before Hypersparge

After Hypersparge
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Phu Kham – Effect of Aeration
Plant Surveys
Phu Kham Jameson Cell Size-By-Size Recovery
Before HyperSparge

After HyperSparge
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Summary
• IsaMill regrinds rougher concentrate to 38 micron to improve the
final copper concentrate quality
• Cleaner feed performance at 38 microns is 25-28% Cu in final
concentrate
• and regrinding 25 microns can produce +30% Cu in final concentrate
• Jameson Cell installation was an innovative flowsheet change to
removed load from cleaning circuit and increased plant capacity and
decrease cleaner circuit frothing issues
• Aeration of Cleaner feed has improve performance and fines
recovery and selectivity
• Jameson Cell has allowed the IsaMill to operate at Increase power to
improve the circuit performance.
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The Right Tools in the Right Place: How Xstrata Nickel
Australasia Increased Ni throughput at its Cosmos Plant
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ABSTRACT
Xstrata Nickel Australasia’s Cosmos plant in Western Australia is currently implementing a debottlenecking project to increase nickel output while maintaining metallurgical performance and
a low unit cost for production. Mineralogical analyses indicated that the processing bottlenecks
could be removed by simply reconfiguring portions of the circuit as well as adding capacity with
technical advancements – notably an IsaMill™, Jameson Cell, Wemco® SmartCell™ and Larox
Filter.
The Wemco® SmartCell™, which is particularly suited for coarse mineral flotation, and
Jameson Cell, which is particularly well suited for fast floating and fine minerals, combine as
rougher scalpers to complete the main stream portion of the flotation circuit. Addition of the two
new cells meet the required flotation capacity to handle the forecast increase in nickel feed grade
and tonnage.
The addition of an IsaMill™ for regrinding allows the SAG mill to produce a coarser primary
product, thus enabling increased throughput. The advantages offered by the IsaMill™ include
operation in open circuit (internal classification), an inert grinding environment (ceramic media)
for better downstream flotation (“clean” new surfaces), compact footprint (easy to retrofit into
existing plant) and energy efficiency. With the new rougher capacity addition, the remaining
original plant cells were reconfigured to suit the new regrind mill and cleaning requirements. The
existing 24 m2 Larox pressure filter was replaced with a larger 32 m2 unit to dewater the
increased concentrate output.
The paper describes the upgrade at the Cosmos concentrator with particular emphasis on the
mineralogical data and metallurgical benefits associated with the changes.
INTRODUCTION
The Cosmos concentrator is located 680 km northeast of Perth in Western Australia. The
deposit’s development and operations were started in 1999 by Jubilee Mines NL, Cosmos’
previous owner, with the first production of nickel concentrate in April 2000. The Cosmos
concentrator treats a komatiite hosted high grade nickel sulphide ore, with sulphides being
predominantly pentlandite and pyrrhotite with lesser amounts of pyrite and chalcopyrite.
Jubilee owned some of the most prospective and relatively under-explored nickel ground in the
world thus representing an excellent expansion potential. This was well matched with Xstrata
Nickel’s growth strategy and in October 2007, Xstrata bid for Jubilee Mines NL. In February
2008, Xstrata assumed management control of Jubilee and established Xstrata Nickel Australasia
(XNA) as a new operating unit of Xstrata Nickel.
As part of XNA’s accelerated growth strategy, changes were required to accommodate increased
nickel output from the Prospero mine at the Cosmos site (Figure 1). The increase in nickel
production would be due to not only higher mined tonnes but also higher grades. The Cosmos
concentrator was designed more than 10 years ago, and was built on the premise of
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approximately 3 years of operation to treat the Cosmos ore deposit. In considering the age and
planned lifespan of the original concentrator and its compact footprint, one might correctly
assume there would be some challenges to complete timely upgrades for improved throughputs.
Indeed, in November 2008, the Cosmos concentrator had a mass flow capacity of 25tph and
nickel feed capacity of 1.3tph. Achieving the 2009 budgeted nickel output meant the
concentrator needed to treat up to 2.8tph of nickel in ore feed (increase of 215%), and mass flow
capacity through the SAG mill needed to increase to 45tph (an increase of 180%).
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Figure 1: Cosmos SAG Mill Throughput (2009 Actual YTD vs. Budget)
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Figure 2: Cosmos Concentrator Nickel Feed Tonnes per Month Budget 2009
Mineralogical and metallurgical analyses were undertaken and the subsequent results from the
various studies revealed that these ambitious targets could be achieved with the addition and
rearrangement of several key pieces of equipment. Armed with this information and “the right
tools” approach, a de-bottlenecking programme was initiated. While still in progress, the debottlenecking process has already demonstrated success and is on track to be completed within a
twelve month schedule and, by industry standards, on a shoe-string budget.
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Decisions and directions taken for the de-bottlenecking process have been, and continue to be,
firmly based on a mineralogical approach. Size by size recovery, as well as liberation and modal
analyses, have provided the scientific reasoning for the process changes being undertaken.
Measurement of the size by size recovery of target minerals in key process streams was essential
in determining the impact of the changes. Ensuring the “right tools” being in the “right place”
included rearranging some equipment for a modified flow sheet and adding new technology,
such as the IsaMill™, Jameson Cell and Wemco® SmartCell™, to help achieve the new
metallurgical benchmarks.
A background description of the original flow sheet and corresponding process mineralogy is
presented below, followed by a description of the de-bottlenecking project changes and impact
on size by size mineral performance in the concentrator.
ORIGINAL FLOW SHEET AND PERFORMANCE (JULY 2008 SURVEY)
This section focuses on the plant design, flotation feed characteristics, flotation performance,
final concentrate composition and tailing losses from before the de-bottlenecking process - the
last two items being very important considerations. That is, what is present in the concentrate
that should not be there and conversely, what in the tailings should not be present? Figure 3 is
the original flow sheet of the Cosmos concentrator.
Stringer Ore
Massive Ore

Electromagnetic Ore Sorter

Jaw Crusher

Ro

SAG Mill

Sc

yclone
SkimAir®
Cl

Final Concentrate
Thickener

Thickener

Larox Filter

Final Tails

Smelter

Figure 3: Original Flowsheet
The comminution circuit comprised a single jaw crusher feeding directly into a single stage SAG
mill in closed circuit with one pair of 400 mm Cavex cyclones. The classification design was
inflexible and inefficient resulting in a significant amount of liberated pentlandite reporting to
the cyclone underflow. Consequently the SkimAir® flotation cell performance was excellent, but
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characteristic of poor grinding circuit efficiency rather than good plant design as these liberated
particles should have reported to the cyclone overflow. The SkimAir® recovered the majority of
the nickel (61%) at a concentrate grade of 20%. The remaining flotation circuit produced a
concentrate grade of 16% nickel and a further 30% recovery. The overall circuit achieved 92%
nickel recovery at a concentrate grade of 19% (Table 1).
The flotation circuit used two stages of roughing and three of scavenging in the main stream to
treat the flotation feed (Table 2 and Table 3). The first rougher concentrate reported to final
concentrate along with the SkimAir® product. Unusually, the cleaner concentrate and tail were
in closed circuit with the rougher/scavenger circuit. This resulted in every flotation stream
having a mixture of all flotation reagents; all competing simultaneously to activate, collect and
depress. Apparently this made the circuit easier to operate but the large re-circulating loads,
difficulties in controlling reagent dosages and continual dilution of the cleaner concentrate with
rougher feed suggested simple and significant improvements could be made.
As further evidence of over-grinding, the cyclone overflow had pentlandite that was 86%
liberated and non-sulphide gangue (NSG) 97% liberated. This degree of liberation was more
suitable for a cleaner feed than a rougher circuit and suggested that the SAG mill throughput
could be increased and a coarser cyclone overflow produced without compromising rougher
recovery.
Product

Table 1: Overall Metallurgical Balance – July 2008

Recalculated Feed
Skim Con
Rougher 1 Con
Final Con
Final Tailings

Mass
%
100
13.8
8.5
22.2
77.8

Ni
4.61
20.6
16.4
19.0
0.5

Assays - %
Cu
Fe
S
0.17 12.2 8.69
0.68 34.5 30.6
0.77 27.7 26.1
0.70 31.9 28.9
0.02 6.5
2.9

As
0.08
0.24
0.13
0.21
0.04

Ni
100
61
30
92
8

Distribution - %
Cu
Fe
S
100 100 100
54
39
49
37
19
25
91
58
74
9
42
26

Table 2: Flotation Feed – July 2008

Mineral
Pentlandite
Chalcoyprite
Pyrrhotite
Pyrite
Non-Sulphide Gangue

Symbol
Pe
Cp
Po
Py
Gn

Composition (%)
13.5
0.5
9.7
1.0
75.3

Table 3: Fragmentation of Flotation Feed Minerals – July 2008
Mineral Status

Liberated
Binary with Pe
Binary with Po
Binary with Gn
Binary with Other
Multiphase

Flotation Feed 104µm K80
Pe
Po
Gn
85.9
77.4
97.0
6.0
1.1
3.2
0.6
6.9
9.4
0.7
0.6
0.3
3.3
6.6
1.0
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Figure 4 shows the recovery by size in the SkimAir® circuit. Coarse particle recovery is excellent
and gangue entrainment low (particularly considering the relatively high pulp density required in
this circuit to manage the SAG water balance). Recovery of finer (<50µm) particles was poor
however, these were recovered later in the main flotation circuit as shown in Figure 5.
Approximately 30% of the liberated pyrrhotite in the cyclone overflow was recovered into the
rougher 1 concentrate (maximum recovery occurred for particles sized between 10 and 50μm in
diameter). NSG entrainment into the Rougher 1 concentrate was more extensive than with skim
concentrate.
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Figure 4: Recovery by size and class into the SkimAir® concentrate
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Figure 5: Recovery by size and class into the Rougher 1 concentrate
As shown in Figure 6, the two main diluents for the SkimAir® concentrate were pyrrhotite and
NSG. Respectively, these represented 21% and 12% of the concentrate mass. The rougher 1
concentrate had approximately double the amount of NSG but about the same amount of
pyrrhotite as the SkimAir® concentrate (Figure 7). Most of the major diluents were present as
liberated grains. The theoretical grade-recovery curve shown in Figure 8 emphasizes that if
more of these liberated diluents were rejected, a higher concentrate grade would be achievable.
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Distribution by Class (%)

Alternatively, a coarser grind (resulting in less liberation) would not necessarily affect the final
concentrate grade. Using the cleaning circuit in a more conventional way and/or froth washing to
reject liberated, entrained NSG could potentially assist in the production of higher concentrate
grades.
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Figure 6: Distribution of Diluent Minerals in the SkimAir® Concentrate
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Figure 7: Weight Distribution of in the Rougher Concentrate
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Figure 8: Mineralogical Limiting Grade Recovery Charts
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Eight per cent of the nickel in the ore was lost into the final tails. 60% of this was rejection of
liberated pentlandite grains (Figure 9), a significant portion of which were less than 11µm. This
is not unexpected given the absence of a true cleaning circuit and the conflicting pulp chemistry.

Figure 9: Distribution of nickel losses by size and class into the tailings. Expressed as a
Percent of Pentlandite in the Tailings.
DE-BOTTLENECKED FLOW SHEET AND PERFORMANCE (APRIL 2009 SURVEY)
The SAG mill throughput has increased to accommodate the higher mined tonnage and as
consequence produce a coarser flotation feed. Figure 10 shows the increase in SAG mill
throughput. Significant changes around the SAG mill circuit included changing from a mix of
80/100/125mm balls to only 125mm balls, increasing the SAG shell lifter face angle from 15 to
20 degrees to take advantage of higher mill speed, and increasing the aperture size and open area
of the discharge grates. Due to difficulties in balancing the cyclone operation over a wide range
of flows with the 2 x 400mm Cavex cyclones, these were replaced with 4 x 250mm Cavex
cyclones. Mineralogical analysis had shown that the flotation feed’s pentlandite and NSG
liberation state could be lowered with a coarser grind size without harming rougher/scavenger
flotation recovery. This would result in the recovery of a larger percentage of composite
particles. If the final concentrate grade was to remain constant, then regrinding of these
composites would be required prior to cleaner flotation. An IsaMill™ was added to the circuit
for regrinding purposes.
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Figure 10: SAG Mill Throughput
A M500 IsaMill™ (as shown in Figure 11) was chosen for the regrind duty because of its small
footprint; ideal for such a brownfield expansion. Its established ability to increase concentrate
grades, use inert grinding media (clean particle surfaces), produce a narrow particle size
distribution (in open circuit) and efficiently grind at low pulp density were all benefits useful to
the Cosmos mineralogy and metallurgy. The fresh “clean” particle surfaces that inert media
produces allow for optimised mineral separation, lower reagent consumption and higher flotation
kinetics (Côté and Adante, 2009; Finch, Rao and Nesset, 2007; Huang, Grano and Skinner,
2006). The type of poorly liberated pentlandite composites that require regrinding are shown in
Figure 12.

Figure 11: M500 IsaMill™ with 200 kW motor at Cosmos Concentrator
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Figure 12: Photomicrograph of poorly-liberated pentlandite particles
Lab scale tests on selected concentrates were reground and floated to test the concept. With a
finer flotation feed, it was found that the nickel grade/recovery curve could be shifted upwards
(Figure 13). The IsaMill™ also allows for much better MgO rejection and, when chemical
conditions in the cleaners are set for it, optimal As rejection.
The typical size distribution for the M500 IsaMill™ product is given in Figure 14. The F80 and
P80 are around 40 and 20µm, respectively. The specific energy needed for this size reduction is
around 20 kWh/t. Of particular note is that the particle size distribution of the product is sharper
and steeper than that of the feed. The IsaMill™ directs the grinding energy into grinding the
coarse particles, not generating more fines. This is evidenced by the minimal change in the P10,
P20 or P30 particle sizes. A 2mm ceramic media, Keramax® MT1™, supplied by Magotteaux, is
being used for this regrind duty.
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Figure 13: Example of Grade/Recovery Improvement from Regrinding
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Cosmos Isamill Feed and Product
21-03-2009
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Figure 14: Typical Size Distribution for the IsaMill™ M500
Due to the higher head grade and plant throughput rates, additional flotation capacity was
required. The first steps taken were to add a Z1600 Jameson Cell treating the SAG cyclone
overflow as a rougher scalper and reconfigure the flotation circuit to be completely open (cleaner
concentrates reconfigured to report to final concentrates and cleaner tails will report to final
tails). After coarsening the SAG cyclone overflow product, the amount of liberated pentlandite in
the cyclone underflow reduced and the SkimAir® recovery decreased (Figure 15). The
SkimAir® was subsequently reconfigured to be fed from the cyclone overflow as a rougher.
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Figure 15: SkimAir® Recovery versus SAG Cyclone Overflow Size
The second step was the addition of a 40m3 Wemco® SmartCell™ tank cell to increase the
roughing capacity, initially added downstream of the Jameson Cell to provide sufficient overall
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roughing capacity, thereby enabling the remaining original flotation cells to be reconfigured into
the appropriate cleaning circuit. Upon commissioning of the Wemco® SmartCell™, it was found
that frother carry-over from upstream additions caused excessive frothing, as well as concentrate
pumping issues. Piping arrangements in place readily allowed the Wemco® SmartCell™ to be
placed ahead of the Jameson Cell, which is the current configuration.
The Jameson Cell was selected for the Cosmos project because it is a small, high-throughput
device. A picture of the Jameson Cell installed at Cosmos is given in Figure 16. Like the
IsaMill™, the compact design makes it easy to retrofit into existing plants.

Figure 16: Z1600 Jameson Cell at the Cosmos Concentrator
The Jameson cell was commissioned in late March 2009 which coincided with a 2 unit increase
in nickel concentrate grade while recovery was maintained at 90% (Table 4). As shown in
Figure 17, the Jameson Cell concentrate grade is consistently above that of the final concentrate.
Further, froth washing is used to reduce the entrainment of NSG as shown in Figure 18. It should
be noted that the Jameson Cell was commissioned on cyclone overflow; several weeks before the
SkimAir® was reconfigured.
Month
July 08
Aug 08
Dec 08
Feb 09
April 09

Table 4: Metallurgical Balances for Various Months

Final
Prod
Con
Tails
Con
Tails
Con
Tails
Con
Tails
Con
Tails

Mass
%
22.2
77.8
18.7
81.3
19.9
80.1
22.8
77.2
22.5
77.5

Ni
19.0
0.5
18.7
0.4
19.6
0.5
19.9
0.7
21.8
0.7

Cu
0.71
0.02
0.74
0.01
0.65
0.02
0.68
0.05
0.75
0.03

Assays - %
Fe
S
31.9
28.9
6.5
2.9
29.9
29.6
5.4
2.2
25.7
24.5
6.4
3.0
24.8
23.5
9.3
4.6
30.6
27.6
15.5
8.0

As
0.2
0.04
0.28
0.02
0.25
0.07
0.19
0.07
0.11
0.04

Ni
92
8
91
9
90
10
90
10
90
10

Distribution - %
Cu
Fe
S
91
58 74
9
42 26
92
56 76
8
44 24
87
50 67
13
50 33
81
44 60
19
56 40
88
36 50
12
34 50

As
58
42
77
23
46
54
45
55
44
56
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Figure 17: Jameson Cell versus Final Concentrate Grade
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Figure 18: MgO content of Jameson Cell versus Final Concentrate
The final flow sheet change was the reconfiguration of the original rougher/scavenger flotation
cells into the cleaning circuit. In making the flotation circuit open, the sequential flotation stages
are now more clearly defined. A diagram of the three main components of the circuit is shown in
Figure 19. In this strategy the rougher and scavenger cells are designed to maximize nickel
recovery. The cleaning section depresses and removes the NSG minerals via regrinding,
washing/dilute cleaning and depressants. The re-cleaning stage can be employed when necessary
for selective arsenic removal via pH control and cyanide addition.
The advantages of this strategy are three-fold. Sequential reagent addition ensures that reagents
are only introduced at the intended stage and not upstream via a recycled stream. For example,
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previous studies have shown that cyanide and copper sulphate addition can slow the kinetics of
pentlandite. Secondly, the circuit is easier to operate with the various functions defined. Thirdly,
the larger residence times allow higher throughput of ore and nickel units.
Nickel Recovery
Rghr

Rghr Scavs
Tail

MgO Rejection
Prim Clnr

Sec Clnr
IsaMill

Clnr Scav

Regrind

ReClnr
Conc
Arsenic Rejection

Figure 19: Sequential Flotation Stages

Size by size recovery analysis of the final concentrate after de-bottlenecking shows good
recovery of liberated pentlandite by the flotation circuit (Figure 20), although there are still
substantial losses of the sub 10 micron material. At the time of the April 2009 survey, the cleaner
changes were not complete so residence times were achieved with high pulp densities. Dilution
cleaning in the ultimate circuit should recover additional valuable fines and reduce entrainment
of liberated NSG. Recovery of unliberated pentlandite had also improved (Figure 21). The new
flotation circuit also showed an improvement in rejecting liberated pyrrhotite. As shown in
Figure 22, liberated pyrrhotite made up less than 9% of final concentrate - a significant change
from the 15% measured in July 2008 with the previous circuit.
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Figure 20: Recovery by Size and Class into the Final Concentrate
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Figure 21: Recovery of Pentlandite Binaries into the Final Concentrate
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Figure 22: Distribution of Diluent Minerals in the Final Concentrate – April 2009
In considering the theoretical grade-recovery curve given in Figure 23, it can be seen that despite
some improvement from the original data, there remains opportunities to increase the concentrate
grade without sacrificing nickel recovery.
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Figure 23: Mineralogically Limiting Grade-Recovery Curve – Before and After
As shown in Figure 24 and Table 5, nickel losses to the final tailings remained similar for the
month of April as compared to the previous survey (Figure 9).
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Figure 24: Distribution of Nickel Losses by Size and Class into the Tailings – April 2009
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Table 5: Overall Distribution of Nickel Losses into the Final Tailings Stream

Mineral Class

2008 Average
Liberated
Binary – Po
Binary – Py
Binary - Gn
Multiphase
Losses by Size
April 2009
Liberated
Binary – Po
Binary – Py
Binary - Gn
Multiphase
Losses by Size

>106µm

Distribution by Size Range and by Class
<106>53µm
<53>30µm
<30>11µm

<11µm

Losses by
class

0.1
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.4
1.2

0.2
0.2
0.0
0.8
0.4
1.6

0.4
0.2
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.9

1.0
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.1
1.5

3.1
0.2
0.0
0.3
0.0
3.6

4.8
0.7
0.0
2.3
1.0
8.8

0.0
0.1
0.0
0.4
0.5
1.0

0.0
0.6
0.0
0.3
0.3
1.2

0.1
0.4
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.0
0.1
0.0
1.1

4.0
1.5
0.0
0.1
0.0
5.6

4.5
3.1
0.0
1.0
0.9
9.4

FINAL FLOWSHEET
The envisioned final flowsheet is shown in Figure 25. These changes will complete the plans for
increased nickel output and lower production costs.
New Addition

Stringer Ore
Massive Ore
1st Crusher

Changed Position in Flow Sheet

Electromagnetic Ore Sorte
SkimAir®

Jameson Cell

SAG Mill

Final
Concentrate

yclones

st

nd

Cl

Only if
needed

Thickener

Larox Filter

C

cav

eCl

yclones
Thickener

Smelter

Final Tailings

Figure 25: New Flowsheet Layout
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Performance from the Cosmos concentrator has broadly met targets with respect to the changes
made to date through the de-bottlenecking process. Overall concentrate grade and plant recovery
have been maintained with respect to more difficult ore treated (nickel grades in feed have
decreased, nickel to arsenic ratios in feed have increased and the ratio of massive to more
disseminated ore has decreased - all negatively impacting nickel recovery) at increased plant
throughput.
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Mineralogically, Figures 27 to 29 demonstrate improved pentlandite recoveries across all size
fractions, and similarly reduced pyrrhotite recoveries across all size fractions. NSG recovery has
remained largely unchanged, but this will be the focus of the upcoming modifications to the
cleaning portion of the new flow sheet.
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Figure 26: Pentlandite Recovery Comparison
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Figure 27: Pyrrhotite Recovery Comparison
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Figure 28: NSG Recovery Comparison

Most of the de-bottlenecking plant design completed to date has focused on modifications to
existing equipment and installations of several key additions such as the M500 IsaMill™, Z1600
Jameson Cell and Wemco® SmartCell™, with the primary objective of increased plant
throughput capacity. As demonstrated in Figures 27 to 29, this has been achieved without
sacrificing the plant performance.
Final modifications in the cleaning circuit will complete having the “right tools in the right
place” to enable enhanced metallurgical performance. Analytical tools such as modal analyses
and size by size recovery determinations were and will continue to be essential in identifying
how best to use the processing tools installed for optimal mineral separations. The new circuit is
key to enabling the Cosmos operation to be a low cost nickel producer into the future.
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Designing the Optimal Flotation Circuit – The Prominent Hill Case
K E Barns1, P J Colbert2 and P D Munro3
ABSTRACT

Project milestones are as follows:

OZ Minerals’ Prominent Hill copper-gold concentrator in South Australia
was built in 2008 with commercial production commencing in early 2009.
In addition to recovery of valuable minerals, the flow sheet for this iron
oxide-hosted copper-gold deposit has to address the issue of producing a
good quality saleable copper concentrate by high selectivity against
non-sulfide gangue. Detailed mineralogical studies integrated with the
metallurgical test work highlighted that liberation of fluorine-bearing
minerals and subsequent very efficient rejection in cleaner flotation was
necessary to produce a commercial quality copper-gold concentrate.
Bench scale laboratory metallurgical tests and mineralogical studies
identified the need to regrind rougher concentrate to a P80 of 20 25 microns or finer for adequate liberation of the fluorine-bearing minerals.
Satisfactory separation of the fluorine-rich gangue material from the
valuable copper sulfides requires highly efficient cleaner flot- ation. This is
done by a combination of washed froth cleaning and conventional dilution
cleaning.
Proven equipment developed to meet similar taxing liberation and
separation duties for the treatment of the refractory zinc-lead-silver ores
of the Carpentaria-Mount Isa Mineral Province have been selected.
The combination of Xstrata Technology’s IsaMill™ and Jameson Cell
technologies addressed both the liberation and separation issues in the
Prominent Hill concentrator. The energy efficient IsaMill™ technology
both regrinds the rougher concentrate while its inert grinding environment
prevents contamination of mineral surfaces with “debris’ ensuring
subsequent optimum flotation performance. Heading up the cleaner
circuit with a ‘scalping’ Jameson Cell followed by conventional flotation
equipment allows this section to take advantage of the Jameson Cell’s
high intensity flotation environment and froth washing capability to
achieve maximum concentrate grade (at minimum fluorine levels) while
maximising recovery through the use of conventional flotation machines.
This paper looks at the development of the Prominent Hill flow sheet
from the initial mineralogical and laboratory test work to the design,
scale-up and early operation of the Prominent Hill regrind and cleaner
flotation circuits.
The mineralogically-based approach of domaining metallurgical ore
types combined with the axiom of size-by-size mineral particle behaviour
by liberation class gave a clear understanding of the liberation and
separation issues involved in the processing of Prominent Hill ore.
Technologies developed to meet much more onerous liberation and
separation duties for the treatment of the refractory zinc-lead-silver ores
of the Carpentaria-Mount Isa Mineral Province were successfully used to
improve concentrate quality by rejecting non-sulfide gangue containing
impurities. An IsaMill™ and a Jameson Cell are included in the circuit for
fine grinding and for additional concentrate cleaning.
Plant performance since commissioning has justified the approach for
metallurgical test work and equipment choices for the flotation circuit.

INTRODUCTION
OZ Minerals Limited’s Prominent Hill copper-gold mine is
located 650 km NW of Adelaide, 130 km NW of BHP Billiton’s
Olympic Dam operation and 130 km SE of the town of Coober
Pedy in the Gawler Craton of South Australia.
The deposit was discovered in 2001 by Minotaur Resources
who entered into a joint venture with Oxiana Limited in 2003
with the latter securing 100 per cent ownership in 2005.
1.
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• 2005:
• prefeasibility study,
• conceptual development plan, and
• agreement on approval process with Primary Industries
and Resources South Australia;

• 2006:
• bankable feasibility study,
• issue of mining lease,
• board approval for development, and
• commencement of mining;
• 2007:
• project development and construction, and
• first ore reached October 2007;
• 2008:
• Oxiana Limited merges with Zinifex to form OZ Minerals
Limited, and

• operations team build-up;
• 2009:
• first production and sales February 2009, and
• first concentrate exports from Port of Darwin in April
2009.

SCHEME OF METALLURGICAL TEST WORK
Given the nature of the Prominent Hill deposit, conventional
grinding and flotation were proposed as the treatment route for
the copper-gold sulfide ore.
Metallurgical test work was aimed at producing a process flow
sheet with a predictable metallurgical performance to a level of
accuracy and sophistication for a bankable feasibility study. It
was not aimed at optimisation or detailed research of any
particular aspect of the process.
The test work was carried out on samples representing specific
mineral entities or domains rather than on composite samples in
the absence of a final mining schedule. This follows Mineralurgy’s
practice on flow sheet development (Johnson and Munro, 2008).
Variability tests were used to determine the metallurgical
performance over a range of sample locations.
The main organisations engaged to carry out the metallurgical
test program were:

• MacArthur Ore Deposit Assessment (MODA), Burnie,
Tasmania – optical mineralogy of selected polished sections;

• JK Mineralogy section of JKTech Pty Ltd (JK Tech),

Indooroopilly, Queensland – automated measurements using
the Mineral Liberation Analyser (MLA) on crushed diamond
drill core and copper concentrates;

• SMCC Pty Ltd (SMCC), Chapel Hill, Queensland –
calculations to size comminution equipment;

• Amdel Ltd, Mineral Laboratory Services, Thebarton, South
Australia – bench scale gravity and flotation tests and
determination of ore comminution characteristics;

Adelaide, SA, 12 - 14 October 2009
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• G&T Metallurgical Services Pty Ltd (G&T), Kamloops,

• blending different ore types, the emphasis being on those

• AMMTEC Limited, Balcatta, Western Australia – bench and

• concentrate quality, with emphasis on payable and

• Slurry Systems Pty Ltd, Sydney, New South Wales (NSW) –

• Copper-gold breccia variability testing – G&T: variability

British Columbia, Canada – bench scale flotation tests and
quantitative mineralogy;
pilot scale flotation test work;
slurry rheology test work;

• Outokumpu Technology Pty Ltd, Sydney, NSW – thickening
test work;

• GL&V Australia, Sydney, NSW – thickening test work;
• Xstrata Technology, Brisbane, Queensland – rougher
concentrate regrind test work;

• Metso Minerals, Inc, York, Pennsylvania, USA – rougher
concentrate regrind test work; and

• TUNRA, Newcastle, NSW – ore flow characteristics test
work.

The main items in the metallurgical test program relevant to
the development of the flotation flow sheet and reagent regime
consisted of the following:

• Copper-gold breccia ‘sighter’ and characterisation tests –

Amdel: ‘sighter’ flotation tests were conducted on material
from five reverse circulation (RC) drill holes. Conventional
grinding and flotation was proposed for the copper-gold
sulfide ore. Gold occurrence was characterised using gravity
concentration, amalgamation, cyanidation and flotation. Four
composite samples were prepared according to the then
known mineralisation types of chalcocite-bornite, chalcopyrite-bornite, chalcopyrite-pyrite and eastern gold-only
(EGO). For the copper mineralisation types, test work
included grinding and flotation tests at different primary grind
sizes.

• Copper-gold breccia optical mineralogy – MODA: 13 thin
sections were selected for detailed optical examination.

• Copper-gold breccia – quantitative mineralogy – JK
Mineralogy: 20 samples from nine different diamond drill
holes were submitted for automated analysis using the MLA.

• Copper-gold breccia flow sheet confirmation – G&T: using the

previous copper-gold breccia characterisation work as a
starting point, 17 samples of sections of PQ core representing
the three mineralisation types of chalcocite-bornite,
chalcopyrite-bornite and chalcopyrite-pyrite underwent
flotation testing, with back-up quantitative mineralogy to
confirm the validity of the conceptual flow sheet. Detailed
chemical assays were done on the copper concentrates.

• Copper-gold breccia flow sheet development – G&T: this
was an extension of the flow sheet confirmation and included
examination of the following:

• the relationship between primary grind sizing-collector
addition (and type), and regrind sizing;

• the rejection of non-sulfide gangue, particularly fluorite,
from the copper concentrate;

• increasing gold recovery, especially with respect to
copper recovery for bornite-chalcopyrite and chalcopyrite-pyrite mineralisation;

• gold deportment model for each copper mineralisation
type;

• the mode of copper and gold losses;
• the effect of ageing on flotation performance;
• prediction of metallurgical performance using locked
cycle tests;

174

blends of mineralisation expected to be treated in the first
three years of production; and
penalty elements.

testing was conducted on 50 × 0.25 NQ core samples. Sample
selection was weighted towards chalcocite-bornite mineralisation, as this type predominated in years 1 and 2 of the
national mine production schedule.

• EGO variability testing – Amdel: this work was done on 48
samples, mostly 0.25 NQ core to give additional spatial
coverage. Selection was weighted towards the material
expected to be within the notional pit shell. The test protocol
followed that previously used in EGO zone characterisation,
with a target grind to a P80 of 106 µm followed by rougher
flotation only.

• EGO flow sheet development – G&T: this used

suitably-composited samples of sections of PQ core
representing the known domains of ‘steely haematite’,
‘earthy’ and ‘dolomite’. This work included:

• maximising gold recovery and minimising concentrate

weight, since the gold flotation concentrate would be
blended with the copper-gold concentrate;

• determining the nature of gold occurrence and losses;
• determining the effect of blending by doing locked cycle

tests on both individual mineralisation types and blends
of EGO material with the three copper mineralisation
types;

• quantitative mineralogical support for the metallurgical
tests; and

• concentrate assays including payable and penalty
elements.

• Copper-gold breccia process verification and plant design

data – AMMTEC: some of these items were not strictly part
of the metallurgical test program, but suitable data was
needed for other aspects of the project, eg plant design,
equipment selection and sizing. This involved pilot scale
testing at AMMTEC using a 1460 kg sample of copper-gold
breccia material. This produced sufficient quantities of
rougher concentrate for test work to size regrinding
equipment; copper concentrate for thickening and filtration
tests; and tailings for further thickening and slurry rheology
tests. This test work was also used to confirm the predicted
metallurgical performance.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY – EFFECTS
ON PROCESSING
Geology
Geological and mineralogical work on the Prominent Hill deposit
shows that it is an iron oxide hosted copper-gold orebody
(Belperio and Freeman, 2004; Belperio, Flint and Freeman, 2007)
similar to Olympic Dam (Reeve et al, 1990) and Carrapateena
(Fairclough, 2005) in South Australia, Warrego in the Northern
Territory, Ernest Henry (Ryan, 1998) and Osborne in Queensland,
La Candelaria in Chile, and Sossego, Alemão and Salobo in
Brazil.
The process plant feed will be mined from the copper-gold
breccia zones with mineralisation types of chalcocite-bornite,
chalcopyrite-bornite, chalcopyrite-pyrite and from the EGO zone.
The mine reserve is 72.4 Mt with a grade of 1.3 per cent Cu,
0.6g/t Au and 3.2g/t Ag.

Adelaide, SA, 12 - 14 October 2009
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The orebody is such that the chalcocite-bornite mineralisation,
which constitutes over half the current resource mineable by
open pit, will be the dominant feed for the first five years of
operation. Bornite-chalcopyrite and chalcopyrite-pyrite mineralisation types are 16.2 per cent and 15.7 per cent respectively of
the material intended to be mined.
The EGO mineralisation zone is an ‘outlier’ to the main
copper-gold breccia sulfide zone. It will be approximately 11 per
cent of the plant feed, but has very low sulfide content within a
host rock of predominantly iron oxides. It should exercise
negligible to minimal influence on plant flotation behaviour
when treated in a mixture with the copper-gold breccia
mineralisation types, because of the very low mass recovery to
concentrate (down to 0.1 per cent recorded in test work). Its main
influence will be on comminution performance, because of its
relatively low grindability and high abrasivity.
The following major rock types and approximate proportions
were identified by the geologists:

• haematite breccia – sediment clast approximately 30 per cent

of the rock, porphyry and volcanic clasts approximately 55 per
cent of the rock;

• andesite – unaltered approximately one per cent of the rock,
altered approximately ten per cent of the rock;

• carbonates – dolomitic and argillaceous rocks approximately
four per cent of the rock; and

• steely haematite – a diluent, considered to be around ten per
cent of the rock mass feed to the process plant.

Rock type will control comminution performance and, hence,
concentrator throughput (Strohmayr et al, 1998; Tew et al,
2003). OZ Minerals’ geologists advised on selection of material
for determination of ore breakage characteristics to ensure that
appropriate rock types have been included.
For grinding and flotation, mineralogy and textural association
are the major influence on the grades and recoveries of copper
and gold to the flotation concentrate.

Mineralogy

• Chalcocite – coarsest of the copper minerals, with 50 per
cent greater than 40 µm and commonly occurs in symplectic
intergrowths with bornite.

• Bornite – finest grain size of all the copper minerals, with

50 per cent finer than 24 µm. Bornite usually occurs as
symplectic intergrowths with chalcocite. When fine-grained,
bornite is generally hosted by chalcocite or chalcopyrite.

• Chalcopyrite – intermediate grain size with 50 per cent less
than 33 µm and, when finely-grained, is generally hosted by
bornite. Chalcopyrite has a much higher non-haematite
gangue association than chalcocite or bornite. Chalcopyrite is
often accompanied by bornite.

JK Mineralogy used its Mineral Liberation Analyser (MLA)
on 20 mineralised rock samples selected to represent typical rock
types and copper mineralisation textures. The finest copper
sulfide mineral particles, as represented by the 20 per cent
passing size, are especially relevant to evaluating the amenability
of a copper sulfide ore to concentration by flotation. High
liberation values of around 80 per cent measured in two
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indicated pervasive brecciation/veining of variable host lithologies, including sandstones, fine-grain sediments,
porphyritic volcanics, carbonates and possible greywackes.

• The clasts/relict clasts of the host rock appeared to be highly
altered, being variably rich in sericite, quartz, haematite,
siderite, chlorite and minor biotite, titanomagnetite, rutile,
anorthite and sulfides.

• The breccia matrix was predominantly haematite, with
variable concentrations of quartz, siderite, sulfides, fluorite,
barite, apatite and rare earth-bearing minerals.

• Trace amounts of molybdenite, cobaltite and the uranium-

bearing minerals uraninite and coffinite were detected in
some samples.

• Sulfide mineralisation included variable concentrations of
chalcocite, bornite, chalcopyrite and pyrite. There were
strong associations between chalcocite and bornite, with
intergrowths and symplectic textures commonly encountered.

• Pyrite, while in minor concentrations only, displayed a strong
association with bornite and chalcopyrite. It was frequently
rimmed by these two copper sulfides.

• The copper mineralisation was strongly associated with the
haematite-rich matrix and/or vein-hosted minerals. The
copper sulfides were relatively coarse, euhedral grains, often
associated with some unusual textures.

• Minor to trace amounts of chalcopyrite were measured in the

chalcocite-rich and bornite-rich samples but there were
essentially no bornite or chalcocite mineralisation in the
chalcopyrite-rich samples.
the MODA ranking of textural complexity:

The following observations relating to mineralogy were made by
MODA, JK Mineralogy and OZ Minerals’ geologists. While
indicative they were subsequently confirmed by the result of
extensive metallurgical test work and quantitative mineralogical
examination.
MODA reported on copper microtextures as follows:
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• The lithology and alteration styles across all samples

• Quantitative data on the copper sulfide minerals confirmed

Copper and associated minerals

Tenth Mill Operators’ Conference

dimensions are necessary to make a high grade copper
concentrate. The term used by automated mineralogical systems
such as QEMSCAN and MLA to indicate mineral size is the
measured phase specific surface area (PSSA), quoted as mm2 of
surface area of the mineral per mm3 of mineral volume. Higher
values indicate finer grain size.
The MLA work produced the following observations:

• chalcocite: mean 20 per cent passing 60.1 µm and PSSA
90 - 190 for samples where chalcocite is a major copper
mineral species,

• bornite: mean 20 per cent passing 35.6 µm and PSSA
170 - 240 for samples where bornite is a major copper
mineral species, and

• chalcopyrite: mean 20 per cent passing 40.8 µm and
PSSA 99 - 290 for samples where chalcopyrite is a major
copper mineral species.

• The association between pyrite and the copper sulfides,
fluorite inclusions and intimate intergrowths of haematite
and copper sulfides were expected to impact on grind size for
processing, concentrate quality and recovery.

• Clays were not detected by MLA measurement, but low
concentrations intergrown with sericite and chlorite may be
present.

• Organic carbon species are not detected by the MLA
technology and thus their presence or absence could not be
confirmed.

The following general conclusions were also drawn from
geological observations, optical mineralogy and the MLA work:

• Prominent Hill material is more competent than Ernest

Henry being more akin to Olympic Dam ore in its grinding
characteristics. The ore could be expected to be more
variable in its grinding characteristics than the primary ore
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zone at Ernest Henry, as Prominent Hill material goes from
quartz to steely haematite.

• The ore can be very porous with 20 per cent void space in

• No oxide or supergene zone has been identified.
• Hydrophobic species, such as talcose minerals and those with

organic carbon were not reported by geological logging or
mineralogical examination nor observed in any of the
metallurgical test work.

some of the specimens examined.

• Around 70 per cent of the copper minerals are associated

with haematite and gangue, with at least 15 per cent of the
copper mineralisation being associated with pyrite.

• Chalcocite is ‘primary’ or hypogene mineralisation.
• Mineralisation can look simple, but has many different

textures. Sulfide complexity comes from pseudomorphs of
bornite-chalcopyrite on pyrite. There is some complex
bornite-chalcocite fracture filling in haematite.

• Some pyrite is intimately associated with the chalcopyrite.
However, the pyrite content is less than that for Ernest Henry.

• Some chalcopyrite textures were coarse and readily liberated.
• Complex haematite textures were observed.
• Minerals identified in the Prominent Hill drill cores that
carry fluorine are as follows:

• Fluorite (CaF2), containing 48.67 per cent F, is relatively
abundant and accounts for 60 - 90 per cent of the fluorine
present in copper concentrate.

• Sericite, which can be 10 - 50 per cent of the mineral in

the plant feed, is the second major carrier of fluorine,
contributing 3 - 32 per cent of the amount in the copper
concentrate. Electron microprobe analyses of 100 sericite
grains measured 0.26 - 1.72 per cent F, with a mean of
0.96 per cent F. Sericite at Olympic Dam is also reported
to contain up to one per cent F (Reeve et al, 1990).

• Similarly, clay minerals were not reported by geological

logging or mineralogical examination nor observed in any of
the metallurgical test work.

Figure 1 provided by MODA plots copper mineral recovery
(assuming a perfect separation) against particle size. The inferences from this diagram subsequently proved to be prescient,
despite being based on very limited observations. It shows that a
particle sizing of around 20 - 30 µm is needed to make a high
grade copper concentrate at a high copper recovery.
This was subsequently borne out in the metallurgical test work
where it was found that fine regrinding of rougher concentrate to
80 per cent passing 20 - 25 µm was needed to reduce the amount
of non-sulfide gangue reporting to the copper concentrate to
lower the fluorine content to an acceptable level.

Gold and silver
There are four identified associations of gold in the deposit as
follows:
1.

Gold with copper mineralisation in the breccia: the
majority of the gold in the concentrates was locked in
copper sulfide-bearing composite particles almost equally
divided between adhesions and inclusions. Using automated digital image searching (ADIS), the average gold
sighting was very small at 5 µm equivalent circle diameter.
Gold can be considered to be ‘associated’ with copper, with
metallurgical test work showing that ~80 per cent of the
gold deportment is explained by the copper deportment.

2.

Gold (possibly associated with silica) ‘proximal’ to the
copper-gold breccia mineralisation zones, but outside them.

3.

Gold-only ‘outside’ the copper-gold breccia mineralisation
zones in the upper part of the eastern end of the deposit
associated with silica in steely haematite. This EGO
mineralisation falls within the boundary of the open pit.

• Apatite (fluoroapatite) (Ca5(PO4)3(F,Cl,OH)) containing
1.25 per cent F is the third main carrier.

• The rare earth element (REE) minerals bastnasite and
florencite are minor fluorine carriers.

• Uranium is present as uraninite and coffinite. Uranium is

more associated with chalcopyrite mineralisation, possibly
with bornite, but less with chalcocite. MODA observed
pitchblende associated with chalcopyrite. JK Mineralogy
noted very fine intergrowths of a uranium mineral with
bornite.

FIG 1 - Estimated copper mineral recovery versus sizing.
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ADIS examination of metallurgical test products found that
approximately two thirds of the gold located in the flotation
feed was present as liberated grains ranging from 7 µm to
36 µm equivalent circle diameter. The remaining gold
occurrences were as adhesions to chalcopyrite grains or as
adhesions to chalcopyrite-gangue binary composites. Almost
three-quarters of the gold occurrences in the flotation
concentrates were liberated grains, averaging 8 µm
equivalent circle diameter.
4.

Gold ‘outside’ the copper-gold breccia mineralisation zones
in the lower part of the western gold-only (WGO) end of
the deposit, visible as coarse particles in carbonate veinlets
in dolomite-sandstone. This should be readily recovered by
a small gravity concentration facility treating a portion of
the hydrocyclone underflow in the grinding section. The
WGO mineralisation did not appear on the mine schedules.

Silver is present in the orebody, but no information is available
about its mineral form though it is the element with the strongest
relationship to copper occurrence.

Comparison with similar Australian deposits
The Prominent Hill deposit is much more like the Olympic Dam
orebody than Ernest Henry despite being hosted in sediments,
while Olympic Dam is in granite.
Some significant points of similarity and/or differences
affecting processing are as follows:

• Only Ernest Henry has a zone of supergene mineralisation.
• Chalcopyrite is the only economic copper mineral in the

primary ore zone at Ernest Henry, whereas chalcocite and
bornite are dominant at Prominent Hill and significant in the
sections mined to date at Olympic Dam.

• The copper mineralisation is coarser-grained at Ernest Henry

than for the other two deposits. Ernest Henry achieves 70 per
cent two-dimensional liberation of chalcopyrite at a P80 of
140 µm, whereas, at Olympic Dam, sulfide liberation is only
65 per cent at a flotation feed P80 of 74 µm, with 40 - 55 per
cent at a grind P80 of 150 µm for Prominent Hill. PSSA values
quoted for Olympic Dam are 150 - 160, compared with ranges
of 90 - 190 for chalcocite, 170 - 240 for bornite and 99 - 290
for chalcopyrite. Thus, only a minor portion of the Prominent
Hill ore can be considered to have more complicated textures.

• Gold is strongly associated with copper in the primary
sulfide zones of all three deposits.

• The mean sulfide grade of the Ernest Henry ore is nine per

cent, of which pyrite is the major component (Ryan, 1998).
Iron sulfide levels are relatively low at both Olympic Dam
and Prominent Hill.

• While all three deposits contain fluorite and apatite, fluorine

levels can be a magnitude higher at Prominent Hill and
Olympic Dam compared with those at Ernest Henry. Sericite
containing up to one per cent F is a significant fluorine
carrier at Olympic Dam and Prominent Hill.

• Uranium minerals are present in all three deposits, but
Olympic Dam values are an order of magnitude higher than
those of the other two deposits (Reeve et al, 1990).

RESULTS OF METALLURGICAL TEST WORK
In terms of metallurgical response the bornite-chalcopyrite
mineralisation domain was subdivided into bornite-chalcopyrite
and chalcopyrite-bornite.
A conventional grinding-flotation treatment scheme was
appropriate for processing the seven ore composites examined.
Grinding the flotation feed stream to a nominal P80 of 150 µm
ahead of rougher flotation initially appeared to offer a pragmatic
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compromise between grinding energy allocation and maximising
copper and gold recoveries into the rougher concentrate. Locked
cycle test work on multiple composite samples were somewhat
equivocal in demonstrating significant metallurgical advantage in
selecting a flotation feed P80 less than 150 µm. However further
quantitative mineralogical work showed that in the P80 range of
70 µm - 150 µm, copper sulfide liberation is about ten per cent
lower at the coarser grind size. There were some indications at
the time that the upper portion of the Prominent Hill orebody had
a lower grindability. Combined with the ‘driver’ of the economic
benefit of one to two per cent copper recovery increase at the
prevailing high copper price, the conservative feed P80 of 106 µm
was selected. Interestingly, this is closer to Olympic Dam
practice than Ernest Henry.
A simple xanthate-based reagent regime was used,
occasionally requiring pulp pH modulation by lime. The scheme
provided a low cost, but reliable, chemical environment for
capturing the majority of the copper sulfides and gold in the ores
into saleable grade copper concentrates.
In the initial flotation studies, a perceptible deterioration in
flotation response was recorded during sample storage, being
particularly evident for those composites containing significant
amounts of covellite and chalcocite. Visible evidence of copper
ion migration was noted. These ageing effects could be reversed
by the simple expedient of increasing collector dosage to the
rougher flotation stage.
Regrinding of the rougher flotation concentrate to a nominal
P80 of 35 µm ensured substantial, but not complete, liberation of
the copper sulfides in the cleaner block feed. Locked cycle tests
demonstrated that regrinding was critical to maximising the
grade of the copper concentrates.
Three stages of dilution cleaning produced acceptable grade
copper concentrates containing significant amounts of gold from
the majority of the test composites.
Copper concentrate grades of about 25 per cent Cu and
5 - 10 g/t Au were produced from the chalcopyrite-pyrite ore. At
the other extreme of copper mineralisation, the chalcocite-rich
ores produced copper concentrates which assayed better than
60 per cent Cu and contained 5 - 10 g/t Au. In both cases, the
copper and gold recoveries to these concentrates were of the
order 87 per cent and 70 per cent, respectively.
Detailed chemical analyses were done on copper concentrates
produced in cycle tests at equilibrium conditions. The Prominent
Hill copper concentrates contained low and quite consistent
levels of the deleterious elements arsenic, antimony, mercury,
bismuth, selenium and chlorine. Lead and zinc were present in
very low concentrations.
There was appreciable variability in the gold deportment
profiles. However, overall about 80 per cent of the gold appeared
to track the copper sulfide minerals through the flotation process.
The remaining gold followed the non-sulfide gangue and, to a
lesser extent, the pyrite. Some of the concentrates contained
sufficient silver to warrant a modest smelter credit.
All of the concentrates produced in this phase of test work
contained significant amounts of impurities, particularly fluorine.
A statistical analysis on an extensive array of size-by-assay data
suggested that these impurities are principally associated with
the non-sulfide minerals. Thus the amounts of fluorine reporting
to the copper concentrates will be minimised by minimising the
non-sulfide mineral content of the concentrates.
A special series of flotation studies showed excellent precision
and reproducibility of flotation response estimates in replicate
laboratory tests.
Initial tests on EGO material showed rapid flotation kinetics,
with more than 64 per cent of the gold recovered in the first two
minutes for coarse grind sizes (P80of 250 µm). At P80of 106 µm,
more than 72 per cent of the gold was recovered within the first
two minutes of flotation. Mean gold recovery was over 80 per
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cent. The EGO composite reacted most favourably to flotation
treatment with gold recovery approaching 90 per cent into a
concentrate which assayed about 1100 g/t Au.
Locked cycle tests, which involved blends of the EGO
composite with the three copper-gold breccia copper
mineralisation types, also yielded relatively favourable responses
compared with those predicted from the baseline performance
data. Copper and gold recoveries into these concentrates were
close to those predicted by simply summing the weighted
arithmetic averages of the flotation responses of the baseline
composites. This observation implies that no adverse synergistic
effects will be encountered by treating EGO and copper-gold
breccia blends through the plant.

non-sulfide gangue in the concentrate as it is in the non-sulfide
gangue in the feed. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 2
below which shows a very high correlation coefficient between
fluorine recovery to the copper concentrate and non-sulfide
gangue recovery.

COPPER CONCENTRATE QUALITY
Background
When results of the initial flotation work at Amdel became
available, elevated fluorine levels was identified as a potential
issue for the marketing of Prominent Hill copper-gold concentrates.
The concentrate market typically penalises fluorine above
approximately 350 ppm F, and most copper smelters want levels
below 1000 ppm F.
The two issues with fluorine in copper concentrates from
Prominent Hill are:
1.

minimising revenue losses from penalty payments, and
most importantly

2.

making a concentrate acceptable to custom copper
smelters.

Fluorine values in concentrate were highly variable and
above the Prominent Hill project’s internal limit of 800 ppm F.
The chalcopyrite-rich ore zone samples displayed the highest
fluorine concentrates at 5700 ppm F. The lowest values were
recorded for the chalcocite-rich ores, which averaged much less
than 1000 ppm F.
Fluorine is not a common issue in copper concentrates. At Ok
Tedi it can vary between 400 ppm and 1500 ppm in the
concentrate (Lauder, Mavotoi and Glatthaar, 2003), and they
have installed a reverse flotation process using sodium hydrosulfide to depress the copper minerals in the concentrate with
two rougher and cleaner flotation stages using Jameson Cells to
remove the strongly hydrophobic talc.
The technical literature has reported on elevated fluorine levels
in the iron oxide-hosted copper-gold deposits owned by
Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD) in the Carajás region of
Pará State, Brazil. At Alemão fluorine is contained in the
minerals fluorapatite, biotite, chlorite, fluorite, allanite, monazite
and amphiboles. Bench scale flotation tests produced concentrate
containing ~1100 - 2700 ppm F though this was low grade at
only 20 per cent Cu. Regrinding to 70 per cent - 16 µm and using
hexametaphosphate depressant in the cleaning stage reduced the
fluorine level to 200 - 300 ppm (Andrade, Santos and Nardi,
1999).
Salobo is the deposit with the most publicised fluorine problem.
Fluorine in the copper concentrate made in laboratory and pilot
scale tests is reported to vary from 1450 ppm to 2215 ppm
(Pereira et al, 1987; Pereira, Peres and Bandeira, 1991; Viana et
al, 1998) though there are anecdotes of significantly higher
levels. Minerals containing fluorine are intimately associated
with copper sulfides (Fernandez et al, 2004). CVRD are testing a
hydrometallurgical pressure leach process to treat Salobo and
Alemão copper concentrates (Jones et al, 2006).
Analysis of the test work data for Prominent Hill shows that
fluorine in copper concentrate will be the same proportion in the
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FIG 2 - Relationship between non-sulfide gangue recovery and
fluorine recovery to copper concentrate.

This strong relationship is expected as the minerals containing
fluorine are non-sulfides and should not be recovered by true
flotation. They will report to the concentrate:

• as composite particles associated with sulfide minerals; and
• as liberated particles recovered by entrainment, whose effect

is strongest in the finest particle size fractions below 10 µm
nominal quartz, ie -Cyclosizer C5.

Assay-by-size data for fluorine for the copper concentrates
from laboratory tests suggested there could be a composite issue
as almost all samples had the fluorine assay decreasing with finer
particle size. Only in tests for the chalcocite-bornite mineralisation did the F assay increase in the finest size fraction which is
characteristic of recovery by entrainment.
Thus the fluorine content of the concentrate should be reduced
by rejecting non-sulfide gangue minerals and replacing them
with copper and iron sulfides. Reduced uranium levels should
also result.

Reducing the fluorine content by conventional
mineral processing
Prominent Hill does not require a reverse flotation process such
as Ok Tedi because the minerals containing fluorine are hydrophilic and should not be recovered by true flotation.
Acid leaching of the copper concentrate was avoided because
of concerns about dissolution of the chalcocite.
For the composites chalcopyrite (Cp), chalcopyrite-bornite
(Cp-Bn) and chalcocite-bornite (Ch-Bn) a series of three batch
cleaner tests per composite were performed investigating the
effect of regrinding on fluorine content in the concentrate.
Nominal primary grind size of 100 µm P80 was used while three
different regrind sizes were investigated within the range 32 µm
P80 to about 20 µm P80.
The overall fluorine contents of the copper concentrates
produced from the batch cleaner tests are displayed in Figure 3
below. Both the chalcopyrite-bornite and chalcopyrite composites
originally contained significant amounts of fluorine at
~3300 g/tonne. Fluorine content in the final concentrate was
reduced as the regrind discharge particle size was reduced corresponding to the improvement in copper metallurgical performance
for these composites. The chalcocite-bornite composite contained
much less fluorine and regrinding had no measurable effect on
reducing the amount in the final concentrate.
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FIG 3 - Effect of regrinding on fluorine content of copper
concentrate.

The metallurgical results for copper are shown as a series of
grade-recovery curves in Figure 4. As shown, decreasing the
regrind discharge to less than 24 µm P80 from about 30 µm P80
had a beneficial effect on metallurgical performance for the
chalcopyrite and chalcopyrite-bornite composites. Conversely, no
measurable change in the grade-recovery profile was observed
for the chalcocite-bornite composite.

with conventional grinding technology (ball mills and tower
mills) was considered uneconomical due to low energy efficiency
and high media consumptions. Additionally the high ferrous
media consumptions changed mineral surfaces and pulp
chemistry which was detrimental to subsequent flotation
performance of the fine particles.
The first 1.1 MW M3000 IsaMill™ installed in Mount Isa in
1994 was followed by a further seven over the next five years in
the Mt Isa zinc-lead circuit (Young and Gao, 2000; Young, Pease
and Fisher, 2000; Pease et al, 2006). The result was a step
change in metallurgical performance with no overall change in
operating costs (despite the addition of 6 MW of grinding
power).
Since these early installations in the 1990s IsaMill™
development has moved in two directions. Firstly the features
that allowed the IsaMill™ to address the inefficiencies in
conventional technology when grinding to very fine sizes were
found to be equally applicable to coarser sizes. The high energy
efficiency and intensity as a result of the IsaMill™’s ability to use
fine media as well as the increased efficiency from using
ceramics such as Magotteaux’s Keramax MT1 could be
transferred to grinding coarser material. Today there are more
IsaMill™s used in typical regrind and mainstream applications
than there are in fine and ultrafine duties which has expanded the
operating base of the technology improving reliability and
availability. Secondly the scale up of the IsaMill™ to the 3 MW
M10 000 model (Curry, Clark and Rule, 2005) has meant that the
IsaMill™ is now of a large enough capacity that a single unit can
be used resulting in a smaller plant footprint, lower capital costs
and a simpler flow sheet than if alternative technologies had been
selected.
Once the need to regrind the Prominent Hill rougher concentrate down to 20 - 25 µm had been identified, a large IsaMill™
was an attractive option for this duty because:

• a single unit could perform the duty,
• it uses inert ceramic media avoiding ‘fouling’ of mineral

surfaces with debris from ferrous grinding media (high
intensity conditioning is a by-product of the IsaMill™), and

• it is proven ‘mainstream’ technology in sulfide mineral
concentrators.

FIG 4 - Results from batch cleaner tests – copper grade recovery
curves.

These results are consistent with those from previous test work
which showed finer regrinding improved metallurgy for the
chalcopyrite-pyrite and bornite-chalcopyrite domains. The net
improvement in copper (and gold) metallurgical performance
justified the additional regrinding and cleaning capacity exclusive
of the fluorine and uranium issue.
Hence the decision was taken to specify:

• regrind sizing P80 of 20 µm; and
• additional cleaning capacity, preferably in a washed froth
device.

These concepts were relatively novel in the copper industry.
However, some members of the metallurgical development team
had considerable previous experience with equipment developed
to meet much more onerous liberation and separation duties for
the treatment of the refractory zinc-lead-silver ores of the
Carpentaria-Mount Isa Mineral Province.

ISAMILL™ FOR REGRINDING
The IsaMill™ was developed by Mount Isa Mines (now Xstrata)
and Netzsch-Feinmahltechnik GmbH to meet the need to grind
the fine grained Macarthur River orebody to 80 per cent - 7 µm
to produce a saleable concentrate. Grinding below 20 - 25 µm
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The Prominent Hill IsaMill™
The Prominent Hill IsaMill™ was designed based on test work
completed in early 2006 on a composite of rougher concentrate
produced in the pilot plant. The IsaMill™ is renowned for its
accurate and direct scale up from M4 Laboratory test work to full
scale mill operation. The direct scale up method has proven
accurate for all large scale IsaMill™s. The feed size of the sample
as received was P80 of 144 µm. The sample was treated with
multiple passes through the 4 litre M4 IsaMill™ to produce the
signature plot as shown in Figure 5. The signature plot allows
direct correlation of product size with energy requirement for a
given feed size. All sizings were done using a Malvern Laser sizer.
From the signature plot in Figure 5 it was determined that the
M10 000 IsaMill™ at full capacity could grind 138 t/h of rougher
concentrate to a P80 of 23 µm.

JAMESON CELL
Additional flotation cleaning capacity
The flotation test work clearly showed the need to maximise the
copper concentrate grade by reducing the recovered amount of
non-sulfide gangue.
Mineralurgy Pty Ltd suggested that the concentrator have an
additional stage of washed froth cleaning in a Jameson Cell
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FIG 5 - Prominent Hill IsaMill

™

signature plot.

ahead of the three stages of cleaning in conventional cells. The
Jameson Cell operating at a constant feed volume could make
~50 per cent of the final concentrate with froth washing reducing
non-sulfide gangue recovery by entrainment. Jameson Cell
tailings would go to the three stages of cleaning in conventional
cells which produce the remaining ~50 per cent of the final
concentrate. Removal of a significant amount of mass as final
concentrate in the Jameson Cell allows the conventional cells to
operate at lower pulp densities. The ability to add more water to
the conventional cleaner cells, via the Jameson Cell tailing, will
also help reduce the entrainment of non-sulfide gangue into the
copper concentrate and could reduce the fluorine content by
30 - 50 per cent. The Jameson Cell used as a scalper in the lead
cleaner section of the lead/zinc concentrator at Mount Isa Mines
Limited combined with the resulting changed mode of operation
of the three stages of conventional cleaning achieved a 45 per
cent reduction in silica recovery and a 30 per cent reduction in
non-sulfide gangue recovery (Young, 2006).

Principles of operation
Xstrata Technology estimated that a Jameson Cell of size
J5400/18 (5.4 m diameter with 18 × downcomers) would make
20 - 25 t/h of final copper concentrate or ~150 000 t/y.
As discussed by Young et al (2006) the Jameson Cell combines
a novel method for air and slurry contact where a plunging jet
naturally entrains air, achieving high voidage, fine bubbles and
intimate bubble particle contact (Figure 6). Small bubbles (0.3 0.5 mm) are consistently produced, and intense bubble-particle
contact occurs in a short time (six to ten seconds) in the
downcomer. Thus the Jameson Cell is a high intensity device
producing fast mineral flotation rates. Bubble/particle contact
occurs in the downcomer, the purpose of the ‘cell’ is simply for
bubble-pulp separation, and therefore cell volume is very small
compared with alternative technologies. The high flotation rates
resulting from the intense aeration mean a high productivity per
surface area, making froth washing attractive to increase
concentrate grade. Power consumption is lower than the equivalent
mechanical or column flotation cells (with only the feed pump,
and no blower or compressor) and the maintenance is minimal
(with no rotor, the only wearing part is the slurry lens). The
fundamentals of Jameson Cell operation have been described by
numerous authors (Clayton, Jameson and Manlapig, 1991).
The first production Jameson Cells as lead cleaner cells at Mt
Isa (Jameson and Manlapig, 1991), gave vast improvements in
flotation kinetic rates over mechanical cells and flotation
columns in a smaller and cheaper installation. These early units
also showed that Jameson Cells were ideally suited to producing
high concentrate grades (from a single pass) at moderate
recoveries (Jameson, Harbort and Riches, 1991). To obtain high
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FIG 6 - The Jameson Cell.

overall circuit recovery they needed to be operated in closed
circuit with other flotation banks. Later work highlighted the fact
that a single pass Jameson Cell could produce final concentrate
grade from rougher feed at 60 - 70 per cent recoveries, which
was significantly better than mechanical cell test work.
While Jameson Cells have taken longer to be accepted into base
metals circuits they quickly achieved success in coal fines flotation
and SX-EW organic removal (Jameson, Goffinet and Hughes,
1991; Dawson and Jackson, 1995) as a result of high single pass
recoveries and small installation footprints. Fundamentally base
metals flotation has slower differential kinetics and higher
upgrading ratios than coal. This difference requires the base
metals Jameson Cell be operated in closed circuit with other
flotation units (mechanical or Jameson Cells) to achieve high
overall recovery.
As discussed by Young et al (2006) two key issues were
addressed to allow the Jameson Cell to ‘move’ into base metals
flotation:
1.

A tailings recycle system was established at the cell feed to
allow a constant volume and pressure to be fed to the
downcomers in spite of the normal fluctuations in operating
plants. Typically 40 per cent of the feed gets a ‘second
chance’ in the downcomer and increases first pass recovery.

2.

Applying Jameson Cells in base metal flotation accounting
for low single-pass recovery, while taking advantage of the
fast flotation rates and high concentrate grades can result in
an overall low cost circuit. This requires recognition of the
Jameson Cell as a ‘high grade machine’ that required
additional recycle to maximise recovery. While the high
intensity and small bubble size in Jameson Cells mean they
are good at recovering fast floating material, the lower
intensity and greater residence times in conventional
flotation banks make them better at recovering slower
floating material. These fundamental differences between
conventional and Jameson Cells mean that the flow sheet
needs to be designed to maximise the inherent strengths of
the respective cells and to optimise the response of the ore
based on kinetics and upgrade ability.
When designing a base metals flotation circuit it is essential
that the correct flotation machine gets chosen to meet the task
requirements. The key feature of the Jameson Cell, its ability to
produce a high grade concentrate at a moderate recovery while
utilising froth washing to minimise entrainment, needs to be
recognised.
An appropriate place to install a Jameson Cell is in a ‘cleaner
scalper’ duty which is ideal for both new plants and expansions
and retrofits, where a conventional cleaner circuit already exists
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and extra capacity is required. The ‘hybrid’ circuit takes
advantage of the best features of both technologies with Jameson
Cells collecting fast floating material to produce a high grade
and tonnage concentrate and the conventional cells achieving
final recovery. Additionally froth washing increases concentrate
grade by reducing entrainment. By producing a high tonnage in a
small footprint, the Jameson Cell allows froth washing to be
applied economically to a significant part of the concentrate
while reducing the feed solids to the subsequent conventional
cleaners means these operate at lower density and lower froth
rates, reducing entrainment. A relatively small area of froth
washing can significantly reduce the total entrainment in this
‘hybrid’ circuit. It is this circuit which is used at Prominent Hill.
For more details on the concentrator at Prominent Hill the
reader is referred to the paper by Colbert, Munro and Yeowart
(2009) also in this volume.

Prominent Hill Jameson Cell design
Due to limited availability of sample no Jameson Cell test work
was conducted for this design. This may seem surprising but it
should be noted that flotation columns are selected for cleaning
duties in new copper concentrators in the Americas on the basis
of flow sheets developed from standard laboratory tests with
conventional machines. Usually no specific pilot scale testing is
done on columns. Data analysis by the axiom of size-by-size
mineral particle behaviour by liberation class gave confidence
that this separation technology developed to treat the fine
particles encountered in refractory zinc-lead-silver ores of the
Carpentaria-Mount Isa Inlier could be successfully applied to
Prominent Hill. Great weight was given to the wealth of
experience in Jameson Cell operation at Xstrata Technology. The
Jameson Cell was designed based on the cleaner block feed of
138 t/h at 17 per cent w/w solids. A J5400/18 cell was selected
with 44 mm slurry lenses to give a recycle of approximately
50 per cent.
To ensure adequate lip length and so maximise potential
concentrate recovery, six radial cross launders were installed in
addition to the existing launders. The wash water system was
designed for sufficient flow to create a positive bias of >1.

FLOTATION CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE SINCE
COMMISSIONING
Milling of low-grade ore commenced on 9 February 2009 and
the flotation circuit was initially commissioned and run without
the IsaMill™ and the Jameson Cell. This resulted in high levels of
non-sulfide gangue in the initial concentrates produced. With the
IsaMill™ and the Jameson Cell in circuit the non-sulfide gangue
was reduced to design levels.
Due to delayed commissioning of some equipment, the
processing plant was handed over to the operating team on
31 March 2009. True plant ramp-up performance should be
gauged from that date.
In April 2009 the concentrator milled 584 813 tonnes of ore at
a head grade of 1.82 per cent Cu making 12 756 tonnes of copper
concentrate at 58 per cent Cu grade at 70 per cent recovery.
Fluorine levels were ~700 ppm F and compare favourably to the
internal target of 800 ppm F. By mid-May 2009 the month-todate copper recovery was up to 85 per cent for a concentrate
grade over 55 per cent Cu. This meets the performance prediction
for the chalcocite-bornite ore type from the metallurgical test
work.

CONCLUSIONS
The mineralogically-based approach of domaining metallurgical
ore types combined with the axiom of size-by-size mineral
particle behaviour by liberation class gave a clear understanding
of the liberation and separation issues involved in the processing
of Prominent Hill ore.
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Technologies developed to meet much more onerous liberation
and separation duties for the treatment of the refractory zinc-leadsilver ores of the Carpentaria-Mount Isa Mineral Province were
successfully used to improve concentrate quality by rejecting
fluorine- and uranium-bearing minerals. The equipment used was
the IsaMill™ for regrinding down to ~20 µm and the Jameson Cell
for additional cleaning capacity.
Plant performance since commissioning has justified the
approach for metallurgical test work and equipment choices for
the flotation circuit.
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ABSTRACT
The lead and zinc flotation circuits at Red Dog Mine are preceded by a preflotation circuit which
recovers naturally-floating organic carbon contained in the ore. Organic carbon is a potential
contaminant in the lead concentrate and is detrimental to lead-zinc selectivity. Prior to 2007, the
Red Dog preflotation circuit consisted of a single stage bank of tank cells which floated the
organic carbon. The preflotation concentrate was discarded directly to tailings, however, this
stream contained significant amounts of lead and zinc. Zinc loss to preflotation ranged from 2%
to 6%, relative to the zinc in the mill feed and was proportional to the amount of organic carbon
in the ore. The main mechanism of the zinc loss was entrainment.
Pilot plant and modeling testwork were conducted to examine the use of a Jameson Cell to clean
the preflotation concentrate. Results indicated that up to 90% of the zinc deporting to
preflotation concentrate could be returned to the flotation circuit for recovery. The installation of
a 5.4 m Ø Jameson Cell with 18 downcomers was initiated in June 2006. The new preflotation
cleaning circuit was commissioned in March 2007. Conservatively, preflotation cleaning has
resulted in zinc and lead absolute recovery gains of 1.0% and 1.5%, respectively. The $9.1M
project has a payback period of approximately 1 year at current metal prices.
INTRODUCTION
Red Dog Preflotation Circuit
Red Dog Mine is located above the Arctic Circle in northwest Alaska. It is the world’s largest
zinc concentrate producer with a production rate of more than 1.0M t/yr. Red Dog is operated by
Teck Cominco Alaska Incorporated under an operating agreement with the Northwest Alaska
Native Association (NANA). Due to the remote location of the mine, it is accessible only by air,
or seasonally, by ocean-going barges.
The Red Dog deposit is a rich sedimentary exhalative (sedex) zinc-lead-silver deposit. The major
sulphides, in decreasing order of abundance, are sphalerite, pyrite, galena and marcasite. Due to
the complex nature of the ore body, run-of-mine ore is blended in stockpiles before being
crushed and processed through the concentrator. The average mill feed grade for 2006 was 6.1%
lead, 20.6% zinc, 8.0% iron and 0.67 % organic carbon.
When Red Dog Mine began production in November 1989, the lead and zinc flotation circuits
were not preceded by preflotation. The initial mill feed was highly weathered and contained high
levels of elemental sulphur and organic carbon both of which are naturally hydrophobic. Without
preflotation, these contaminants reported directly to the lead concentrate and resulted in poor
concentrate quality. As a makeshift measure, the first two lead rougher cells were converted to
preflotation duty. In 1991, two SK-50 Outokumpu Skimair® cells were installed ahead of the
lead circuit for preflotation. The Skimair® cells along with the first two lead rougher cells were
operated in preflotation duty until the depletion of the weathered ore in 1995. The rougher cells
were then returned to lead flotation duty. Unlike elemental sulphur, which was found
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predominantly in the surface ore, organic carbon is present throughout the orebody. Organic
carbon occurs as disseminated organic matter in the black shale host rock.
The preflotation circuit was subsequently modified during major circuit expansion projects in
1998 and 2000. In 2001, the preflotation circuit consisted of six tank cells as shown in Figure 1.
The first two cells were Maxwell MX14 cells which were retrofitted with OK-50 Outokumpu
agitators. The other four cells were OK-50 Outokumpu cells arranged in two parallel banks.
Concentrate from these preflotation rougher cells reported directly to the final tailings stream
even though it contained significant amounts of lead and zinc.
PREFLOTATION ROUGHER CELLS

Flotation Feed

(grinding cyclone o/f)

to lead circuit

to final tailings

Figure 1: Red Dog preflotation circuit from January 2001 to March 2007.
Preflotation Concentrate Cleaning
Plant surveys identified that the deportment of zinc to the preflotation concentrate accounted for 2%
to 6% of the total zinc loss, relative to the zinc in the mill feed. Mass balance data indicated that zinc
and lead losses are proportional to the amount of total organic carbon (TOC) in the mill feed as
illustrated in Figure 2. The zinc loss to the preflotation concentrate was as high as 8.3% for one
stockpile in 2005. The majority of the zinc loss to the preflotation concentrate is due to entrainment.
Zinc and lead losses to preflotation have been increasing as Red Dog mines higher TOC areas of the
deposit. TOC in the mill feed is expected to remain high (>0.5% TOC) until 2012.
In 2000, laboratory batch flotation tests were conducted which demonstrated that it was possible to
recover zinc from the preflotation concentrate stream by cleaning it. The testwork also showed that
an acceptable zinc rougher concentrate could be subsequently generated from the preflotation
cleaner tailings. A preflotation cleaning plant trial was conducted in 2002 utilizing a 4.1 m Ø
flotation column with the column tailings sent to the zinc circuit. The preflotation cleaner tailings
could not be sent to the lead circuit since lead flotation circuit capacity limited throughput at that
time. Unfortunately, this trial was unsuccessful since significant short-circuiting in the column
resulted in low unit TOC recovery making the column tailings unsuitable for the zinc circuit.
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Figure 2: Relationship between mill feed TOC and zinc and lead losses to preflotation
concentrate.
Additional lead flotation capacity was added in 2005 which allowed the consideration of other
circuit configuration options for preflotation cleaning. It was proposed that preflotation cleaner
tailings be re-circulated to the head of the flotation circuit instead of introduced to the zinc circuit.
Re-circulating the preflotation cleaner tailings to the head of the flotation circuit provided an
opportunity to recover both lead and zinc while rejecting TOC. A Jameson Cell was considered for
preflotation cleaning duty.
The Jameson Cell
The Jameson Cell operating fundamentals have been described by numerous authors including
Harbort et al (2003). A schematic of the Jameson Cell is shown in Figure 3. The most notable
feature of the Jameson Cell is the downcomer where a plunging jet of slurry entrains air and
bubble/particle contact occurs. The Jameson Cell typically operates with tailings recycle via the
external recycle mechanism (ERM). A portion of the tailings stream is directed back to the feed
pumpbox where it mixes with the fresh feed stream and is pumped to the Jameson Cell downcomers.
The tailings recycle maintains a steady feed rate to the downcomers despite fluctuations in the fresh
feed rate and increases unit cell recovery without adversely affecting concentrate grade. The circuit
design and the benefits of a Jameson Cell in base metal applications have been described by Young
et al (2006).
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Downcomer

Feed
Washwater
(optional)
Air (from atm)

Concentrate

ERM
• External
Recycle
Mechanism

Level
Control
Valve
New Feed
Dilution
Water

ERM

Tailing
Recycle
Feed
Sump

Figure 3: Jameson Cell schematic with external recycle mechanism (ERM).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pilot Plant Testwork
In April 2005, Xstrata Technology was invited to Red Dog to conduct pilot plant tests on
preflotation concentrate cleaning. A 300 mm Ø Jameson Cell pilot rig was installed and tests
were conducted in open circuit configuration (i.e., the Jameson Cell tailings were not returned to
the preflotation circuit). It was not possible to simulate full scale closed circuit operation due to
the small capacity of the pilot cell.
The testwork program was performed in a two week period. The aim was to minimize zinc loss
to the preflotation concentrate while maximizing TOC removal. Feed for the Jameson Cell was
bled from the discharge of the preflotation concentrate disposal pump. The mill feed TOC assays
ranged from 0.7% to 0.8% during the course of the pilot plant testwork.
A summary of the pilot plant test results is shown in Figure 4. The Jameson Cell was able to
achieve a maximum TOC unit recovery of 70%. Under optimized conditions, the zinc unit
recovery was as low as 10% (i.e., 90% zinc rejection).
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Figure 4: Relationship between TOC and zinc unit recoveries for the Jameson pilot plant.
The test program evaluated the following parameters: recycle rate, froth depth, jet velocity, feed
density, air to pulp ratio (APR), superficial gas velocity (Jg), frother addition and wash water.
Recycle rate and feed density were found to have the most significant effect on selectivity as
seen with other Jameson Cell preflotation cleaner applications (Pokrajcic et al, 2005).
As a result of this testwork, Xstrata outlined the following design criteria for a Jameson Cell
preflotation cleaner at Red Dog:
Minimum of 80% cell recycle rate. The data indicated that for a given TOC recovery,
improved selectivity of TOC over zinc was achieved at higher recycle rates.
Jameson Cell feed density < 16% solids. Dilute feed improves dilution cleaning.
Jet velocity at 15 m/s. Test data showed no significant impact on cell performance across
the range of jet velocities tested.
APR of up to 1.5. This is higher than normal for cleaning operation, but was selected to
assist TOC recovery.
Wash water addition was not required.
Batch kinetic flotation tests were also performed on each stream of the pilot plant. This permitted
the construction of a mathematical model of the preflotation circuit with a Jameson Cell in
preflotation cleaning duty using the principles of the AMIRA P9 project (Harris, 2002).
Simulation results showed that at a maximum mill feed rate of 455 tph and a high TOC feed
grade of 0.8%, the Jameson Cell would be required to handle 75 tph. The simulations also
concluded that closed circuit Jameson Cell cleaning could reduce preflotation concentrate zinc
loss by up to 80% in high TOC stockpiles.
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Based on the above data, Xstrata Technology determined that a 5.4 m Ø Jameson Cell with 18
downcomers (B5400/18) should be selected for preflotation cleaning. The B5400/18 met Red
Dog’s requirement for a nominal feed rate of 50 tph and would be capable of handling up to 80
tph with an 80% minimum recycle rate.
Construction of Preflotation Cleaning Circuit
Engineering and procurement for the addition of a B5400/18 Jameson Cell in the preflotation
circuit began in February 2006. Major equipment and construction materials were brought to site
during the 2006 summer sealift with additional materials arriving by air freight. Due to limited
space within the existing Red Dog concentrator, a new module was constructed to house the
Jameson Cell. Construction began in June 2006. The project also required upgrading the
preflotation rougher concentrate pumpbox and pumps within the existing module. Photos from
construction of the new module and the completed Jameson Cell are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5: Construction of the new module for the Jameson Cell.
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Figure 6: The preflotation Jameson Cell during commissioning at Red Dog Mine.
Commissioning Surveys
The preflotation cleaning circuit was commissioned in mid-March 2007. A schematic of the
circuit is shown in Figure 7. Commissioning surveys of the new preflotation circuit were
conducted over the next few months. During the first month, the mill treated an unusually low
TOC stockpile; mill feed assays ranged from 0.2% to 0.3% TOC compared to the expected 2007
average of 0.6% TOC. Additional surveys were later conducted when the mill feed was 0.5% to
0.7% TOC.
The Jameson Cell was operated under different air rates, froth depths and pulp densities during
the commissioning period. Since the pilot plant work indicated wash water was not necessary, all
but three tests were conducted without wash water. Feed density to the Jameson Cell ranged
from 12% to 19% solids. Recycle rates were >80% as per design.
For comparison, surveys of the preflotation circuit were conducted with and without the Jameson
Cell in operation. A summary of these results are shown in Figures 8 and 9. These figures show
TOC selectivity against zinc and lead for both configurations. Preflotation cleaning was found to
be effective at reducing zinc and lead losses to the preflotation concentrate stream. There is a
statistically significant difference between the regression curves with and without the Jameson
Cell on-line. At 35% TOC recovery, zinc and lead losses were reduced by an absolute of 1.5%
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and 2.5%, respectively. The magnitude of the reduction is dependant upon the mill feed TOC
grade and the preflotation recovery target. Since the Jameson Cell tailings returns to the head of
the circuit, zinc and lead rejected by the Jameson Cell has the opportunity to be recovered in
their appropriate flotation circuit.
PREFLOTATION ROUGHER CELLS

Flotation Feed

(grinding cyclone o/f)

to lead circuit

JAMESON CELL
Feedbox

JCell conc
to final tailings

ERM
= sample points

Figure 7: Red Dog preflotation circuit with the Jameson Cell preflotation cleaner.
It should be noted that prior to the Jameson Cell commissioning, Red Dog implemented the
addition of dextrin (an organic depressant) to the lead cleaner circuit which allows for lower
preflotation TOC recovery. Regardless of whether the Jameson Cell is on-line or not, lower TOC
recovery helps minimize zinc and lead losses via entrainment to the preflotation concentrate.
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Figure 8: Overall TOC recovery versus zinc loss for the preflotation circuit.
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Figure 9: Overall TOC recovery versus lead loss for the preflotation circuit.
Figure 10 shows the unit TOC and zinc recoveries for the Jameson Cell during these surveys. At
70% TOC unit recovery, 34% of the zinc was recovered (i.e., 66% zinc rejected to Jameson Cell
tailings). Future optimization of the Jameson Cell is expected to improve performance.
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Figure 10: TOC unit recovery versus zinc unit recovery for the Jameson Cell.
Recent changes have been made to the Jameson Cell:
The 40 mm slurry lenses on the downcomers were replaced with 44 mm lenses per the
original Xstrata design criteria. This has increased the Jameson Cell recycle rate.
A frother addition point was added to the Jameson Cell feed for use when the TOC in the
feed is >0.7%. The additional frother increases the amount of air entrained in the
downcomers and increases unit recovery.
Future testwork will be conducted to evaluate these changes. Wash water addition will also be
evaluated.
Recoverability of Jameson Cell Tailings
To quantify how much lead and zinc rejected by the Jameson Cell reports to their appropriate
final concentrate, laboratory batch cleaner flotation testwork was conducted on Jameson Cell
tailings. The flotation performance of the Jameson Cell tailings was expected to be significantly
worse than that of fresh feed for the following two reasons:
Zn/Pb, Zn/Fe and Zn/TOC ratios are significantly lower than typical feed grade.
The majority of Jameson Cell tailings is fine (<15 µm) and thus presents a potential
challenge in lead and zinc flotation.
Results from the batch flotation tests are summarized in Figures 11 and 12. This testwork was
performed only on the initial low TOC stockpile.
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In Figure 11, one stage of lead cleaning yielded concentrates that graded from 39% to 54% lead
with lead recoveries ranging from 47% to 59%. In Figure 12, four stages of open circuit zinc
cleaning yielded concentrates that graded from 47% to 52% zinc at recoveries ranging from 54%
to 61%. Cleaning circuits in the plant operate in closed circuit, thus plant recoveries will be
higher than in open circuit batch tests. It is expected that at a minimum, 60% of the lead rejected
by the Jameson Cell will be recovered to lead final concentrate and 70% of the zinc will be
recovered to the zinc final concentrate.
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Figure 11: Lead grade-recovery relationship for the flotation of Jameson Cell tailings.
Project Economics
At a zinc price of $1.30/lb and a lead price of $1.20/lb, this $9.1M project has an approximate
payback period of 1 year based on the following:
A 1.5% absolute reduction in the zinc loss to preflotation concentrate equates to a 1.0%
increase in overall zinc recovery (assuming 70% zinc recovery of the rejected material).
A 2.5% absolute reduction in the lead loss to preflotation concentrate equates to a 1.5%
increase in overall lead recovery (assuming 60% lead recovery of the rejected material).
Figure 13 shows the daily zinc and lead flotation circuit recoveries before and after the Jameson
Cell was commissioned. On average, zinc recovery increased 2.1% and lead recovery increased
3.0% since March 2007. The increase in flotation circuit recoveries has been attributed to the
synergy between the Jameson Cell preflotation cleaner and the use of dextrin in the lead circuit.
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Figure 12: Zinc grade-recovery relationship for the flotation of Jameson Cell tailings.
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Figure 13: Zinc and lead circuit recoveries pre/post Jameson Cell.
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CONCLUSIONS
Survey and operating data have shown that the installation of a Jameson Cell for preflotation
concentrate cleaning has improved flotation circuit performance at Red Dog. Conservatively,
preflotation cleaning has resulted in zinc and lead absolute recovery gains of 1.0% and 1.5%,
respectively. The $9.1M project has a payback period of approximately 1 year at current metal
prices.
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ABSTRACT
The “Jameson Cell” flotation cell was developed at Mount Isa Mines in the late 1980’s to
address deficiencies in our flotation column installations. Early base metal installations had a
variable record. The test work and trials showed they made an improvement metallurgically
when operated correctly, but performance of the early installations was hindered by a range of
operational and maintenance issues. The installations needed to be more robust, and we needed
a better understanding of how to successfully integrate the cells into the plant flow sheet.
During the 1990’s, Jameson Cells had great success in coal fines flotation and organic removal in
SXEW applications, and became the standard in these applications in Australia. These
installations improved the cell design and materials of construction and the cell flow sheet
design, to make it low wear with self-regulating control, producing good performance with little
operator input.
These improvements have enabled a fresh look at the use of Jameson Cells in base metals.
Recent new installations have shown significant benefits in “hybrid” circuits, that combine the
best features of both Jameson Cells and conventional flotation cells, achieving better overall
circuit performance in a smaller footprint than either technology could do by itself.
Case studies of successful base metal applications are discussed, using size-by-size mineralogical
performance to explain the improved circuit performance. The new methods of flow sheet test
work design are also described.
INTRODUCTION
The Jameson Cell combines a novel method for air and slurry contact where a plunging jet
naturally entrains air, achieving high voidage, fine bubbles and intimate bubble particle contact
(Figure 1). Small bubbles (0.3-0.5 mm) are consistently produced, and intense bubble-particle
contact occurs in a short time (6-10 secs) in the downcomer. As a result, the Jameson is a high
intensity cell producing fast mineral flotation rates, especially for fines. Since bubble/particle
contact occurs in the downcomer, the purpose of the “cell” is simply for bubble-pulp separation,
therefore cell volume is very small compared with columns. The high flotation rates resulting
from the intense aeration mean a high productivity per surface area, making froth washing
attractive to increase concentrate grade. Power consumption is lower than the equivalent
mechanical or column flotation cells (the only power is the feed pump, with no blower or
compressor) and the orifice and feed pump are the main wearing parts. The fundamentals of
Jameson Cell operation have been described by numerous authors, including Clayton, Jameson
and Manlapig (1991).
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Tailing

Figure 1: The Jameson Cell.
The first production Jameson Cells installed were lead cleaner units at Mt Isa, as described by
Jameson and Manlapig (1991). This installation showed a vast difference in flotation kinetic
rates between the Jameson Cell, mechanical cells and flotation columns. Additionally the size,
footprint and cost of the Jameson Cell installation were much lower than conventional
mechanical cells and flotation columns. Figure 2 is a visual demonstration of this – it shows
side-by-side installations of flotation columns and Jameson Cells with similar operating
capacities at the Mount Isa lead-zinc concentrator. As well as the reduced installation costs
operating costs are lower – less spargers, lower pumping costs and induced air rather than
compressed air in columns.
Early Jameson Cell installations were applied in cleaning duties due to the ability of the cell to
produce high-grade concentrates from a single pass (Jameson, Harbort, Riches, 1991). These
installations however only achieved moderate unit recovery of 50 to 80%. To obtain high overall
circuit recovery the Jameson Cells needed to be operated in closed circuit with other flotation
banks. Work by Riches (1991) and Harbort (2002) supported these findings highlighting the fact
that a single pass Jameson Cell could produce final concentrate grade from rougher feed at
recoveries between 60% and 70%, which was significantly better than mechanical cell test work.
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Column
Flotation
Cells

Jameson
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Figure 2: Comparison of column and Jameson Cell sizes of similar capacity.
In spite of the significant metallurgical and cost advantages of Jameson Cells, early base metals
installations were hindered by a lack of operational “robustness”. Pilot plant test work was
always favourable, but we hadn’t perfected either the design of full-scale cells, or the best way to
integrate cells into a circuit.
The biggest operational issue was that the Jameson Cell should be fed at constant volume and
pressure for consistent operation. Early installations did not ensure this – cells were fed in a
“single pass”, or in closed circuit with roughers. Feed rate varied, which meant that downcomer
operation varied, affecting metallurgical performance and stability of the cell. If feed rate
dropped then individual downcomers had to be shut off to keep constant velocity in other
downcomers. This was not a practical solution. Further, while the high intensity bubble contact
in the downcomer means very fast flotation rates, it also means only one opportunity for
bubble/particle contact. As a result, the Jameson Cell produces a high-grade concentrate very
quickly, but a single cell will not achieve high recovery (typically 50-80% in a single pass of
base metals). Either multiple cells in series were needed (reducing the capital cost advantage), or
the cell needed to run in closed circuit with roughers to achieve high overall circuit recovery.
While we hadn’t learnt how to properly apply the Jameson Cell to base metals it was having
great success in coal fines flotation and SXEW organic removal in the 1990’s (Jameson,
Goffinet, Hughes, 1991; Dawson, Jackson, 1995). This success was due to the Jameson Cell
ability to achieve final product specification at very high recoveries (95-98%for coal) in a single
pass. Also the high intensity of the Jameson Cells allowed them to treat huge volumes in a
small installation compared with other technologies. The Jameson Cell has now become the
standard in these applications.
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The success in coal forced us to re-examine the disappointing performance in base metals. The
difference in performance between coal fines flotation and base metal flotation was that while a
single pass Jameson Cell could achieve final product quality at 95-98% recovery in coal flotation
it could only achieve 50-80% recovery in base metals applications. Fundamentally base metals
flotation has slower differential kinetics and higher upgrading ratios than coal. The difference in
kinetics and upgrade ratios requires the base metals Jameson Cell be operated in closed circuit
with other flotation units (mechanical or Jameson Cells) to achieve high overall circuit recovery.
JAMESON CIRCUIT DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS
The two key issues that had to be addressed for base metals were:
• A practical way to feed the Jameson Cells at a constant volume, in spite of the normal
fluctuations in operating plants.
• Designing installations that accounted for low single-pass recovery, but took advantage of
the fast flotation rates and high concentrate grades, in an overall low cost circuit.
The first of these problems was simply solved by introducing a “tailings recycle” into cell feed.
Installations are designed to handle 30-40% higher volume than maximum expected throughput.
The cell is fed by a fixed speed pump, delivering constant volume and pressure to the
downcomers. Cell tailings are recycled to the feed pumpbox as necessary to provide the constant
volume. Even if new feed is lost completely the cell will continue to operate on fully recycled
tailings, producing the same bubble size (and protecting the feed pump). An added advantage of
this system is that it increases first pass recovery, as typically 40% of the feed gets two
“chances” in the downcomer. Such a simple concept has made a remarkable change to the
operability of Jameson Cells – they produce constant bubble size and performance and selfadjust to circuit conditions, requiring very little operator input. Recycle has now become an
integral part of the Jameson Cell with internal (IRC), external (ERM) (Figure 3) and detached
external options available (Cowburn, Stone, Bourke, Hill, 2005).
Feed

Downcomer

Washwater
(optional)
Air (from atm)

Concentrate

ERM
• External
Recycle
Mechanism
Final Tailing

Level
Control
Valve

New Feed

Recycle
Flow

Feed
Sump

Pump

Figure 3: The Jameson Cell with external recycle mechanism to stabilise downcomer feed
rates.
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By late 1995 the Philex Mining Corporation copper concentrator had installed Jameson Cells
throughout the circuit. (Harbort, Murphy, Budod, 1997). This operation was the first base metals
operation to apply the ERM system. The project precipitated the development of much larger
Jameson Cells and so a large increase in Jameson Cell circuit capacity. The ERM system was
further developed in the design of the Alumbrera concentrator that used Jameson Cells for its
entire cleaning circuit (Harbort, Murphy, Launder, Miranda, 2000). By 1999 Internal recycle
control (IRC) was being installed in the lead-zinc (Young, Pease, Fisher, 2000) and copper
concentrators (Carr, Harbot, Lawson, 2003) at Mount Isa Mines. IRC lowered cell installation
cost and made installations more compact. (Figure 4)

Figure 4: The Jameson Cell with internal recycle control (IRC) to stabilise downcomer feed
rates.
While Tailings Recycle was introduced to stabilise Jameson Cell feed flow design work also
progressed on improved operability of the downcomer, “the heart of the Jameson Cell”. In the
2000, the Mark 3 downcomer (Figure 5) was introduced halving the number of parts and
allowing all parts to be located outside the downcomer simplifying access.
The replacement of the orifice plate with a slurry lens increased the component wear life while
the improved slurry entrance design has increased the discharge coefficient and decreased feed
pump power consumption by 10-15%. Additionally the location of the slurry lens compared to
the orifice plate increased the effective length of the downcomer by 15%, improving mixing
zone residence time and allowing operation at higher Air-to-Pulp ratios. Laboratory scale test
work has shown that the longer length in downcomer allows increased air entrainment for a
given vacuum (Cowburn et al, 2005).
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Figure 5: Old and new downcomer designs
The trend to larger cell capacities has led to an increase in Jameson Cell sizes with the largest
installed base metals Jameson Cell, B6500/22, now able to handle a unit throughput of 22,000
t/d, and the largest installed Jameson Cell, J7200/10, capable of processing 40,000 t/d. Larger
capacity Jameson Cells are easily designed, as the cell diameter and number of downcomers are
easily increased and the overall height of the installation remains unchanged.
The second issue to be addressed so that Jameson Cells could be applied in base metal flotation
was to design installations to account for low single-pass recovery, while taking advantage of the
fast flotation rates and high concentrate grades, in an overall low cost circuit. To do this some
basic characteristics of the Jameson Cell had to be recognised. Firstly the Jameson Cell is a high
grade generating machine. It is a high intensity flotation device utilising induced air for
flotation; the high shear rates generate fine bubbles in the downcomer. For fine bubble
generation the Jameson Cell should be operated at low to moderate air/pulp ratios (0.2 to 0.5)
and moderate to high vacuums (15 to 30 kPa). These operating conditions selectively collect the
high kinetic minerals in the pulp giving a sharper separation of the high from low kinetic
minerals
The Jameson Cell is configured with froth wash water and moderate froth depths that allow froth
washing to minimise entrainment. This cell configuration generates high grade concentrates in
one flotation stage. In operation wash water should be at a moderately positive bias (the ratio of
the wash water added to the froth to the water recovered with the concentrate). Biases of 1.2
will help to minimise entrainment, while higher biases (up to 1.5) can minimise the recovery of
composite particles that are weakly attached to bubble, thereby maximising concentrate grade.
While the high intensity, small bubble size and froth washing allow the Jameson Cell to produce
a high grade concentrate in a single stage of flotation, these features also result in only low to
moderate recoveries over this single stage. The low recoveries can be improved by increasing
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the recycle ratio to increase the air to new pulp ratio, contrary to the common misconception that
recoveries can be improved by decreasing the vacuum and so increasing the air rate that actually
results in increased bubble size and reduced performance. At full scale, increasing the recycle
ratio is easy and cheap to install by increasing the number of downcomers installed.
The operation of conventional cells and columns is fundamentally different to Jameson Cells so
the design of a base metals flotation circuit needs to acknowledge these differences. Where
Jameson Cells increase the number of downcomers to increase their new pulp to air ratio,
mechanical cells increase their use of pressurised air. While laboratory mechanical cells are
good at producing small bubbles the lower shear intensity in larger cells mean that larger cells
generate larger bubbles. Conversely Jameson Cells generate small bubbles at both laboratory
and full-scale levels, as the shear intensity remains the same.
The fundamental differences between conventional and Jameson Cells mean that flow sheets
need to be designed to maximise the inherent strengths of the respective cells and to optimise the
response of the ore based on kinetics and upgrade ability.
From a construction point of view scale-up to full scale is much simpler and cheaper for Jameson
Cells than for conventional cells. Jameson Cell circuit designs require only larger cells using the
correct number of downcomers operating at low air/new pulp ratios, instead of a large number of
extra conventional cells.
CIRCUIT DESIGN FOR BEST PERFORMANCE IN BASE METALS FLOTATION
In base metals flotation Jameson Cells have a variety of applications. They can be installed in
new flow sheets or retrofitted into existing plants. Being a high grade flotation device they are
perfect for installation into cleaning circuits however their ability to float a high grade
concentrate at moderate recovery makes them equally applicable to roughing duties.
When designing a base metals flotation circuit it is essential that the flotation machine be
matched with the duty it is to perform, just as a NASCAR will under perform in an off-road
rally, the Jameson Cell will under perform if put into a duty of which they are not capable. It is
essential that the correct machine be chosen to meet the task requirements.
So what are the appropriate places to use a Jameson cell?
1.

Jameson Cell in a primary cleaner duty in closed circuit with conventional rougherscavenger circuit.
One of the original installation duties for Jameson Cells was as a single stage cleaner in
closed circuit with the rougher scavenger circuit (Figure 6). This flow sheet works well
producing a high concentrate grade when fast flotation kinetics and moderate upgrading
ratios make the rougher concentrate easy to upgrade. Large recirculating loads (up to 300%)
may be required to compensate for low first pass recovery, but well liberated high kinetic
minerals can be upgraded with low circulating loads. Alternatively flotation recovery can be
increased by installing a second Jameson Cell in series.
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This circuit has been applied at the Mount Isa copper slag cleaning circuit and the
preflotation cleaning circuit.
Primary
Roughing

Flotation Feed

Tails

Primary
Jameson
Cleaning

Concentrate

Figure 6: Jameson Cell primary cleaning circuit flow sheet
2.

Jameson Cell in a cleaner flash float duty.
Installation of a Jameson Cell as a cleaner flash flotation unit is ideal for plant expansions
and retrofits, where a conventional cleaner circuit already exists (Figure 7). This circuit
takes advantage of the best features of both technologies, Jameson Cells collecting fast
floating material to produce a high grade and tonnage concentrate and conventional cells
achieving final recovery. This is done in a smaller footprint and at lower CAPEX than if
either technology had been used exclusively. Jameson Cells are a cheap expansion
alternative used to alleviate load resulting in overall grade and recovery improvements. The
use of froth washing will increase concentrate grade by reducing entrainment. By producing
a high tonnage in a small footprint, the Jameson Cell allows froth washing to be applied
economically to a significant part of the concentrate. Further, by reducing the feed to the
subsequent conventional cleaners, these cleaners operate at lower density and lower froth
rates, meaning entrainment is reduced there. So a relatively small area of froth washing can
significantly reduce the total entrainment in this “hybrid” circuit. Modifications to this
circuit include additional Jameson Cells however pumping costs mean that more than two
Jameson Cells in series may be capital intensive.
This addition of a Jameson Cell flash cleaner was retrofitted in the Mount Isa lead-zinc
concentrator as described in Case Study 1.
Primary
Roughing

Flotation Feed

Tails

Primary
Jameson
Cleaning

Concentrate 1

Cleaning

Tails
Concentrate 2

Figure 7: Jameson Cell flash cleaning circuit flow sheet
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3.

Jameson Cell as Flash Rougher Cell installed before conventional rougher scavenger
circuit
The installation of Jameson Cells as flash rougher cells is ideal for both new plants and plant
expansions. Jameson Cells are high throughput cells having the ability to pull high, final
concentrate grade in one stage flotation (Figure 8). As a result of their small footprint they
can be installed simply in existing plants making them the ideal flotation cell for any
upgrade situation. The installation of two Jameson Cells in series further increases the
applicability of Jameson Cells in this duty.
Flotation Feed

Flash Jameson
Rougher
Flash Concentrate

Rougher

Scavenger
Tails

Rougher Concentrate

Figure 8: Jameson Cell flash roughing circuit flow sheet
The flow sheets shown above are by no mean exhaustive and simply show the range of
applicable uses for Jameson Cell technology. By combining Jameson Cells in roughing and
cleaning circuits the benefits from their use can be further enhanced.
CASE STUDIES
Case Study 1: Mount Isa Lead Cleaner Circuit
The George Fisher ore treatment upgrade at the Mount Isa lead-zinc concentrator required an
increase in the lead circuit cleaning capacity. This was done by installing a lead cleaning
Jameson Cell to treat the fine (P80=12 microns) IsaMill regrind product and produce a high
grade lead concentrate (Young et al, 2000). The IsaMill product is fed directly to the lead
cleaning Jameson Cell as shown in Figure 9. The Jameson Cell produces a concentrate of 60%
lead grade at 35% lead recovery and consequently reduces the circulating load from the original
conventional 3 stage, closed circuit lead cleaners. Combined with the conventional cleaners
(which achieve a 51% lead grade at 45% recovery) the final concentrate grade is 55% lead.
The lead Jameson Cell installed for this duty was an E1732/4 Model with IRC. It has surface
area of 5.2 m2 and volume of 8.2 m3. Compared to the conventional cleaners that have a surface
area of 156 m2 and volume of 200 m3 and achieve 45% Pb recovery, the Jameson Cell achieves
35% lead recovery using an order of magnitude less surface area and cell volume. The high
performance of the Jameson Cell is a result of its high intensity, small bubble size and efficient
froth washing.
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The high production rate from the small surface area of the Jameson Cell makes froth washing
economic increasing the overall concentrate grade. The resulting lower feed to the conventional
cleaners allows them to operate at lower density and froth loadings, reducing entrainment and
improving performance. Although the circuit performance has improved it is difficult to
attribute how much of the improvement is a result of Jameson Cell or the extra IsaMill capacity
(they were installed at the same time). Irrespective of this the overall effect is an increase in
concentrate grade of 5% to 55% lead with an increase of 5% lead recovery
The circulating load between rougher and the Jameson/cleaner circuit is low, often only 110% of
the new cleaner circuit feed lead content. So using this mineral set, liberation and circuit
configuration, high overall plant recoveries can be achieved with low circulating load.
70um Primary Grind / Float
Prefloat

37um Secondary Grind / Float

Pb Ro

Pb Ro / Scav

Ball Milling

Rod & Ball Milling

Tailings

3 x M3000
IsaMills
Jameson Cell
Pb Conc
Pb Cleaners
Pb Conc

12um Regrind / Float

Figure 9: Mount Isa lead rougher-cleaning circuit flow sheet
The Lead Cleaning Jameson Cell is very successful at recovering fine, liberated, fast floating
galena particles. As shown in Figure 10, 93% of the galena occurs in sub 12micron particles
with most of this finer than 6microns. While the Jameson Cell is better at recovering these fine
particles the conventional cleaning circuit has been better at recovering the coarse particles
(Figure 11). The Jameson Cell achieves higher fines recovery at a much higher concentrate grade
(60% lead grade), with decreased fine gangue recovery, compared to the conventional cleaning
circuit (51% lead grade). The combination of the Jameson Cell and the conventional cleaning
circuit is successful at recovering both fine liberated and coarser less-liberated galena resulting in
good recovery to the lead final concentrate with less fine particle entrainment.
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Figure 10: Size-recovery performance in the lead cleaner circuit at the Mount Isa lead-zinc
concentrator
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Figure 11: Normalized size-recovery performance in the lead cleaner circuit
Prior to the upgrade the main gangue mineral being removed in the lead cleaning circuit was
sphalerite, the main zinc losses in the flotation circuit occurred as sphalerite/galena binaries
reporting to the lead concentrate. Regrinding the lead cleaner feed to 12 microns liberated a
significant portion of these binaries, allowing better rejection of the sphalerite to the zinc circuit
(and more effective rejection of the pyrite contamination). Figure 12 shows the successful
rejection of sphalerite from the lead concentrate particularly from the Jameson Cell. The very
good rejection of fine zinc and pyrite in the Jameson Cell compared with conventional cells
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demonstrates that the high intensity in Jameson Cell recovers the fast floating minerals quickly,
and is good at rejecting minerals with a low rate constant. Compared to conventional cells the
Jameson Cell amplifies the difference in flotation rates between fast floating and slow floating
minerals.
If more Jameson Cell capacity had been installed the sphalerite rejection from the lead
concentrate may have been further improved.
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Figure 12: Zinc size-recovery in the lead cleaner circuit
Case Study 2: Mount Isa Copper Preflotation Jameson Cell Performance
The Mount Isa copper ore bodies contain naturally floating fine-grained carbonaceous pyrite and
naturally floating talc that contaminate the copper concentrate. The pyrite contamination lowers
the grade of the copper concentrate decreasing the throughput of the copper smelter and
increasing the copper losses to smelter slags. The talc contamination increases the magnesium
content of the copper concentrate which significantly decreases the copper smelter availability
and overall copper output by increasing the slag melting point and therefore the operating
temperature (which accelerates refractory linings degradation decreasing smelter campaign life),
while the magnesium attacks the smelting vessel refractory linings also decreasing the campaign
life.
Early treatment in the Mount Isa Copper Concentrator comprised of flotation followed by
depression of carbonaceous pyrite and talc. Studies in the 1990s showed that preflotation of this
naturally hydrophobic gangue was preferable to depression. The first prefloat circuit
configuration consisted of flotation columns. These columns were reassigned in 1996 however
increasing amounts of talc and carbonaceous pyrite in the ore bodies necessitated the
reintroduction of a prefloat circuit. During the late 1990's, increasing concentrate contamination
and copper losses to the preflotation concentrate justified the installation of preflotation cleaning
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using a Jameson Cell. The preflotation cleaning Jameson Cell, model E2514/3 with IRC, was
installed in the flow sheet as shown in Figure 6, as part of the 2002 concentrator expansion
project (Carr, Harbort, Lawson, 2003).
The main outcome of the installation of the Jameson Cell for preflotation cleaning was decreased
contamination of the copper concentrate by naturally floating gangue. Figure 13 shows the pyrite
contamination of the copper concentrate was significantly decreased after the commissioning of
the Jameson Cell even with an increase in pyrite in the feed at this time.
The copper losses to the preflotation concentrate were also decreased. Prior to the Jameson Cell
installation the preflotation concentrate contained 2-2.5% copper grade, this was decreased to 11.5% copper. The amount of naturally floating material in the feed increased and the new circuit
mass recovery was doubled during times of high naturally floating gangue material in
concentrator feed, while maintaining low copper losses.
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Figure 13: Pyrite contamination of copper concentrate before and after Jameson Cell
commissioning
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Figure 14: Preflotation circuit size-recovery performance
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The preflotation circuit size-recovery performance (Figure 14) shows very good collection of the
mid sized range talc particles and naturally floating carbonaceous pyrite, while the copper losses
are minimised. The copper assay of the preflotation concentrate in the survey was 1% Cu. It
should be noted that the copper recoveries are now lower than the non-sulphide gangue
recoveries, indicating good performance in copper rejection.
Case Study 3: Mount Isa Copper Slag Circuit Performance
Copper smelter slags are re-treated in batch campaigns at the copper concentrator, using one line
of grinding and rougher flotation. Historically the conventional cleaners were used for slag
cleaning. Following successful use of column flotation at the Hilton concentrator the copper
concentrator slag circuit was converted to column flotation. As part of the 2002 copper
concentrator upgrade, a dedicated, slag cleaning, Jameson Cell, model E2532/6 was installed for
cleaning of both converter and RHF slags (Figure 15) (Carr et al 2003).

Figure 15: Copper concentrator slag circuit flow sheet
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Figure 16: Copper concentrator slag circuit performance using different cleaning cells.
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The performance of the copper concentrator slag cleaning circuit over a number of years and
using different flow sheets is shown in Figure 16. The installation of the three 2.5m diameter
17m high columns as slag cleaners improved both the grade and recovery of the copper
concentrate from the slag circuit however this was further improved by the installation of the
E2532/6 Jameson Cell, to replace the columns. The slag concentrate is now blended with the
chalcopyrite copper concentrate to maintain a steady feed quality to the copper smelter.
Case Study 4: Mount Isa Copper Flash Roughing Jameson Cell Pilot Plant Circuit.
Pilot plant trials of copper flash rougher and rougher flotation using Jameson Cells (Figure 17)
were conducted during the test work program for the Copper Concentrator Flotation Upgrade
Project (Harbort, 2002). This flow sheet is to be implemented as part of phase two of the
upgrade.
Flotation Feed

Flash Jameson
Rougher
Flash Concentrate

Jameson
Rougher

Rougher Concentrate

Scavenger
Tails
To Regrind Circuit

Figure 17: Jameson Cell flash rougher and rougher flotation circuit
The first stage of flash rougher flotation tests targeted a copper recovery of 60% with a
concentrate grade of 30%Cu. The test work achieved an average copper recovery of 63.37%,
with an average concentrate grade of 29.4%Cu (Figure 18). Eighty percent of test work achieved
results better than the targeted recovery although at a slightly lower concentrate grade. These
results would allow flash rougher concentrate to be directed straight to final concentrate,
unloading cleaner and re-treatment circuits.
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Figure 18: Two-stage Jameson Cell copper rougher test work
The rougher flotation Jameson Cell treating the flash rougher tailing extended the copper
recovery to 87%, with a combined rougher/scalper concentrate grade of 25%Cu (Figure 18). This
can be compared to the existing rougher flotation cells achieving 17% copper grade at 89%
copper recovery. Individually the Jameson Cell copper roughing achieved 60% copper recovery
at 15% copper grade. This rougher concentrate would be directed to the cleaning circuit for
further upgrading.
An interesting point to note is that the residence time in the Jameson Cell in these duties is
approximately 1 minute for each stage.
Under the proposed circuit the two-stage Jameson Cell rougher circuit would replace the current
30-year-old rougher flotation cells. The Jameson Cell rougher tailings would feed the 4x100m3
WEMCO scavenger flotation banks, that were installed as part of phase one of the upgrade. The
scavenger concentrate feeds regrinding circuit, which then goes to cleaner flotation.
High mass recovery is another benefit of the Jameson Cell in a flash roughing duty. At 1000tph
at a feed grade of 3.5%Cu, the Jameson Cell produced an average copper recovery of 63.37%,
with an average concentrate grade of 29.4%Cu, meaning 75tph of final concentrate is recovered
in one stage of flotation using a Jameson Cell.
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Figure 19: Size-Recovery for the Jameson Cell in copper roughing duty
The size-recovery graph of the Jameson Cells in the copper roughing duty (Figure 19) shows
very high recovery of the 9 to 38 micron size fractions. These are the well-liberated fast floating
size fractions that should be sent directly to final concentrate. The coarser size fractions are not
well recovered as they are poorly liberated and slow floating. They cannot be recovered into a
high-grade concentrate without contaminating it and reducing the concentrate grade. The finer, 6 micron, fractions are only moderately recovered as they are also slow floating. The conditions
used to reject coarse composites and minimise fine gangue entrainment only allows moderate
recovery of these slow floating fines.
The poorly recovered coarse composites and slow floating fines will be recovered in the
scavenger circuit and sent to regrinding, where the composites will be liberated and upgraded in
the cleaning circuit.
Case Study 5: Minera Alumbrera Cleaner Circuit.
Minera Alumbrera Ltd operates the Alumbrera concentrator in Argentina. Alumbrera was
commissioned in 1997 treating a nominal 80,000tpd however following plant expansion in 2003
now treats a nominal 100,000tpd of porphyry gold/copper ore. The concentrator is one of the
only concentrators in the world using only Jameson Cells for cleaner circuit flotation.
The original Alumbrera flow sheet (Figure 20) consisted of 2 parallel circuits. Each circuit
contained a 13.4MW SAG mills discharging to 2 x 6MW ball mills to achieve a primary grind
P80 of 150 microns. Each flotation train consisted of 8 x OK100 flotation tank cells acting as
rougher followed by a regrind mill to reduce the cleaner feed size to P80 of 37 microns. Cleaning
is conducted in two parallel Jameson Cell circuits.
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Figure 20: Minera Alumbrera process flow sheet (Harbort et al, 2000)
Each cleaning circuit consists of four R5233/12 first cleaners, one R5245/12 re-cleaner and two
R5233/12 scavengers as shown in Figure 21. The cleaner concentrate is thickened and pumped
via a 312km pipeline to a filter plant in San Miguel de Tucuman from where the filtered product
is railed to port for shipment.

Figure 21: Minera Alumbrera cleaner circuit schematic (Harbort et al, 2000)
Post commissioning flotation results showed that copper recoveries from the cleaner circuit in
excess of 95% were achievable at average throughputs while the first cleaner A was able to
produce final concentrate grade at 70% recovery. (Harbort et al 2000).
The size-recovery performance of the copper cleaning circuit is shown in Figure 22. The graph
shows good copper recoveries across all size fractions, especially of the coarse grained well
liberated chalcopyrite. The chalcopyrite in the final concentrate is 90% liberated, due to coarsegrained mineralisation and good application of regrinding in the circuit.
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Figure 22: Minera Alumbrera cleaner circuit size-recovery (G&T, 2002)
Since commissioning, throughput in the Alumbrera Concentrator has been increased to over
100,000tpd. This increase in throughput has been facilitated through the addition of a third
grinding line and a 50% increase in rougher – scavenger flotation capacity. This upgrade has
been completed without any increase in cleaner circuit capacity.
Since start-up the run-of-mine head grade has decreased from 1% copper to 0.5% copper, and
consequently the rougher concentrate grade has decreased from 10% copper to 5% copper. The
Jameson Cell are achieving double the upgrading ratio compared to the original design
showingthe strength of the Jameson Cell to produce high grade concentrate and achieve large
upgrading ratios.
The current operating conditions demonstrate the robustness of the Jameson Cell design, as all of
Alumbrera’s concentrate is being produced by the original Jameson Cells. This does however not
mean that there is no room for improvement. With our current understanding of the Jameson
Cells and our appreciation of the strengths and weaknesses of conventional and Jameson Cell
technology we believe the ideal solution for Alumbrera would have been to back up the Jameson
Cells with a few conventional scavenger cells to get the "best of both worlds" and to have a
lower cost hybrid circuit. Current proposals are for a new circuit configuration, which will use
the existing equipment, to reduce the circulating loads required to achieve the high upgrading
ratios to make final concentrate quality. Also proposed is an upgrade of the existing
downcomers to reduce wear and improve cell efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS
Since the early 1990s Jameson Cells have had great success in coal and SXEW circuits;
however, their application to the base metal industry was hindered by early design features and a
lack of understanding of the best way to apply them to the base metal flotation circuit. Over the
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last decade developments in design and understanding of the strengths, weaknesses and
operability of the Jameson Cell have allowed circuits to be designed to make them a very robust
choice for base metals.
Jameson Cells can achieve good collection of the high kinetic minerals and achieve
exceptionally concentrated grades while minimising entrainment. They are a high intensity
flotation machine, where the high shear rates generate small bubbles that selectively collect high
kinetic minerals. The small footprint allows economic application of froth washing reducing
entrainment and producing high concentrate grades in a single pass. The moderate flotation
recoveries generally seen with one Jameson Cell in base metal flotation can be addressed by
adding increasing recycle ratios, introducing additional Jameson Cells or backing up the Jameson
Cell with conventional flotation cells.
The ideal application for Jameson Cells is often in a hybrid circuit with conventional Cells,
delivering better performance at lower cost and in smaller space than either technology can by
itself.
While Jameson Cells are ideal for inclusion into new process flow sheets their small footprint
and installation height also make them the perfect candidate for plant expansions and retrofits to
existing plants. Jameson Cells can be used to improve the flotation performance in an existing
plant and are a cheap expansion option.
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ABSTRACT
Since Jameson Cell flotation technology was first installed in a coal flotation application
in 1988/89 at Newlands Coal Handling and Preparation Plant (CHPP) there have been
fundamental improvements to its design which has led to its current status as the leading
technology in Australia for fine coal flotation. These improvements, which include key
hardware modifications, consist of the re-development of the orifice plate to produce
considerable increase in wear life and reduction in power consumption for a given air
entrainment and a significant increase in the amount of air that is entrained.
Modifications to the downcomer allow maximisation of residence time and air
entrainment while changes to the feed and air distribution system allows a reduction in
installation cost and a reduction of solids ingress into the air line. Additionally,
operational improvements such as the use of recycle to maintain constant flow to the cell
feed are discussed. The recent installation at Hail Creek in the Bowen Basin, which
consists of three B6000/20 Jameson Cells (6m diameter bottom-fed distributor with 20
downcomers) will be reviewed as a case study. The latest design and operability of the
cells are summarised and compared against one of the original designs at Riverside
CHPP also in the Bowen Basin.
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JAMESON CELL OPERATION
The Jameson Cell is a high intensity flotation device, which utilises induced air as the
medium for froth flotation. It was developed jointly by Mount Isa Mines and Prof. G J
Jameson of the University of Newcastle in the 1980’s initially treating lead slimes in the
lead zinc concentrator in Mount Isa. To date there are 228 installed Jameson Cells, 94
being in coal flotation applications across the globe, 77 of which are in Australia. The
principles of Jameson Cell operation have been discussed by numerous authors including
Jameson et al (1988) and Evans et al (1995) and recently by Harbort et al (2003) and
Harbort et al (2004) and so will not be discussed at length in this paper.
The slurry is fed to the Jameson cell slurry distributor at elevated pressure and is evenly
split between the downcomers. The jet created in each downcomer by the slurry passing
through the orifice promotes the inducement of air (Figure 1). The shearing action of the
jet on the column of slurry within the downcomer generates fine bubbles and transports
them through the mixing zone. Particles and the bubbles collide and attach to each other
and subsequently travel down the downcomer through the pipe flow zone. Bubbles are
removed by hydrostatic pressure from the downcomer creating a vacuum for further air
entrainment. The aerated slurry exits the bottom of the downcomer and the buoyancy of
the bubble/particle aggregates cause them to rise towards the froth zone. The pulp zone is
principally a region of disengagement although some further collection can occur. The
froth zone is the where entrained materials are removed from the froth by froth drainage
and/or froth washing (Harbort et al, 2004)
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Figure 1. Schematic of Jameson Cell
JAMESON CELL INCEPTION AND DEVELOPMENT 1985-1990
In 1985 Mount Isa Mines commissioned G J Jameson to commence a project to improve
the sparger design in the column cleaners in the zinc circuit. Following extensive research
the concept of the downcomer was developed. The notion of co-current air and slurry
direction and naturally aspirating air under a vacuum was a seldom used concept and was
initially thought of as a new sparger design for a tall column (Harbort, 1992). However,
further investigations showed that most bubble particle interactions took place within the
high void fraction environment in the downcomer and so the collection zone of a column
was unnecessary. This lead to the development of the short tank design now realised as
the Jameson Cell.
In 1986 a provisional patent was lodged by G J Jameson, which was later assigned to
TUNRA Ltd, University of Newcastle. Research into the technology continued with a
small 2 tph pilot cell with a 100 mm downcomer and approximately 13mm orifice plate
being tested at Mt Isa in the lead/zinc concentrator. In 1988 Mount Isa Mines (MIM)
decided to increase the capacity of their heavy medium plant slimes flotation circuit to
improve lead recovery. Investigations were undertaken into mechanical, column and
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Jameson flotation cells with the latter giving the highest recoveries, which was attributed
to the combination of a mineral whose hydrophobicity decreases with time and the short
residence time of slurry within the Jameson Cell.
Orders were secured in 1989 for two full-scale Jameson cells for Mt Isa Pb/Zn
concentrator (Harbort, 1992) and two units for the Hilton Pb/Zn concentrator.
Also in 1989, testwork was conducted at Peko Wallsend concentrator in Tennant Creek in
a copper cleaning duty in an attempt to increase final concentrate grade. The test cell had
a diameter of 530mm with a 102mm downcomer treating 2 tph of solids (Jameson et al,
1991). Following the test program two 1.4m diameter cells were installed in December
1989 (Harbort, 1992).
In parallel to the investigations occurring in metalliferous operations, MIM, in
conjunction with G J Jameson, began trials on the settling cone overflow at Newlands
Coal. The objective being to recover very fine coal: 100% passing 100 µm and a d50 35
µm. Six flotation cells were installed in a two-stage arrangement. The primary units had
seven 200mm downcomers while the secondary units had six downcomers. The flotation
tanks were rectangular in design, each 1.5 x 3.5 m, allowing the cells to be incorporated
in existing plant, and the full-scale plant was commissioned in 1988/89.
By 1990 the standard orifice plate diameter had increased to 28mm, allowing a
throughput of 30 m3/hr per downcomer. Table 1 details the modifications in downcomer
diameter, orifice diameter and the consequent flow per downcomer since the inception of
the Jameson Cell.
In April 1989 MIM Holdings Ltd acquired world rights from TUNRA Ltd/University of
Newcastle for metallurgical purposes with TUNRA pursuing applications in wastewater
treatment.
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Table 1. Standard Downcomer Diameters and orifice sizes
Year

Downcomer
Diameter
(mm)

Orifice
Diameter
(mm)

Flow per
Downcomer
(m3/hr)

1989

200

18

14

1990

200

28

30

1993

280

34

50

1997

280

38

60

280

*

75

1999
*

42

42mm refers to a slurry lens design compared to an orifice plate design
DEVELOPMENT 1991-1993

The principal development during this stage of the Jameson cell early life was the
downcomer, figure 2. From initial fabrication in polyurethane lined steel the design
migrated into a HDPE construction with seven elements. Although this addressed the
issue of weight, concerns with wear of the downcomer were experienced and so both
designs were relatively short lived. Materials of construction of the orifice plate were
investigated in 1991, including high chromium hardened steel and various ceramics
(Harbort et al, 1994). High density Alumina was deemed to have excellent wear
properties, and became the standard. The maximum Jameson Cell diameter for this period
was 3.5m with 200mm diameter downcomers allowing a surface area of 8.2m2.
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DEVELOPMENT 1994-1999
During this phase many developments occurred in Jameson Cell technology, namely:
•

Increase of tank diameter, downcomer diameter and so distance between downcomers

•

Increase depth of tank from bottom of downcomer

•

Introduction of both internal and external recycle in place of downcomer isolation

•

Optimisation of bubble diffusers

•

Mark 3 downcomer incorporating AISE valve and Slurry lens

•

Design of the Z Cell

A few of the above will now be discussed in depth below:
Tank Diameter and Depth, Downcomer Diameter and Downcomer Distances
Design of the Jameson Cell has been driven by users directing machine development.
Added to this has been very practically oriented research into fundamental behaviour by
three of Australia’s premier research groups, the University of Newcastle, University of
Queensland/JKMRC and the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
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Organisation (CSIRO). With this input, a key improvement was the increase in the
maximum cell diameter, from 3.5m in 1993 to 6.5m in 2000. Parallel to this, as referred
to previously in table 1, the diameter of the downcomer and the orifice diameter were
also increased. Consequently, the distance between the downcomers was able to be
increased thereby reducing the interaction of aerated slurry exiting neighbouring
downcomers. This interaction would cause increased pulp phase turbulence that could
affect overall cell recovery by causing particles recovered in the downcomer to become
detached.
In terms of operation within the Jameson Cell, tank void fraction measurements show that
bubble patterns in general form a central, air swept cone, as described by Taggart in
1945. The Jameson Cell tank contains areas of high, localised air void throughout the
pulp zone. The rising swarm of bubbles is governed by a number of factors including
recirculating patterns within the tank, pulp flow volumes and air flow volumes.
Increasing the volumetric flowrate per downcomer by the above mentioned design
changes may result in secondary bubble recirculation patterns within the tank, potentially
resulting in attached particles becoming detached from the bubble, mineral laden bubbles
being drawn into the tailing and possibly erosion of the lower portion tank structure.
Resulting from a period of intense investigation the redesign of the Jameson cell took into
account the increase volumetric throughput per downcomer ensuring the aerated pulp
would not impact on the cell floor.
Recycle
During early Jameson Cell development it was understood that for optimum operation
and plunging jet formation the device should be operated at a fixed volumetric feed rate.
Due to the nature of most concentrators and coal preparation plants this was an unrealistic
request and so initially in periods of reduced flow downcomers were isolated. This
requires quite complex instrumentation or manual intervention and results in uneven flow
across Jameson cell. This would also result in variable feed pressure and implicitly jet
velocity that would affect air entrainment and reduce overall flotation performance.
Consequently recycle was instigated. The Jameson cell and feed system are designed to
Page 9 of 24
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operate at a higher volumetric throughput than the nominal fresh feed flow, with
approximately 30% to 40% of the cell feed being made up of recycled tailing. In addition
to stable flow to the flotation cell, this can improve recovery while not affecting
concentrate quality by providing mineral misreported to tailing with another opportunity
to attach to a bubble and be recovered to the concentrate launder. Additionally if cell
fresh feed is lost completely the device can operate in a 100% recycle mode to act as
pump protection. Recycle has now become an integral part of the Jameson cell with
internal, external and detached external options available.
Bubble Diffusers
Underneath the downcomer is an area of significant turbulence and so bubble diffusers
have become a feature of the Jameson cell. The design of diffuser plates has been
optimised through the continuous development of the flotation device. Significant
amounts of testwork has been conducted to optimise the shape, location, and porosity of
the bubble diffuser. Diffusers allow uniform bubble rise velocities across the surface of
the cell by slowing the superficial gas velocity in the high void faction area immediately
around the downcomer. Diffusers also act to ensure even bubble dispersion thereby
reducing entrainment in the froth (Harbort, 1997, internal report). The current design
reduces turbulence by 69% compared to a standard downcomer with no diffuser.
Mark 3 Downcomer
The downcomer is the heart of the Jameson Cell and its design and operability are keys to
the performance of the technology. Although various designs have been used for different
applications and improvements introduced, the basic design remained the same for some
time. A fresh approach to downcomer design has resulted in a dramatically different
design that reduces the number of parts by over half and further increases the simplicity
of operation of the equipment. The Mark 3 downcomer allows all parts to be located
outside the downcomer, with access greatly simplified. Additionally, with the location of
the slurry lens compared to the orifice plate, the effective length of the downcomer has
been increased by 15%, thereby improving residence time in the mixing zone and
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allowing operation at higher Air-to-Pulp ratios. Laboratory scale test work has shown that
the longer length in downcomer allows increased air entrainment for a given vacuum
(Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Relationship between Downcomer length and Induced Air Flowrate
Slurry Lens
1999 saw the replacement of the orifice plate used in the downcomer to form the
plunging jet with the Slurry Lens. This was a staged development with the initial
prototype being conceived in 1996 and the current design being settled in 1999. The key
feature of the design is the smooth shallow entry angle (Xstrata Technology website).
This ensures an optimum flow regime over the ceramic for maximum wear life. The
ceramic is backed by polyurethane to cushion the impact of large heavy objects such as
bolts. Even if the ceramic is damaged, the polyurethane serves to keep the ceramic
serviceable.
Further benefits of the profile include:
•
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The ability to pass rod-like objects with greater ease, minimising blockages.
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•

An increase in the discharge coefficient of the orifice, decreasing power consumption
by as much as 10%.

•

Better jet formation with less splashing resulting in improved vacuum and air
entrainment.

AISE Valve
Under normal conditions small fluctuations occur in the operation of the downcomer that
results in slight changes in the vacuum. As all downcomers are connected through a
common air distribution manifold, this can result in slight, momentary, movements of
slurry from the downcomer into the entrance of the air system. The Air Isolating Slurry
Eliminating (AISE) valve prevents this occurrence and also automatically isolates the
downcomer from the air distributor when the downcomer slurry flow is isolated (figure
4). The AISE valve is a non-return check valve using the concept of a rubber curtain
closing against a flat seal. The design is optimised so that minimal impedance to air flow
is created whilst ensuring a rapid response to any alteration in air flow direction. The
AISE valve is installed just prior to the air’s entry into the downcomer at a 45° angle to
allow slurry to drain back into the downcomer (Murphy et al, 2000). The use of soft
rubber materials also ensures that should particles of solids be present around the valve,
an effective seal will still be achieved.

AISE Valve

Slurry Lens Orifice

Downcomer

Figure 3. Schematic of Jameson cell Mark 3 Downcomer
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Z-Cell
All the above mentioned features have been incorporated in the Z-Cell design, which
integrates the flotation tank, feed sump and tailing recycle mechanism into a single unit
that can be located on one level. Feed fluctuations are compensated internally in the cell
by the hydraulic head difference between the feed and tailing boxes with no
instrumentation being required. The Z-cell design is currently operating in several solvent
extraction/electrowin circuits in Mexico and as a scalper in a gold operation in South
Africa (Smith, 2005), see figure 5 below.

Figure 4. Schematic of Z Cell
DEVELOPMENT 2000-TO DATE
Air and Slurry Distribution
About the turn of the century design developments turned to the distribution methods of
slurry and air from the single point entry to the Mark 3 downcomer. In conjunction with a
leading cyclone manufacturer, Krebs, a design was developed for extruded radial slurry
feed branches from the distributor to each downcomer. This modification reduced wear
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and also assisted in the applications of wear linings inside the slurry distributor. Also
quick-release fittings were incorporated to ease any maintenance and ensure correct
installation of the AISE valve.
Wash Water
For many flotation applications requiring a clean concentrate grade, wash water is an
invaluable tool. Two distinct methods of wash water addition have been realised namely,
above froth and in-froth. The latest design in wash water systems has been installed and
operated at numerous coal preparation plants. It consists of stainless steel circular rings
attached to a manual lifting system. Holes are drilled into the side of the rings to allow
wash water to flow. The system can be easily located in three positions in the froth or
completely above the froth. When determining the location of wash water addition
(above-froth vs in-froth) the following items should be considered:
In-froth washing produces a drier concentrate, assisting in downstream filtration
processes. Washing occurs closer to the froth-pulp interface allowing increased time for
bubble drainage in the froth phase.
In-froth washing generally increases washing efficiency. The steady coalescence and
drainage of bubbles in the froth phase leads to a wider size distribution of bubbles at the
top of the froth. This can lead to channelling of water that is introduced above the froth,
leading to inefficiency of froth washing. Introduction of wash water lower in the froth
zone reduces this channelling.
Above froth washing results in more froth being exposed to wash water. This increased
water in the froth phase acts as a lubricant to the froth, increasing mobility and decreasing
bubble coalescence. These factors act together to increase froth recovery but sometimes
at the cost of froth grade.
Above froth washing can lead to some froth breakage due to the impact shock of the
water stream hitting the bubbles. This can lead to a decrease in froth recovery,
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particularly at high wash water flowrates (required for high concentrate grade
operations).
Frothermiser
For decades aerosol addition of reagents has been a point of interest in flotation research
although there has been little quantitative work performed until recently. Various people
such as Wada et al (1968) and Flint et al (1988) published that aerosol addition of frother
reduced bubble size and could lead to a reduction in frother consumption. More recently
the Energy Technology division of the CSIRO compared the air and slurry phase addition
methods for a pilot scale generic flotation column and a pilot scale Jameson cell (Ofori et
al, 2003).
In December 2001 MIM Process Technology applied for a patent for the technology later
to be marketed as the Frothermiser. The Frothermiser is an in-line device and adds
aerosol frother, normally Methyl IsoButyl Carbinol, to the naturally aspirated air as it is
drawn into the Jameson cell. Compressed air impacts on the liquid frother within an
atomising nozzle and forms it into a mist, which is drawn into the air distributor and
dispersed into the downcomers. There are two commercial installations of the
Frothermiser in coal preparation plant in Australia, one in the Bowen Basin, the other in
the Hunter Valley (Cowburn et al, 2005). At the time of writing no information was
available on the Hunter Valley installation whereas an independent report on the Bowen
Basin installation shows an increased ash on the tailing thickener underflow by 7%
(Pokrajcic et al, 2004).
CASE STUDY 1- RIVERSIDE MINE
Goonyella Riverside is located 30km north of Moranbah township and 190km south west
of the Hay Point port facilities. Riverside mine commenced operations in 1983 and has
the capacity to produce approximately 4.0 million tonnes per annum of prime hard coking
coal with Riverside coal being produced from the BHP Mitsui coal leases. This is
predominantly a combination of Riverside Coke, produced from the Goonyella Lower
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Seam, and Goonyella Coke, a 60/40 feed blend of Goonyella Middle Seam and
Goonyella Lower Seam.
In 1989, Goonyella merged operationally with the adjoining Riverside mine, and the
combined operation is known as Goonyella Riverside Mine. Following the amalgamation
of the Goonyella and Riverside mines, coal sources from similar regions could be
concurrently processed through both Goonyella and Riverside CPPs. Riverside
underwent a significant upgrade in 1996. This upgrade saw the replacement of the
conventional flotation circuit with six J5000/14 Jameson cells, arranged in single stage
operation with tailings recycle, and the installation of two horizontal belt filters. These
cells showed significant performance improvements over the incumbent Wemco
mechanical cells and delivered yield increase in the order of 7%.
The Riverside plant processes coal utilising dense medium cyclones (DMCs) for coarse
coal (nominally –50mm + 0.5mm) and Jameson Cell froth flotation for fine coal (-0.5mm
w/w). The total CPP is configured as two largely independent half plants nominally
treating 800tph per half plant. The half plants are further subdivided into three individual
modules (i.e. six modules in total). Each module consists of a DMC circuit and a single
J5000/14 Jameson Cell (Wex et al, 2004). Generally 20% to 25% of the total plant feed
reports to flotation.
Within each module the fine coal feed reports to the Jameson Cell feed sump where
diesel collector is added to increase hydrophobicity. The coal slurry, containing
approximately 7 to 10% solids is pumped to the Jameson Cell, with MIBC as frother
being added to the pump suction. The Jameson Cells are generally operated to maximise
coal recovery to product whilst still maintaining a relatively low ash concentrate stream
of between 5% and 6% ash.
The cells operate at feed pressures of 150kPa that equate to a jet velocity of 17.7 cm/sec.
The cells operate with a recycle of between 30% and 40% of the total downcomer feed
volume with the proportion of recycle being controlled by an actuated butterfly valve on
an external recycle box. The level in the feed sump controls the valve position, with
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additional slurry overflowing the launder in the recycle box and gravitating to the tailing
sump.
Reagent dosages are in the range of 8 to 14ppm of fresh feed for MIBC and 160-250 g/t
diesel dependent on coal type (Wex et al, 2004). The cells have above froth washing
operating at a wash water ratio of 0.8 to remove entrained gangue. Froth depths are
typically run at 200mm although this may vary depending on filtration constraints as
froth depth is seen to have a great affect on concentrate moisture, which has implications
in the filtration circuit.
Recently further work has been progressing on the flotation cells:
In 2002 larger air intakes were fitted allowing significantly higher operating air-to-pulp
ratios and also increased vacuums. This increased the superficial gas velocity (Jg) from
0.8 to around 1.5 whilst the vacuum pressure was able to be decreased from –5kPa to –
10kPa. The cells now operate at air-to-pulp ratios of the order of 1.2, which has increased
recovery of coal in all size fractions.
In late 2004 one of the Jameson cells was retrofitted with mark 3 downcomers. As
mentioned previously the effective length of the downcomer has been increased so
modifications to the length of the slurry feed pipe from the pump were made and the
slurry distributor was raised (figure 6).
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Figure 5. Schematic of Downcomer retrofit at Riverside
CASE STUDY 2- HAIL CREEK MINE
Introduction
Located 100 kilometres west of Mackay and 35 kilometres North-East of Nebo,
Queensland, the Hail Creek operation produces coal from one of the world's largest
coking coal deposits. Rio Tinto Coal Australia manages the operation on behalf of the
joint venture interests - Rio Tinto Coal Australia (92%), Marubeni Coal (5.33%) and
Sumisho Coal Development (2.67%). Hail Creek is recognised as a high quality, largescale coal resource of some 1.2 billion tonnes with proven open cut mineable reserves in
excess of 200 million tonnes. The Hail Creek coal mine has the capacity to produce 5.5
million tonnes of prime hard coking coal annually.
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Plant Design
Initial testing was carried on large bore samples as this was a greenfield development.
These tests confirmed that flotation would achieve targeted recovery at laboratory scale.
Flowsheet development was carried out and the throughput determined from which it was
decided that three cells, each six-metres in diameter with twenty downcomers would be
required (Figure 7).
To simplify plant layout it was decided to use a single pump to feed the three cells. One
drawback to this decision was that a non-standard impellor was required for the chosen
duty. This was required to increase efficiency to bring the power draw down to match the
500 kW drive (Proud et al, 2004). During layout of the plant the sump design was
changed to a tube style sump to decrease floor areas required in the plant. This led to a
balance pipe configuration from the tailings deaeration sump to the flotation feed sump
being used for recycle.
To counteract the migration of frother in plant water to the rest of the plant a split water
system was developed. This allowed clarified water from the thickener overflow that is
rich in frother to recirculate to the flotation circuit without mixing with other plant
circuits.
Concentrate from the three Jameson cells was collected in open launders and flows to a
distributor that feeds two horizontal belt filters. The launders were replaced with pipes
when the operating level of the distributor increased above the top of the launders.
Commissioning and Optimisation
Commissioning coal for the plant was of lower quality than expected and this impacted
on the initial set up of the cells. The coal was finer than expected and contained large
amounts of shale. Consequently, cell operation was adjusted to handle this material and
performance testing delayed until better quality coal was fed to the plant. Commissioning
of the flotation feed pump was hampered by the fact the wrong impellor was supplied
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with the pump that caused continual overloads. When the problems were finally resolved,
the required pressure was achieved at the feed distributor to the cells.
Cell optimisation was based upon achieving a concentrate that meets expected yield,
although other factors such as ash content and percent solids were considered. Test work
was not a reliable predictor of actual plant reagent dosage. This was due, in part, to the
recirculation of frother in the plant water supply, another source of variation was
conditioning time with collector. Table 2 below shows operating parameters for the three
cells installed at Hail Creek.
Table 2. Operating Parameters for Hail Creek
Parameter

Operating Value

Feed Pressure

150 kPa

Vacuum

-8 kPa

Air Flow

1100 m3/hr

Froth Depth

300mm

Wash Water

78 m3/hr

Frother (MIBC)

15.2 ppm

Collector (Diesel)

0.6 l/min

Varying levels of wash water was used to remove entrained ash from the froth, dependent
on required concentrate ash. The cells at Hail Creek were designed with stainless steel
concentric rings to achieve even distribution of wash water into the rising froth for
submerged froth washing. Experience has shown the optimum location for the rings was
just above the pulp to froth transition zone. Submerged froth washing gave good flow of
clean water in the transition zone where bubbles were coalescing (Stone, 2004).
As clarified water was used as wash water it contains ultra fine particles and flocculant
and had a tendency to settle in pipes that were low in velocity. In the wash water ring
design, the flow around the rings had to be controlled to avoid high velocity jets from
exiting the rings and disrupting the froth. Consequently, the rings contain areas of low
velocity and some settling occurred. The problem was accentuated in parts by the
presence of burrs from the drilling process in the rings. This settled material led to
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eventual blocking of large portions of the rings. The solution was to remove the burrs
from the inside of the wash water rings and to provide flushing points. High pressure
water was injected into the wash water manifold and opening flushing valves attached to
the rings. This stream of high pressure water was sufficient to break up the settled
material within about 30 minutes. The operators were instructed to repeat this operation
as required (nominally weekly) with the measured flow rate to the wash water rings being
used as the indicator for the timing of the flushing operation.
Water content in the froth was controlled by cell level or implicitly froth depth. A deeper
froth depth will allow more time for drainage of the froth as well as removing some of
the entrained high ash slimes.
As with all flotation this optimisation was not as simple as described above as there are
other factors that will influence the operation of the cell. This required operators who
were trained to respond to the needs of the flotation circuit. Additionally, cameras were
installed in the plant allow a visual check of the operation of the cells at all times.
Isolation
valve

Slurry
distributor
Air

AISE
valve

distributor

Downcomer
Slurry
lens
Slurry feed pipe
(bottom fed)
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CONCLUSIONS
Jameson Cell development has improved performance in a number of specific areas.
These include design changes to minimise wear, maximise aeration and optimise grade
and recovery.
High density alumina has been incorporated into orifice plate manufacture increasing
operational life. This was further enhanced with the development of the slurry lens,
whose shallow entry profile has increased wear life significantly.
Modifying the feed arrangement to each downcomer, in addition to simplifying access to
key components, has resulted in a 15% increase in downcomer residence time.
Subsequently, for the same vacuum a higher volume of air can be induced into the
downcomer.
Operation at optimal grade and recovery has been enhanced with the inclusion of
components which optimise superficial gas velocity within the flotation tank.
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ABSTRACT
Keywords; Jameson Cell, Prefloat, Zinc, Copper, Scalping
The Jameson Cell is a high intensity flotation device, which utilises induced air from
atmosphere. It was developed jointly by Mount Isa Mines and Prof. GJ Jameson of the
University of Newcastle in the 1980’s. It is proven to generate fine bubbles, in the order of 300
to 500µm, in a high intensity, high shear and compact zone contained in the downcomer. This
aerated mixture exits the downcomer into the pulp zone, which is the quiescent mineral and
gangue seperation zone.
Preflotation is the process where some of the readily floatable gangue material is recovered
directly to tailing with minimal valuable mineral contamination. This can be done in a reverse
flotation stage where the valuable mineral is suppressed and the naturally hydrophobic
gangue material is floated off. Eliminating a portion of the gangue before it enters the
downstream circuit reduces required flotation capacity and improves ease of valuable mineral
recovery. It is a very effective and low cost method of expanding flotation capacity and
improving overall circuit performance.
Scalping is the process where a final grade concentrate is produced in the roughing circuit.
The scalper concentrate typically consists of well liberated and fast floating minerals. Valuable
mineral which is not recovered in scalping is treated in the remainder of the circuit where it is
floated as a lower grade concentrate and upgraded and recovered in the cleaner circuit. The
removal of the liberated mineral prior to a regrinding stage allows the regrind and cleaning
circuits to be designed and operated more appropriately to the middling material.
A number of Australian base metal flotation circuits feature a reverse flotation stage at the
head of the circuit. Test work and plant operating data has shown that the use of a Jameson
Cell in the prefloat cleaner application has further improved prefloat gangue recovery and
selectivity. Operation of a Jameson Cell in a carbonaceous/pyrite prefloat cleaner duty at the
Mt Isa copper concentrator increased copper recovery and reduced pyrite in the copper
concentrate. Testwork at Zinifex Century Zinc Mine showed a decrease in zinc losses by the
utilisation of Jameson Cell prefloat cleaner. Appraisal of a Jameson Cell in a scalping role
within the Mt Isa Copper Concentrated indicated significant benefits could be achieved.
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INTRODUCTION
The Jameson Cell
The principles of Jameson Cell operation have been discussed by numerous authors
including Jameson (1998), Jameson et al (1998) and Evans et al (1995). Recent
developments have been reviewed by Harbort et al (2003) and Carr et al (2003). Operation
can be described with reference to Figure 1.
Feed pulp flow

Nozzle

Concentrate
launder

Air intake

Downcomer

Froth zone
Concentratee

Concentrate
outlet

Jameson Cell
tank
Tailing outlet

De-aerated
pulp

Disengagem-ent
zone

Figure 1. Jameson Cell Schematic
The operation of the Jameson Cell can be divided into three main zones:
The downcomer where primary contacting of bubbles and particles occurs. Feed slurry is
pumped into the downcomer through an orifice plate, creating a high-pressure jet. The
plunging jet of liquid shears and then entrains air, which has been naturally aspirated. Due to
a high mixing velocity and a large interfacial area there is rapid contact and collection of
particles.
The tank pulp zone where secondary contacting of bubbles and particles occurs and bubbles
disengage from the pulp. The aerated mixture exits the downcomer and enters the pulp zone
of the flotation tank. The velocity of the mixture and large density differential between it and
the remainder of pulp in the tank results in recirculating fluid patterns, keeping particles in
suspension without the need for mechanical agitation.
In the froth zone, gangue material that is entrained in the froth is removed by froth drainage
and/or froth washing.

Applications at the head of base metal flotation circuits
Preflotation
Preflotation is the process where the bulk of the readily floatable gangue material is recovered
directly to tailing with minimal valuable mineral contamination. Typically, the hydrophobic
gangue material is floated and the entrained valuable mineral is removed by froth washing
Eliminating a portion of the gangue before it enters the downstream circuit reduces required
flotation capacity and improves ease of valuable mineral recovery. It is a very effective and
low cost method of expanding flotation capacity and improving overall circuit performance.
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Periodically amounts of naturally floatable species of carbonaceous pyrite and talc occur in
ore bodies of the northwest Mining Province of Queensland. Their presence if untreated
results in contamination of final concentrate. Talc in particular has detrimental down stream
affects, causing an increase in smelter slag viscosity and higher metal losses to slag.
Historically, treatment has consisted of flotation, followed by depression, often with
ambiguous results Hoffman et al (1965) and Lyon et al (1971). Investigation by Grano et al
(1990) identified the natural floatability of carbonaceous pyrite.
Also present in northwest mining area of Queensland is a host rock of carbonenous shale. A
carbon preflotation stage is required to remove the organic carbon from downstream flotation
stages.
Use of preflotation prior to roughing is increasingly considered a viable alternative to the
flotation/depression route.

Scalping
Scalping involves producing a final grade concentrate in the roughing circuit. Although not a
new concept in flotation, the high selectivity and rapid collection kinetics of the Jameson Cell
enables the separation to be achieved with enhanced economics Gray et al (1998). Following
scalping the valuable mineral remaining in the circuit is floated as a lower grade concentrate
that is then upgraded the cleaner circuit. The removal of the liberated mineral prior to a
regrinding stage allows the regrind and cleaning circuits to be designed and operated more
appropriately to the middling material. This allows a greater efficiency of separation of
composite particles. Minimising the quantity of regrinding decreases slimes generation and
reduces the losses that inevitably result from their presence. Also, the shorter residence time
of mineral in the flotation circuit means the less likely the oxidation of the mineral surface.

Case Study Sites
The Mount Isa Mines Copper Concentrator and the Zinifex Century Zinc Concentrator were
used to evaluate the benefits of the Jameson Cell at the head of the flotation circuit. A brief
description of the operations is given below.

Mount Isa Mines Copper Concentrator
Chalcopyrite ore and converter slag are treated to produce copper concentrate at the Mount
Isa Mines Copper Concentrator. The concentrator was commissioned in 1973, replacing the
original No. 1 lead-zinc concentrator, for the processing of all the chalcopyrite ore coming
from Mount Isa mine Lumsdaine et al (1980).
At present production ore is sourced from the southern 1100, 3000 and 3500 orebodies.
Currently 50% of mill feed is from the 3000 and 3500 orebodies. Chalcopyrite is the only
significant copper mineral and occurs as a replacement deposit in a silica-dolomite host rock.
Sulphide gangue consists of pyrite (FeS2) and minor amounts of pyrrhotite and cobaltite. The
ore averages 8% sulphur. The current flowsheet is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Mount Isa Mines Copper Concentrator Flowsheet
Future ore production will draw increasingly larger tonnages from the 3000 and 3500
orebodies. The host rock is very similar to that of the 1100 orebody but is slightly more
siliceous in nature. Silica assays range from 60 to 70% SiO2 and the ore is both abrasive and
hard with a current Bond Work Index of approximately 22kWh/t. Copper mineralisation is
disseminated through the silica-dolomite. Mineralogical examination indicates liberation of
chalcopyrite is about 75% at a P80 of 150µm. Flotation feed sizing is normally in the range
80% passing 150µm, depending on milling rate and ore type.
Over time there has been an increase in the amount of naturally floatable species of
carbonaceous pyrite and talc in ore. This would normally decrease concentrate grade for a
given recovery; however at the same time the concentrator has been required to increase
concentrate grade from 25% to 27% Cu. A preflotation circuit to remove naturally floating
species has been necessary to achieve this, Carr et al (2003).

Zinifex Century Mine
The concentrator at Zinifex Century Mine produces a zinc and lead concentrate. The flotation
circuit consists of carbon prefloat, lead flotation, zinc primary flotation, ultra fine milling, zinc
ultra fine flotation Burgess et al (2003). Figure 3 shows the concentrator flowsheet at
Century.

Figure 3. Zinifex Century Zinc Concentrator Flowsheet
Currently the carbon prefloat stage consists of a bank of roughers. The function of the carbon
prefloat roughers is to remove a portion of carbon from the feed before it enters the remainder
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of the circuit, the aim being to prevent downstream contamination of concentrates and reduce
the demand for flotation reagents. Prefloat rougher concentrate is pumped to final tailing. The
prefloat rougher tailing gravitates to the lead circuit. Recently zinc losses to the throwaway
prefloat concentrate has been identified as an area for improvement. Research into the
preflotation of circuit has shown that zinc losses are in the form of fine entrained sphalerite
that is carried with water into the froth.

Discussion
Prefloat duty at Mount Isa Mines
Work on a pilot scale Jameson Cell for one stage preflotation and for preflotation cleaning had
been performed over a number of years. A series of pilot tests were conducted in 2000 to
confirm parameters for engineering design. A full scale Jameson Cell was installed in 2002 in
the copper concentrator to upgrade the rougher prefloat concentrate and minimise copper
losses from the circuit Carr et al (2003).
The optimum Jameson Cell prefloat cleaning operating conditions were found to be:
• Wash water ratio between and 0.5 and 1.0
• Feed percent solids 20%
• Jg - 1.25cm/sec
• Air-to-pulp ratio between 0.44 and 0.82
• Froth depth – 150mm to 400mm
Figure 4 shows total talc recovery versus copper rejection from concentrate for the
commissioning period, the original test work and for bench scale tests taken during
commissioning, respectively. Target performance was to achieve a copper rejection of 90%,
at a talc recovery of 70%. The upper envelope for commissioning surveys indicates a minor
shortfall from this point, with an interpolated copper rejection of 90% at a talc recovery of
approximately 67%. At 90% copper rejection talc recoveries of 50% and 47% were achieved
in the bench scale tests and original test work respectively.
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Figure 4. Talc Recovery verses Copper Rejection at Mount Isa Mines Copper Concentrator
Figure 5 shows total FeS2 recovery versus copper rejection from concentrate for the
commissioning period, the original test work and for bench scale tests taken during
commissioning, respectively. Targeted performance was to achieve a copper rejection of
90%, at an FeS2 recovery of 50%. The commissioning surveys indicate a shortfall from this
point, with a copper rejection of 90% at an FeS2 recovery of only 17%. At 90% copper
rejection FeS2 recoveries of 30% and 28% were achieved in the bench scale tests and
original tests respectively. The commissioning results show a strong linear relationship
between copper rejection and FeS2 recovery indicating some degree of carbonaceous
chalcopyrite being present and also FeS2 recovery gains being due to entrainment rather than
true flotation. There is some initial evidence that carbonaceous pyrite that did not float within
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the Jameson Cell has not been refloated in the prefloat roughers and does not report to final
concentrate.
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Figure 5. Pyrite Recovery verses Copper Rejection at Mine Isa Mines Copper Concentrator
A review of earlier analysis by Grano et al (1990) indicates that significant amounts of preaeration in bench tests results in a decrease in carbonaceous recovery and in an increase in
chalcopyrite recovery. This same phenomenon is seen to be occurring within the Jameson
Cell, although with the high aeration and turbulence within the downcomer it is happening in a
much shorter time.
The most obvious explanation for the lack of pyrite recovery in the prefloat cleaner is surface
passivation by iron hydroxides. Should this be occurring it is possible that the pyrite will not be
refloated in the remainder of the circuit. A review of pyrite in feed versus pyrite in concentrate,
Figure 6, indicates that even with the lower Jameson Cell pyrite recovery the amount of pyrite
reporting to final concentrate has decreased following the Jameson Cell installation. This
suggests that pyrite did not float in the remainder of the circuit either.
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Figure 6. Pyrite Levels in Feed and Concentrate pre and post Jameson Cell installation

Preflotation duty at Zinifex Century Zinc Mine
In October 2002 a L500 Jameson Cell pilot plant rig was installed in the concentrator at
Zinifex Century Zinc Mine, Pokrajcic (2003). The aim of the test work was to minimise zinc
losses to carbon prefloat concentrate while maximising carbon removal by using the Jameson
Cell as a prefloat cleaner. The majority of zinc losses are in the form of fine sphalerite
entrained in the preflotation rougher concentrate.
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Periodic test work conducted from October 2002 to January 2003, concentrated on appraising
the Jameson Cell in a carbon prefloat cleaning duty.
Optimum Jameson Cell operating conditions in a prefloat cleaner duty were found to be:
• Feed percent solids between 7% and 8.5%
• Tailing Recycle at 55%
• Air to pulp ratio (APR) between 0.58 and 0.85
• Superficial air velocity (Jg) between 0.65 and 0.9 cm/s
• Jet Velocity of 13.0 m/s
• Zero wash water
When optimised the Jameson Cell in a prefloat cleaning duty reduced the overall zinc
recovery to final tailing from approximately 4.5% to less than 2.0% while maintaining a carbon
recovery to final tailing close to 10%. Figure 7 shows all the data generated in the test
program, highlighted is the data showing best performance.
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Figure 7. Overall Carbon and Zinc Recovery for the carbon Prefloat Circuit when using a
Jameson Cell as prefloat cleaner.
Reducing the feed density from approximately 18% solids about 8% solids and increasing the
tailing recycle had the most significant effect on selectivity without compromising rejection.
This is due to the effect of reducing entrained sphalerite losses. Hence a significant reduction
in zinc losses to the throwaway concentrate can be achieved with a small reduction in carbon
recovery by the addition of a Jameson Cell prefloat cleaner.

Scalper duty at Mount Isa Mines
In February 2000 an L500 Jameson Cell pilot plant rig was installed in the copper
concentrator at Mount Isa Mines to assess the Jameson Cell performance in prefloat and slag
cleaning duties. Results from the slag cleaning work on converter slag produced high mass
recovery per flotation surface area and indicated that some potential existed for the Jameson
Cell in a chalcopyrite roughing role.
In July 2000 a series of sighter tests which were not optimised were conducted on rougher
feed material to determine if similar production rates were achievable with a chalcopyrite ore
feed. The chalcopyrite tests were extended to produce a comprehensive Jameson Cell grade
recovery curve. This work showed that the potential did exist to operate the Jameson Cell as
a scalper, producing final concentrate from rougher feed. In late 2002 the pilot unit was
continuously operated at optimised conditions to check stability of operation and
reproducibility of results under variable feed conditions. A second Jameson Cell was installed
in series as a scavenger to determine whether scalping would have a detrimental effect at the
higher recovery section of the grade recovery curve.
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Optimum operating conditions for the Jameson Cell in a scapler duty were found to be:
• Wash water ratio between and 0.5 and 1.5
• Feed percent solids between 35% and 45%
• Jg between 0.7 and 0.8cm/sec
• Air-to-pulp ratio between 0.32 and 0.38
• Froth depth – 150mm
An interesting point to note is that the residence time in the Jameson is approximately 1
minute.
An overview of the scalping grade recovery curve is shown in Figure 8. These results include
all tests undertaken, including non-optimised tests. Operation of the Jameson Cell in a
chalcopyrite scalping role produced a concentrate grade of 29.6%Cu at up to 80% copper
recovery.
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Figure 8. Scalper Testwork at Mount Isa Mines Copper Recovery verses Copper Grade
For the reproducibility tests a copper recovery of 60% with a concentrate grade of 30%Cu
was considered an acceptable target. The reproducibility tests achieved an average copper
recovery of 63.37%, with an average concentrate grade of 29.4%Cu. Eighty percent of tests
achieved results better than the targeted recovery although at a slightly lower concentrate
grade.
High mass recovery is another benefit of the Jameson Cell in a scalper duty. At 800tph at a
feed grade of 3.5%Cu as mentioned previously the Jameson Cell produced an average
copper recovery of 63.37%, with an average concentrate grade of 29.4%Cu, meaning 56tph
of final concentrate is recovered in one stage of flotation using a Jameson Cell.

Conclusion
Preflotation is the process where the bulk of the readily floatable gangue material is recovered
directly to tailing with minimal valuable mineral contamination.
Scalping is the process where a final grade concentrate is produced in the roughing circuit.
Both of these steps exploit the fast kinetics and well liberated properties of the gangue or
valuable mineral. The Jameson Cell is particularly suited to such a duties because of it high
intensity mixing of bubbles and slurry and relatively low tank residence time.
The addition of a prefloat and/or scalping stage is a very effective and low cost method of
expanding flotation capacity and improving overall flotation circuit performance. For instance:
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1. Eliminating a portion of the gangue before it enters the remainder of the downstream circuit
reduces required flotation capacity.
2. Removal of liberated mineral prior to regrind allows the regrind and cleaning circuits to be
designed and operated more appropriately for the middling material.
3. Reducing the amount of material going to regrind minimises slimes generation and the
losses that result from their presence. It also decreases the mineral residence time in the
flotation circuit, thereby decreasing the likelihood of mineral oxidation.
Test work and plant operating data has shown that the use of a Jameson Cell in a prefloat
and/or scalper duty has improved the performance and efficiency of the flotation circuit. At
Mount Isa Mines a Jameson Cell in a prefloat cleaner application increased copper recovery
and reduced pyrite in the copper concentrate. Test work at Zinifex Century Zinc Mine showed
a decrease in zinc losses by the application of a Jameson Cell as a prefloat cleaner.
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RECOVERY INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE FROTH ZONE, PULP
ZONE AND DOWNCOMER WITHIN A JAMESON CELL
G Harbort(1), J Cowburn(2), E Manalpig(3)
(1) University of Queensland
(2) Xstrata Technology
(3) Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre

ABSTRACT
The work reported in this paper shows that the primary area of coal recovery within the Jameson Cell is the
downcomer, where the air and pulp are dispersed into a dense foam of fine bubbles. This creates an intense
collection zone for bubble-particle collision and coal collection.
Historically, coal recovery in the Jameson Cell has not differentiated between recovery in the downcomer, pulp
zone or the froth zone. As such, attempts to optimise the recovery of coal in one zone can result in non-optimum
performance of another. A major flotation programme has been undertaken to measure coal recovery in the
three zones of the Jameson Cell, separate from each other. The findings from this work should allow, upon
completion, recovery in each zone to be individually optimised to give maximum overall coal recovery, from a
size by size perspective.

INTRODUCTION
The Jameson Cell was a joint development between Mount Isa Mines and Prof. Graeme Jameson of the
University of Newcastle (Jameson, 1988). Since its invention in 1986 there have been 94 Jameson Cells
installed in the coal industry, both in Australia and overseas.
Jameson Cell operation
The principles of Jameson Cell operation have been discussed by numerous authors, including Jameson et al
(1988), Evans et al (1995) and recently by Harbort et al (2002). The Jameson Cell can be divided into three
main zones, as described with reference to Fig. 1.
1. The downcomer is where primary contacting of bubbles and particles occurs. Feed pulp is pumped into the
downcomer through an orifice plate, creating a high-pressure jet. The plunging jet of liquid shears and then
entrains air, which has been naturally aspirated. Due to a high mixing velocity and a large interfacial area
there is rapid contact and collection of particles.
2. The tank pulp zone is where secondary contacting of bubbles and particles occurs and bubbles disengage
from the pulp. The aerated mixture exits the downcomer and enters the pulp zone of the flotation tank. The
velocity of the mixture and large differential between it and the remainder of the pulp in the tank results in
recirculating fluid patterns, keeping particles in suspension without the need for mechanical agitation.
3. The froth zone is where entrained materials are removed from the froth by froth drainage and/or froth
washing.
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Figure 1.
Jameson Cell operation
Recovery interactions
Although a number of studies have been conducted on the effect of operating variables on the Jameson Cell (eg,
Mohanty and Honaker, 1999) they have reported total Jameson Cell recovery, rather than the recovery in the
three specific zones of the Jameson Cell.
The total recovery in a Jameson Cell is a function of the recovery gain in the downcomer, recovery loss or gain
in the pulp zone and recovery losses in the froth zone.

Froth zone recovery
It is generally recognised (Vera, 1999) that recovery within the froth zone of any flotation machine is a function
of the froth zone residence time τ, which in turn is determined by the aeration rate, Qa, concentrate pulp flow
rate, Qc, the cell cross sectional area, A, and the froth depth, h. As such,
Rf = f.τ

= f.A.h/( Qa+ Qc)
Where f is a frothability factor effected by reagents and particle size.
Pulp zone recovery
Flotation equipment such as mechanical flotation cells and flotation columns are commonly designed to provide
even dispersion of bubbles within the pulp zone of the tank. This dispersion results in pulp zone recovery
becoming primarily a function of the residence time any one particle has in the pulp zone. In terms of operation
within the Jameson Cell, tank void fraction measurements show that bubble patterns in general form a central, air
swept cone surrounding each downcomer (Harbort et al, 2003). The Jameson Cell tank contains areas of high,
localised air void throughout the pulp zone. The rising swarm of bubbles is governed by a number of factors
including recirculating patterns within the tank, pulp flow volumes and air flow volumes, all of which affect the
pulp zone recovery.
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Downcomer recovery
The recovery that occurs within the downcomer is an area that is still under active investigation. Downcomer
recovery is thought to be governed by a number of factors including the air-to-pulp ratio, turbulence, residence
time and the amount of the mixing zone contained within the pipe.
Experimental procedure and equipment
The study was conducted using the Jameson Cell continuous recycle procedure as developed in 1992 by Cheng
and associates (Manlapig et al, 1993). Two versions of this procedure are used by industry, these being the
Simple Test, which approximates AS4156.2.1and the Coal Characterisation Test, which approximates
AS4156.2.2. This test work used the Simple Test.
An experimental rig was used at the University of Queensland, which included:
• a 150mm diameter Jameson Cell, with a 25mm I.D. downcomer, fitted with a 3.8mm orifice plate
• a 100 litre capacity sump with stirrer
• a variable speed pump
• a Magnahelic flow meter measuring the Jameson Cell feed stream
• a pressure gauge on the feed line
• an air flow rotameter and a vacuum gauge on the Jameson Cell air line
As supplied coal contained material up to five millimetres in size. To prevent orifice plate blockage, coal greater
than one millimetre was screened from the sample. The size distribution of the flotation feed coal is shown in
Table 1, together with size fraction ash. At an overall ash of 15.6% the sample was considered a relatively clean
flotation feed.
Table 1.
The size distribution and ash content in size fractions for the flotation feed.
Size range (µm)
Retained (%) Cum. Retained (%) Fractional Ash (%)
-63 + 0 micron
52.01
52.01
18.84
+63 - 125 micron
13.30
65.31
11.98
+125 - 250 micron
10.33
75.64
12.55
+250 - 500 micron
12.47
88.11
11.19
+500 - 1000 micron
11.88
100.00
12.43

Cum. Ash (%)
18.84
17.44
16.77
15.98
15.56

The sump was filled with 40 litres of water and approximately one kilogram of fine coal, to achieve a percent
solids of 2.5%. The low percent solids was specifically chosen to minimise ash and coal entrainment and also to
prevent any distortion of results through carrying capacity limitations. A diesel addition equivalent to 160g/t
was added and conditioned for five minutes. An MIBC addition equivalent to 16ppm frother volume to fresh
feed volume was added and conditioned for a further five minutes. No further reagents were added during the
tests. As the Bowen Basin site, which supplied the feed sample, did not use wash water in its flotation operations
no wash water was used in these trials.
Slurry was then pumped to the Jameson Cell at a rate of 14.1lpm. All tailing was continuously recycled back to
the feed sump and pumped back to the Jameson Cell. The concentrate was collected at one, three, seven and
fifteen minute intervals and then dried and analysed. In total 27 tests were conducted. The cumulative ash
versus cumulative recovery curve for all tests is shown in Figure 2. This shows a sharp increase in combustibles
recovery to 90%, with only a marginal increase in ash in concentrate. The maximum combustibles recovery
achieved was 93% at a concentrate ash of 5.3%. The close grouping of results along the curve indicates that
samples used for the varying tests was representative and exhibited similar flotation kinetic rates. All tailing and
concentrate samples were sized at 63µm, 125µm, 250µm and 500µm. Ash and combustibles recoveries for the
size fractions were then determined.
This method of test evaluation produces a series of curves of cumulative flotation time versus cumulative
combustibles recovery. Although it provides a test of high reproducibility it does not directly equate to the
performance of downcomers in production Jameson Cells. Production Jameson Cells operate with continuous
new feed, where only a portion of tailing is recycled back to the feed sump. To determine how the continuous
recycle test results equated to operation of production sized Jameson Cells a single pass test without recycle was
conducted to a allow a recycle factor, fr to be calculated, where
fr = tst1 /(Vs/Q)
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tst1 is the time required in the continuous recycle test for the cumulative combustibles recovery to equal the
combustibles recovery achieved in the single stage flotation test, Vs is the sample volume treated in the single
stage operation and Q is the volumetric flow through the orifice plate.
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Figure 2.
Cumulative ash versus cumulative combustibles recovery.
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For example single stage operation during this test program achieved a combustible recovery of 71%. With
reference to Figure 3 this equates to 4.4 minutes of continuous recycle operation. With a volume of 40 litres and
a flow of 11lpm, fr = 1.2. An fr < 1.0 would indicate material is short circuiting and potentially being
preferentially floated while an fr = 1.0 represents a uniform flow distribution and fr > 1.0 represents a non
uniform flow distribution. The fr was calculated for different size fractions was 1.2 +/- 0.05, indicating various
coal sizes were floated in a similar manner.
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Figure 3.
Correlation between single stage and continuous tailing recycle.
Froth zone recovery
To determine the effect of the froth zone on combustibles recovery the depth of the froth zone was varied while
other variables were held constant. The experimental conditions are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
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Variables for froth zone recovery evaluation
Test no

Air-to-pulp
ratio

Froth height
(mm)

5
6
7
8

1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06

50
100
200
400

Froth
residence time
(min)
0.35
0.70
1.40
2.80

Pulp zone recovery
To determine the effect of the pulp zone recovery the air void fraction within the tank was varied. The air void
fraction in the tank, ε was calculated by measuring the tank pulp volume without air addition, Vt(0) and the tank
aerated pulp volume immediately upon commencing air flow into the tank, Vt(1), where:
ε = (Vt(1) - Vt(0) )/ Vt(0)
The experimental conditions are shown in Table 3.
Table 3
Variables for pulp zone recovery evaluation
Test
16
15
14
13

Air-to-pulp
ratio
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90

Froth depth
(mm)
100
100
100
100

Tank air void
fraction (%)
2.59
5.17
7.76
10.34

Downcomer recovery
To determine the effect of the downcomer on combustibles recovery the air-to-pulp ratio and by association the
downcomer vacuum were varied while other variables were held constant. The experimental conditions are
shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Variables for downcomer recovery evaluation
Test no

Air-to-pulp
ratio

Vacuum (kPa)

4
3
2
24
23
26

0.22
0.45
0.90
1.06
1.06
1.06

18.5
15.5
10.5
3.5
0.75
0.5

Froth
Residence
time (min)
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70

The downcomer recovery was back calculated from the overall recovery, froth recovery and pulp zone recovery.
Results and discussion

Froth zone recovery
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Figure 4 details the effect of varying the froth residence time on the recovery of the various size fractions.
Linear lines of best fit have been inserted, which for size fractions above 63µm showed an r2 correlation of 0.99.
The slope of each line represents the rate of coal loss per unit time, with the Y axis intercept being the combined
recovery of the downcomer and pulp zone. It can clearly be seen that loss in recovery in the froth zone for all
size fractions is linearly proportional to the amount of time material spends within the froth. Typical Jameson
Cells operating in coal flotation will operate with a froth residence time of approximately 1.5 minutes (Honaker
et al, 1995). With reference to Figure 5, the rate of recovery loss versus average particle size it can be seen that
particles less than 63µm in size are largely unaffected by froth residence time. Above 63µm the rate of coal loss
increases dramatically, but then plateaus for particle sizes between 125µm and 1000µm.
The low recoveries at a residence time of zero for -63µm and 500µm to 1000µm particles are therefore an
indication of lower pulp zone and downcomer zone recoveries for these size fractions.
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Figure 4
The effect of froth residence time on recovery in the froth zone
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Figure 5
The effect of particle size on the recovery rate within the froth zone
Downcomer recovery
The effect of the downcomer air-to-pulp ratio on recovery can be described by with reference to the air-to-pulp
ratio versus vacuum curve as shown in Figure 6. Below an air-to-pulp ratio of 0.2 the mixing zone within the
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downcomer is minor and the downcomer operates in what is essentially a bubbly flow regime. As the air-topulp is increased and vacuum decreases a distinct mixing zone is generated with high turbulence, followed by a
pipe flow regime. A situation is eventually reached where attempts to increase the air-to-pulp ratio fail to entrain
more air and only result in a decrease in vacuum. In this region the turbulent mixing zone dominates. For this
paper evaluation of the downcomer will concentrate on the latter two areas.
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Figure 6
Flow regimes within the Jameson Cell downcomer
Figure 7 shows the change in downcomer recovery as the air-to-pulp ratio is increased from 0.22 to 1.06, but
prior to the transition point where the vacuum falls suddenly. In this area the change in recovery per air-to-pulp
ratio is approximately linear. Figure 8 details the average rate of recovery per change in air-to-pulp ratio over
this range.
For the finer particle sizes, minus 125µm increasing the air-to-pulp ratio has a major affect on increasing
recovery. Above this particle size the air-to-pulp ratio has a decreasing affect on recovery improvement, until
the plus 500µm fraction where higher air-to-pulp ratios may in fact be causing combustible recoveries to fall
marginally.
As one moves to the turbulent regime area of downcomer operation at the maximum air rate and low vacuums
the rate of recovery is no longer linearly proportional to the air rate. To determine downcomer performance
recovery is compared to the vacuum, Figure 9. For coal size fractions between -63µm to 500µm operation at low
vacuums results in a loss of combustibles recovery. This may be due to the mixing zone no longer being
contained within the downcomer and insufficient downcomer residence time for collection. The vacuum at
which the drop in recovery occurs is dependent on the particle size, varying from 3.5kPa at –63µm to 0.75kPa at
500µm. It is interesting to note however that operation at a vacuum between 0.75kPa and 0.5kPa, or near the
region of maximum turbulence, a substantial increase in combustibles recovery for plus 500µm coal particles
occurs.
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The effect of the downcomer air-to-pulp ratio on the downcomer combustibles recovery
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Figure 8
The effect of particle size on the rate of recovery within the downcomer
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The effect of reducing vacuum on the downcomer combustibles recovery
when operating at the maximum air-to-pulp ratio
Pulp zone recovery
It has generally been accepted that the pulp zone of a Jameson Cell does little more than maintain recovery
generated within the downcomer. As evidenced in Figure 10 the pulp zone recovery is substantially less than the
downcomer recovery and the downcomer must be considered the driving force for recovery within the Jameson
Cell.
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Figure 10
Pulp zone combustibles recovery
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Although a full statistical analysis of pulp zone recovery is not possible due to the number of results available a
brief review has been conducted. By reviewing data at an air-to-pulp ratio of 1.06, a vacuum of 3.5kPa, where
the tank air void fraction was 10.3%, the following can be deduced:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

For particle sizes above 125µm approximately 70% of coal lost in the froth zone is recovered in the pulp
zone.
For particles below 125µm 90% of coal lost in the froth zone is recovered in the pulp zone.
For particle sizes between 63µm and 500µm approximately 17% of coal not recovered in the downcomer is
recovered in the pulp zone.
For particles below 125µm approximately 12% of coal not recovered in the downcomer is recovered in the
pulp zone.
There is no evidence of pulp zone coal recovery for particles greater than 500µm not recovered in the
downcomer

Conclusions
1. The downcomer is the primary zone for combustibles recovery. Recovery of size fractions <500µm increase
with increasing air-to-pulp ratios, while recovery of the >500µm fraction is either unaffected or decreases.
At maximum air-to-pulp ratios the recovery of size fractions <500µm decreases with decreasing vacuum,
while recovery of the >500µm fraction increases.
2. The pulp zone effectively recovers coal lost in the froth zone and to a lesser extent finer coal not initially
recovered in the downcomer.
3. The froth zone recovery is linearly dependent of residence time within the froth.
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ABSTRACT
The Philex concentrator represents the first time Jameson Cells have been used in a cleaner scavenger
application or to replace mechanical flotation cells in roughing and scavenging. It also represents the first
concentrator to operate wholly with Jameson Cells. This necessitated a major change in Jameson Cell design
as well as a change in operating philosophy within Philex.
This paper provides an update on cleaner circuit performance, together with refinements that were required
for cleaner scavenger, roughing and scavenging operation. The extended commissioning period and operation
to date are reviewed in respect to operating difficulties, changes in operational philosophy and metallurgical
results. Comparisons of operating, costs are provided as are residence time and flotation area, together with
scale up information leading to the final production cell design. Metallurgical results in relation to gold and
copper recoveries are reviewed, with special attention given to direct comparisons between Jameson and
mechanical flotation banks, size by size analysis and mineralogical performance.
INTRODUCTION
The Jameson Cell combines a novel method for air and slurry contact where a contained plunging jet naturally
entrains air achieving high voidage and intimate particle bubble contact. The fundamentals have been described
by numerous authors, including Jameson and Manlapig (1991) and are not discussed further here.
Philex Mining Corporation is one of the largest gold producers in the Philippines and a leading exporter of
copper, gold and silver in the Far East today. The mine site is located at the southern tip of the Central
Cordilleras of Luzon Island, 17 kilometres from Baguio City, Figure 1. Mining operations commenced in
1958 at a rate of 800 tpd. Plant expansions have increased tonnage to over 20,000 tpd with typical head
grades of 0.3% copper and 0.5g/t gold, (Philex Mining Corporation, 1992).
Luzon
PHILEX

Manilla City

Visayan
Islands
Mindanao

Figure 1. The Philippines
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During 1992 Philex Mining Corporation conducted a major evaluation of their flotation circuit, Figure 2. This
led to the conversion of their column/mechanical cell cleaner circuit to Jameson Flotation Cells in 1993.
Following successful operation in cleaning further test work was conducted in 1993 in roughing and
scavenging areas indicating additional metallurgical improvements could be made. In 1994 their mechanical
cleaner scavenger circuit was replaced with Jameson Cells to provide floor area for a proposed rougher
scavenger circuit. A phased introduction of Jameson Cell rougher and scavenger lines commenced in late
1994 and was completed in early 1996, producing the current Jameson Cell circuit, Figure 3.
SCAVENGERS

ROUGHERS

TAILING
FEED

CONCENTRATE

SLIMES
CLEANER
SCAVENGERS

Figure 2. Philex Mining Corporation flotation circuit, 1992.

Roughers

Scavengers

Feed
Tailing

Cleaner
Cleaner Scavengers

Recleaner
Figure 3. Philex Mining Corporation Jameson Cell flotation circuit, 1996.
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CLEANER SCAVENGER INSTALLATION.
Motivation
Additional floor space created by the installation of the cleaner/recleaner cells had been used to increase
cleaner scavenger residence time by sixty percent, through additional mechanical cells. As such, there had
initially been no plan to replace the existing mechanical cleaner scavengers with Jameson Cells.
Following six months successful Jameson Cell cleaner/recleaner operation Philex’s confidence in Jameson
Cell technology was such to begin planning of a rougher/scavenger installation. This original proposal required
a phased replacement of the mechanical banks, in their existing location, with Jameson Cells. A one third loss
in plant capacity would have resulted at each equipment change over. In early 1994 a review of the
rougher/scavenger proposal indicated that this entire circuit could be placed in the area where the mechanical
cleaner scavengers were currently installed, without affecting production. This provided the motivation for a
change of the cleaner scavenger circuit to Jameson Cells.
Design Considerations
Two major difficulties with this change over existed:
1. The only cleaner scavenger test work conducted (Harbort, 1992), was done with the aim of
increasing circuit recovery with the addition of one Jameson Cell acting as a scalper. Scale-up
calculations had shown that a four metre diameter cell with sixteen downcomers (4000/16) was
required for this duty and initial cell design had been commenced. Typically it was to produce a
concentrate of 15% Cu at a copper recovery of 60%. This compared with a new requirement to
produce a recovery of 90% or better.
2. Available floor space was limited to an area 6.0m by 6.0m.
Alterations to initial design
The limited test work had indicated that recovery was very dependent on superficial air velocity, (Jg), with an
increase in Jg from 0.4cm/sec to 0.8cm/sec giving a copper recovery increase from 60% to 70%. A further
increase in Jg to 1.2cm/sec was expected to further improve recovery to 80%, still less than the new
requirement, indicating that two stages of Jameson Cell treatment were required for the new application.
Until this installation Jameson Cell design had largely increased Jg by increasing the air to pulp ratio, (APR).
Experience in other applications indicated that low APR values would not affect recovery provided the Jg was
maintained. Later work at the University of Newcastle by Evans, Atkinson and Jameson (1995) subsequently
confirmed theoretical aspects. Lower APR values would allow tank diameters to be reduced, and also
allowed operation with lower frother addition. Reduction of APR from an initial value of 0.3 to 0.2, while
maintaining Jg at 1.2cm/sec allowed the diameter required to be reduced from 4.0m to 2.75m.
Two 2.75m cells were still unable to fit into the allowable space. To overcome this problem the 4000/16
design was altered to produce a cell capable of two stages of flotation in the one shell. This was achieved by
the use of additional baffles in the feed distributor, tank, internal and external launder - creating the 4000/16 2
stage Jameson Cell, Figure 4.
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Feed line stage 1

Air line stage 1

Feed line stage 2

Air line stage 2

Conc. line stage 1

Tail. line stage 1

Conc. line stage 2

Tail. line stage 2

Figure 4. 4000/16 two stage Jameson Cell.

In March 1993 the Jameson Cell for the cleaner scavenger circuit was ordered. Fabrication of downcomer
parts was done in Australia with steel work being built in the Philippines. The tank and platform were
fabricated in two halves to allow movement into the concentrator. Equipment arrived on site in early August,
1994, with installation being completed three weeks later.
Commissioning
Commissioning commenced on August 30, and a number of problems, as detailed below were encountered.
• Height restrictions resulted in the cell being installed one metre lower than envisaged. This caused tailing
pipe runs being close to the horizontal with subsequent sanding and restricted tailing flow, with pulp
overflowing to concentrate, (Harbort, 1994).
• Bubble probes installed for tank level control were affected by larger than anticipated density fluctuations.
They were replaced with float type level indicators.
• An instrumented control for feed pump box level control resulted in pump boxes and the Jameson Cell
being hydraulically linked. Pump box level control was later achieved by placing tailing into a junction
launder, one end of which flowed into the pump box, maintaining a constant level, the other end being
directed to tailing.
• By mid September, after several modifications, recoveries across both stages was still only 50%, Figure 5.
Investigation showed the problem was caused by the irregular trial use of a chemical defoamer. Used to
suppress tenacious froth it resulted in severe loss of froth formation and extremely unstable Jameson Cell
operation. Its use was discontinued and copper recovery increased to 75%.
• Several days later, corrosion in the recleaner feed box required running repairs to be conducted, limiting
recoveries in the cleaner. After repairs were completed the cleaner scavenger copper recovery was
increased to 85%.
• Reduced elevation had resulted in internal launders being too low to feed to respective areas of the plant
and had been closed off. This caused dead zones to develop in the froth on the inner area of the cell. To
overcome this piping was installed between the internal and external launder. This resulted in an eight
percent increase in copper recovery to 93%, which was above the targeted value.
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Figure 5. Cleaner scavenger copper recovery.

Size by size analysis
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Figures 6 and 7 detail size by size recoveries of copper and gold across the 4000/16 Jameson Cell. The
highest recoveries for both were achieved in the minus 74 micron fraction, being 93.4% for copper and
92.5% for gold. Recoveries decreased only marginally with increasing coarseness. At the coarsest size of plus
300 micron, copper recovery was 82.5% with gold recovery of 82.3%. An aberrant drop in recovery for
both copper and gold was noted at the 149 micron size. The d80 of feed material was 75 micron.

Size fraction (microns)

Figure 6. Cleaner scavenger copper size by
size recovery.

Figure 7. Cleaner scavenger gold size by size
recovery.
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Jameson Cell and mechanical cell comparisons
Table 1 details key comparisons between the Jameson and mechanical cleaner scavenger circuits.
As previously discussed the major justification for replacement of the mechanical cleaner scavenger was to
create sufficient area for the replacement of the main roughers and scavengers. The Jameson Cell cleaner
scavenger circuit achieved equivalent metallurgical performance, operating with eight percent of footprint area
and 9.4% of the residence time of the mechanical circuit.
Power consumed by the Jameson Cell circuit at 197.8kW is half of the previous circuit. This is slightly above
the anticipated power (Garcia, 1993), however the more stable operation produced has reduced the
cleaner/recleaner power from its original consumption of 150kW, (Garcia, Sevilliano, Smith, 1995) to
112.7kW (Malicse, 1996), a fall of 37.3kW.
Orifice plate usage had initially been predicted at two sets of ceramic per year. The initial steel orifice plates,
with an anticipated life of two months remained in service for nine months and the first set of ceramic orifice
plates have been in use for 24 months.
Table 1. Comparison of Jameson and mechanical cell cleaner scavengers.

Comparison

Jameson Cells

Mechanical Cells

Power consumption - kW

198

393

Foot print area - sq metres

30

375

Residence time - minutes

2.9

30

CLEANER CIRCUIT UPDATE
The commissioning of the Jameson cleaner and recleaner cells have been discussed elsewhere (Harbort et al,
1993; Harbort, Sevilliano, Chui, 1994) and this paper presents an update on operation, since commissioning
in 1993.
Froth formation
The first Jameson Cells installed at Philex were generally very well accepted by operators. One initial
operational difficulty was the difference in froth formation between the Jameson Cells and the
column/mechanical cells they replaced. The Jameson Cell cleaner and recleaner produce a fine froth, typically
with bubble diameters no more than 5mm at the overflow lip. The replaced column by comparison had
bubbles of 25mm diameter at the overflow lip. Operators often interpreted the small bubble size as meaning
low grade concentrate, when this was not the case. Usual action was to first decrease the air rate to
“improve” grade. As found by Atkinson and Espinosa-Gomez (1992) reduction of the air within a Jameson
Cell causes an increase in vacuum within the downcomer and typically causes bubble size to get smaller.
Visually, reducing air rates made the froth appear even “lower grade”. The next action was to increase wash
water to “improve” grade. This produced a “wetter”, faster flowing froth, again interpreted as lowering
grade, when in fact the opposite occurred.
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The targeted concentrate grade of 25% copper, with equivalent pre-installation recoveries continued to be
achieved until June 1995, 18 months after commissioning (Smith, 1996). In June 1995 both a drop in
concentrate grade and cleaner circuit recovery occurred, Figure 8. Initial attempts to correct the fall
concentrated on improvement in shift operation. This did arrest the fall, but a return to previous levels was not
achieved. A detailed audit was then conducted around the Jameson Cells which highlighted a number of
possible causes for the deterioration, (Harbort, 1995).

50
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199
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Figure 8. Cleaner circuit copper recovery and concentrate grade.

Feed flow rates
The recleaner cell had been designed to treat a flow of 51m3 per hour. The actual operating flow had
increased to 99.5 m3 per hour through a combination of lower percent solids, lower cleaner concentrate
grades and higher metal content. To cope with this increased flow the recleaner feed pump had been
increased in speed and the orifice plate size increased. An investigation of the recleaner showed that a column
of pulp was forming between each downcomer and the outer tank wall, giving inefficient froth/pulp separation.
Jameson Cell modelling studies by the CSIRO, (Schwarz, 1992) had predicted this could happen, although
this was the first time the phenomena has been observed in practice. To overcome the problem the
downcomers were relocated inward toward the cell centre.
Carrying capacity
Froth carrying capacity limitations, causing a gradual copper build up in the cleaner circuit, was also
considered a possible problem. Initial design indicated a recleaner carrying rate of 12.76g/min/cm2. This value
was routinely exceeded, (Manlapig, 1994), without a deterioration in recleaner performance. Indications from
January 1995 were that even at 14.75 g/min/cm2 carrying capacity was not limited. Although carrying
limitations did not cause a high load system to develop, when one existed it did increase the time it took to
remove copper from the circuit. Modifications to the cleaner cell were conducted to allow high grade
concentrate to be removed from one downcomer area direct to final concentrate. This provided a rapid
method for removing copper from the cleaner circuit.
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Frother addition
Excessive frother was also diagnosed as a problem. Frother consumption had been gradually increasing over
1995, partly in an attempt to increase recovery and partly due to concerns on frother quality. In November
1995 frother addition to the rougher circuit was decreased by 25% and some improvement in cleaner circuit
performance was observed. As the only frother addition was to the rougher circuit there were concerns that
decreases in addition to improve concentrate grade would decrease overall recovery and no further reductions
were conducted for several months. In July 1996 frother was again decreased by 25%. Within sixteen hours
of the reduction cleaner circuit copper recovery improved from 85% to 95% and concentrate grade improved
by approximately three percent copper.
A review of frother consumption over 21 months shows a direct relationship between increasing frother
consumption and decreasing grade and recovery, Figure 9. Unlike mechanical cells where over addition of
frother decreases concentrate grade without affecting recovery, in the Jameson Cell, under certain conditions,
recovery can be affected. This was recognised earlier, (Harbort, 1993), but had typically only applied to small
test cells. In the Philex cleaner circuit frother saturated feed had caused a “blurring” of the pulp/froth interface
causing level indicators to drift. Since the reduction of frother the cleaner circuit has continued to produce
record concentrate grades and recoveries.
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Figure 9. Effect of overall plant frother addition on cleaner circuit performance .
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ROUGHER/SCAVENGER INSTALLATION
Design considerations
Where the cleaner scavenger cell required alteration to an existing design, the rougher scavenger Jameson
Cells required a new design. Criteria for design included:
• ability to handle coarse feed
• sizing to incorporate space limitations
• efficient feed distribution to downcomers
• operator acceptance
The Philex concentrator operated with three parallel lines of rougher/scavengers and it was a site preference
that the Jameson Cell installation would follow this layout. A number of installation options were reviewed.
1. Six by five metre diameter Jameson Cells ( three for roughing/three for scavenging). This option failed
the design criteria in terms of footprint area, lip length and froth travel distance, (Table 2).
2. Twelve by 3.5 metre diameter cells. There was operator resistance to this option in that circular cells
were considered largely suitable for cleaning but it was felt that rougher/ scavengers should be rectangular.
3. Twelve by R3330/8 cells. Rectangular Jameson Cells had been operated at Newlands Coal Pty Ltd on
coal fines, (Jameson, Goffinet, Hughes, 1991) and at the Philippine Smelting and Refining Corporation on
copper slag scavenging, (Dawson, Harbort, 1996). However, these cells had operated at less than 20tph
per cell, compared to the Philex requirement of 200tph per cell. Significant design work on rectangular
cells for roughing duties had been done in 1993 Manlapig and this was further developed for the design of
the R3330/8 model Jameson Cell for use at Philex.
Table 2. Jameson rougher/scavenger design criteria.

Model

Lip length/area ratio

Maximum froth travel

Operator

cm/cm2

distance (mm)

acceptance

5000/16

0.96

1000

medium

3500/8

1.46

625

medium

R3330/8

1.33

550

high

Target

>1.0

< 750

high
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Design changes
Figure 10 shows a schematic of the R3330/8 Jameson Cell. Changes to the old design included:
• level control using a sand port and overflow weir
• use of a horizontal distributor, with reducing cross sections to maintain pressure
• vertical rather than horizontal feed inlet to downcomers
• use of ceramic at key locations within downcomers
• division of the downcomer into two contacting zones, separated by an aeration funnel that
concentrates air around the plunging jet and reduces froth creep to minimise solids build up in air
lines.
Twelve R3330/8 Jameson Cells were ordered by Philex in January 1995, with a staggered delivery and
commissioning period.
Feed Distributor
Air Inlet

Access
Platform
Weir
Overflow

Concentrate

Sand
Port
Tailing
Outflow

Figure 10. R3330 Jameson Cell.

Commissioning
Significant dates (Harbort, 1996), relating to commissioning were:
• December 7, 1994. Jameson bank C rougher commenced operation.
• February 14, 1995. Jameson Bank C scavengers commenced operation.
• June, 1995. Mechanical bank C de-commissioned.
• September 1, 1995. Jameson bank A commenced operation.
• October 10, 1995. Jameson bank B commenced operation.
• January, 1996. Mechanical banks A and B off line for refurbishment.
• September, 1996. Performance trial conducted showing the Jameson Cells were operating
significantly better than predictions from test work.
A number of problems, as detailed below were encountered.
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External Recycle Mechanism
Pump box level control to maintain steady feed pressures initially was via an instrumented control scheme. This
was designed to keep feed pressures within +/- 10kPa of set points. Initial operation indicated that this was
difficult. Jameson Cells operating in SX-EW duties had for several years made use of the Internal Recycle
Mechanism (I.R.M.) to obtain stable pressures. (Dawson, Jackson, 1995). This concept was transferred to
the rougher pump box at Philex to create the External Recycle Mechanism (E.R.M) as described by Harbort
(1995) and Manlapig (1996). The E.R.M. is explained with reference to Figure 11. In simple terms it allows
fluid in an intermediate box to flow into the main pump box, to maintain it at a constant level.
tailing

new
feed

tailing to next
stage

recycled
tailing
slot

feed pump box

variable splitter box

Figure 11. Schematic of External Recycle Mechanism (E.R.M.)

Operation with the E.R.M. commenced on December 16, 1994, with stable pump box level control being
achieved with great success. Even wide fluctuations in flow were dampened allowing near constant feed
pressures at all times. Figure 12 shows the beneficial effect of the E.R.M. in minimising flow fluctuations. At
approximately 2am on September 12, 1996 operations were disrupted by cycloning problems in one of the
ball mills. This resulted in varying flows to the flotation circuit, which continued until 11am when the problem
was corrected. The short frequency of the flow disruptions resulted in mechanical cell level control being
unable to stabilise, with consequential copper losses to tailing. By comparison, these fluctuations were
adequately handled by the E.R.M., with no loss of recovery evident, even with manual adjustment on cell level
control.
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Figure 12. Minimisation of circuit disruptions with the E.R.M.

Froth formation

Once again the difference in froth formation between the Jameson and mechanical roughers was an area that
caused some difficulty with operating personnel. Each bank of mechanical rougher/scavengers had a lip length
of forty metres, with an average mass flow over the lip of approximately 0.29tph per metre of lip. By
comparison, each bank of Jameson rougher/scavengers has a lip length of twenty six metres with an average
mass flow over the lip of 0.65tph per metre of lip. Initially, experienced mechanical cell operators had a
tendency to run Jameson Cells visually the same as the mechanical cells, with too low a mass pull, giving lower
recoveries.
On going performance
Figure 13 shows the average operating performance in 1995/1996 compared with results from the mechanical
banks. The difference between expected and actual tailing increases with increasing feed grade. A number of
reasons appear to exist for this including improved copper oxide recovery, better scavenging ability and
improved fine particle flotation.
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Figure 13. Comparison of Jameson and mechanical rougher scavengers.

Copper oxide content typically increases with increasing rougher feed grade. Immediately following
commissioning it became apparent that the Jameson Cells were achieving higher recoveries of oxidised copper
than the mechanical banks, Figure 14. During the initial tests feed material contained low copper oxide content
and this advantage of the Jameson Cell was not apparent.
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Figure 14. Effect of feed copper oxides on final flotation tailing.

Operation has shown that roughing performance was similar to test work and to that achieved by the
mechanical cells. Scavenging in the Jameson Cells however shows a marked improvement over the
mechanical cells. Figure 15 details the distribution of tailing results for September/October, 1996, with
Jameson and mechanical banks having similar scavenger feed grades. Both operated for a similar period of
time in the normal operating range, with the Jameson Cells performing better under minor upset conditions. Of
major significance is that the Jameson Cells for twenty percent of the operating time produced a very low
scavenger tailing, rarely achieved by the mechanical circuit at Philex. This is possibly due to the intense
bubble/particle nature of contact which occurs in the downcomer. This is further highlighted by the fact that the
Philex mechanical scavenging banks have twelve contacting stages compared to one for the Jameson
scavengers.
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Distribution of results %
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Very low tailing range
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Figure 15. Distribution of tailing results for September/October, 1996.

Size by size analysis
Surveys have been conducted around the Jameson Cells and mechanical banks. These samples were sized by
screening and cyclosizing and size fractions assayed to allow a size by size comparison of recoveries, Figure
16. The results show that the Jameson Cells and mechanical banks achieved similar recovery of copper in all
size fraction greater than 14 micron. In the 10 micron to 14 micron size fraction the Jameson Cell achieved
page 14
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2% additional copper recovery over the mechanical cells. For the minus 10 micron slimes fraction the
Jameson Cells achieved 6.72% additional copper recovery. The samples were further analysed via QEM
SEM, (CSIRO, 1996), showing losses of chalcopyrite to tailing in the +106 micron size range were as
unliberated gangue binary composites. Liberated chalcopyrite up to 212 micron in size was observed in
concentrate. By comparison, chalcopyrite losses in the 10 to 14 micron fraction were largely free particles,
(60.2% of chalcopyrite lost), with 21.0% lost as composites with pyrite and only 16.8% being lost as gangue
composites. It is likely that -10 micron material (unanalysed), would exhibit a similar form of loss. As such
20% of total copper losses were as free particles in the slimes fraction.
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Figure 16. Copper recovery by size fraction.

Figure 17 details the effect of the Jameson Cell rougher installation on overall plant copper tailing. Early 1994
represents the plant’s previous best performance in recent times where a tailing of 0.059% copper were
achieved. The average tailing for the six months prior to Jameson C bank commissioning was 0.069%
copper. Following completion of commissioning and during the early part of 1996 when mechanical banks
were off line for refurbishment, the Jameson Cells, operating alone, achieved an average tailing of 0.064%
copper. Peaks in tailing grade after this relate to periods where significant amounts of ROM spillage material
was treated. Following normalisation of ore supply, tailing levels fell to 0.055% copper. With increasing
confidence and expertise Philex have managed to reduce plant tailing further to an October 1996 average of
0.046% copper.
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Figure 17. Plant copper final tailing.
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In addition to improved copper recovery a significant increase in gold recovery, above that indicated by gold
floating in sulphides, was observed. At typical plant recoveries the Jameson Cells improved gold recovery by
approximately one percent. This appears in part due to elevated Jameson Cell recovery of free gold during
plant upset conditions, Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Copper recovery versus gold recovery.

Performance trial
The copper tailing grade achievable from test work was based on a sliding scale, largely governed by the
copper feed grade to the roughers. In September 1996, a performance trial at rated capacity was conducted
to confirm operating performance. For the trial, one Jameson bank was fed from milling line no 2, with milling
line no 1 feeding to mechanical banks A and B, which acted as a control. Key parameters for the trial are
shown in Table 3. (Harbort, Murphy, 1996).
During this trial the tailing achieved was 0.01% copper less than that anticipated.
Table 3. Performance trial key parameters

Parameter

Line 1

Line 2

Control

Jameson A bank

SIBX addition (g/t)

24.04

24.04

Frother addition (g/t)

18.35

15.2

Approx. pulp density (kg/l)

1.28

1.36

Grind (% passing 200#)

67.5

67.2
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Jameson Cell and mechanical cell comparisons
Table 4 details other comparisons between the Jameson and mechanical rougher/scavenger circuits. The
Jameson circuit occupies 60% less floor area and achieves equivalent results to the mechanical banks with
40% of their residence time. This is achieved with a power saving of 18%
Table 4. Comparison of Jameson and mechanical cell cleaner scavengers.

Parameter

Jameson Cells

Mechanical Cells

Power Consumption - kW

1396

1702.5

Foot print area - sq metres

360

900

Residence time - minutes

7.46

17.9

CONCLUSIONS
Philex Mining Corporation has successfully conducted a major installation of Jameson Cells into cleaner and
rougher sections of their Banget concentrator. Indicated metallurgical improvements have been:
Cleaner/Recleaner

• 2.6% increase in copper concentrate grade
• 3.5% increase in plant copper recovery
• 2.6% increase in plant gold recovery

Cleaner Scavenger

• 1.5% increase in cleaner circuit copper recovery

Rougher/Scavenger

• 3.3% increase in copper recovery
• 4.5% increase in gold recovery
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ABSTRACT
In 1993, BHP Coal investigated several different flotation technologies for the
replacement of the ageing mechanical (sands) flotation cells in it’s Goonyella coal
preparation plant. The study included pilot scale testing using two 0.5 metre (1.6’)
diameter Jameson Cells, having a throughput of 7.5 m3/h (33 USGPM). The results
showed that the cell could deliver superior metallurgical results compared to the
mechanical flotation cells. In the following year, BHP Coal decided to replace the
mechanical cells with Jameson Cells installed in a two stage (rougher - scavenger)
configuration.
In 1995, BHP Coal initiated a project to confirm the ability of Jameson Cells to be
scaled up from pilot to industrial scale. The aim of the study was to determine
whether the full scale downcomer could deliver the results predicted by test work with
a smaller sized downcomer. For the scale-up confirmation study, BHP Coal purchased
two demonstration scale Jameson Cells, each having a diameter of 1.25 metres (4’),
and a full-scale, 60 m3/h (264 USGPM) capacity downcomer. The size of the
demonstration cell’s tank was calculated using parameters determined during the pilot
scale test work. The results from the demonstration scale trials were found to be in
line with the pilot scale results.
Having demonstrated the scale up from the pilot scale Jameson Cell to the
demonstration scale cells with industrial scale downcomers, BHP Australia Coal
proceeded with the installation of eight model 5000/16 cells (16.5’ diameter cell with
16 downcomers) in two-stage, in series, configuration. These industrial scale Jameson
Cells, each treating 960 m3/h (4227 USGPM) used the same size downcomer as the
demonstration cell. The installation of the Jameson Cells at Goonyella was part of a
major fines circuit upgrade.
Commissioning of the refurbished fines circuit was completed in two weeks, with
maximum throughputs achieved shortly thereafter. The full-scale Jameson Cell
optimisation data are seen to closely match the pilot scale performance data. The
results show that the pilot scale tests were able to accurately predict the performance
of the full-scale Jameson Cells.
Several months of Jameson Cell operating data show that the full-scale installation
has consistently been able to deliver the results predicted by the pilot scale testing.
The Jameson Cell’s performance is also demonstrated to be much less variable than
that of the preceding mechanical flotation cells.
The ability of the Jameson Cell to deliver a consistently low ash product has allowed
the recoveries from the coarse circuit to be increased, thereby paving the way for a
3.5% increase in plant yield, and the setting of BHP Coal production records.
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INTRODUCTION
Goonyella / Riverside Mine is one of seven mines managed and operated by BHP
Coal Pty Ltd (formerly BHP Australia Coal Pty Ltd) in central Queensland’s Bowen
Basin. While Goonyella (owned by Central Queensland Coal Associates) and
neighbouring Riverside (owned by BHP Mitsui Coal) were amalgamated in 1989, the
mines are on separate leases, and have their own coal preparation facilities. The two
operations combined will produce approximately 10.7 million tonnes of coal this
financial year, 7.2 million tonnes being from the Goonyella operation (Gosnell, 1996).
The Goonyella mine and coal preparation plant commenced operations 25 years ago,
with an output of 4.4 million tonnes per year. In the original plant, the feed stock was
split into two process streams:
• coarse coal (+0.5 mm wedge wire), comprising 80% of the plant feed,
which was treated by six modules of heavy media cyclones, and
• fine coal (-0.5 mm wedge wire) which was treated by “sands” flotation in a
common circuit consisting of four banks of 4 x 300 cubic foot Wemco
mechanical cells. The ultrafines were discarded.
Subsequent modifications included the addition of a slimes flotation stage (1979), the
incorporation of tailing scavenging spirals (1985) and a one third plant expansion in
1987 to increase the production rate to 6.7 million tonnes per year.
By August 1993, when Goonyella sold its one hundred millionth tonne of coal, the
coal preparation plant could treat 1800 tonnes per hour, and consisted of eight heavy
medium cyclone modules, split flotation consisting of four banks of 4 x 300 cubic
foot Wemco cells for sands flotation and four banks of 4 x 300 cubic foot Wemco
cells for slimes flotation, and scavenging spirals. Overall, the flotation circuit
typically gave products with ash contents in the order of 9 to 10%, with combustibles
recoveries ranging between 71 and 83%. However, the coarse flotation cells were
severely corroded, and required replacement. New flotation technologies were
investigated for this replacement due to the potential to increase the overall plant yield
by achieving lower ash products from the flotation circuit.
In 1993, BHP Coal initiated an intensive on-site test work program to investigate the
benefits to the Goonyella coal preparation plant of some novel, high intensity flotation
technologies, namely:
• Jameson Cell, (MIM Holdings Ltd)
• Microcel, (Bulk Materials Coal Handling) and
• Centrifloat High Rate Cell (Century Oils).
The Jameson Cell, is a pneumatic flotation cell which has no moving parts and no
requirement for compressed air or sparging mechanisms. A technical description of
this flotation device is given elsewhere, (Evans et al, 1995).
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TEST DETAILS
Pilot test work
Pilot scale models of the Jameson Cell, Microcel and Centrifloat High Rate cells were
trialed in open circuit, with the following feed streams taken directly from the
preparation plant:
• full flotation feed, 0.5 millimetre wedge wire x 0 coal (see Table 1),
• slimes flotation feed, 75 micron x 0 (minus 200 mesh) coal, and
• tailings thickener underflow.
Table 1 - Flotation feed characteristics

Size Fraction
Mesh No. (nom. aperture size)

Mass
(%)

Ash
(%a.d.)

(+1mm)

0.5

19.0

-16 +30 mesh

(-1 +0.5mm)

12.1

14.0

-30 +60 mesh

(-0.5 +0.25mm)

21.1

14.0

-60 +100 mesh

(-0.25 +0.15mm)

13.7

15.2

-100 +250 mesh (-0.15 +0.063mm)

13.2

18.2

-250 mesh

39.4

39.0

+16 mesh

(-0.063mm)

The flotation feed stream typically has an ash content in the range of 18 to 25%.
A mobile Jameson Cell pilot plant was used for the on-site test work at Goonyella.
The pilot plant included two model JC500/1 Jameson Cells, which have a diameter of
500 mm (1.6’), fitted with one 100 mm (4”) downcomer. The cells had an individual
cell capacity of 7.5 m3/h (33 USGPM), and could be operated as single stage, two
stage, or single stage with partial tailing recycle. The various Jameson Cell
configurations are illustrated in Figure 1.
Demonstration scale Jameson Cells
Jameson Cell flotation tests were performed using demonstration scale Jameson Cells
to confirm that full scale 300 mm (12”) diameter downcomers rated at 60 m3/h (264
USGPM) could replicate the results of the pilot scale equipment. The demonstration
scale Jameson Cell had a diameter of 1.25 m (4.1’), and had a section of the
circumferential cell lip blanked off to ensure that the product mass rate per unit of lip
length would be the same as for the full scale Jameson Cells which were proposed for
installation at Goonyella. Two cells were skid mounted, with the intention of
operating in a two-stage configuration.
Due to reagent conditioning constraints, the two-stage Jameson Cell configuration
was difficult to operate. As a result, the demonstration scale trials were performed
with one cell only operated in partial tailing recycle mode. The pilot scale test work
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showed that operating one cell in partial tailing recycle mode approximated the
performance of two-stage operation.
The four-day demonstration cell test work campaign was undertaken at a time when
the feed to the plant was described by site personnel as oxidised coal, and
consequently, plant flotation performance was adversely affected. The feed coal was
suspected to have been heat affected. Additionally, the flotation feed solids content
was higher than usual (14 to 18%, compared to 10 to 12%).
Full scale Jameson Cells
Eight model 5000/16 Jameson Cells (16.5’ diameter with 16 off 12” downcomers per
cell) were installed in two-stage configuration, (four primary cells followed by four
secondary cells) as shown in Figure 2. The specified flotation feed was 3800 m3/h
(16,700 USGPM) slurry containing 9.2% solids by weight.
Jameson Cell scale-up is performed using simple algorithms and the values of key
parameters determined during test work. The model 5000/16 Jameson Cell was
designed directly using optimised parameters from the pilot scale test work. The
operating strategies and reagent usage were also determined during the pilot scale test
work. Operating variables such as air flow rate, froth depth and wash water addition
can be adjusted to achieve performance targets.
The Jameson Cell installation was part of a major fines circuit upgrade which also
included design and construction of a coal thickener, building an annexe on the
existing plant to house the Jameson Cells, upgrading the control system and
relocating several items of equipment in the plant.
Figure 1 - Jameson Cell configurations for fine coal flotation
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Figure 2
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pilot scale test work and evaluation
The pilot scale flotation test work showed that the Jameson Cell could achieve a
significantly lower ash product than the existing Wemco flotation cells, while
maintaining or increasing the combustibles recovery. Figure 3 illustrates the
performance of the pilot scale Jameson Cell when treating the flotation feed stream,
compared to the combined performance of the Wemco sands and slimes flotation
cells. The Wemco data was obtained by an independent party performing flotation
surveys.
During the pilot scale test work, the results from two stage Jameson Cell flotation
were observed to be very similar to the results from tests performed with a single
stage with partial tailing recycle. This is a typical result, and can lead to substantial
equipment cost savings in full scale installations.
The test results from the three novel flotation cell technologies and operating data
from the mechanical flotation cells were included in a comprehensive evaluation
process, which examined capital and operating costs, forecast increases in revenue,
operability and technical risk.
Figure 3
Combustibles Recovery vs Product Ash
pilot scale Jameson Cell vs Wemco cell
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After rigorous analysis, BHP Coal decided to install Jameson Cells to treat the full
flotation feed stream. The Jameson Cells were to be configured as two-stage units,
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with the tailing from the first stage being treated in the second stage. Although single
stage Jameson Cells incorporating partial tailing recycle achieved results comparable
to the two-stage cells, the latter configuration was selected, as it had been successfully
installed and operated at BHP Coal’s Blackwater Mine and MIM Holdings’ Newlands
operation (Manlapig et al, 1993). At that stage, single stage operation with partial
tailing recycle had an element of risk, as the Goonyella pilot testing represented the
first thorough investigation of this mode of operation, and there were no industrial
scale Jameson Cells installed in this configuration. However, this Jameson Cell
configuration has subsequently adopted by several coal preparation plants, (Dawson et
al, 1996 and Le Page et al, 1995).
The Jameson Cell technology was selected over the competing technologies because
of (Carretta, 1996):
• the lower capital cost for full scale installation,
• lower operating costs (power, reagents) and maintenance costs,
• the scale-up from the pilot rig had been proven at BHP Coal’s Blackwater
Mine,
• the Jameson Cell having achieved the same combustible recoveries and
product ashes as the other technologies, and
• the Jameson Cell test rig was the easiest to operate and was insensitive to
feed fluctuations of percent solids and feed rate.

The ability of the Jameson Cell to produce a low ash product meant that the recovery
from the coarse circuit could be increased (at a slightly higher ash content), thereby
increasing the plant’s production rate while meeting the product ash specifications.
Demonstration scale test work
The combustibles recovery versus product ash results from the demonstration scale
flotation tests were generally in line with those of the pilot scale tests, although at
reduced combustibles recoveries, (Figure 4). The performance of the plant’s Wemco
cells when treating the poor quality feed used during the demonstration scale test
work was also poorer than usual.
The demonstration cell test program was terminated prematurely when the feed type
to the plant changed to a partially oxidised Riversids middle seam.
High feed solids contents are known to adversely affect the performance of the
Jameson Cell, particularly when operating near carrying capacity limitations
(Espinosa-Gomez et al, 1988). Therefore, the abnormally high feed solids content
may have caused a limitation in the combustibles recovery. Given the less than ideal
conditions under which the demonstration scale test work was performed, the results
were viewed as encouraging.
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Figure 4
Combustibles Recovery vs Product Ash
pilot and demonstration scale Jameson Cells - tests in
partial tailing recycle mode
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Full scale
Commissioning of the upgraded fines circuit occurred in December 1995. The
commissioning was completed in two weeks, with major difficulties being
maintenance short-falls and operational problems with the one metre (3.3’) diameter
tailing classifying cyclones, the coal thickener, and the new reagent dosing system.
The plant was able to operate at its maximum throughput of 2000 t/h (an increase
over the pre-upgrade throughput of 1800 t/h) six weeks after re-commissioning the
fines circuit.
Figure 5 illustrates the combustibles recovery versus product ash results of the full
scale Jameson Cell optimisation trials, which were performed after commissioning, to
the pilot scale test work results. The ability of the pilot scale test work to accurately
predict the performance of a full scale Jameson Cell is demonstrated here.
The full-scale Jameson Cell’s operating parameters such as reagent addition and froth
depth were determined by pilot test work, and directly translated to full-scale
operation.
The consistent performance of the full scale Jameson Cell installation is illustrated by
Figure 6, in which one year’s Wemco shift data is compared to approximately six
months of Jameson Cell shift data. The Jameson Cell is demonstrated to achieve a
consistently low ash product in spite of variations in the feed properties.
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Figure 5
Combustibles Recovery vs Product Ash
pilot and full-scale Jameson Cells
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Figure 6
Combustibles Recovery vs Product Ash
Wemco and Jameson Cell production data
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Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the distribution of the combustibles in the feed to the
product and tailing when treated by the Jameson Cell and Wemco cells respectively.
The Jameson Cell is demonstrated to maintain high combustibles recoveries across
the range of particles sizes present in the flotation feed. The mechanical flotation cells
reported poorer combustibles recoveries from the finest and coarsest particles, the
former being particularly critical to the overall recovery.
Figure 7
Distribution of Combustibles to Product and Tailing
Jameson Cell (overall combustibles recovery = 88.3%)
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Figure 8
Distribution of Combustibles to Product and Tailing
Combined Wemco sands & slimes (overall combustibles recovery = 79%)
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Performance data subsequent to commissioning the Jameson Cells has shown that the
overall plant yield has been increased by 3.5%. The realised plant increase was
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significantly higher than the predicted yield increase of 2.1%. As a result, the payback
for the fines upgrade project was reduced from the predicted 28 months to 17 months.
The success of Jameson Cell installation at the Goonyella coal preparation plant has
contributed to the plant’s record breaking performances. In March 1996, Goonyella
broke the BHP Coal weekly production record by producing 198,6451 tonnes of coal,
overtaking the previous mark set by the nearby Peak Downs Mine. Goonyella has
continued its record breaking performances, setting new weekly production highs in
May 1996 (200,163 tonnes) and in January 1997 (210,476 tonnes).
CONCLUSIONS
1. Pilot scale Jameson Cell testing proved that this technology was superior to the
existing mechanical flotation cells in producing a lower ash product and achieving
higher combustibles recoveries.
2. During the demonstration scale Jameson Cell tests, the product ashes observed in
the pilot scale test work were reproduced, although the combustibles recoveries fell
short of the pilot scale results. The lower combustibles recoveries were most likely
caused by the degraded nature of the coal feedstock.
3. The performance of the full scale Jameson Cell installation closely matches the
performance of the pilot scale cells. Therefore, pilot scale Jameson Cell test work
was able to accurately predict the performance of the full scale cells.
4. The Jameson Cell achieves higher combustibles recoveries from the finest (-0.063
mm) and coarsest (+ 1.0 mm) size fractions, and hence is able to give higher
overall combustibles recoveries.
5. The ability of the Jameson Cell to consistently deliver a low ash product at high
combustibles recoveries has contributed to an overall plant yield increase of 3.5%.
This has lead to the setting of new production records.
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